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Summary
Slavery in modern times is increasing. The current thesis investigates the mental health
impact and treatment of two populations of modern slaves, former child soldiers and forcibly
or (quasi) voluntarily recruited adult combatants including women and girls. The secondary
population are female survivors of human trafficking for sexual exploitation arriving in a
high resource setting (the UK), where research in this area is in its infancy. The mental health
sequalae of both types of slavery experiences are explored in addition to possible treatments
using adapted versions of Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET). Throughout, consideration is
given to how we might protect survivors from further exploitation (including reenslavement), and the wider question of whether if this could be achieved this could lead to
change within communities to promote safeguarding against human rights abuses, prosocial
behaviour and ultimately reinforce peace in post conflict settings.
The first study investigates mental health sequalae in a unique population of female
only former child soldiers in Kibumba DRC, an area heavily impacted by the M23 war and
where large numbers of girls were abducted and forced into sexual slavery and combat. High
rates of trauma were found, including directly experienced trauma, witnessed events and also
perpetrated events. Individuals who had high levels of lifetime trauma and more severe
mental problems presented with higher levels of current violent behaviour. Therefore, the
study shows that since current violent behaviour was predicted by both PTSD and appetitive
aggression, it is the psychological sequalae of the exposure to the traumatic events that results
in ongoing perpetration of violence post conflict.
With the same population, the second article outlines the results of a randomised
controlled trial comparing an updated adapted version of NET with treatment as usual.
Former female child soldiers treated with NET showed significantly reduced PTSD,
appetitive aggression and depression, and this had an impact on behaviour, with lower
perpetration of current violence compared with those treated as usual at long term follow up
(9 months) There was no difference in guilt, but social acknowledgement was also improved
in those treated with NET. Given the reduction in current violent behaviour, the treatment
may be useful not only in treating mental health of survivors but also in enhancing peace
building. Together with the increase in social acknowledgement, women and girls treated
with NET with improved mental health and lower violent behaviour may be less likely to be
re-enslaved.
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The third article describes an RCT using the same updated adaptation of NET for an
adult male sample, utilising the same measures except guilt and including substance misuse
as an outcome. In this trial, NET decreased appetitive aggression, current violent behaviour,
PTSD, depression and also substance misuse (even though the latter was not deliberately
targeted within the therapy). Perceived social acknowledgement increased and solidarity with
paramilitary life decreased. Mirroring the results of the trial with women and girls, significant
mental health improvements were accompanied by a behavioural change in reduction of
violence that potentially decreases the chances of re-recruitment into conflict
The fourth article describes a feasibility trial of a community intervention that results
in a NETfacts health system that identifies and treats individual survivors of trauma as well
as delivering a therapeutic intervention at the community level that involved sharing
anonymised ‘facts’ derived from testimonies from previous individual treatments. The
NETfacts challenge community avoidance and increase awareness of the true experiences of
survivors, challenging misconceptions and assumptions. The results showed post intervention
benefits for PTSD and beliefs in rape myths among participants who participated in NETfacts
and had experienced multiple traumatic events in their past. Attitudes towards ex-combatants
improved and the perceived lack of general social acknowledgement as a trauma survivor
increased overall. No change was observed for depression. This article shows that the
approach is feasible and has potential for scale up and further testing.
The fourth article involves the second population of survivors of slavery, women
trafficked into the UK for the purpose of sexual exploitation. An adapted version of NET that
included increased safety protocols and emphasis on analysis of motivations of important
protagonists involved in enslavement (in order to protect against re-enslavement) was used
and retrospectively audited. The Article describes the treatment of these women and mental
health improvements immediately post treatment.
The final article presents a systematic review that includes all treatment studies to
date of NET and its adaptations, as well as a meta-analysis of those studies meeting certain
quality criteria. Overall, in relation to the reduction of PTSD, there were large between group
effect sizes in favour of NET. Analyses of RCTs with active controls yielded small to
medium effect sizes in the short-term, and large effect sizes in trials that included long term
follow up.
In summary, this thesis presents an insight into the experiences, psychological
sequalae and treatment opportunities for survivors of slavery in two contexts. With a focus on
child and adult former combatants in Eastern DRC, the articles demonstrate the extent of
xiv

trauma exposure as well as the devastating impact on mental health. An adapted version of
NET produced was shown to be an effective therapeutic approach, not only in reducing the
mental health impact but also on violent in post conflict communities. Together with the
NETfacts health system approach at the community level, these interventions have the
potential not only to rehabilitate survivors, but also increase peace, integration, and
potentially safeguarding against future violence and re-enslavement. These findings add to
the overall evidence of the usefulness of NET and its adaptations in the treatment of trauma
survivors in multiple contexts worldwide.
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Zusammenfassung
Sklaverei steigt in modernen Zeiten. Die vorliegende Dissertation untersucht die
Auswirkungen moderner Sklaverei auf die psychische Gesundheit und dessen Behandlung
anhand unterschiedlicher Populationen. Einerseits an einer Stichprobe von männlichen und
weiblichen ehemaligen Kindersoldaten und gewaltsam oder (quasi) freiwillig rekrutierten
erwachsenen Kämpfern und an einer zweiten Stichprobe weiblicher Überlebenden des
Menschenhandels zum Zwecke der sexuellen Ausbeutung, die in einem ressourcenreichen
Umfeld (Großbritannien) ankommen. Die Forschung auf diesem Gebiet steht noch am
Anfang. Die Arbeit untersucht wie sich diese Arten von moderner Sklaverei auf die
psychische Gesundheit auswirken und ob diese mit adaptierten Versionen der Narrativen
Expositionsherapie (NET) effektiv behandelt werden können. Es wird darüber hinaus
dargestellt, wie wir die Überlebenden vor weiterer Ausbeutung (einschließlich erneuter
Sklaverei) schützen können, und es wird die weiterreichende Frage gestellt, ob dies, wenn
dies erreicht werden könnte, zu Veränderungen innerhalb der Gemeinschaften führen könnte,
um den Schutz vor Menschenrechtsverletzungen und prosozialem Verhalten zu fördern und
letztlich den Frieden in Situationen nach Konflikten zu stärken.
Die erste Studie untersucht die psychische Gesundheit einer speziellen Population
von weiblichen ehemaligen Kindersoldaten in Kibumba, der Demokratischen Republik
Kongo. Einer Region, die stark vom Krieg der M23 betroffen war und in dem eine große
Anzahl von Mädchen entführt und in sexuelle Sklaverei und zu Kampfhandlungen
gezwungen wurden. Es wurden hohe Raten traumatischer Erfahrungen festgestellt. Darunter
direkt erlebte und bezeugte Traumata aber auch ausgeführte Gewalt. Die Studie zeigte, dass
Teilnehmerinnen, die ein hohes Maß an Traumatisierungen und schwerwiegendere
psychische Probleme berichteten, auch im Alltag gewalttätiger sind. Das gegenwärtige
gewalttätige Verhalten wurde sowohl durch PTBS als auch durch appetitive Aggression
vorhergesagt. Abschließend weist die Studie darauf hin, dass nicht die Traumaexposition,
sondern die dadurch verursachte Psychopathologie die anhaltende Gewalttätigkeit bedingt.
Anhand derselben Stichprobe werden im zweiten Artikel die Ergebnisse einer
randomisierten kontrollierten Studie beschrieben, in der eine erneut adaptierte Version von
NET mit der vor Ort üblichen Behandlung verglichen wurde. Ehemalige weibliche
Kindersoldatinnen, die mit NET behandelt wurden, zeigten signifikant weniger Symptome
einer Posttraumatischen Belastungsstörung (PTBS), appetitive Aggression und Depressivität.
Dies spiegelte sich auch im Verhalten wider, denn die aktuelle Häufigkeit von Gewalttaten
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war bei der letzten Nachuntersuchung (9 Monate) geringer als bei der Kontrollgruppe. Es gab
keinen Unterschied in der Schuld. Das Gefühl der sozialen Anerkennung war bei den mit
NET behandelten Teilnehmerinnen stärker ausgeprägt. Angesichts des Rückgangs des
gegenwärtigen gewalttätigen Verhaltens kann der Ansatz nicht nur für die Behandlung von
Traumafolgestörungen Überlebender hilfreich sein, sondern auch für die Stärkung der
Friedenskonsolidierung. Zusammen mit der Zunahme der sozialen Anerkennung im zivilen
Kontext, ist darüber hinaus anzunehmen, dass die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer erneuten
Sklavenhaltung bei Frauen und Mädchen, die mit NET behandelt wurden und deren
psychische Gesundheit sich verbessert hat und deren gewalttätiges Verhalten verringert
wurde, insgesamt geringer ausfällt.
Der dritte Artikel beschreibt ebenfalls eine randomisiert kontrollierte Studie, bei der
die gleiche Version von NET in einer erwachsenen männlichen Stichprobe durchgeführt
wurde. Hierbei wurden mit Ausnahme von Schuldgefühlen dieselben Ergebnismaße
herangezogen und durch Substanzmissbrauch und der Solidarität zu paramilitärischen
Gruppen ergänzt. In dieser Studie verringerte NET die appetitive Aggression, das aktuelle
gewalttätige Verhalten, PTBS, Depression und auch den Substanzmissbrauch (obwohl
letzterer nicht bewusst im Rahmen der Therapie angestrebt wurde). Die wahrgenommene
soziale Anerkennung nahm zu und die Solidarität mit dem paramilitärischen Leben nahm ab.
Die Ergebnisse der Studie mit Frauen und Mädchen spiegelten sich in der Studie mit den
Männern wider. Es zeigte sich eine signifikante Verbesserunge der psychischen Gesundheit,
die mit einer Verhaltensänderung, der Verringerung von Gewaltausübung, einhergingen. Dies
verringert das Risiko einer erneuten Rekrutierung in eine bewaffnete Gruppe.
Der vierte Artikel beschreibt eine Machbarkeitsstudie. Im Rahmen einer
gemeindebasierten Intervention wurde das NETfacts-Gesundheitssystem entwickelt, das
psychisch belastete Traumaüberlebende identifiziert und mit NET behandelt sowie eine
therapeutische Intervention auf Gemeindeebene durchführt, bei der anonymisierte “Fakten”
aus Zeugenaussagen vorhergegangenen individueller Behandlungen in die Gemeinschaft
zurück gespeist werden. NETfacts unterbricht die kollektive Vermeidung durch die
Gemeinschaft und traumatisierte Individuen und schärft das Bewusstsein für die wahren
Erfahrungen der Überlebenden, indem sie Fakten spiegelt und Missverständnisse und
Annahmen in Frage stellt. Die Ergebnisse zeigten den Nutzen des Ansatzes hinsichtlich
PTBS und der Akzeptanz von Vergewaltigungsmythen unter den Gemeindemitgliedern, die
an NETfacts teilnahmen und in ihrer Vergangenheit mehrere traumatische Ereignisse erlebt
hatten. Die Einstellung gegenüber Ex-KombattantiInnen verbesserte sich, und der
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wahrgenommene Mangel an allgemeiner gesellschaftlicher Anerkennung als Überlebende
von Traumata nahm insgesamt zu. Im Hinblick auf Depressivität wurde keine signifikante
Veränderung beobachtet. Dieser Artikel zeigt, dass der Ansatz machbar ist und Potenzial für
eine Ausweitung und weitere Untersuchungen hat.
Der fünfte Artikel befasst sich mit der zweiten Population von Überlebenden der
Sklaverei. Diese Stichprobe besteht aus Frauen, die zum Zweck der sexuellen Ausbeutung in
das Vereinigte Königreich verschleppt wurden. Eine angepasste Version der NET, die
erhöhte Sicherheitsprotokolle und die Betonung der Analyse der Motivationen wichtiger
Protagonisten, die an der Versklavung beteiligt waren (zum Schutz vor erneuter
Versklavung), beinhaltete, wurde verwendet und retrospektiv geprüft. Der Artikel beschreibt
die Behandlung dieser Frauen und die Verbesserungen der psychischen Gesundheit
unmittelbar nach der Behandlung.
Der abschließende Artikel präsentiert eine systematische Übersicht bisheriger
Behandlungsstudien mit NET und seinen Anpassungen sowie eine Meta-Analyse mit Studien
die gewisse Qualitätsmerkmale erfüllen. Insgesamt ergab die Untersuchung starke Effekte
zwischen den Gruppen zu Gunsten von NET. Analysen von randomisiert kontrollierten
Studien mit aktiven Kontrollgruppen ergaben kleine bis moderate Effektstärken in
kurzfristigen Nachuntersuchungen und starke Effekte in Studien mit
Langzeitnachuntersuchungen.
Zusammenfassend präsentiert die Dissertation Einblicke in die Erfahrungen moderner
Sklaverei, dessen psychologische Folgeerscheinungen und Behandlungsmöglichkeiten in
zwei Populationen Überlebender. Mit einem Fokus auf den Osten der DR Kongo,
demonstrieren die Artikel das Ausmaß der Traumaexposition und den zerstörerischen
Einfluss auf die psychische Gesundheit. Die erneut adaptierte Version der NET zeigte sich
als effektiver therapeutischer Ansatz nicht nur im Hinblick auf die Behandlung von
Traumafolgestörungen sondern auch auf das Gewaltpotential von Nachkriegsgemeinschaften.
Gemeinsam mit dem Ansatz des NETfacts-Gesundheitssystems auf gemeindeebene haben
diese Behandlungen nicht nur das Potential Überlebende zu rehabilitieren, sondern auch
Friede und Integration zu fördern und möglicherweise zukünftige Gewalt und erneuter
Versklavung entgegenzuwirken. Diese Ergebnisse steuern zu der allgemeinen Evidenz der
Nützlichkeit von NET und seinen Adaptation in der Behandlung von Traumaüberlebenden
verschiedener Kontexte weltweit bei.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Part 1

1

Background

Introduction

“I didn’t run away because, do you know what they do if you try to run? Well, where would I
go? I got rewards when I killed, rewards I could never dream of in this terrible life in
[Kibumba]. I don’t miss the killing, but I miss the excitement and I miss being respected.
Here they call me kisigira. They think I’m worthless. It sends daggers to my heart. We
suffered. We suffered like they don’t know. Now I can’t look at my daughter because she will
never be accepted and she will also never be a good fighter like me. Its she who is
worthless!” (Former girl soldier with a daughter born of rape in Kibumba, Eastern DRC).
“I didn’t run away because they knew my family. They told me they could kill them. Why
wouldn’t I believe them? Ive seen what they do to people. And besides, by then I was
‘running’ the other girls [in charge of and partially profiting from their work]. I could even
buy myself perfume sometimes. Where was I going to go? I am a worker! Do you know where
I am from? I can’t even work in a shop back there! And I would already be shunned because
of my stupid boyfriend when I was 16 [who sold her to the traffickers], imagine if they knew
what I had been doing these past 5 years. These guys [the traffickers who still controlled her
and took all profit] don’t treat me badly anymore as long as I do what they wanted. I knew I
could have sex with those men over and over and it would not touch my soul anymore. I can
disappear from my head when it begins” (Victim of trafficking for sexual exploitation, with
leave to remain in UK).
“They say the Mai Mai can do magic. I know it can’t be, from my scientific studies, but also I
just know it’s true. I was caught with the commander by [an enemy group] and right when
they put the rope around my neck I escaped, I vanished. I re-appeared with the commander
back in the enemy camp completely unharmed. So you see, it is magic that they can do,
maybe only the commanders can do it, but it really happens.” (Congolese psychologist
working with child soldiers who had himself been recruited into an armed group as a child).
It is often assumed that slavery died out with the abolition of the transatlantic slave
trade at the beginning of the 19th Century. Key to the many definitions of slavery (and
human trafficking) are the concepts of possession, ownership and exploitation of human
beings for varying benefits of those who enslave them. In the 1926 Slavery Convention
(League of Nations, 1926) slavery is defined as “the status or condition of a person over
whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised” Widely
prohibited, current estimates nonetheless show that the numbers held in conditions of slavery
are growing in modern times (The Minderoo Foundation, 2019). Slavery has not gone away,
it has simply become more hidden, or even normalized. Many of the products bought in the
western world have been produced thanks to the labor of slaves, often in poorer countries. In
1
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the service of extracting the resources needed for our modern conveniences and establishing
profits for multinational corporations, resources of the natural world are extracted at the
lowest prices, leading to the destruction of the natural environment and conditions of human
slavery. Bales (2016) has demonstrated the co-occurrence of ecocide and modern slavery, as
the demand for scarce natural resources increases in settings where monitoring of methods of
excavation, manufacture and supply is more difficult. The most vulnerable make the easiest
slaves to exploit, and slavery is not only gendered but also preys on the young.
Slavery today is widely used in conflict, in hotspots of criminal behavior, and in
peaceful societies slaves are exploited for sex, labor, for petty crime and even for their
bodies, in forced organ transplants. The internationally accepted definition of trafficking (a
form of modern slavery ) is described in article 3 of what has now become known as the
‘Palermo Protocol’, annexed to the Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
(Scarpa, 2019) as: “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other
forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position
of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of
a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation
shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of
sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or the removal of organs.” (In the case of the children the definition can apply
without need for evidence of the “means”).

1.1

Modern Slavery

Trafficking and modern slavery are big business (Wheaton et al., 2010) with multinational
companies relying on supply chains that remain largely unchecked (Stringer & Michailova,
2018) in order to deliver modern convenience items to high income societies. Estimations of
both, revenue generated by modern slavery, and the amount of human beings currently
enslaved are fraught with methodological difficulties (Bales et al., 2015) in addition there are
a number of practical constraints, including, the clandestine nature of (usually) illegal
operations of slave owners as well as an inability and reluctance of victims to identify as
such. However, including all forms of modern slavery, there are thought to be in excess of
40.3 million people enslaved worldwide (The Minderoo Foundation, 2019). Conditions such
as poverty and conflict allow slavery to thrive as a result of relentless demand for resources,
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populations who are powerless to avoid exploitation, and less transparency in relation to
supply chains.

1.2

Slavery and conflict

A detailed depiction of a particular example of how slavery and conflict are connected is
explored in the case example of the ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ enslavement of the Yazidi
population by ISIS (Al-Dayel et al., 2020) whereby gendered enslavement was systematically
established and elaborately (and visibly) bureaucratically regulated as part of an overarching
military strategy and establishment of the “Caliphate”. The enslavement of the Yazidis in
such a visible and systematic is unusual in modern times. It included an attempt to publicly
justify it’s use, followed by enslavement organized by religion, gender, age and other factors.
The practice of the enslavement of the Yazidis is now visible to the world not only in the
testimony of survivors but also in recovered evidence of ‘sales’, (physical marketplaces and
online sales) and administrative documents (Al-Dayel et al., 2020). In this case, a slave
society was created. However, the use of slaves by societies is far more common, and slavery
within war and conflict is the norm. This is as true of modern conflicts as it has been
throughout history (Bales et al., 2015). With the advance in research into slavery has come a
welcome inclusion of ‘survivor scholars’ (Dang, in prep) and with it an opportunity to
understand the unique perspective of survivors of slavery, including an awareness that during
enslavement, the individuals knowledge, fantasies and behaviors are less oriented on
objective truth but rather on survival, as a result of the constant threat of death. Nicholson et
al. (2018) explain the survivor’s experience during enslavement as being governed by
“aspatiality and atemporality” since thinking or acting in ways that link to the past or present
are likely to lead to punishment and pain and the enslaved individual is therefore immersed in
a terrifying present. Similarly, aspatiality occurs as a result of a denial of freedom of
movement under threat of punishment, and so thoughts of movement and escape, of
alternative contexts, are suppressed. This observation of the survivor experience has striking
parallels with what we know happens in our neuropsychology when we experience trauma
(as explored below).
Over the past 10 years, there has been a sizeable reduction in security and cooperation
across the world, and with it an increase in violence and risk to the extent that more than half
of the world’s population has been affected by significant political violence (Raleigh, 2020).
Pinker and Mack (2014) argue that overall, there has been a decrease in violence and an
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increase in education, but that there are increasing ‘hotpots’ of violence that contribute to
overall instability, not only in low income countries but also in middle- and high-income
countries. Whatever the setting, poverty, and instability are the perfect breeding grounds for
slavery (Bales, 2016). In war contexts, although male and female adults can be forcibly
recruited into armed groups (and therefore enslaved) current estimates of numbers of child
soldiers based on United Nations Annual Reports on Children and Armed Conflict have
increased 159% between 2012 and 2018 to 8,185 in 15 countries (Child Soldiers
International, 2017). Over half of these children are enslaved within Africa, and the numbers
of girls being recruited is rising.
1.2.1

Conflict in modern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)

Much of the research of this thesis occurred in the context of the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), and particularly Eastern DRC. DRC has had a bloody and conflict-ridden
history, since independence from the brutal Belgian colonial occupation of King Leopold II
and Belgian Government that came to an end in 1960 (Nzongola-Ntalaja, 2002; van
Reybrouck & Garrett, 2014). The subsequent authoritarian leadership of Mobutu ended in
1997 when overthrown by Laurent Kabila (Stearns, 2012). During this period ethnic tensions
in the region escalated (Richard, 2013). The Rwandan Genocide resulted in an influx of
refugees into the North Kivu region, including Hutus implicated in perpetration of atrocities’
during the Genocide, leading to the First and Second Congo war (1996-1998 and 1998-2002)
(Stearns, 2012). The intervention of the South African Development Community (SADC)
paved the way to the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement in July 1999, and the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) subsequent establishment by the of the United Nations
Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo with a mandate to observe the
ceasefire, ensure the disengagement of all forces and to maintain liaison with all parties.
Renamed and re-modelled in 2010, MONUSCO, (Mission de l’Organisation des Nations
Unies pour la Stabilisationen République Démocratique du Congo) included an enhanced
mandate of protection of civilians and supporting the DRC government in peace
consolidation. Despite mass financial investment, the peacekeeping force in place since 1999,
has had limited results (Allen, 2011; Richard, 2013). However, some authors have
highlighted not only that evaluations of such peacekeeping operations are methodologically
problematic, but also that previously utilized methodologies may have underestimated their
effectiveness (Hegre et al., 2019).
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A number of armed groups have continued to cause conflict in the region, including
the FDLR (Forces Démocratiques de Libération du Rwanda), M23 (Movement Mars 23), and
Mai Mai groups among multiple others (Verweijen & Iguma, 2015). Often, violence
committed in rural areas is considered to be political since it is committed by armed groups,
and in cities it is more likely to be viewed as personal and criminal, but in reality the
distinction between motives is blurred and motives personal agendas to gain wealth and
social status (Verweijen, 2019). Inter-group and inter-tribal conflicts in the Kivus have been
characterized by extreme violence (Elbert et al., 2013) and mirroring other conflicts
categorized as “new wars” (Kaldor, 2013); and “dirty wars” (Hicks & Spagat, 2008)
including a lack of boundaries between state and non-state actors, economic and political
motivations and occur in both the public and private realm to the extent where even the
distinction between war and peace is opaque.
Like many UN peacekeeping missions, the MONUSCO includes a Disarmament,
Demobilization, Repatriation, Reintegration, and Resettlement programme which ensures the
practical transition from combatant in armed group into civilian society. However, suitable
economic alternatives are not provided or viable and there is a little attention paid to the
mental health needs of returning combatants, nor sufficient services available to treat these
conditions (Elbert et al., 2013). Worldwide, survivors of slavery in all forms are rarely
offered psychological support (Bales & Soodalter, 2010).
Child soldiers are perhaps the most obvious and least contentious example of slavery
in conflict, since children are not able to consent to join an armed group. Often portrayed as
passive victims, child soldiers evidently have capacity for decision and action (Grétry, 2011).
However, children recruited into armed groups are exposed to significant trauma and
violence. There is little provision for rehabilitation of child soldiers. In DRC, children
released or escaped from armed groups are transferred to transitory centres run by UNICEF
where they mix with other girls / boys (largely they are separated by gender) in ‘families’ of
30 from different ethnic backgrounds and groups (Pauletto & Patel, 2010). Medical problems
in girls include severe injuries obtained from rape such as traumatic and obstetric fistulas, and
include complications where pregnant girls are too young to give birth. In both girls and
boys, malnutrition, cholera, HIV and AIDS and other sexually transmitted are common.
Within UNICEF transition centres and in collaboration with NGO partners, children are
given supportive counselling to ease reintegration efforts. However, no data is collected on
site about effectiveness (Humphreys, 2009).
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Very little research exists about the mental health problems faced by former child
soldiers, and even fewer studies report findings about treatments. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
research has consistently shown high prevalence of mental health problems among child
soldiers (Betancourt et al., 2010; Klasen et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 2016; Pfeiffer & Elbert,
2011) and in comparison to child peers who were never abducted (Kohrt et al., 2008;
Moscardino et al., 2012). Among former child soldiers, the clinical presentation is
complicated by aggression and feelings of revenge, as well as guilt (Bayer et al., 2007;
Murphy et al., 2017; Weierstall, Huth et al., 2012). Recruitment into an armed group as a
child soldier, and especially during 15-17 years of age (Köbach & Elbert, 2015), lays the
foundations for lifelong heightened lust for aggression. The mental health consequences are
considerable and reach far beyond immediate difficulties with reintegration into the
community. There is a paucity of research into treatments for mental health problems in child
soldiers specifically. Group Trauma focused Cognitive Behavioural Therapy was found to be
effective in reducing PTSD symptoms in male former child soldiers in DRC (McMullen et
al., 2013), and a variant of Narrative Exposure Therapy, FORNET, has been found to be
effective in a population predominantly comprised of former child soldiers (Hermenau,
Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013) and adult former child soldiers (Köbach et al., 2017). As well as
trauma focused treatments, peer support may have an important role to play in recovery
(Morley & Kohrt, 2013).
1.2.2

Mental health problems in survivors of slavery and conflict: The case of forcibly
recruited combatants and child soldiers

The relationship between childhood trauma and later poor physical and mental health has
been well known since the results of the Adverse Childhood Experiences studies were first
reported (Felitti et al., 1998). Recent studies have now shown a dose response relationship
between childhood trauma and drug use in adulthood (Scheidell et al., 2018), and physical
abuse in childhood and injecting drug use (Kerr et al., 2009) demonstrating the far-reaching
impact of early adverse events, including into problematic behaviours and consequent longterm mental health problems. A well evidenced picture of the increasing harm of cumulative
trauma to mental health is emerging, not only in terms of the development of PTSD known as
the ‘building block’ effect (Karam et al., 2014; Köbach et al., 2015; Kolassa & Elbert, 2007;
Schauer et al., 2003).
An individual’s response to traumatic events can be understood at a biological level
with reference to the ‘defence cascade’ (Lang et al., 2000; Schauer & Elbert, 2010) (figure1).
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Figure 1. Physiological and psychological defence response according to the progression of
the traumatic event (Schauer & Elbert, 2010).

Here, it is shown that the response to threat escalates according to the degree of
imminent threat. Following an immediate ‘freeze’ stage where the threat is detected, the
initial response is usually flight or fight (if escape is not possible). Once escape becomes
highly unlikely (the body is directly threatened by physical injury and harm), a fright state is
induced and tonic immobility is experienced (an inability to move and vocalise sound
together, a suppression of anger to reduce futile fighting to prevent the risk of further injury,
together with extreme fear). This state can be immediately reversed should the opportunity to
escape arise. If escape is not possible a parasympathetic “shut down” leads to flaccid
immobility if the threat remains omnipresent, eventually descending into a loss of
consciousness. During this “shut down”, perception of physical feedback of sensations
including pain reduces to numbness and feelings of unreality, absence of emotion and
cognition increase as dissociation sets in (Schauer & Elbert, 2010). Since this response is
triggered by the moment that the organism can no longer fight of the threat to life, physically
disadvantaged organisms against a stronger threat will be more likely to dissociate earlier in
the sequence of events. Subsequent recall (intentionally brought to mind or otherwise) will be
likely to trigger the same “shutdown” response as occurred during the traumatic event, and
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therefore dissociation is reexperienced by the survivor of the trauma. Those traumatised
while they are biologically less able to fight off the threat for example through sickness,
injury, older or younger age or gender, and those multiply traumatised will be more likely to
dissociate. Given the likely repeat of the response during exposure therapy, counter
dissociation techniques need to be employed during the treatment (Chessell et al., 2019;
Schauer & Elbert, 2010).
In parallel, these physiological responses result in changes to the way that these
memories of the traumatic event are recorded in memory (Brewin, 2001; Elbert & Schauer,
2002). A decrease in hippocampal function means that contextual (spatial and temporal)
information is not connected to the sensory, cognitive, emotional and physiological
information that is stored in the associative network (e.g., Brewin, 2001; Conway & Pleydell
Pearce, 2000; Elbert et al., 2006; Schauer et al., 2011). This latter information is strongly
interconnected as a result of the increased functioning of the amygdala (Schauer et al., 2011).
Subsequently, the sensory, cognitive, emotional and physiological information held in the
associative memory network (“hot memory)” can be easily recalled, intentionally or
otherwise, by exposure to the cues in the network, whereas the temporary and spatial
information remains absent. The survivor of such trauma therefore re-experiences the
memory as if it is occurring again in the present time and place as a ‘flashback’, complete
with the consequent sense of current threat, and fails to understand that this is a memory of a
past event and that they are therefore no longer in danger (Brewin et al., 2010) PTSD has
therefore been described as a memory disorder (Brewin, 2001; Brewin et al., 2010; Elbert &
Schauer, 2002) characterised by fragmentary mnesic information that is unintentionally
recalled, triggered by imaginal or actual exposure to cues or similar cues as those represented
in the associative network. The intrusive reminders of the traumatic event, subsequent
attempts to avoid these reminders and ongoing hyperarousal as well as consequent negative
alterations in the emotional experiences of the survivor and their beliefs and cognitions make
up the core components of PTSD that often result in reduction of functioning and severe
suffering and can result in a diagnosis of PTSD according to DSM 5 if sufficient symptoms
are present (American Psychological Association, 2013).
An understanding of how experience of traumatic events leads to PTSD explains one
component of the mental health disorder legacy of child soldiering. In addition to exposure to
experiences in which the survivor is at risk of serious injury and death, child soldiers are also
perpetrators of severe violence (which can be forced, unforced or more often a combination
of both). Exposure to trauma during childhood is a risk factor for later violent behaviour,
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even before we consider the impact of having perpetrated violence (e.g., Ben-David et al.,
2015; Hawkins et al., 2000; Mueller-Bamouh et al., 2016). Sensitive periods for the
development of aggressive behaviour, include the prenatal period, where the mother’s
substance misuse and exposure to violence results in increased aggressivity and reduced
response to social cues in her offspring (Tremblay et al., 2004; Tremblay, 2008) and later,
maltreatment by caregivers during early childhood leads to aggressive traits (Leary et al.,
2006; Waller et al., 2018). Drug use in adolescence exacerbates aggressive behaviour
(Hecker & Haer, 2015; Sommer, Hinsberger, Elbert et al., 2017). In the context of slavery
and conflict, those recruiting child soldiers make use of the relative vulnerability of children
as fighters who are more easily manipulated and to control. Child soldiers have greater
feelings of invulnerability, and underdeveloped moral frameworks to challenge their
instructions, are more easily frightened, in need of care from adults and are more likely to be
attracted to joining an armed group for protection (E. Schauer & Elbert, 2010). Their smaller
size and physical immaturity can be advantageous in conflict in terms requiring smaller
weapons, being easier to capture and detect by enemies, and are easier to replace if killed
(Brett & Specht, 2004). Köbach and Elbert (2015) found those aged between 15-17 during
their time as child soldiers had greater appetitive aggression than those enslaved in conflict at
other ages.
Child soldiers are therefore advantageous in the battlefield for a number of reasons.
However, successful enslavement relies on commanders having complete control. This is
achieved through both physical and psychological means in terms of extreme brutality to
render child soldiers hopeless and fearful of attempts at escape, and can include the use of
ritual and magic in order to instil beliefs about invulnerability and also about protective
powers of commanders (E. Schauer & Elbert, 2010). For example, the Mai Mai (para-military
group) are perceived to use magic to ensure that they cannot be killed in battle. In our work,
former child soldiers from other groups attested to having seen bullets failing to penetrate the
skin of members of the Mai Mai despite accurate shots having been fired at them, such was
the strength of the belief. Commanders are attributed with powers to enable soldiers to
disappear from the capture of enemies and to magically reappear back in the commander’s
camp.
While we can understand the above phenomena in terms of the dissociative
experiences brought on by the bodily response to trauma along the defence cascade,
additional neurobiological and psychological explanations exist for the compulsion to
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continue to remain in the armed group, and to continue to commit violent acts, even after the
child soldier has left the battle field and resumes a civilian life.
As outlined above, cues associated with traumatic events (sensorial, emotional,
cognitive and physiological) are held within an associative network, disconnected from the
contextual (temporal and spatial) information for the event, and easily triggered by cues
(Elbert & Schauer, 2002). When triggered, the non-verbal, implicit information contained
within the network is re-experienced viscerally (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). When new traumatic
events occur, additional cues join the historical responses and become part of the associative
network, leading to increasing mnesic fragmentation and an ever increasing and strongly
associated network (Schauer et al., 2011). For child soldiers and others who are also involved
in the perpetration of violence, new perpetration events may have many similar cues as
traumatic events (for example the sight of blood, the sound of gunfire, screaming etc) but
with perpetration of violence there may be subjective feelings of powerfulness rather than
powerlessness, excitement rather than fear. The emotional valence becomes positive rather
than negative and these experiences are also included in the associative network. The
“hunting network” (Elbert et al., 2010; Hecker et al., 2013) is connected to the fear network
where cues are shared, but rather than having a negative valence, the hunting network is
associated with positive feelings. Subjective feelings of positive feelings and even “highs”
among combatants are well documented (e.g., Grossman, 2009; Nell, 2006).
The concept of “Appetitive aggression” has been proposed whereby an “appetite” for
aggression develops as a result of the positive valence associated with cues from violent
events (Elbert et al., 2010). Appetitive aggression appears to protect against PTSD
(Crombach & Elbert, 2014; Weierstall et al., 2011; Weierstall, Castellanos et al., 2013) at
least to a certain level of traumatic exposure (Hecker et al., 2013; Weierstall, Castellanos, et
al., 2013) and is also associated with reduced fear of future threats (Weierstall, Hinsberger et
al., 2013) and perpetration of violence including post conflict violence (Augsburger et al.,
2015; Crombach & Elbert, 2014; Nandi et al., 2017) is perhaps motivated by symptom relief
given the ‘protective effect’ of appetitive aggression against PTSD symptoms, whereby
perpetrating further violence becomes is preferable to experiencing fear in relation to the
similar cues, and attraction to remembering violence in which one was feeling powerful and
in control compared with intrusions of feeling helpless and afraid. Moran et al. (2014)
demonstrated that distinct neural circuitry underlies appetitive and reactive aggression and
Hemmings et al. (2018) showed in gang members that different serotonin receptor genes
were involved in the two types of aggression (although the two are frequently activated in
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parallel). Therefore, appetitive aggression, differs at a biological level to reactive aggression,
and is related to histories of violence perpetration. (Elbert et al., 2018) has proposed a bio
psychosocial model to understand the impact of trauma and perpetration exposure on conflict
related mental health problems (see figure 2)

Figure 2. Cycles of violence according to contextual exposure to trauma and violence
(Elbert et al., 2018)

1.2.3

Treatment of combat related mental health problems in slavery survivors
involved in conflict

Given the relationship between trauma exposure and perpetration of violence within conflict
contexts and the resulting interrelated mental health problems that are the sequalae,
psychotherapeutic approaches must target both the PTSD symptoms as well as the appetitive
aggression that result, in order to reduce suffering but also to prevent the ongoing
perpetration of violence. Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation
(FORNET) was developed as an adapted form of Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) in order
to jointly treat the PTSD symptoms and appetitive aggression. Early trials demonstrated that
FORNET successfully treated PTSD symptoms in low income, post conflict and other high
violence settings (Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013;
Hinsberger et al., 2017) and was also possible to implement via cascade models as evidenced
in a dissemination trial (Köbach et al., 2015). However, with the exception of Hinsberger et
al. (2020) no trial to date has reduced appetitive aggression, although a behaviour change was
possible (Crombach & Elbert, 2015).
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Assuming that FORNET could successfully treat PTSD symptoms, but not reliably
the appetitive aggression, (hypothesised to be a trait formed in early development with
restricted malleability, Köbach & Elbert, 2015); we modified the FORNET group component
in an attempt to maximise the behaviour change element of the intervention. Even if former
combatants still experienced appetitive aggression, if they could learn to reduce their violent
behaviour this would reduce overall harm to others in the community, as well as reduce their
own suffering since perpetration of violence increases the likelihood of social exclusion. In
turn, social disapproval may maintain PTSD and appetitive aggression post treatment
(Sommer, Hinsberger, Holtzhausen et al., 2017) emphasising the importance of the social
context for recovery. Further, we assumed that if former combatants could learn to behave
less violently, they would be more likely to be integrated within the community and therefore
less likely to re-join an armed group (by force or choice), as is a common risk factor in post
conflict societies (Maedl et al., 2010). Where survivors of slavery have escaped or been
released from captivity, rehabilitation efforts need to include insuring their ongoing
protection from slavery and exploitation.
1.2.4

Development of the group component of FORNET

Ongoing perpetration of violence in post conflict settings is likely caused by a combination of
hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD and associated reactive aggression; appetitive aggression
leading to a desire to behave aggressively as well as to protect against PTSD symptoms
(which may or may not have become a trait); and finally a social context with weak law
enforcement and governance and a recent history of evident transgressions of moral and
ethical boundaries to the extent that extreme violence becomes commonplace, acceptable or
even normalised. With lack of availability of resources and extreme poverty, previous
experience of violence perpetration has equipped the former combatant with important
‘skills’ that can be used to acquire food and resources necessary for survival in such a
context. Concerning slavery, whereby combatants have been recruited (forcibly as adults or
via any method as children) ‘freedom’ from slavery can be psychologically overwhelming, as
the individual now has to meet their own needs in what remains a violent, unstable and
unsafe context. For those enslaved during childhood, commanders can become attachment
figures (E. Schauer & Elbert, 2010). In the absence of a caregiver who is able to offer love
and protection, the child’s need for an attachment leads to a strong relational bond towards
even the cruellest commander. After escape, release from the slavery situation, the former
child soldier is psychologically abandoned, leading to additional emotional and relational
12
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problems in addition to the complex PTSD symptoms resulting from their early, multiple
trauma exposure. Since only one study to date had found it possible to reduce appetitive
aggression (Hinsberger et al., 2020) we assumed that to produce a behaviour change we
would need to work on the other factors likely to increase tendencies towards violence. We
therefore aimed to: increase social support and availability of appropriate role models,
increase awareness of emotions and teach skills for affect regulation, increase motivation to
avoid using the well learned skills of violence perpetration to obtain resources and resolve
conflict, reduce permissive cognitions that maintain a personal validation for violence and
reduce cognitive dissonance; increase problem solving skills, learn to consider a range of
possibilities for other’s actions and consider choices for responses. Table 1 shows the
difficulties experienced by former child soldiers in addition to the PTSD symptoms and
appetitive aggression that are treated using the individual therapy component of FORNET.

Table 1. The psychological difficulties experienced by former child soldiers and the group
therapy component targeting this problem.

Problem

Psychological
response

Individual
therapy
component
(FORNET)

Group therapy component
(FORNET)

Multiple trauma
exposure and
perpetration of violence

PTSD, Appetitive
aggression

Narrative
exposure across
the lifeline.
Exposure to
traumas and
perpetration
events

Not addressed in group

Abduction from parents
/ caregivers at young
age.

Insecure attachment,
emotion regulation
problems, feelings of
abandonment

Close emotional
attunement of
therapist during
narrative
exposure,
attachment repair,
repair of
autobiography

Adult role model (therapist and older
survivors) guide client through arising
scenarios in client’s life post conflict
and assist in problem solving

Anger, loneliness,
mood disorders,
prolonged social
isolation

Non-judgmental
human rightsbased approach.
Thorough
exposure to each
trauma and
perpetration event
to complete
memory of events,

Social support of group members
sharing experiences of life in conflict,
validation of experiences, buddy
system (close attachment fostered
between pairs of group members with
therapist facilitation initially)

Attachment to
commander

Social rejection from
community due to
misconception of the
experiences of former
child soldiers
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empathy of
therapist
Trauma as child soldier
in early life leading to
affect regulation
problems

Inability to identify
and regulate
emotions

Emotions
identified,
validated and
expressed in
exposure sessions.

Anger identification and management
skills are target of group sessions (skill
learning and practice in scenarios that
have occurred in post conflict life of
clients between sessions). Use of
culturally (local) relevant metaphors,
Post group support from peer ‘buddy’

Ongoing violence
perpetration to access
resources increases
community rejection

Hyperarousal
(PTSD) or
instrumental
aggression (to obtain
resources);
maintenance of
stereotypes of risk of
violence from former
combatants

Hyperarousal
reduced as a result
of narrative
exposure

Motivation enhancement for pro-social
/ neutral activities. Problem solving for
avoidance of use of violence,
psychoeducation about how behaviour
affects other’s beliefs about former
combatants

Permissive cognitions
about the acceptability
of violence

Alleviation of
cognitive dissonance
and self-soothing

Accepted as true
and valid
experience at the
time

Challenge the usefulness in present
context of such cognitions and
consider and aim to establish
alternative pro social view.

No pro-social behaviour
models. Multiple
exposure to others
behaving violently early
in life / absence of
alternative models /
current ongoing
instability and violence

Cognitive biases that
others will act
aggressively,
importance of
displaying
aggression / power
for self-protection

Meaning making
Testing of beliefs about others,
of life experiences encouragement of prosocial
through narrative behaviours and discussion of impact
exposure through
the lifeline.

Slavery and identity

Lack of sense of self,
agency, autonomy,
self-esteem,
assertiveness

Narrative
exposure to all
events on lifeline
through human
rights focus
whereby therapist
bears witness and
facilitates
testimony to
abuses endured.
Lifeline approach
of the NET fosters
identity
consolidation.

Group understanding of experience
including perspectives of those who
have experienced life post slavery /
conflict; validation of experience, with
focus on difference between past
experience and new context including
focus on new choices, autonomy and
agency and assertiveness skill training
through practice.

Therefore, we have significantly adapted the FORNET group component from the
original model outlined in Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al. (2013) which included 2 group
sessions to a 6-session model that includes a specific focus on reduction of violence in
current context, and takes into account specific difficulties faced by former combatants. The
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group component was delivered to groups of 4-6 participants, with two therapists presents,
once per week, running concurrently with the 6 individual therapy sessions. The therapist
involvement in facilitation was gradually decreased over the course of the 6 weeks, and
clients were encouraged to take greater responsibility for facilitating the group over time,
with the intention that clients may feel able to continue to support each other between groups
or after the end of therapy.
Even after successful treatment, child soldiers and adults face severe stigma when
returning to the local community in Eastern DRC. Without social integration they will be left
to attempt to survive on the periphery, and therefore are vulnerable to re-recruitment into
armed groups and slavery. Therefore, we developed a community intervention ‘health
system’ we termed NETfacts that would at once treat symptomatic individuals via NET and
FORNET, reduce the building block effect by allowing sub clinical community members to
process singular traumatic events outside of therapy, and crucially to challenge the avoidance
of trauma at the community level by enabling all community members to hear composite
narrations (gathered via NET therapies, condensed into common themes, analysed by focus
groups and recomposed as typical narrations of certain experiences). In our NETfacts
sessions we read back these narrations and encouraged community members to engage in
terms of essentially balancing what the survivor may be hypothesized to need, and what the
community stated they needed, promoting prosocial, socially inclusive behaviour within a
safety ‘protocol’ for the community that would ensure members felt safe.
In summary, those who are enslaved in conflict, particularly those abducted during
childhood, are at risk of developing a range of mental health difficulties including PTSD and
appetitive aggression. Effective rehabilitation of slaves in conflict reduces distress, ongoing
perpetration of violence in post conflict communities and the likelihood of survivors being
enslaved again. The version of FORNET adapted for trial in the studies in this thesis included
a greater emphasis on behaviour change and violence reduction through increased social
support; affect identification and regulation training; and modelling and practice of prosocial
problem solving.
1.2.5

Mental health problems in survivors of modern slavery: The case of Human
trafficking for sexual exploitation

Moving away from the harm of slavery in conflict, human trafficking for the purpose of
sexual exploitation is another form of modern slavery causing significant psychological
suffering and increasing risk of psychopathology among survivors.
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Human trafficking is a form of modern slavery that involves the forced movement of
people internally within countries, or externally across borders. Individuals can be trafficked
for a wide range of purposes including forced labor, domestic servitude, petty crime,
cannabis farming and sexual exploitation (Witkin, 2013). Individuals who have been
trafficked have frequently encountered extreme violence and psychological abuse during
their enslavement (International Organization for Migration, 2002). Human trafficking is a
lucrative business (Wheaton et al., 2010) but the human costs to its victims are high in terms
of both physical and mental health (Oram et al., 2012; Ottisova et al., 2016; Zimmerman et
al., 2006). Early studies into the impact of trafficking focused on patterns of abuse and
violence and resulting physical health problems (Zimmerman et al., 2006). More recent
studies have investigated the mental health impact of trafficking. Ottisova et al. (2016)
demonstrated in a systematic review of the health implications of trafficking that women and
girls trafficked for sexual exploitation were likely to have experienced high levels of
violence, and that common mental health sequalae included PTSD, depression and anxiety.
Child victims of trafficking had similarly poor mental health outcomes. In a historical cohort
study involving the analysis of medical records, and comparing victims of child trafficking
with a non-trafficked group matched on clinical profiles (most common diagnoses being
PTSD and affective disorders) as well as service use characteristics, trafficked children were
found to have high exposure to physical and sexual violence. Compared with the matched
non trafficked children they had significantly longer duration of contact with mental health
services (Ottisova, Smith, Shetty et al., 2018). Trafficked children and non-trafficked
children with multiple trauma were more likely to have symptoms of complex PTSD than
children with single incident trauma (Ottisova, Smith, & Oram, 2018) and both adult and
child survivors of trafficking had high levels of somatic symptoms (Ottisova et al., 2016;
Ottisova, Smith, & Oram, 2018).
Women and children who survive trafficking are more likely to have experienced
violence prior to the trafficking situation, and remain vulnerable to violence exposure after
release (Ottisova et al., 2016). Similarly to those enslaved in conflict, this population also
have high exposure to violence and trauma, and have additional (although quite different)
needs over and above treatment for PTSD in order to ensure successful rehabilitation.
Recently, the importance of consulting survivors in their care and understanding of the
trafficking experience has been emphasized (Dang, in prep) and survivors can render
remarkable insights into the psychological impact of the trafficking experience (for example,
as outlined above, the description of the survivor experience as being ‘aspatial and
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atemporal’ leading to constant terror, which neatly fits into our understanding of how trauma
memories are stored in memory without reference to time and space context). Therefore,
similar to the former child soldiers, women and girls who have been trafficked for sexual
exploitation may also require that treatments are adapted for their specific needs. Given that
the predominant psychological diagnosis that emergences from the (albeit rather scant)
literature to date is PTSD, an evidence-based treatment such as Narrative Exposure Therapy
(NET), Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioural Therapy and Eye Movement Desensitisation
and Reprocessing therapy have been recommended as treatments for survivors of trafficking
who require treatment for PTSD (Altun et al., 2017).

1.3

Adaptations of NET for survivors of human trafficking for sexual
exploitation in middle to high income contexts

As is the case with survivors of slavery in conflict, a key concern in rehabilitation must be
prevention of a return to slavery. Survivors of human trafficking are also at risk of being retrafficked post release. We developed the following minor adaptations to NET in order to
treat survivors of human trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation, and re-emphasized
the importance of some aspects that are already integral to NET in treating this group. Pretrafficking vulnerabilities (including violence in the home, poverty, rejection from the family
home) may continue to contribute to risk factors post release. Those experiencing
exploitation early in life are more likely to continue to be exploited later on (Classen et al.,
2005). In addition, the nature of the trauma experienced by those who are trafficked for
sexual exploitation results in specific difficulties. Sexual trauma, and specifically the moment
of penetration, is linked to the onset of a shut down dissociative response as outlined in the
defense cascade above (Schauer & Elbert, 2010). Repeated sexual trauma, especially at an
early age would be a risk factor for ongoing difficulties with dissociation. Therefore, the NET
therapist treating those with repeated sexual trauma in trafficking contexts must be well
versed in the techniques in countering dissociation during NET as outlined in (Schauer &
Elbert, 2010).
Many survivors of human trafficking enter the trafficking situation through being
manipulated into a love relationship with the trafficker or associates, and are initially tricked
into arrangements with promises of work abroad or of escape from danger in the country of
origin. During the trafficking situation, the survivor is exposed to extreme brutality and
violence, but is also dependent on those who abuse them for survival, and so similarly to the
survivors of child soldiering, attachment relationships are formed to those who are abusing
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them (Witkin, 2013). Those with attachment difficulties and trauma histories are more likely
to come to the attention of traffickers in the first place. In our clinic it was common for
survivors to fail to comprehend or acknowledge that the love relationship / initial attachment
to the trafficker / associate that they experienced was in reality manipulation and fraudulent
situation with exceptional costs for the survivor. In some cases, survivors can be sold by their
parents to traffickers, and an acknowledgement of such a betrayal is unimaginable. Therefore,
even after the survivor has escaped the situation, and has even received rehabilitation, trust
and attachment are severely disordered and there is significant risk that the survivor will be
re-trafficked by the same or a different criminal network, who are highly motivated
financially to seek out and exploit such people. More common, is that survivors fall into
domestic abusive situations or other abusive relationships, and any psychological intervention
should also seek to minimize this risk. For individuals who are have been victims of modern
slavery for prolonged periods of time, everyday decisions and functions have ceased to be
their own. Identity is disrupted as a result of multiple trauma, and coupled with a lack every
day control over even basic decisions, survivors often present with a lack of autonomy and
assertiveness. Finally, in severely abusive situations traffickers can use the offspring of
children as means of control, including enforced terminations, removal of infants
immediately post birth, controlled access to children as a method of control and punishment,
threats to traffic children of the mother as a means of ensuring compliance. Depending on the
circumstances this can lead to significant problems with guilt and loss, as well as attachment
difficulties with children.
When working with NET with this population we therefore made the following
emphases and adaptations:
●

Methods to counter dissociation as outlined in (Schauer & Elbert, 2010) were routinely
used

●

A ‘safety check’ was established as a key component of every session (including detailed
analysis of anyone who come into the client’s life since the last session). This was in
order to assess risk of new associates to the client. Guided discovery about the possible
motivations of social contacts, risk assessment and safety plan skills practiced

●

During the lifeline, and subsequently during narrative exposure, an increased emphasis
on the likely motivations of major players involved in client’s story (for example when
traffickers are marked as flowers on lifeline - since they represent love relationships or
rescuers - their actions and motivations are explored)
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●

Increased emphasis on loss (including on loss of trafficker as attachment figure).
Emphasis on exploration of meaning of loss of children where appropriate and reattribution of guilt where needed

●

Assertiveness skills, taught and practiced

●

Every day decision making actively encouraged and practiced

●

Self-identity fostered through narrative exposure therapy.

1.4

Scope of the thesis

It is the enslavement of men, women and children, for the purposes of sexual exploitation and
conflict in different settings, the resulting mental health burden, its contribution to ongoing
conflict in post conflict settings, and the exploration of a possible treatment approaches for
these problems that is the focus of this dissertation. The following research questions are
posed:

1.5
●

Research questions
What are the arising mental health problems in survivors of modern slavery including in
the context of child soldiers, forcibly recruited adult fighters, and survivors of human
trafficking for sexual exploitation residing in a high income setting while applying for
legal rights to remain in the country?

●

How can they be treated using NET and are the above described adaptations be useful?

●

How can communities re-integrate survivors of gender-based violence and former
combatants including former child soldiers, and would the NETfacts designed treatment
and ‘health system’ be feasible and could it show potential effectiveness?

●

What is the current evidence for the efficacy of NET overall?
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Part 2

Research articles

2

Trauma, aggression and post conflict perpetration of
community violence in female former child soldiers – a
study in Eastern DR Congo

2.1

Abstract

Objective: Former combatants are exposed to multiple traumatic stressors during conflict
situations, and usually participate in perpetration of violence. Ongoing perpetration of
violence in post conflict areas, linked to mental health problems and appetitive aggression,
destabilises peace keeping efforts. The aim of this study is to investigate lifetime exposure to
violence and the relationship between this exposure and mental health and current violent
behaviour in a sample of female former child soldiers with a history of perpetration of
violence in Eastern DR Congo.
Methods: 98 female former child soldiers who had been abducted and forcibly
recruited during the M23 insurgency (2012-2014) were assessed for lifetime exposure to
trauma including perpetration of violence, clinical outcomes (PTSD and appetitive
aggression) and current violent behaviour
Results: Female former child soldiers had been exposed to extremely high levels of
trauma including perpetration of violence and presented with high levels of mental health
problems. Linear regression models showed that current violent behaviour was predicted by
both PTSD and appetitive aggression.
Conclusions: Trauma exposure predicts ongoing perpetration of violence post conflict
via the resulting mental health problems. The findings imply that if PTSD and appetitive
aggression symptoms are successfully treated, ongoing violent behaviour in the community
post conflict will also decrease.

2.2

Introduction

Members of armed groups involved in combat, have experienced multiple adverse and often
life-threatening events and also participated in the perpetration of violent acts. The more
traumatic stressors the combatant experiences, the greater the risk of developing
psychological problems (Wilker et al., 2015) and the lower the likelihood of spontaneous
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remission (Kolassa et al., 2010), regardless of whether this exposure occurred within military
or para-military contexts, low- or high-income settings. Mental health problems including
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, suicidality and substance use disorders
(SUD), are prevalent among combatants who return to high income settings having served in
the military (Barrett et al., 2002; Creamer et al., 2011; Hoge et al., 2006; Milliken et al.,
2007; Taft et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2015) as well as in combatants in military and paramilitary
groups in low and middle income conflict and post conflict settings (Betancourt et al., 2013;
Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2008; Nandi et al., 2015; Odenwald et
al., 2007; Priebe et al., 2013).
Across settings, leaving the battle ground and retuning to civilian life is not
straightforward. Post conflict adjustment difficulties, including ongoing aggressivity in some
former combatants, have been documented since the US / Vietnam war (e.g., Figley &
Southerly, 1980). Research has also shown that the perpetration of violence may continue in
civilian post conflict settings (Augsburger et al., 2015; Crombach & Elbert, 2014; Forbes &
Bryant, 2013; MacManus & Wessely, 2011). At the societal level, within unstable contexts,
previous experience of combat interferes with peacekeeping efforts since combatants
continue to perpetrate violence, causing further destabilisation (Hecker & Haer, 2015;
Humphreys & Weinstein, 2007; Maedl et al., 2010).
Violence perpetrated by former combatants in civilian post conflict settings is related
in part to mental health problems that result from conflict experiences. The presence of PTSD
symptoms, and in particular hyperarousal symptoms and risk perception, may lead to reactive
aggression (Killgore et al., 2008; MacManus et al., 2013) as may substance misuse (Heltemes
et al., 2014), as well as a combination of alcohol misuse and PTSD (Elbogen et al., 2014;
Savarese et al., 2001; Taft et al., 2007).
Within settings in which neither societal, political nor military sanctions impose
restrictions on the types of violence perpetrated, extreme violence has been reported within
military, paramilitary and criminal organisations (e.g., Kabengele Mpinga et al., 2017;
Liebling-Kalifani et al., 2008; Melde & Esbensen, 2013; Mukwege & Nangini, 2009). Severe
violence against civilians has been described as characteristic of “new wars” (Kaldor, 2013).
Todays armed conflicts often have a ‘hybrid’ quality to them (Hoffman, 2007) whereby the
distinction between periods of war and peace is blurred. Regions are trapped in an ongoing
cycle of transition attempts with outbreaks of sporadic fighting and high levels of criminality.
Former combatants acting within and outside of their para military networks contribute to the
maintenance of instability during this period (Banholzer, 2014). Additional psychological
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frameworks are required for understanding the perpetration of this severe violence,
particularly post conflict when violence should no longer be desired or required. Appetitive
aggression, i.e. the intrinsic enjoyment of violence that has been called into play by the very
fact of having perpetrated atrocities, has been proposed as an explanation for the continued
perpetration of extreme violence in such circumstances (e.g., Elbert et al., 2018).
Individuals with high appetitive aggression are drawn towards recalling, planning,
witnessing and continuing to perpetrate acts of aggression for personal gratification and
satisfaction (Elbert et al., 2010; Nell, 2006). Moran et al. (2014) (see also Elbert et al., 2017)
demonstrated that distinct neural circuitry underlies appetitive and reactive aggression and
Hemmings et al. (2018) showed in gang members that different serotonin receptor genes
were involved in the two types of aggression (although the two are frequently activated in
parallel). Therefore, appetitive aggression differs at a biological level to reactive aggression,
and is hypothesised to be related to histories of violence perpetration.
Given that such extreme violence is often found within unstable and traumatic
settings, the relationship between posttraumatic stress symptoms and appetitive aggression is
of importance. This relationship is theorised to result from the integration of perpetrated
violence into the associative trauma networks which underlie the memory disorder
characterising PTSD (Brewin et al., 2010; Ehlers, 2015). Amongst trauma exposed
individuals, acts of perpetrated violence will share common cues with other traumatic events,
although they will be associated with positive thoughts and feelings rather than negative
ones. Perpetrated events are connected within an associative memory, called a “hunting
network” (Elbert et al., 2010) and when recalled, will result in positive feelings towards
violence. Since many of the cues are similar within the hunting network and the trauma
network, i.e., the associative memory of traumatic experiences, engaging in violence may
cause the hunting network to be triggered, rather than the trauma network. This means that
positive rather than negative feelings will be experienced, and violence will be more likely to
be sought either within the imagination or through actual perpetration (Elbert et al., 2010;
Elbert et al., 2018). Previous work has shown a protective effect of appetitive aggression for
PTSD (Weierstall et al., 2011), suggesting an implicit motivation for the continuing
perpetration of violence as means to avoid the distressing symptoms of PTSD. However, this
relationship only holds to a certain threshold of trauma exposure (Hecker et al., 2012;
Weierstall, Castellanos et al., 2013).
Among male non-combatants, the level of appetitive aggression is low, and among
female non-combatants it is hardly known. However, once adults become fighters, the same
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level of substantial appetitive aggression can be seen in both males and females (MeyerParlapanis et al., 2016). While the relationship between violence exposure and mental health
per se may be similar in male and female samples, recent investigations have suggested
distinct trajectories to aggression for female (ex)combatants, e.g. in interaction with
childhood adversities (Augsburger et al., 2015). Separate studies for male and female
survivors of combat are therefore required to understand the needs of these individuals and
successfully mitigate the consequences of violence at the individual and societal levels.
With the ongoing conflict in Eastern DRC, extreme levels of trauma are experienced
and perpetrated. Sexual violence is highly prevalent, and it is associated with poor mental and
physical health outcomes (Bartels et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2010;
Peterman et al., 2011). Combatants, including females, can both perpetrate and be victim of
rape and sexual violence (Cohen, 2013; Coulter et al., 2008). For example, female former
child soldiers explained to our research group that they frequently trapped other women and
girls in situations where they could be raped by men, or even participated in the physical
restraint of other women and girls, the motivation apparently being to reduce the number of
women and girls who had not been raped in order to diffuse the stigma and social exclusion
that they themselves were experiencing as known victims of rape. Social stigma and
marginalisation is commonly encountered by returning female child soldiers and the lack of
social acknowledgement and community exclusion may further impact on psychopathology
and recovery (Schneider et al., 2018; Stevens, 2014).
Sensitive periods within development may result in a more problematic impact of
trauma exposure and perpetration of violence in youth in terms of the likelihood of
development of psychopathology (Lupien et al., 2009) and appetitive aggression (Köbach &
Elbert, 2015). Studies of psychological problems within former child soldiers support this
(Betancourt et al., 2010; Betancourt et al., 2013; Ertl et al., 2014; Hermenau, Hecker, Maedl
et al., 2013).
While some studies have shown the relationship between exposure to violence and
mental health outcomes including appetitive aggression, evidence has so far been restricted to
male samples. In this study, we aimed to investigate exposure to violence and the relationship
between this exposure and mental health outcomes in a sample of female former child
soldiers with a history of abduction and perpetrated violence within the M23 war (20122014). Those with a PTSD diagnosis were allocated for treatment in a trial reported
elsewhere (Robjant et al., 2019). As we did not want to deprive adolescents of treatment, we
also offered women aged 16-18 years the opportunity to participate in these investigations.
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2.3

Material and Methods

2.3.1

Procedure

Participants were recruited through PAMI, an NGO in Kibumba, Eastern DR Congo.
Participants of this study were part of a larger sample recruited into an RCT described in
(Robjant et al., 2019). PAMI offer practical support, mediation and counselling for young
people affected by conflict and their families. All women who were at least 16 years of age
and had been forcibly abducted and recruited into an armed group during the M23 war (20122014) were invited to a meeting. Following this meeting, interested participants were met on
an individual basis and the study procedure and confidentiality was explained in detail. All
participants gave written informed consent.
The study protocol was approved by the Ethical Commission of the University of
Konstanz (31/2016) and the governmental Social Fund of the DRC
Assessment measures were administered via structured clinical interviews conducted
by seven local psychological interviewers who were specifically trained for the purpose of
the study in a two-week training by two experienced clinical psychologists including the first
author. The interviewers were fluent in the local dialect, Kiswahili. All measures were
translated into Kiswahili and back translated into English to check for accuracy and
discrepancies resolved through discussions between clinical psychologists and local
translators. Further information regarding the training of interviewers and subsequent
supervision is described in Robjant et al. (2019). The interviews took between 1.5 and 2.5
hours, in a confidential setting in Kibumba, Eastern DR Congo. Clients received transport
money of 3,000 Congolese Francs (ca. 2 USD) and light refreshment for participation in the
interview.
2.3.2

Participants

In total 99 young women who were either present at the community meeting or learned about
the study from the NGO PAMI, were interviewed; one was excluded since interviewers
believed her to be younger than her stated age (treatment was provided outside of the study
protocol). On average they were 18 years old (range: 16-25) and the majority of them were
single (77%). 19% were married or in a romantic relationship, 5% were divorced and 2%
widowed. Thirty-two (32%) reported to have at least one child. The women received on
average 6 years of formal education (range: 0-12). Their ethnic origins were banyarbwisha
(33%), banyarwanda (57%), munyarbwisha (3%), and other (7%). Time in captivity with
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armed group was between one and two years. The majority (78%) had been actively involved
in combat, not only in in isolated incidents (12%) but also in two (19%), three (17%) or in
several cases (29%). All but nine had been abducted before the age of 18 years. Lifetime
prevalence of traumatic events in the form of perpetrated violent acts, witnessed and
experienced events in this sample are shown in Figures 3-5, respectively. On average
participants encountered 32.3 traumatic events (range: 19-38).
2.3.3

Measures

Demographic information included age, years of education, employment status, marital
status, number of children, nature and age of recruitment into armed group and frequency of
direct combat.
2.3.3.1

Exposure to trauma and violence

This 44-item checklist of traumatic experiences was adapted from previous studies in similar
populations in Eastern DRC (e.g., Augsburger et al., 2015; Hecker et al., 2012; Hecker et al.,
2013; Köbach et al., 2015). It includes items relating to exposure to violence, including both
direct experience and witnessing. The first 7 items assess exposure to physical emotional
sexual abuse and neglect during childhood, the remainder assess lifetime exposure to
violence and other traumatic events. 20 items of perpetrated violence are included. Sum
scores were calculated for direct exposure and witnessing of traumatic events across the
lifespan and for perpetrated acts of violence.
2.3.3.2

Outcomes

PTSD symptoms were assessed using the PTSD Symptom Scale Interview for DSM 5 (PSSI-5; Foa & Capaldi, 2013). The PSS-I-5 assesses for PTSD according to the DSM-5
(American Psychological Association, 2013). Scores for each item range from 0 (not at all) to
4 (≤ 6 times a week / severe). Diagnosis was ascertained according to the manual and sum
scores were derived by adding all items of clusters B-E. Participants were instructed to
answer in relation to an index trauma with a one-month time frame. Previously, the DSM-IV
and DSM-5 versions of the instrument have been used in Eastern DRC, with satisfactory
psychometric properties (Schaal et al., 2015). Interrater reliability and internal consistency
were highly satisfying (ICC = .94, Cronbach’s  = .84) in this study.
Aggression was measured using the Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS; Weierstall &
Elbert, 2011). The AAS is a 15 item semi structured interview which measures appetitive
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aggression according to the extent of agreement on a scale ranging from 0 (disagree) to 4
(agree) for items. A total sum score was used to measure severity of aggression. The
instrument has been validated in similar contexts including those of the Eastern DRC and
presented with high internal consistency (Cronbach’s  = .85).
Current violent behaviour was measured using a 32-item checklist of aggressive or
violent acts against partners, own children, and/or others within the preceding 3 months. This
questionnaire has been used to assess armed combatants in Burundi (Nandi et al., 2017).
Items were scored according to whether or not they had occurred, and against whom, for each
item. Sum scores provided a measure of current violent behaviour. Its psychometric
properties are highly satisfactory (Cohen’s  = .93). To calculate a unifying measure of
current violent behaviour, accounting for the presence of children and partners, we used the
following formula: (aggressionothers + aggressionchildren + aggressionpartner) / (1 + childrenpresence
+ partnerpresence), where aggression stands for the sum scores of each subscale, and
childrenpresence and partnerpresence stand for the presence (1) or not (0) of children and partners,
respectively.
2.3.4

Statistical analyses

To test for the effects of AAS, PTSD and trauma on current violent behaviour, general linear
models were implemented in R 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2013). First, we tested for the effect of
interactions among predictors. Statistical significance of interactions was assessed by
ANOVA tests comparing a model with against a model without the interaction in question.
Since we did not find significant interactions in our data, we built new models including only
the combination of the three main effects AAS, PTSD and trauma. After model fitting, we
compared models based on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and adjusted- R2. This
allowed us to specifically observe whether psychopathological qualities (AAS and PTSD)
and lifetime experience (trauma) independently affected current violent behaviour on our
study sample. Significance of predictors was also assessed with ANOVA tests as described
above. Cases with missing values above 10% (per instrument) were excluded in the final
analysis, whereas those with 10% or less containing missings were imputed by predictive
mean matching. To calculate current violent behaviour, the measures “childrenpresence” and
“partnerpresence” were also imputed using predictive mean matching. Imputation was
implemented with the R package mice 3.3.0 (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2010).
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2.4

Results

Almost all of the women had been sexually assaulted or raped. They had also been physically
assaulted, assaulted with a weapon, and threatened with being killed by their superior during
the period with the armed group. High levels of perpetration of violence were evident (Figure
3), with almost all of the women acknowledging having made someone scream in pain and
over half having mutilated someone and desecrated corpses. Almost half of the women had
also participated in the sexual assault or rape of others and had eaten human flesh. In some
cases, women described having authority over others, with over 60% describing having
instructed others to harm someone. Witnessed (Figure 4) and directly experienced events
(Figure 5) further reveal the high amount of lifetime traumatic events experienced by the
study participants. On average they witnessed 17.7 (SD = 2.1, range: 9-20) and experienced
15.2 (SD = 1.9, range: 9-19) types of traumatic events and perpetrated 14.1 (SD = 5.0, range:
3-20) types of aggressive acts.

Figure 3. Major perpetrated acts ordered by the number of cases found among the study
participants.
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Figure 4. Major witnessed traumatic events ordered by the number of cases found among
the study participants.

Figure 5. Major experienced traumatic events ordered by the number of cases found among
the study participants.
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Additionally, clinical symptomatology was high. Participants had an overall mean
PSSI sum score of 37 (SD = 10.8), mean AAS sum score of 23.6 (SD = 11.8), and mean
current violent behaviour of 18.9 (SD = 6.9).
After model comparisons, the model with the best fit (adjusted-R2 = 32.8%) included
the AAS (F = 7.88, p = .006) and PTSD (F = 24.31, p < .001) showing that these two factors
independently and positively affect current violent behaviour. Lifetime traumatic events
(trauma) did not improve fit measures. Figure 6 shows the relationships between AAS, PTSD
and current violent behaviour. Table 1 presents model fits and summaries of significance
tests of the variables in all models and table 2 provides a summary of the best model.

Table 2. List of general linear models tested to assess the effect of AAS, PTSD and trauma
on current violent behaviour by means of analysis of variance tests (ANOVAs). Model
formula, model fit, and ANOVAs are shown for each model. Best model fit was based on
AIC and the adjusted-R2. Trauma is the number of lifetime traumatic events.
Model
formula

Model fit

ANOVA test to assess model effect significance
2

AIC

Adj.-R

AAS

PTSD

F

p

F

trauma
p

curr.viol.behav. ~ AAS + PTSD +
trauma

623.51

0.33

6.89

0.010

18.38 0.000

curr.viol.behav. ~ AAS + PTSD

622.32

0.33

7.88

0.006

24.31 0.000

curr.viol.behav. ~ AAS + trauma

639.02

0.21

13.81 0.000

curr.viol.behav. ~ PTSD + trauma

628.44

0.29

curr.viol.behav. ~ AAS

642.65

0.17

curr.viol.behav. ~ PTSD

628.13

0.28

curr.viol.behav. ~ trauma

650.32

0.10

26.21 0.000

F

p

0.77

0.381

5.62

0.020

1.65

0.203

11.67

0.001

20.44 0.000
39.04 1.14E08

Labels: bold: best model fit; grey background: variable not present in model formula; grey font: non-significant
variable after ANOVA.

Table 3. Final model was chosen based on best model fit (see Table 1). Model coefficients
summary, including estimate, standard error, t- and p-values are shown. Note that AAS and
PTSD were significant effects explaining current violent behaviour.
Model

Model fit

formula

AIC

Adj.-R2

F

p

curr.viol.behav. ~ AAS + PTSD

622.32

0.33

24.9

<0.000
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Model coefficients summary
coefficient

estimate

SE

t

p

(Intercept)

5.03

2.09

2.4

0.017

*

AAS

0.15

0.05

2.8

0.006

**

PTSD

0.28

0.06

4.9

<0.000

***

Significance codes for p-value: <0.001***; ≤0.01**; ≤0.05*.

Figure 6. Interaction between PTSD symptom severity (PSSI) and appetitive aggression
(AAS) on current violent behaviour (labelled in colour as violent acts). On the upper left, the
same plot is shown as a heatmap, to indicate the positive relationship of PSSI and AAS on
current violent behaviour
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2.5

Discussion

This study documents the life experiences and mental health in a female sample of former
child soldiers affected predominantly during the M23 insurgency in Eastern DRC and
provides insight into the mechanisms that transfer war-related trauma into post conflict
family and community violence. The results showed extremely high levels of traumatisation
and perpetration of violence. Furthermore, the sample presented with high levels of appetitive
aggression and PTSD symptom severity which independently predicted the continuation of
violence post conflict. Evidence based psychotherapies for the treatments of PTSD and
recently also appetitive aggression are available and effective, even in such challenging
contexts like Eastern DRC (e.g., Robjant et al., 2019). The study highlights the importance of
addressing the treatment needs of severely affected female survivors and provides important
evidence for peacebuilding programmes in post conflict settings.
2.5.1

Female (child) soldiers and mental health

Our findings demonstrate an extreme level of trauma exposure both in terms of frequency
and atrocity and also a history of perpetration of severe violence, which was often forced but
also in many cases adopted under the pressure of survival. While many of the women
described their role in the group as “wives” of soldiers, and had been abducted into sexual
slavery, almost three quarters had also been involved in active combat during their period
with the armed group. These young women, all abducted within a relatively short time frame
by the same armed group for the M23 war, have experienced extreme exposure to violence
and have been perpetrators of severe cruelty, often by force. They presented with the mental
sequalae of these events– almost all participants fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for PTSD.
Our study suggests former female (child) soldiers are a subgroup of survivors who require
specific attention in order to address their clinical needs and to counter the effects on their
social environment and society at large in the longer term.
2.5.2

Current aggressive behaviour

In Figure 6 the relationship between PTSD symptoms, appetitive aggression and current
violent behaviour is presented. Additionally, the models indicate that PTSD symptom
severity and appetitive aggression independently predict current violent behaviour while the
relevance of trauma exposure resides as these variables are added to the model. Previous
findings have indicated the number of traumatic events underlying PTSD and appetitive
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aggression in (predominantly male) samples in DRC (Köbach et al., 2015), but also
elsewhere (e.g., Karam et al., 2014; Neuner, Schauer, Karunakara et al., 2004; Wilker et al.,
2015). Therefore, it is not surprising that the psychopathological variables outperform the
underlying trauma exposure in the models. However, this is important since there are
psychotherapies that have been proven effective for these problems. The other important
finding from the regression model is that PTSD symptom severity and appetitive aggression
independently predict ongoing violence – supporting firstly that two distinct “cycles of
violence” may drive ongoing violent behaviour post conflict and secondly that both types of
consequences – PTSD and appetitive aggression – need to be addressed in psychotherapy.
The “bi”-cycle of violence has previously been postulated for male samples (Elbert et
al., 2018) but might also be applicable to female survivors of trauma and violence. Elbert et
al. (2018) describe on one hand the sequelae of trauma and the experience of violence with
PTSD, depression, and dissociation leading to more impulsivity and reactive aggressive
behaviour and on the other hand perpetration (forced and/or voluntary) increasing appetitive
aggression and psychopathy and leading to pro-active aggression. These findings from our
theoretical background and the quantitative date converge with dominating narratives on site.
E.g. women who were reacting violently within the community post conflict reported being
called “kisigira” (meaning “worthless” and associated with having been raped) by members
of the community within the current setting, which may have directly triggered PTSD
symptoms relating to experience of rape during captivity and caused extraordinarily strong
aggressive responses partly impulsive but also goal directed and carefully planned
(exaggerated by their appetitive aggressive traits).
With psychopathology explaining about 30% of variance in current violent behaviour,
the importance of strengthening evidence from clinical psychology and psychotraumatology
in order to adapt existing evidence-based treatments to this group and setting becomes
evident. To this end, we have adapted Narrative Exposure Therapy in multiple trials with
male former combatants (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017) and
have now applied it to a female sample with very promising results (Robjant et al., 2019).
Integrating a therapeutic component into peacebuilding interventions may decrease violence
in high risk groups who would otherwise interfere with stabilisation initiatives through
violent actions. Further research in this area is required.
Limitations of this study include the reliance of self-report of perpetration histories as
well as current violence. These may be affected by social desirability. However, given the
very high confirmations of perpetration of violence and high acknowledgement of current
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violence, social desirability does not appear to have unduly influenced reporting of
aggression. More compellingly, the relationship between trauma exposure and clinical
symptoms validates the outcome as does the regression model predicting current aggressive
behaviour. Another limitation is that the generalisability of these findings to other combatants
in other contexts is not known.
2.5.3

Conclusion

In conclusion, female former child soldiers experience high levels of trauma during their
forced involvement in the armed group, both in form of victimisation and perpetration of
violence. Psychological sequalae have a tremendous impact on their individual and social
lives and enhance hostile dynamics and insecurity within the family and the wider
community post conflict. More research is needed to establish evidence-based care and
counter the rapidly accelerating cycle of violence in post conflict communities.
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3

Treatment of posttraumatic stress symptoms and aggression
in female former child soldiers using adapted Narrative
Exposure Therapy – a RCT in Eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo

3.1

Abstract

Objective: Women and girls make up a sizeable proportion of armed groups in conflict
regions. However, compared to males, research into the mental health of female combatants
is limited and there have been no investigations into treatments. Psychological sequalae
amongst predominantly male former combatants most prominently include PTSD and
appetitive aggression indicating a need for trauma-focused therapy that also addresses violent
behaviour with additional components that strengthen social behaviour and inclusion. The
aim of this study is to research the effectiveness of a revised adaptation of Narrative
Exposure Therapy in a sample of female former child soldiers.
Methods: 92 female former child soldiers who had been forcibly recruited during the
M23 insurgency (2012-2014) in Eastern DRC who were found to have PTSD were
randomised into groups receiving an adapted version of Narrative Exposure Therapy
(FORNET) or treatment as usual. Clinical outcomes for PTSD, appetitive aggression and
depression were assessed, as well as social outcomes (current violent behaviour, guilt and
perceived social acknowledgement).
Results: High levels of trauma, historical perpetration of extreme violence and
ongoing violent behaviour were found within this group. The intervention was found to be
superior to treatment as usual at 3-4 month and 9 month follow up for all clinical and social
endpoints except for guilt. Moderate to large effect sizes were found for PTSD, aggression
and depression.
Conclusions: This is the first study investigating the effectiveness of psychotherapy
for former female child soldiers, and includes long term follow up. It demonstrates that
FORNET combined with group therapy can effectively reduce mental health problems as
well as ongoing acts of violence in female former child soldiers within post conflict
communities.
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3.2

Introduction

Experience of war is associated with poorer mental health at the individual level, in adults
and in children (Attanayake et al., 2009; Murthy & Lakshminarayana, 2006; Steel et al.,
2009), that also affects family, community and societal systems (Hecker & Haer, 2015; Saile
et al., 2014; Schauer & Schauer, 2010). In low and middle income conflict and post conflict
settings, mental health problems including posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression,
suicidality and substance use disorders (SUD), among former combatants are prevalent
(Betancourt et al., 2013; Hermenau, Hecker, Maedl et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2008; Johnson
et al., 2010; Nandi et al., 2015; Odenwald et al., 2007; Priebe et al., 2013).
Research has demonstrated that acts of violence, which may be appropriate in the
battlefield, do not cease at the end of the conflict. Previous experience of combat interferes
with peacekeeping efforts since combatants continue to cause further destabilisation (Hecker
& Haer, 2015; Maedl et al., 2010). Post conflict aggression perpetrated by former combatants
outside of the context of combat has been reported as intimate partner violence (Jones, 2012;
Klostermann et al., 2012; Marshall et al., 2005), and violence within the wider civilian
community (Augsburger et al., 2015; Forbes & Bryant, 2013; MacManus & Wessely, 2011).
In addition to the mental health problems typically affecting combatants, appetitive
aggression (Elbert et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2018), the subjective sense of finding violence
intrinsically appealing, has been postulated to contribute to the ongoing violence often
observed in post conflict settings. Appetitive aggression is hypothesised to develop in the
general population when actively involved in violence (Elbert et al., 2010), and does not
necessarily indicate dysfunctional psychopathology. However, appetitive aggression
contributes to the high rates of continued systemic violence after the conflict has ended.
Killing that was initially experienced as traumatic can become exhilarating and rewarding
(Elbert et al., 2010; Hermenau, Hecker, Maedl et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2015; Maclure &
Denov, 2006). Appetitive aggression is associated with continued violent behaviour in post
conflict settings including in DRC (Köbach et al., 2015; Köbach & Elbert, 2015), Burundi
(Augsburger et al., 2015), Rwanda (Weierstall et al., 2011) and Colombia (Weierstall,
Castellanos et al., 2013). It has been shown to be protective against PTSD symptoms and
enhance functionality and therefore may include an adaptive response to violent and insecure
environments (e.g., Crombach & Elbert, 2014; Hecker et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2015;
Weierstall et al., 2011; Weierstall, Castellanos et al., 2013; Weierstall, Hinsberger et al.,
2013) .
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Treatments that have been found to be effective in reducing PTSD amongst
traumatised populations in Eastern DRC include Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT)
delivered in a group intervention (Bass et al., 2013) and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(O'Callaghan et al., 2013). Group Trauma focused Cognitive Behavioural Therapy was also
found to be effective in reducing PTSD symptoms in male former child soldiers in DRC
(McMullen et al., 2013).
Treating the PTSD symptoms of former combatants in low and middle income
countries targets only one side of the problem. If tendencies towards extreme aggression
remain untreated, the ongoing violence within communities will continue after the war is
over. Where appetitive aggression protects against PTSD symptoms, former combatants
would neither be eligible nor motivated to engage in treatments for PTSD. Narrative
Exposure for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation (FORNET) was developed to treat appetitive
aggression in addition to PTSD symptoms in former combatants. After successful
implementation in DRC (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013), including in a
dissemination trial whereby PTSD was reduced in clients of a second generation of
counsellors trained by the first generation (Köbach et al., 2017), treatment trials have now
been carried out in Burundi amongst street children (Crombach & Elbert, 2015) and South
Africa among members of criminal gangs (Hinsberger et al., 2017; Hinsberger et al., 2020).
In clinical samples, FORNET has significantly reduced PTSD symptoms in all treatment
trials (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Hinsberger et al., 2017; Köbach et al., 2017).
Appetitive aggression, as measured by the Appetitive Aggression Scale (Weierstall & Elbert,
2011) has not altered significantly between treatment and control groups in any trial
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Hinsberger et al., 2017;
Köbach et al., 2017) with the exception of Hinsberger et al. (2020), potentially indicating that
appetitive aggression may have become a trait that is formed during development (Köbach &
Elbert, 2015), with only gradual and minimal changes thereafter. However, whilst an
attraction towards aggression may remain after treatment, a behavioural change is possible.
Street children treated with FORNET performed less new violent acts than the control group
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015), suggesting that it may be possible for young people who have
high appetitive aggression to inhibit the tendency to act violently. Societal disapproval may
maintain PTSD and appetitive aggression post treatment (Sommer, Hinsberger, Holtzhausen
et al., 2017), emphasising the importance of the social setting and the influence of the
community in contributing to recovery from trauma.
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Originally FORNET was developed to include individual sessions which would
involve exposure to traumatic events where beneficiaries were both the victim of events, or
perpetrated the events, or a combination (Elbert et al., 2012; Hecker et al., 2015). In addition
to the individual sessions, two group sessions were originally included which emphasised the
change in role from combatant to civilian (Elbert et al., 2012; Hecker et al., 2015).
In the current study we have further developed the group part of the programme in
order to maximise the focus on behaviour change away from ongoing perpetration of
violence within the community, and to increase the emphasis on peer support, since former
combatants are a stigmatised population. The group component included skills training on
negative affect recognition and basic anger management, conflict avoidance and problem
solving in stressful situations. There was significant emphasis on increasing motivation to
engage in non violent behaviours and roles within the community.
Despite females making up to 30% of armed groups in conflict regions (Brett, 2002;
Mazurana & Carlson, 2004) there is less research into the mental health of female combatants
compared to males. However, girls abducted by the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda
experienced longlasting psychological distress (Annan et al., 2011). High rates of appetitive
aggression amongst female ex-combatants have also been found in Colombia (Weierstall,
Castellanos et al., 2013) and in Burundi (Meyer-Parlapanis et al., 2016). In both male and
female former child soldiers in Nepal, both depression and PTSD were associated with
former child soldier status (Kohrt et al., 2008). Treatment trials for conflict related mental
health difficulties in former combatants in low and middle income countries are sparse, and
there are no studies to date investigating psychological treatments for adult female
combatants in these settings, nor for female child soldiers. Disarmament, demobilisation and
reintegration programmes as well as international humanitarian aid efforts are insufficient to
address the manifold needs of women and girls who have survived armed groups (Child
Soldiers International, 2017; E. Schauer & Elbert, 2010). Within Eastern DRC, female
combatants usually return directly to their communities where they face social rejection and
experience stigma and discrimination (Child Soldiers International, 2017; Tonheim, 2012) in
addition to the mental health difficulties associated with their traumatic load. Research into
effective therapies for female former child soldiers is urgently needed.
The present sample consists of female former child soldier survivors of the M23
insurgency (2012-14) in Eastern DRC. The study provides an important opportunity to
investigate the psychological sequelae of experience and perpetration of extreme violence, as
well as the possibility of its amelioration through psychological therapy. Psychodiagnostic
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and therapeutic narratives revealed that the sample shared a common history: Abducted as
children, the majority were raped within the first 24 hours, before being ‘initiated’ involving
being forced to perpetrate an extreme act of violence (for example amputating the arms and
legs of captured civilians, including other children who had been abducted alongside them).
During the period of captivity within the M23 they were repeatedly raped, forced to adopt the
role of ‘wives of soldiers’ and were forced to continue to commit atrocities and to engage in
culturally unacceptable behaviours including eating human flesh. Towards the end of the
insurgency, many of the girls escaped. They returned to their village but were heavily
stigmatised by the community, viewed as having supported a much detested rebel force. They
were also stigmatised as a result of the GBV (gender based violence) they had experienced
and were labelled ‘kisigira’ in Swahili, meaning ‘worthless’. In addition, they were feared as
a result of the violent acts they had perpetrated and the culturally unacceptable behaviours
that they had engaged in, as well as being perceived as being likely to have sexually
transmitted infections. Following their return, the women continued to carry out acts of
violence within the community, reinforcing the rejection and exclusion by family and
community members.
In this randomised controlled trial, we aimed to investigate the effectiveness of
FORNET with the expanded group component for the treatment of female former child
soldiers in DRC. We hypothesise that FORNET will more effectively change clinical
endpoints including PTSD, appetitive aggression and depression than treatment as usual
(TAU), at 3 to 4 month follow up and at long term follow up (9 months). We also
hypothesise that FORNET will have an impact on social variables, reducing current violent
behaviour, feelings of guilt, and increasing social acknowledgement in comparison to
treatment as usual (TAU) at follow ups.

3.3

Methods

3.3.1

Trial design and eligibility criteria

To test the effectiveness of FORNET against TAU in a sample of female PTSD patients with
a history of abduction and perpetrated violence, we used a randomised assessor-blind parallel
group design. No changes were made to the procedures after the trial commenced. The study
was carried out between November 2016 and March 2018. The trial ended as planned after
the final 9 month follow ups were complete in March 2018. The interviewed clients were
eligible if they were female, 16 years or older, had been recruited into armed group and
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fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of PTSD. This was assessed using the PSSI-5 via clinical
interview carried out by Congolese psychological interviewers (holding a minimum
qualification of psychology degree). Exclusion criteria were acute intoxication during
sessions (despite repeated psychoeducation), acute psychotic symptoms or signs of cerebroorganic diseases. No participants were excluded. Psychoactive medications were not
prescribed to any of the women in the trial at any point and are not available in the area.
3.3.2

Participants

92 female former child soldiers who were interviewed and found to be eligible for
participation were randomised (Figure 7). Demographic information for the participants is
displayed in Table 1. Their ethnic origins were banyarbwisha (34%), banyarwanda (62%) or
other (3%). The time in captivity was between one and three years. The majority (79%)
reported to have been actively involved in combat, mostly in isolated incidents, but some at a
more frequent level. All but 9 had been abducted before the age of 18 years, the age at
recruitment ranged from 11 to 22 years. The mean number of years since escape / release
from the armed group was 2.5 years (SD = .75, range 1-4 years). There were no significant
differences between groups at baseline for demographics including age (t(90) = .72, p =
.476), education (t(90) = .45, p = .654), relationship status (t(90) = .59, p = .556) or frequency
of traumatic events experienced (t(90) = -.71, p = .484), witnessed (t(90) = -.60, p = .548) or
perpetrated (t(90) = -.732, p = .466). There were also no significant differences between
groups for any of the individual clinical outcomes (PTSD, t(90) = -.85, p = .398, Depression,
t(90) = .48, p = .633), nor for current violent behaviour at baseline (t(90) = -.10, p = .924).
Prevalence of lifetime exposure to traumatic events and perpetrated events was extremely
high (see Table 1). The flow of participants is shown in figure 7.
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ENROLLMENT

Assessment of eligibility (N = 98 )

Excluded (n = 6)
( all not meeting
PTSD diagnosis)
Randomisation

ALLOCATION

FORNET (n = 46 )
( all completed
treatment)

45 interviewed
1 not found

43 interviewed
1 moved away
1 disappeared

TAU (n = 46 )
( ad hoc social
support)

3- MO FOLLOW UP

9- MO FOLLOW UP

43 interviewed
1 back in
armed group
2 not found

44 interviewed
1 moved away
1 disappeared

ANALYSIS

43 included in
analysis

41 included in
analysis

Figure 7. Flow of participants
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Table 4. Demographic information shown as age, education in years, relationship status,
number of traumatic events (experienced, perpetrated, witnessed, and total), and age when
abducted into armed group for the control (TAU), the treatment (FORNET) and the total
sample of study participants at baseline. Values are represented as medians followed by
ranges, except for relationship status, which is represented as frequencies followed by
percentages.
TAU
N = 46

NET
N = 46

Total
N = 92

Age

18 (16-24)

18 (16-25)

18 (16-25)

Education in years

8 (0-12)

7 (0-12)

7 (0-12)

Single

36 (78%)

37 (80%)

73 (79%)

Married / with partner

7 (15%)

8 (17%)

15 (16%)

Divorced

3 (7%)

1 (2%)

4 (4%)

Widowed

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Experienced

15 (11-19)

15 (11-19)

15 (11-19)

Perpetrated

15.5 (3-20)

17 (5-20)

16 (3-20)

Witnessed

18 (12-20)

18 (13-20)

18 (12-20)

Total

47.5 (28-57)

49 (32-58)

48 (28-58)

Age when abducted into armed group

14 (11-20)

14 (11-22)

14 (11-22)

Relationship status

Number of traumatic events

3.3.3

Design and procedure

Participants were recruited through the NGO PAMI in Kibumba, Eastern DRC. All women
who were at least 16 years of age and had been involved in an armed group at some point in
their lives were invited to a community meeting, where the purpose of the study was
discussed. Following this, the focal point of the NGO PAMI invited self selecting clients to
meet with psychological interviewers where the study was further outlined in a private setting
allowing individual questions and explanations. Women who agreed to participate gave
written informed consent before the start of the clinical interview. Eligible women were
allocated to treatment or control group using a simple randomisation through the random
selection function in SPSS by the third author. Therapists travelled to treat the women on a
daily basis until treatments were complete. The interviewers did not meet the therapists, and
were not in the area while treatments were taking place. The participants were instructed by
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the interviewers that they should not reveal whether they had received NET or treatment as
usual at the beginning of each assessment.
Before implementation, ethical approval was granted by the ethical commission of the
University of Konstanz (31/2016) and the Social Fund of the DRC.
3.3.4

Assessment

Assessment measures were administered via clinical interviews. Interviews were conducted
by seven local psychological interviewers who were specifically trained for the purpose of
the study in a two week training by two experienced clinical psychologists. The interviewers
held a degree in psychology, and were fluent in the local dialect, Kiswahili. Prior to use, the
measures were translated into Kiswahili and back translated into English to check for
accuracy. Discrepancies were resolved through discussions between clinical psychologists
and local translators. The training of interviewers included instruction in obtaining informed
consent, the use of all of the assessment measures, empathic interviewing, an overview of key
principles of randomised controlled trials including the importance of being blind to
treatment condition and confidentiality, information about the therapeutic intervention that
would be offered and interviewer self-care (since the interviewers were exposed to hearing
about severe traumatic events). Following the training, interviewers were closely supervised
by the first author and another clinical psychologist including during live observations of
interviews. Interviews took between 1.5 and 2.5 hours, in a confidential setting in Kibumba,
Eastern DRC. At follow up, interviewers were blind to treatment condition. I 75 interrater
interviews were conducted in total across time points in order to assess inter-rater reliability.
Clients received transport money (3,000 CDF, ca. 2 USD) and light refreshment for
participation in the interview. Those in the treatment group received the same for each day
that they received therapy.
3.3.5

Measures

The assessment battery was administered in a clinical interview. Demographic information
was collected at the beginning of the interview which included age, years of education,
marital status, number of children, employment status, nature and age of recruitment into
armed group and frequency of direct combat.
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3.3.6

Exposure to trauma and violence

Adapted from previous studies in similar populations in Eastern DRC (e.g., Hecker et al.,
2012; Hecker et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017) this 44 item checklist of potentially traumatic
events common within the region was administered to assess exposure to violence, including
both direct experience and witnessing. The first seven items are restricted to exposure to
physical, emotional and sexual abuse as well as neglect during childhood, 17 items assessed
lifetime exposure to violence and other traumatic events. Twenty items of perpetrated
violence were included. Sum scores were calculated for direct exposure and witnessing of
traumatic events across the lifespan and for perpetrated acts of violence.
In addition to demographic information and exposure to trauma and violence, we
included a number of individual clinical and social outcome measures.
3.3.7

Clinical outcomes

PTSD symptoms were assessed using the PTSD Symptom Scale Interview for DSM 5 (PSSI-5; Foa & Capaldi, 2013). The PSS-I-5 assesses for PTSD diagnosis according to the DSM-5
(American Psychological Association, 2013). Scores for each item range from 0 (not at all) to
4 (≤ 6 times a week / severe). Diagnosis was ascertained according to the manual, and sum
scores were derived by adding all items of clusters B-E (max 80). Participants were instructed
to answer in relation to an index trauma (dominant in intrusions) with a one month time
frame. The DSM-IV version of the instrument was successfully applied and validated in
similar East African settings (Ertl, Pfeiffer, Saile et al., 2011). The current version has been
shown to be equivalent to the DSM-IV version in Congolese ex combatants with relatively
high consistency (Schaal et al., 2015). Interrater reliability and internal consistency were
highly satisfying (ICC = .94, Cronbach’s  = .84) in this study.
Aggression was measured using the Appetitive Aggression Scale (Weierstall &
Elbert, 2011). The AAS is a 15 item semi structured interview that measures appetitive
aggression according to the extent of agreement to statements, on a scale ranging from 0
(disagree) to 4 (agree) for each item. A total sum score was used to measure severity of
aggression (max 60). The instrument has been validated in similar contexts and presented
with high internal consistency (Cronbach’s  = .85) and interrater reliability (IRR = .98).
The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9; Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002) was used to
measure depression severity. The nine item questionnaire can be scored from 0 (not at all) to
3 (nearly every day) according to the presence of the symptom in the previous two weeks. A
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sum score was calculated for depression severity (max 27). As expected, reliability outcomes
were also positive in our sample (Cronbach’s  = .83, ICC = .94).
3.3.8

Social outcomes

Current violent behaviour (CVB) perpetrated within the past three months was measured
according to a checklist of aggressive or violent acts carried out against partners, own
children, and/or others. This 32 item questionnaire has been previously used in assessment of
armed combatants in Burundi (Nandi et al., 2015). Items were scored according to whether or
not they had occurred, and against whom, for each item. Corrected sum scores provided a
measure of current violent behaviour (max 32). CVB was estimated as the combination of
violent behaviors towards own children, partners and others (taking into account that not all
individuals have children or an intimate partner). Interrater reliability is highly satisfactory
(Cohen’s  = .93).
Guilt was measured using the Attitudes About Guilt Survey (AAGS; Kubany et al.,
1995), an eight item questionnaire measuring the subjective attribution of responsibility for
actions and extent of associated regret and remorse. Items are rated according to intensity or
frequency of guilt. One item requires a percentage of perceived responsibility to be provided.
To account for the different scales of answer possibilities, we used a sum score of scaled
items to ascertain a measure of severity of guilt. To our knowledge, this questionnaire was
not yet used in a comparable setting. Reliability measures were acceptable (Cronbach’s  =
.50; interrater outcomes: ICC = .83).
The Social Acknowledgement Questionnaire (SAQ; Maercker & Müller, 2004) is a
16 item questionnaire with responses ranging from 0 (I do not agree at all) to 3 (I completely
agree) on items regarding subjective feelings of social acknowledgement as a survivor or
victim. Three subscales (general disapproval, recognition and family / friend disapproval)
make up the overall sum score, with higher scores indicating greater overall social
acknowledgement as a victim or survivor (max 48). The questionnaire was successfully
administered in Africa before (Sommer et al., 2017). Interrater outcomes were highly
satisfactory (ICC = .96), although the responses did not present with a high consistency
(Cronbach’s  = .68).
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3.3.9

Intervention

FORNET The adapted version of FORNET was delivered in 6 individual sessions of 90-120
minutes each in length by Congolese therapists including the fourth author. The therapists did
not have a mental health qualification. They were recruited from an organisation in Goma
that specialises in offering vocational training, practical support and basic counselling to
former child soldiers. They were trained to deliver FORNET by the first and fourth author
and an additional expert trainer during a three-week training. The training included a
theoretical component but was heavily focused on teaching the clinical skills required for
exposition of traumatic / perpetrated events as well as delivery of the group sessions. The
four most competent therapists were selected, and all held a caseload of 10 - 12 (2 per day).
All therapists received clinical supervision from the first author throughout the duration of
the treatments to ensure treatment fidelity and therapist competence.
The initial session involved the construction of a lifeline whereby traumatic events,
acts of perpetrated violence and positive moments and relationships are mapped out in
chronological order and situated in context with reference to the lifetime period of the
individual, as well as the wider systemic, and socio-political context at the time. A therapy
plan was constructed according to the idiosyncratic experiences of the individual and
traumatic events. Acts of perpetrated violence were selected to be explored in five subsequent
exposition sessions, in chronological order. In all cases the number of traumatic events and
perpetrated events greatly exceeded the number that could be explored within five sessions.
Events were selected according to the following principles: 1) events associated with the
most distress, arousal, and symptoms were prioritised for exposition; 2) significant traumatic
events occurring early in life were included; 3) events of different types were prioritised over
second expositions of the same event types; 4) events that involved perpetration of violence
were included in balance with experience of traumatic events; 5) violence perpetrated outside
of the context of involvement with an armed group were included. Where appropriate, events
which occurred in close proximity in real time were explored within the same session (for
example abduction, rape and forced perpetration of torture / killing as initiation events
occurring in one 24-hour period was common, and this was explored in one long session).
Decisions regarding which events should be prioritised for exposition (maintaining the
chronological order) were made during clinical supervision. The six sessions took place once
per week for six consecutive weeks. All of the women completed all six individual sessions.
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In addition to the individual sessions, each woman had one group therapy session per
week, lasting between 60 and 90 minutes. The women were allocated into groups according
to the order in which they were interviewed, and were reallocated for convenience according
to their availability. Once sessions had started, the group membership did not change. Four
clients and two therapists participated in each group session. The group sessions aimed to
develop skills and motivation to avoid perpetrating violence within the community. The first
session focused on the role change from armed group member to civilian following a similar
trial (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013). The second and third sessions included
psychoeducation and basic skills in anger recognition, emotion regulation and behavioural
change to avoid violence. A ‘buddy system’ was introduced in the second session whereby
clients were encouraged to form pairs to support each other in navigating frustrations and
attempting to find non violent methods to resolve conflict. Sessions three to six involved
deconstruction of experiences of violence perpetrated and avoidance of violence within the
preceding week. Group members were encouraged to support each other with attempts to
avoid violence, suggest alternative methods of managing conflict and problem solve
concerning practical difficulties. For this particular sample, it became evident that being
verbally insulted within the community (and particularly being labelled ‘kisigira’ (meaning
‘worthless’) triggered aggression, and therefore considerable attention to the meaning of this
term and the discord between the perceived meaning and the women’s actual experience, was
explored at length within these sessions. Clients discussed advantages and disadvantages of
avoiding conflict in response to verbal insults and considered alternative ways to manage
such experiences. Therapists were instructed to reduce their involvement in the group over
the course of the six sessions to enhance the autonomy of the group. At the end of the group
sessions, clients were encouraged to continue to meet without the participation of therapists.
We learned anecdotally from PAMI that after completing the treatments, many of the women
continued to meet informally and offered advice about avoiding conflict. Of the group
sessions, 61% attended all six sessions, 33% attended all but one session, and 6% missed two
sessions. Where group sessions were missed, the therapist for individual sessions went
through the group material in the following individual session.
Treatment as Usual (TAU) The treatment as usual group continued to receive the
services of the NGO PAMI within Kibumba. This includes occupational training courses,
empathic listening and basic counselling, problem solving and practical support, provided
whenever needed. All of the women in the control condition were seen at least once per week
by drop in to PAMI. This was usually prompted by a practical need, but the women were
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offered basic counselling whenever they presented. Where women had not been seen for an
entire week, they were visited at home in order to ensure their well-being. The treatment
condition were excluded from receiving counselling during the entire 9 month measurement
period, but were not prevented from receiving practical support from PAMI.
3.3.10 Statistical analyses
Sample size per group was calculated presuming a high within-group effect size for our
primary outcome measure PTSD (following similar studies in the region) (Hermenau,
Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017), aiming at a power of .8 and significance
level of .05, a sample size of 44 per group was suggested. To test the efficacy of FORNET vs
TAU on clinical (PSSI, AAS, PHQ) and social (CVB, AAGS, SAQ) outcomes, we used
separate generalised linear mixed models implemented with the R package nlme (Pinheiro et
al., 2018). To account for non-independence of measurements, we included individuals as a
random part of the models. To account for repeated measures, we controlled the within-group
variance for the effect of time, i.e. baseline and 3-4 and 9-month follow ups, according to
(Field et al., 2012). To estimate the significance of the fixed terms, we fitted the models using
maximum likelihood (ML), and compared models with and without each fixed term using
likelihood-ratio tests (LRTs; Zuur et al., 2013). In cases where the interaction term was
significant, we used post hoc Tukey tests using the R package emmeans (Lenth, 2018) to
assess which contrasts differed. To correct for multiple comparisons controlling the false
discovery rate, we further adjusted P-values accordingly (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).
Missing variables for the variables “children” and “partner” were imputed using predictive
mean matching with the R package mice 3.3.0 (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2010).
Missing values found for the six outcome variables were not imputed however, given that
they comprised less than 5% of the whole sample. Therefore, missing values in outcome
variables were excluded before each model fit. Measures of guilt were z-transformed to
account for the different weights of the AAGS questionnaire items. All statistical analyses for
modeling data were carried out in R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2013) using RStudio
version 1.1.456 (https://www.rstudio.com/). Additionally, effect sizes were estimated by
calculating Cohen’s d for the clinical and social outcome measures (Cohen, 1992) from
between-group differences corrected for pretest differences (Morris, 2008). Clinically
significant change was calculated using the reliable change index, following Jacobson et al.
(1999).
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3.4

Results

Means and standard deviations for total sample and group means on individual clinical and
social outcomes at baseline and at follow ups are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Means, standard deviations confidence intervals and sample sizes estimated on
TAU and FORNET treatments for the three clinical (PTSD symptom severity, appetitive
aggression, and depression) and the three social outcome variables (current aggressive
behavior, feelings of guilt and social acknowledgement) at baseline, three-month, and ninemonth follow ups (separate rows). Cohen’s d (sensu Morris, 2008) and confidence intervals
for the effect sizes of the three follow up compared to the baseline are shown on the right.
TAU
M

NET
SD

CI

N

M

SD

CI

N

Cohen’s d

CI

Clinical Outcomes
PTSD symptom severity (PSSI)
Baseline

37.67

9.67

34.8740.47

4
6

39.26

8.1
9

36.8941.63

46

3 mth
follow up

31.93

13.4
1

27.9335.93

4
3

17.71

13.
85

13.6521.77

45

-1.75

-2.47 1.14

9 mth
follow up

29.11

14.1
7

24.92-33.3 4
4

12.56

10.
55

9.4-15.72 43

-2.01

-2.71 1.41

25.83

11.
48

22.5229.14

46

Appetitive Aggression (AAS)
Baseline

23.41

11.2
3

20.1626.66

4
6

3 mth
follow up

13.51

13.8
3

9.37-17.65 4
3

9.69

11.
42

6.3613.02

45

-0.54

-1.09 0.03

9 mth
follow up

13.25

12.5
2

9.55-16.95 4
4

4.47

5.8
1

2.73-6.21 43

-0.98

-1.47 0.53

12.52

4.9
4

11.0913.95

Depression (PHQ)
Baseline

13.04

5.5

11.4514.63

4
6

46

3 mth
follow up

11.07

5.16

9.52-12.62 4
3

6.78

4.9
3

5.35-8.21 45

-0.72

-1.22 0.25

9 mth
follow up

8.41

4.93

6.96-9.86

4
4

4.91

3.1
6

3.97-5.85 43

-0.57

-1.03 0.15

4
6

20.46

6

18.7422.18

Social Outcomes
Current Aggressive Behaviour
Baseline

18.67

6.97

16.6520.69

48
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3 mth
follow up

14.94

8.11

12.5117.37

4
3

8.56

7.1
7

6.4610.66

45

-1.25

-1.83 0.73

9 mth
follow up

9.86

7.92

7.53-12.19 4
4

4.38

3.4
4

3.36-5.4

43

-1.11

-1.63 0.65

Feelings of Guilt (AAGS*)
Baseline

6.12

2.44

5.39-6.85

4
4

6.21

2.2
5

5.56-6.86 45

3 mth
follow up

6.18

2.21

5.49-6.87

4
1

5.87

2.5

5.14-6.6

45

-0.17

-0.690.34

9 mth
follow up

5.74

2.5

5-6.48

4
4

4.87

2.2
3

4.2-5.54

43

-0.4

-0.92 0.08

Social Acknowledgement (SAQ)
Baseline

14

9.52

11.2216.78

4
5

13.96

9.0
4

11.3516.57

46

3 mth
follow up

19.7

8.95

17.0322.37

4
3

29.2

10.
53

26.1232.28

45

1.02

0.53 -1.56

9 mth
follow up

23.07

12.4
2

19.4-26.74 4
4

33.28

9.0
5

30.5835.98

43

1.1

0.59 -1.67

*z-transformed values.

3.4.1

Clinical outcomes

A group difference between FORNET vs TAU was found for clinical outcomes. Likelihoodratio tests showed significant interaction effects of time x treatment for PTSD symptom
severity (LRT [df = 8]: 46.2, p < .001), appetitive aggression (LRT [df = 8]: 15.6, p < .001),
and depression (LRT [df = 8]: 9.6, p = .008). Post hoc Tukey tests further revealed significant
within- and between-group differences for all clinical outcomes at 3 and 9 month follow ups,
except for FORNET vs. TAU on appetitive aggression at 3 month follow up (see Figure 8).
Cohen’s d effect sizes revealed moderate to large effects for all clinical outcomes (see Table
5).
At baseline 100% of cases met diagnostic criteria for PTSD. At 9 month follow up
86% of the TAU group continued to meet diagnostic criteria compared to 35% of the
FORNET group. For depression, at baseline 22% met diagnostic criteria in the TAU group,
15% in the FORNET group. At 9 month follow up 9% of the TAU group continued to have
major depression compared with 2% of those who had received FORNET.
Clinically significant change was calculated for PTSD and depression symptoms from
baseline to 9 month follow up. For PTSD symptom severity, there was a clinically significant
improvement for 85% of women treated with FORNET compared to 46% with TAU. No
clients treated with FORNET worsened in terms of PTSD symptoms, compared to 7% with
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TAU. For depression, there was a clinically significant improvement in 54% of cases with no
cases presenting a deterioration, compared to TAU group in which 39% of cases improved
and one case showed a clinically significant worsening of depression symptoms.
3.4.2

Social outcomes

Likelihood-ratio tests showed significant interaction effects of treatment x time for current
violent behaviour (LRT [df = 8]: 28.9, p < .001), and social acknowledgement (LRT [df = 8]:
25.8, p < .001). Within- and between-group post hoc Tukey tests at 3 and 9 month follow up
were all significant indicating a more pronounced reduction of current violent behaviour and
increase social acknowledgement in FORNET compared to TAU. Time x treatment
interaction was not significant for the intensity of feelings of guilt (see Appendix A, for all
specific comparisons). Cohen’s d showed moderate to large effect sizes for all social
outcomes (see Table 5).

Figure 8. Treatment effect of FORNET (in blue) vs TAU (in red) for the three clinical (top
left to right: PTSD symptom severity, appetitive aggression, and depression) and the three
social outcomes (bottom: current violent behaviour, feelings of guilt and social
acknowledgment) from baseline to 3- and 9-month follow ups. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals (for sample sizes, see Table 5.
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3.5

Discussion

This study is the first to document the potential of psychotherapy to reduce mental health
difficulties resulting from trauma in a female population of former child soldiers. The revised
adaptation of NET for this population produced a highly clinically significant reduction of
PTSD, depression, current aggressive behaviour and increased social acknowledgement at 9
month follow up. The women had escaped or been released for an average of two and a half
years before starting treatment and all had PTSD at the beginning of the trial. The area
remained unstable and unsafe throughout the duration of the trial.
Women who received FORNET including the expanded group component, benefited
from reduced symptoms of PTSD, appetitive aggression and depression compared to
controls. In terms of clinical significant change, there was a greater improvement in PTSD
and depression with FORNET than TAU. None of the women in the FORNET group
deteriorated in PTSD or depression severity. However, clinically significant deterioration did
occur in some women who did not receive FORNET, demonstrating the danger of failing to
provide an adequate psychotherapeutic intervention. Current violent behaviour was also
reduced in the intervention group, demonstrating a positive behavioural change. The
reduction of violent behaviour within the post conflict community and family in this study
may reflect better awareness of emotions and emotion regulation as a result of the individual
exposure treatment, or the direct targeting of problematic behaviour within the group setting,
or both. This is an important outcome for female former child soldiers since they face social
rejection and are stigmatised and feared as a result of perceptions that they are violent. Other
FORNET trials with solely male samples have proven effectiveness for reducing PTSD
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Hinsberger et al., 2017;
Köbach et al., 2017) and current aggression (Crombach & Elbert, 2015), but not for
appetitive aggression in all but one study (Hinsberger et al., 2020). Although with a moderate
effect size, FORNET clients reported less ‘appetite’ for violence in the long term follow up
compared to control. We speculated that with the decrease of PTSD symptoms and the
reduction in perpetration of violence, the perceived internal reward of aggression subsides as
a consequence of reduced innervation of neuronal reward circuitry co-activated by the PTSDinduced arousal (Elbert et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2018).
Whilst not specifically targeted within the intervention, the finding that depression,
social acknowledgement also improved with FORNET suggests a more global improvement
in psychological and social wellbeing. It is plausible that the reduction of PTSD symptoms in
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itself contributes to a reduction in depression. It is also probable that the increased social
support of the group component of the treatment was beneficial. Within the group sessions,
the women reported to therapists that they experienced the group to be supportive and
managed their violent behaviour as a result of the skills and discussions obtained in the
group. They also described experiencing an increase in self worth, to the extent where they
began advising and encouraging other women within the community about avoiding conflict.
The subjective improvement in social acknowledgement may reflect improved social support
and connections resulting from the group sessions, or actual changes in responses from
community members as a result of the reduced violent behaviour perpetrated by the women.
Further studies investigating how reductions in the perpetration of violence by former
combatants influenced the perceptions of other community members and the impact of this
on social integration would be beneficial.
Successful psychological treatments for PTSD usually involve an element of
exposure to the traumatic memories (Schnyder et al., 2015), consistent with theories which
postulate PTSD as a memory disorder necessitating an intervention which results in a
permanent change in the neural networks for trauma memories e.g. (Elbert et al., 2006; Elbert
& Schauer, 2002). In a review of psychological treatments for chronic PTSD within the
general population, Bisson et al. (2007) advocated the use of trauma focused Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy and Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing (EMDR); whilst
in asylum seekers and refugees, NET and CBT have been recommended (Crumlish &
O'Rourke, 2010). Treatments that are readily available in secure high income settings may be
less available and appropriate in insecure low income settings, where PTSD often results
from multiple severe traumas and where there is ongoing high risk of further trauma. NET
(Schauer et al., 2011) was developed for use in low income settings for survivors of
organised violence including war trauma, where PTSD has resulted from multiple traumatic
events. NET has been shown to be effective in multiple settings (for reviews see Jacob et al.,
2017; Robjant & Fazel, 2010) including in DRC (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013;
Köbach et al., 2017). This study further supports the use of an adapted version of Narrative
Exposure Therapy in low income, post conflict settings, with highly traumatised populations
who also perpetrate violence. Similarly to other randomised controlled trials using this
approach, non specialist counsellors were trained to deliver the therapy within a short period
of time, with positive results for the reduction of significant mental health problems and
social difficulties which would otherwise be likely to impair functioning, reduce quality of
life, and contribute to ongoing violence within post conflict communities. Given the high
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retention rate and the feasibility of delivering this treatment in a complex, unstable setting,
FORNET is a viable treatment option for scale-up in post conflict settings. Although this
population were forcibly recruited within a unique context in Eastern DR Congo, there are
likely to be similarities in other areas of conflict where children are recruited into war.
Limitations of this study include the reliance on self report of trauma and perpetration
histories as well as current violent behaviour. These may be subject to bias of memory and
also affected by social desirability, in both the control and intervention group. However,
given the very high attestations of trauma exposure and perpetration of violence as well as the
high acknowledgement of current violence, social desirability does not appear to have unduly
influenced reporting of aggression. Although adherence to the manual was ensured through
regular clinical supervision, the absence of treatment fidelity ratings is another limitation.
Another limitation is that not all of the control group received the same ‘dose’ of TAU.
Finally, the study cannot answer which of the clinical improvements resulted from the
individual sessions, which from the group sessions, and which may require the combination.
Given previous studies with FORNET, the combination seems to be essential to reduce
appetitive aggression and limit aggressive behaviour, while NET may be sufficient to counter
PTSD. However, further dismantling studies would be required to address this issue in more
detail. The treatment protocol was not published prior to the study commencing, however, the
clinical trial was registered.
In conclusion, female former child soldiers experience high levels of trauma during
their forced involvement in the armed group, both as victims and perpetrators of violence.
Psychological sequalae resulting from these experiences have a tremendous impact on the
individuals as well as having social consequences, and enhance hostile dynamics within the
family and community in general. Results from this trial show that psychological therapy that
addresses trauma and aggression as well as social inclusion improves clinical PTSD
symptoms, appetitive aggression and depression, as well as influencing social factors
including current violent behaviour and social acknowledgement, and has lasting effects.
Interventions which focus on reducing PTSD and aggression concurrently are much needed
in post conflict regions, and may contribute to the reduction of ongoing cycles of violence
within communities and may help to reduce the likelihood that former combatants re-join
armed groups.
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4

Treating trauma and aggression with Narrative Exposure
Therapy in former child and adult soldiers: a randomised
controlled trial in Eastern DR Congo

4.1

Abstract

Objective: Individuals who return from armed groups present with a history of traumatic
events including perpetration. Subsequent severe mental stress and heightened levels of
reactive and appetitive aggression may persist and if left untreated, frequently impede
peacebuilding and societal stability. In this study, we tested Narrative Exposure Therapy
(NET; Schauer et al., 2011) combined with parallel group sessions implemented in a sample
of male former combatants in the Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo. Method: We
applied a longitudinal parallel group randomised controlled design with treatment as usual as
control condition and 3-5 and 6-9 months follow up assessments. The effect of treatment over
time on clinical and social outcomes was tested with GLMMs; appetitive aggression and
current violent behaviour were specified as primary and posttraumatic stress as secondary
outcomes. Results: NET decreased appetitive aggression (within group Cohen’s dz = 2.00),
current violent behaviour (dz = 0.90) and posttraumatic stress (dz = 1.48) significantly more
than treatment as usual. Clinical significance was obtained for all outcomes. Remarkably,
NET clients also reduced their substance misuse (dz = 0.68) even though this was not targeted
within the intervention. Depression, perceived social acknowledgement and subjective
solidarity with (para)military life decreased. Conclusion: NET adapted to former soldiers is a
compact and scalable psychotherapeutic intervention that effectively reduces current
aggressive behaviour including physical abuse against children, intimate partner violence
(IPV) and community violence. NET further decreases appetitive aggression, posttraumatic
stress symptoms, and other clinical and social problems that commonly hinder
demobilisation, reintegration and post conflict peacebuilding.
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02992561

4.2

Introduction

Members of armed groups including criminal gangs are at high risk of both exposure to
traumatic experiences and perpetration of violent acts. Studies from various conflict regions
reveal the impact on mental health and therefore on psychological and social functioning. For
example, posttraumatic stress symptoms (e.g., Liberia: Johnson et al., 2008; DRC: Köbach et
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al., 2015; Uganda: Neuner et al., 2012; UK/US: Osman & Wood, 2018; Australia: Zheng et
al., 2016) and heightened levels of aggression (e.g., US: Biddle et al., 2002; DR Congo:
Köbach et al., 2015; Burundi: Nandi et al., 2017; Colombia: Weierstall, Castellanos et al.,
2013; Germany: Weierstall, Huth et al., 2012; US: Wilk et al., 2015), substance use disorders
(Odenwald et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2016), depression (Johnson et al., 2008; Osman &
Wood, 2018) and suicidal ideations (Petering, 2016; Pompili et al., 2013) were reported.
These psychological changes lead to increased violence in families and communities (e.g.,
Nandi et al., 2017; Reichenheim et al., 2011; Sparrow et al., 2017), affecting societies at
large. Particularly in post conflict settings or in states with poor governmental control,
violence and its psychological sequalae impede political stability, enabling of human rights
and quality of life. The motives for aggression can be divided into four groups: Reactive
aggression that mobilizes angry emotions in defence, to respond to a perceived threat, or as a
counterattack or revenge following injustice. Proactive (also instrumental) aggression that
aims to obtain an advantage (Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Elbert et al., 2010). Predatory
aggression that is ideologically motivated or motivated by the desire for improved social
status. Finally, ‘Appetite aggression’ (Elbert et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2017) refers to the
intrinsically rewarding experience of aggressive action. In the latter two cases, the experience
of perpetrating violence does not necessarily incorporate the typical peritraumatic negative
valence like helplessness, fear and terror do, but instead elicit a positive excitement, pleasure
and lust (Elbert et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2018). Appetitive and reactive forms of violence
have been shown to have different neural circuitry in humans (Moran et al., 2014), and even
in mice (Golden, Jin, & Shaham, 2019), and present with distinct genetic variants (Hemmings
et al., 2018). As appetitive aggression activates the reward system, it can have addictive
properties (Golden, Jin, Heins et al., 2019; Panasiuk et al., 2019). Elbert et al. (2018) have
reconciled the dissonance between aversive traumatic experiences and lustful perpetrated acts
by formulating bi-cycles of violence. In this model, traumatisation, posttraumatic stress
symptoms and (re-active) perpetration on the one hand and perpetration, appetitive
aggression, pro-violent norms and (pro-active) perpetration on the other hand accelerate each
other. Understanding the mnesic structure of perpetrated events is therefore as essential as it
is for traumatic events (Elbert et al., 2010). Strong excitatory connections increase the
cohesiveness of the networks and dissolve contextual information cumulatively with further
traumatisation and perpetration (Brewin & Holmes, 2003; Elbert et al., 2010; Wilker et al.,
2015). Many of the cues incorporated in the mnesic trauma-fear and the perpetration-hunting
associative network are shared, thereby linking the two networks. Fusion however, is
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prevented, because of their opposite valence (Elbert et al., 2010). This is important as
perpetration linked to positive feelings may occupy cues otherwise associated with fear and
trauma. Appetitive aggression may, to some extent, limit posttraumatic stress symptoms (e.g.,
Weierstall, Huth et al., 2012; Weierstall, Schalinski et al., 2012). However, the traumatizing
effects of accumulating life-threatening events cannot be evaded entirely (Weierstall,
Castellanos et al., 2013). Similarly to post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and appetitive
aggression, substance abuse is also evidentially linked to the number of traumatic stressors,
especially when experienced during childhood (Schauer & Robjant, 2018; Scheidell et al.,
2018). At the same time, drug use lowers the threshold for aggressive behaviour through both
excitation and reduction of inhibition, especially alcohol (Hoaken & Stewart, 2003).
Perpetrated violence during the conflict periods in DRC as well as appetitive aggression and
current violent behaviour in South Africa were predicted by drug abuse (Hecker & Haer,
2015; Sommer, Hinsberger, Elbert et al., 2017).
Previous studies in veterans have mainly focused on the treatment of reactive forms
of aggression, and predominantly anger (for a meta-analysis see Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018).
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) has been used with promising results, although there
are high dropout rates (Chemtob et al., 1997; Ford et al., 2018; Shea et al., 2013; van
Voorhees et al., 2019). Narrative Exposure Therapy (Schauer et al., 2011) has been adapted
for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation (Elbert et al., 2012) and seeks to treat the sequelae of
perpetration and appetitive aggression alongside victimisation and posttraumatic stress
symptoms (and each in isolation). Studies have found a decrease in posttraumatic stress
symptoms (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Hinsberger et al., 2017; Köbach et al.,
2017) and aggression (Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hinsberger et al., 2020) without loss in
effectiveness when delivered by trained local non-health professional in the first and second
dissemination stages (Köbach et al., 2017). FORNET has shown promising results for
substance use disorders (Köbach et al., 2017).
For the present study, we have revised the group component to enhance skill learning
with an aim to reduce violent behaviour. First trialled in a sample of female former child
soldiers (Robjant et al., 2019), the treatment resulted in a decrease of posttraumatic stress
symptoms, appetitive aggression and current violent behaviour in addition to other outcomes.
Here, we test the effectiveness of this revised adaptation of NET in a sample of male former
child and adult combatants in Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), delivered by
trained Congolese counsellors. Primary outcomes are appetitive aggression and current
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violent behaviour and the secondary outcome is PTSD. Other outcomes are substance
involvement, depression, social acknowledgement and solidarity with (para)military life.
Traumatic stress seems to have the highest detrimental effects during childhood
where violent experiences foster violence and aggressive behaviour (e.g., Webb et al., 2017).
A meta-analytic study focusing juvenile offending by Braga et al. (2017) also indicates a
stable association between childhood maltreatment and juvenile antisocial behaviour (N =
23,973). Recruitment into armed groups in Eastern DRC, especially during puberty (15-17
years of age), has been demonstrated as a building block towards a stable phenotype of
experiencing fascination and positive feelings when committing violent acts (Köbach &
Elbert, 2015). Thus, in addition to our main hypothesis, we explore potential differences
between the effectiveness of FORNET in subsamples of male participants recruited before
and after the age of 18 years.

4.3

Methods

4.3.1

Trial design

We used a randomised, assessor blind, parallel group design to test the effectiveness of
adapted Narrative Exposure Therapy with parallel group session (hereafter NET for Forensic
Offender Rehabilitation; FORNET) versus treatment as usual (TAU).
4.3.2

Participants

Male former combatants aged 16 years or older were recruited. Inclusion criteria were having
clinically relevant symptom severity of PTSD (diagnosis according to the DMS-5) and/or
appetitive aggression (sum score of > 21). Participants with acute intoxication (alcohol or
other drugs), acute psychotic symptoms or signs of cerebro-organic diseases were excluded
from the trial. 448 former combatants who were interviewed and found eligible for
participation were randomly allocated to FORNET and TAU (Figure 9). They were 16 to 75
years of age with an average of 33 years (SD = 9), belonging to the ethnic groups Nande (n =
53, 12%), Hunde (n = 77, 18%), Hutu (n = 112, 25%), or other (n = 198, 45%). Most
participants reported to be able to read and write (n = 308, 85%) with an average of eight
years of formal education (SD = 4, range 0-19). About half of the participants were either
married or in a stable relationship (n = 236, 53%), 119 (26%) single, 84 (19%) divorced and
eight (2%) widowed. Participants were first recruited into an armed group at an average age
of 18 years (SD = 6, range 4-48) 224 (51%, n = 436) participants were recruited for the first
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time before the age of 18 years and so were former child soldiers1. Participants spent on
average eight years (SD = 5) in armed groups ranging from less than one up to 29 years.
Clients in FORNET and TAU experienced or witnessed on average 31 (SD = 4.0) different
types of traumatic events and reported to have perpetrated 16 (SD = 3.7) types of violent acts
most of them multiple times. At baseline, 201 (90%) clients in the FORNET and 190 (85%)
clients in the TAU fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for PTSD according to the DSM-5. In total,
96 (56%, n = 170) clients experienced a new traumatic event in the period between baseline
and the 3-5 month follow up, and 126 (66%, n = 190) from the 3-5 to the 6-9 month follow
up. No significant differences were found in the abovementioned variables for the two
conditions.

1

We apply the definition of the United Nation, thus a child soldier is ‘any person under 18 years of age who is
part of any kind of regular or irregular armed force or armed group in any capacity, including but not limited
to cooks, porters, messengers, and anyone accompanying such groups, other than family members.’
Retrieved from unicef.org August 4, 2020. In this sample, former child soldiers were on average 29 years of
age (SD = 7, range 16 - 55) at the time of the study. A total of 63 (28%) were recruited before 12, 68 (30%)
before the age of 14 and 66 (30%) before 16 years of age and only 27 (12%) later.
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Figure 9. Flow of participants
Note: A total of 56 fulfilled PTSD criteria, 36 presented with an AAS sum score of > 21 and 201 presented both
inclusion criteria, Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation; TAU treatment as usual.
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4.3.3

Procedure

Participants were recruited through local non governmental organizations (NGOs) that
provide services to former combatants. The trial lasted from October 2016 until April 2019 in
Goma, the provincial capital of North Kivu, Eastern DRC. Former combatants who agreed to
participate gave written informed consent before the start of the interviews. Baseline
interviews were conducted over six time periods of two months baseline data collection,
constituting the clusters for a stratified block randomisation controlling for severity of PTSD
and appetitive aggression. Following similar studies in the region (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal
et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017), sample size per group has been calculated presuming a
small to medium within group effect size for our primary outcomes appetitive aggression and
current violent behaviour. We aimed at a power of .8 and significance level of .05, leading to
a suggested sample size of 176 per group. Loss of participants at follow up due to migration,
unsuccessful tracking, influence of armed groups or other reasons were foreseen as obstacles,
and the attrition rate was estimated at 30-50%. Before implementation, ethical approval was
granted by the ethical commission of the University of Konstanz and the Social Fund of the
DRC. The revision of the adapted NET was conducted specifically for the group of former
combatants in DRC and finalised before the trial started; changes were not made to the
intervention throughout the trial. The study protocol is available in the supplementary
material.
4.3.4

Assessment

Structured clinical interviews were conducted by seven Congolese psychological interviewers
specifically trained in the application of the instruments. The training of interviewers
included instruction in obtaining informed consent, the use of assessment measures, empathic
interviewing, an overview of key principles of randomised controlled trials – including the
importance of being blind to treatment condition and confidentiality –, information about the
therapeutic intervention that would be offered and interviewer self-care. Following training,
interviewers were closely supervised including live observations of interviews. Interviewers
were not involved in the delivery of the treatment and therefore blind to the participants’
treatment condition. The interviewers were fluent in Kiswahili, the local lingua franca. Prior
to use, measures that were not yet available in Kiswahili were forth and back translated into
English. Discrepancies were resolved through discussions between clinical psychologists and
local translators. Interviews took between 1.5 and 2.5 hours. In this group of raters, a total of
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75 interrater interviews were conducted. Clients received transport money (3,000 CDF, ca. 2
USD) and light refreshment for participation in the interview. FORNET clients received the
same benefits for each day that they received treatment.
4.3.5

Measures

Demographic information was collected at the beginning of the interview, and included age,
years of education, marital status, number of children, employment status, age of recruitment
and time spent in each armed group. Exposure to trauma and violence was assessed with a 44
item checklist of potentially traumatic events and violent acts adapted from previous studies
in similar populations in Eastern DRC (Köbach et al., 2015). The first seven items are
restricted to exposure to physical, emotional and sexual abuse as well as neglect during
childhood. 17 items assessed lifetime exposure to violence and other traumatic events and 20
items of perpetrated violence were included. Sum scores were calculated for direct exposure
and witnessing of traumatic events and for perpetrated acts. Additionally, we assessed
clinical and social outcome measures of which we pre-specified appetitive aggression and
current violent behaviour as primary and PTSD as secondary endpoints.
4.3.6

Clinical outcomes

Inclination towards aggressiveness was measured using the Appetitive Aggression Scale
(Weierstall & Elbert, 2011). The AAS is a 15 item structured interview measuring the extent
of agreement to statements on a 5 point scale (0, disagree to 4, agree). A sum score indicates
the intensity of appetitive aggression (max 60). The instrument has been validated in similar
contexts (Weierstall & Elbert, 2011), and presented here with high internal consistency
(Cronbach’s  = .88) and interrater reliability (IRR = .98). PTSD severity was assessed using
the PTSD Symptom Scale Interview for DSM-5 (PSSI-5; Foa et al., 2016; Foa & Capaldi,
2013). The PSSI-5 allowed to diagnose PTSD according to the DSM-5 (American
Psychological Association, 2013); scores for each item range from 0 (not at all) to 4 (≤ 6
times a week / severe). Diagnosis was ascertained according to the manual, and sum scores
were derived by adding all items of clusters B-E (max 80). Participants were instructed to
answer in relation to a one month time frame. The DSM-IV version of the instrument was
successfully applied and validated in similar East African settings (Ertl, Pfeiffer, Saile et al.,
2011). The current version has been shown to be equivalent to the DSM-IV version in
Congolese former combatants with relatively high consistency (Schaal et al., 2015). Interrater
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reliability and internal consistency in this study were highly satisfying (ICC = .94,  = .93).
The depression module of the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9; Kroenke & Spitzer,
2002) was used to measure severity of depressive symptoms. The nine item questionnaire is
scored from 0 (not at all) to 3 (nearly every day) according to the presence of the symptom in
the previous two weeks. A sum score was calculated to indicate depression severity (max 27)
and scores of 5, 10, 15, and 20 represent cut points for mild, moderate, moderately severe and
severe depression. Similar to previous reports for Africa (Botha, 2011; Gelaye et al., 2013),
reliability outcomes were also positive in our sample (ICC = .94,  = .86). The Alcohol,
Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST; Humeniuk et al., 2008) was
applied to assess the risk of drug consumption for alcohol, cannabis and other recreational
drugs; risk scores (‘low’, ‘moderate’ and ‘high’) indicate the probability of drug dependence
as well as social, financial, health and legal problems consequent to the drug abuse. The
instrument showed good psychometric properties in an international study (Humeniuk et al.,
2008) and in African settings (van der Westhuizen et al., 2016). We calculated sum scores for
each substance to evaluate specific risks and a global score, in accordance with the manual.
Higher values indicate more severe drug involvement (max 39). Overall internal consistency
was satisfactory ( = .90; interrater reliability was not assessed for this instrument).
4.3.7

Social outcomes

Current violent behaviour (CVB) perpetrated within the past three months was measured
according to a 32-item checklist of aggressive acts carried out against intimate partners, own
children (living in household) or others (response options yes/no). Sum scores corrected for
whether the participant had children or an intimate partner provided a measure of current
violent behaviour ranging from 0 to 32. The CVB checklist has been previously used in a
sample of former combatants in Burundi (Augsburger et al., 2015; Crombach & Elbert, 2015)
and female former child soldiers in DRC (Robjant et al., 2019). Internal consistency and
interrater reliably is highly satisfactory ( = .97, Cohen’s  = .93). The Social
Acknowledgement Questionnaire (SAQ; Maercker & Müller, 2004) is a 16 item questionnaire
with responses ranging from 0 (I do not agree at all) to 3 (I completely agree) on items
regarding subjective feelings of acknowledgement as a survivor or victim of violence. Three
subscales (general disapproval, recognition and family/friend disapproval) make up the
overall sum score, with higher scores indicating greater overall perceived social
acknowledgement (max 48). The questionnaire was successfully administered in African
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regions before (Robjant et al., 2019; Sommer, Hinsberger, Holtzhausen et al., 2017).
Interrater outcomes were highly satisfactory (ICC = .96). The scale presented however with
rather poor internal consistency in our study (Cronbach’s  = .52). The measure of solidarity
with (para)military life was adapted from Köbach et al. (2015) and quantifies how much
participants still identify themselves as a soldier and consider re-joining an armed group; it is
relevant for estimating the risk of return to armed groups and for indicating the level of
commitment to peaceful community integration. The outcome was assessed by eight
questions referring to the last four weeks and scaled from 0 (never) to 4 (more than twice per
week); e.g., ‘How many times has your former unit tried to convince you to return?’, ‘How
many times have you had problems with the police?’, ‘How many times have you worked out
specific plans to re-join a military group?’, ‘How much do you consider yourself as a
soldier?’. Higher sum scores indicate stronger solidarity to (para)military life (max 32).
Internal consistency was good ( = .80; interrater reliability was not assessed).
4.3.8

Intervention

NET for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation (FORNET) was introduced in Elbert et al. (2012)
and implemented in Eastern DRC (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al.,
2017), Burundi (Crombach & Elbert, 2015) and South Africa (Hinsberger et al., 2017;
Hinsberger et al., 2020) with slight differences in the amount of sessions and group
components. In this study, FORNET was delivered in six weekly individual and parallel
group sessions of 90-120 minutes each. The initial individual sessions involved the
construction of a lifeline whereby traumatic events, perpetrated acts, and positive events were
mapped out in chronological order. A plan for the subsequent five exposition sessions was
constructed based on the information obtained from the lifeline and according to the
principles of selection outlined in Robjant et al. (2019). The first group session focused on
the role change from armed group membership to civilian life, similar elsewhere (Hermenau,
Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017). The second and third session included
psychoeducation and teaching basic skills in anger recognition, emotion regulation and
behavioural change to abstain from violence. A ‘buddy system’ was introduced in the second
session, whereby clients were encouraged to form pairs to get mutual support in dealing with
frustrations and attempting to find non violent conflict resolution methods. Sessions three to
six involved deconstruction of recent experiences of perpetrated violence and avoidance of
violence within the previous week. Therapists were instructed to withdraw their involvement
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over the course of the six sessions to enhance the autonomy of the group. At the end of group
sessions, clients were encouraged to continue to meet. For details, see our study protocol and
Robjant et al. (2019).
The therapists delivering FORNET were Congolese personnel who received a three
week FORNET training. They did not have previous formal mental health training but came
from higher education backgrounds. The first training was led by a clinical psychologist
(KR), and at later stages by trained Congolese FORNET trainers under supervision. The
training included theoretical background, but it was heavily focused on teaching the clinical
skills required for exposition of traumatic/perpetrated events and for delivery of group
sessions. Supervision was led and carried out by a clinical psychologist (KR) and trained
Congolese supervisors, who provided assistance throughout the therapeutic process and sat in
in sessions. Supervisors were also instructed to ensure that therapists adhered to the manual,
which was reinforced through the written narratives of the treatments.
Treatment as Usual (TAU) consisted of a group of clients that continued to receive
the services of their NGOs. Depending on the NGO, TAU clients were given occupational
training courses, empathic listening, problem solving and practical support upon request.
4.3.9

Statistical analyses

Systematic client dropout in regard to sociodemographic and outcome variables (attrition
bias) was tested with generalised linear binomial models. To test the effectiveness of
FORNET vs TAU on clinical and social outcomes, we used separate linear mixed effect
models fitted with a Poisson family distribution to account for non-normally distributed data.
Models that showed a residual dispersion of over 1.4 were considered overdispersed, and
were thus refitted with a negative binomial family distribution instead (Pinheiro & Bates,
2006). To test the effect of treatment over time, we included the treatment and time as main
effects and their interaction. To account for non-independence of measurements, we included
individuals as a random part of the models. Models were calculated with the R package lme4
1.1-23 (Bates et al., 2012), and effect significance tested by log-likelihood ratio tests (LRTs;
Zuur et al., 2013). In cases where the interaction term was significant, we calculated post hoc
Tukey tests with the R package emmeans 1.4.6 (Lenth, Singmann, Love et al., 2018). Within
and between group effect sizes were estimated by calculating Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1992;
Lenhard & Lenhard, 2017). Clinically significant and reliable change was assessed with the R
package clinsig 1.2 (Lemon, 2016) according to Jacobson and Truax (1992) (see also Evans
et al., 1998; Jacobson et al., 1999). For PTSD and appetitive aggression severity, we used the
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criterion ‘a’ (2*SDBL-meanBL) to judge whether the change was clinically significant. For
depression and the drug abuse, we applied criterion ‘b’ using the categories indicating
minimal depressive symptoms for the PHQ-9 and a ‘low risk’ of drug involvement in the
ASSIST (for subscales separately). For social outcomes, we calculated reliable change
indices with the following formula: 1.96*SDBL*sqrt(2)*sqrt(1- ). Additionally, we tested
whether the status of former child soldier affected treatment outcomes in separate models.
For this, we built models including child soldier participation (yes/no for recruitment before
the age of 18 years) and a three way interaction with time and treatment. Missing values in
the outcome variables were imputed using the proportional odds model method for ordered
categorical variables with the R package mice 3.8.0 (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn,
2020). We did not impute sociodemographic variables, traumatic experiences or perpetrated
acts and when >20% of subitems were missing. All statistical analyses were carried out in R
version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2013) using RStudio version 1.2.5042
(https://www.rstudio.com/).

4.4

Results

4.4.1

Risk of attrition bias

Of the 448 randomised participants, 130 (29%) were lost for both follow ups, with about
similar numbers in the FORNET (n = 64) and TAU (n = 66) condition; in FORNET, n = 38
participants were not found to be offered treatment. Within participants allocated to FORNET
who completed the intervention, attrition rate was significantly smaller (OR = 0.08, p <
0.001). Results further revealed higher attrition rates in participants who entered the armed
group at a younger age (OR = 0.93, p = 0.026) and who had one or more children at baseline
(OR = 2.43, p = 0.036); interaction effects with having received FORNET were not
significant. Attrition rates were not affected by other sociodemographic outcomes, traumatic
events or perpetrated acts and primary and secondary outcomes.
In the TAU group, ten clients returned to an armed group, three died and two were
imprisoned. Six FORNET clients re-joined an armed group, one died, and nobody was
imprisoned at six months follow up.
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4.4.2

Discontinuation of the treatment

Of the 181 participants who committed to the treatment program, 5 (3%) discontinued in
course of the intervention and 3 (2%) did not participate in the group sessions owing to
obtaining ad hoc work or having family commitments (4% drop out in total).
4.4.3

Clinical and social outcomes

Statistical indices showed a significant effect of treatment over time (interaction) for all
clinical outcomes. Appetitive aggression (LRT = 28.5, p < 0.001; negative binominal fit: R2 =
0.36), posttraumatic stress (LRT = 72.9, p < 0.001; negative binominal fit: R2 = 0.39),
depression (LRT = 73.5, p < 0.001; Poisson fit: R2 = 0.72) and marginally drug involvement
(LRT = 7.0, p = 0.031; negative binominal fit: R2 = 0.04) decreased more strongly in clients
who received NET with parallel group sessions. Regarding the social outcomes, current
violent behaviour (LRT = 31.8, p < 0.001; negative binominal fit: R2 = 0.46) and solidarity to
(para)military life (LRT = 15.3, p < 0.001; negative binominal fit: R2 = 0.31) also decreased
more in the FORNET group. In line with these findings, social acknowledgement was
perceived higher in clients who received FORNET (LRT = 18.7, p = 0.001; Poisson R2 =
0.73). Post hoc Tukey tests with mean change estimates of the contrasts are shown in Table 7
for the within group change from baseline to 6-9 month follow up and in Table 8 for between
group differences at 6-9 month follow up.
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Table 6. Summary statistics of outcomes in FORNET and TAU conditions at 3-5 and 6-9 month follow ups
Within group effect size

Baseline

3-5 mo follow up

6-9 mo follow up

Mean change
estimate (within)

mean±sd

mean±sd

mean±sd

mce (se)

Cohen’s dz

FORNET

30.5±12.2

9.4±11.6

5.7±7.5

24.9 (1.8)***

2.00

TAU

30.8±11.9

12.4±12.1

11.3±10.5

19.9 (1.9)***

1.38

FORNET

38.6±15.0

16.9±13.8

12.4±12.1

26.8 (1.7)***

1.581

TAU

37.5±15.3

27.1±15.8

24.5±16.0

13.4 (1.9)***

0.761

FORNET

13.5±5.9

6.9±4.6

5.9±4.6

7.2 (0.4)***

1.14

TAU

13.3±5.8

10.0±5.6

8.0±5.2

4.9 (0.4)***

0.79

FORNET

30.0±21.82

16.1±14.33

14.6±13.94

15.4 (2.5)***

0.68

TAU

29.6±21.55

21.0±16.16

21.5±16.57

8.1 (2.8)*

0.36

FORNET

9.1±7.1

4.1±4.78

3.5±3.7

4.4 (0.3)***

0.90

TAU

8.9±7.49

6.4±5.6

5.9±5.9

2.5 (0.3)***

0.41

FORNET

9.1±7.1

4.0±4.6

3.8±5.2

5.0 (0.6)***

0.79

TAU

8.8±7.1

6.7±6.5

5.4±5.7

3.3 (0.6)***

0.49

(bl - 6mo)

Appetitive aggression (AAS)

Posttraumatic stress symptom severity (PSSI)

Depression severity (PHQ-9)

Drug involvement score (ASSIST)

Current violent behaviour (CVB)

Solidarity with (para)military life

Perceived social acknowledgement (SAQ)
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FORNET

23.6±9.2

27.7±8.5

30.0±8.5

-6.8 (0.6)***

-0.62

TAU

23.7±9.7

26.1±9.2

27.1±9.6

-3.1 (0.6)***

-0.31

Note: FORNET Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation; TAU treatment as usual; *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05; 1 including clients who
fulfil diagnostic criteria of PTSD at baseline 2 N = 207, 3 N = 136, 4 N = 143, 5 N = 208, 6 N = 122, 7 N = 137, 8 N = 142, 9 N = 223.
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Table 7. Between group mean change estimates and Cohen’s d effect sizes from baseline to
6-9 month follow ups
Mean difference1 (SE)

Cohen’s d [95% CI]

Appetitive aggression (AAS)

5.3 (0.9)***

-0.43 [-0.65; -0.22]

Posttraumatic stress symptom severity (PSSI)

11.8 (1.4)***

-0.95 [-1.23; -0.69]2

Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9)

2.1 (0.4)***

-0.41 [-0.64; -0.19]

Drug involvement score (ASSIST)

7.0 (2.3)*

-0.34 [-0.56; -0.12]

Current violent behaviour (CVB)

1.9 (0.4)***

-0.35 [-0.56; -0.15]

Solidarity with (para)military life

1.3 (0.5)*

-0.28 [-0.49; -0.05]

Perceived social acknowledgement (SAQ)

-4.0 (1.1)**

0.32 [0.09; 0.57]
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Note: SE standard error; Post hoc Tukey tests are represented by asterisks: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p <
0.05; 1 Positive values indicate that the estimate for TAU was larger than for FORNET; 2 including clients who
fulfil diagnostic criteria of PTSD at baseline; Mean differences with standard errors are shown on the left and
Cohen’s d effect size with 95% confidence interval are shown on the right.
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Note: FORNET Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation; TAU treatment as usual.

Figure 10. Primary and secondary outcomes in FORNET and TAU conditions figured for
baseline and 3-5 and 6-9 month post intervention.

4.4.4

Clinically significant and reliable change

Clients who received FORNET presented more often with a clinically significant and reliable
improvement than those in TAU (see Table 8). This difference holds true for AAS, CVB,
PSSI, PHQ, SAQ, and drug involvement score for alcohol and cannabis (ASSIST), but not
for drug involvement score of other drugs or solidarity with (para)military life. In the group
of clients who presented with both PTSD diagnosis and an AAS sum score above 22 or larger
70% (n = 79) in the FORNET group versus 41% (n = 39) in the TAU group improved
clinically significant in regards to one of the outcomes.
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Table 8. Clinically significant and reliable change indices and comparison statistics of
outcomes in FORNET and TAU conditions 6-9 month post intervention
criterion FORNET

TAU

Chi2(df = 1)

Appetitive aggression (AAS)

CS - a

106 (71)

61 (42)

23.6***

Posttraumatic stress symptom severity (PSSI)

CS - a

71 (48)

24 (16)

30.7***

Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9)

CS - b

66 (44)

40 (28)

8.0**

Drug involvement score (ASSIST alcohol)

CS - b

71 (50)1

42 (31)2

9.7**

Drug involvement score (ASSIST cannabis)

CS - b

123 (86)1

102 (74)2

Drug involvement score (ASSIST other)

CS - b

1

140 (98)

130 (94)

2

Current violent behaviour (CVB)

RC

93 (62)

65 (46)3

7.7**

Solidarity with (para)military life

RC

64 (43)

46 (32)

3.3°

Perceived social acknowledgement (SAQ)

RC

46 (31)

25 (17)

6.6*

5.2*
1.1

Note: FORNET Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation; TAU treatment as usual; CS
clinically significance according to criterium a or b respectively; RC reliable change; 1 N = 143, 2 N = 137, 3 N =
142, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, °p < 0.07

4.4.5

Influence of age at first recruitment on the treatment effect

We explored potentially differential effects for clients recruited into the armed group before
the age of 18 years. Three way interaction terms were not significant for either of our primary
or secondary outcomes (AAS: LRT = 2.1, p = 0.346; CVB: LRT = 0.1, p = 0.949; and PSSI:
LRT = 0.5, p = 0.776), suggesting that former child and adult soldiers benefit equally from
the treatment.

4.5

Discussion

This study showed that Narrative Exposure Therapy with parallel group sessions, a compact
and scalable psychotherapeutic tool, can effectively improve a broad range of mental health
and social outcomes in adult former combatants and child soldiers. Most importantly,
FORNET reduced current violent behaviour against children, intimate partners and others
and reduced appetitive aggression as well as posttraumatic stress. FORNET had a very low
drop out rate and even improved substance misuse (with medium to large effects) even
though this was not specifically targeted in the intervention. Additional improvements with
regards to depression, perceived social acknowledgement and solidarity with (para)military
life indicate a more global effect of FORNET which may result from the testimony element
of NET that allows acknowledgement of previous trauma endured, contextualisation, and
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ultimately temporal distance and growth. Our results are therefore in line with previous
FORNET RCT in a sample of female former child solders that utilised the same clinical
model (Robjant et al., 2019). As trauma related problems fuel the cycles of violence in
otherwise peaceful civil communities, effective interventions that restore mental health and
complement disciplinary measures are urgently needed. The evidence of this study therefore
suggests the introduction and scale up of FORNET in demobilisation and rehabilitation
programs for former combatants and child soldiers, as well as other violent groups.
Individuals who live in Eastern DRC present with high levels of lifetime trauma and
violence due to their history of war. Criminality and gang or (para)military violence is
prevalent worldwide. Intimate partner violence and childhood physical abuse are common
and often socially accepted. Despite this, former combatants who received FORNET showed
lower aggression than controls. They reported less ‘appetite’ for violent stimulation which
was also reflected in their behaviour: participants who received FORNET perpetrated on
average two fewer acts of severe violence than those who received TAU within 3 months; 7
in 10 traumatised offenders improved after FORNET. This effect was large and clinically
significant for appetitive aggression and reliable for current violent behaviour. In previous
studies, FORNET did not reduce appetitive aggression after 6-8 months post intervention
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Hinsberger et al., 2017;
Köbach et al., 2017) although Crombach and Elbert (2015) found FORNET reduced current
violent behaviour in street children. Interestingly, Hinsberger et al. (2020) showed in their
long term follow up trial that South African former gang members who were treated with
FORNET presented with lower appetitive aggression than those treated with CBT or waiting
list. In this study, clients received NET in a camp setting and therefore naturally created
bonds with other clients in treatment. With FORNET delivered to female former child
soldiers in an earlier study, we have shown a decrease in both appetitive aggression and
current violent behaviour (Robjant et al., 2019). The inclusion of a treatment element that
promotes new social bonds under the premise of abstaining from violence seems critical in
enhancing and consolidating treatment effects activated by exposition to trauma and
perpetration events. Accordingly, in the male and female cohort tested with FORNET in
DRC, improvements have been found for the reduction of PTSD symptoms with large effects
revealed (see also Robjant et al., 2019). This is in line with previous studies in DRC
(Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017) and South Africa (Hinsberger et
al., 2020). Another noteworthy finding is the reduction of drug involvement in clients treated
with FORNET, especially in regard to alcohol, the most commonly used and abused
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substance. This was also found in former combatants treated during their demobilisation
process (Köbach et al., 2017). In a meta analysis of studies that tested treatment effects in
patients with comorbid substance use disorder and PTSD, Roberts et al. (2016) find evidence
for trauma focused interventions, however with small effects and overall low quality of
evidence summarised for the studies. Furthermore, improvement in depression symptoms on
the mental health side and an increase in social acknowledgement and a distancing from
(para)military life on the social side indicate more global effects of FORNET, potentially
activated through meaning making and cognitive restructuring combined with new social
support structures and friendships. Significant reductions in depression were previously
found in clients who received FORNET during the demobilisation process (Köbach et al.,
2017) and female former child soldiers (Robjant et al., 2019). Robjant et al. (2019) also found
a significant increase in the perceived social acknowledgement in female former child
soldiers. The legacy of strong networks within the group of former combatants is a tinderbox
for new outbreaks of war in post conflict regions, given the high prevalence of residual
mental health problems. Therefore, the extent to which these networks are maintained after
demobilisation is crucial. Our results showed that clients who received FORNET presented
with a stronger distance from (para)military life than the TAU group. In Köbach et al. (2017),
we observed that this outcome is influenced by the current conflict intensity.
We have explored potential effects of early recruitment on our primary and secondary
outcomes. The results show that recruitment into an armed group during presumably sensitive
periods of development did not significantly hamper the effects of treatment. We therefore
conclude that FORNET is appropriate to be provided for both adult and former child soldiers.
Since being recruited at a younger age predicted the risk of attrition, it is prudent to minimise
the time between initial interview and commencing treatment or to provide the intervention
as an integral part of other peacebuilding elements (livelihood support, vocational training,
etc). We also observed that adult former child soldiers were often most adapted to aggressive
environments, initiating and leading criminal activities and potentially increasing conflict
risks. Peacebuilding and stabilisation programmes could therefore benefit from targeting this
high risk group.
Previous clinical studies addressing PTSD in clients with potentially higher levels of
anger and aggression presented with particularly high dropout rates during the intervention.
In Chemtob et al. (1997) 46% and in Shea et al. (2013) about 33% of the clients discontinued
CBT. Van Voorhees et al. (2019) reported a dropout rate of 44% in the CBT arm and 35% in
the present centred treatment group; amongst female veterans. Various interventions
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delivered to US veterans with and without aggression reported dropout rates ranging from 578% (Goetter et al., 2015). In this trial FORNET had dropout rates of 4%, i.e. lower than the
aforementioned studies. Robjant et al. (2019) reported a 100% retention rate among female
former child soldiers using the same treatment protocol as we used here. The findings of the
present study suggest that the combined treatment of trauma and aggression and engaging the
client in change through a lifetime perspective to the patient’s problems is critical for
commitment to the treatment. Other reasons for the low drop out rate might be the additional
support afforded by the buddy system within the group intervention, the increase in social
acknowledgement as a victim or survivor as well as the treatment delivery by local
counsellors who understand the social complexity of their daily lives.
4.5.1

Remarks and limitations

The study sample can be considered representative for former combatants and gang members
around the world who present with high levels of posttraumatic stress and aggression;
although more research is needed with other populations. Blinding was successfully
implemented for the assessor, but not for the participant which might have had an impact on
motivation for treatment in FORNET. Interrater reliability was high for all instruments and
random effects not significant in the models; therefore, it is un-likely that they had an
influence on the results of the study. Missing data was rare in general, but slightly more
frequent for variables asking for ages and dates (e.g. at the time of the interview or entry into
the armed group) and for the SAQ as it referred to a specific event which was sometimes not
known by the family/friend/community members whose reaction was asked about in the item.
In the SAQ, we also found high inconsistency; this might reflect the social complexity of
acknowledging perpetrator’s own traumatic events in post conflict societies and more
research is required to determine this. Social desirability might have led to under-reporting of
the actual violence However, a large proportion attested lifetime perpetration and current
violent behaviour, indicating that it did not unduly influence our results. Another limitation of
this study is that we did not measure TAU intensity. Service uptake appears to be limited for
TAU, although the retrospective nature of the question may result in an under estimation of
attendance.

Since there were similar attrition rates among treatment groups, we do not assume that results
are biased by a systematic factor, but we cannot entirely rule it out. In fact, this may be one of
three reasons for the improvement in the TAU condition. It could be that more TAU clients
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who remained high on aggression did not come for the follow ups while in FORNET more of
those who were well integrated back into their home village did not come to the follow ups.
Another explanation for the improvement in TAU clients might result from an allegiance
effect; since one part of the population was treated (and therefore modelled more pro-social
behaviours and integration as well as were more awareness and acknowledgement of the
traumatic details) the social dynamic might alter and the collective violence potential
decrease. Also, the involvement in the interviews themselves may have led to a sense of
being valued and included, in contrast to the rejection usually experienced in the community,
and seeing others improve may have led to increased hope. Finally, the TAU condition
benefited from the psychoeducation at the end of the inter-view which could have had a
beneficial impact too (Neuner et all., 2004).

4.6

Clinical implications and generalisation of results

This study shows that effective and scalable treatment of aggression is possible – even in post
conflict regions and in settings with broad acceptance of violent behaviours, and in the
context of severe traumatisation. Although evidence mainly derives from African settings,
there is no reason why it should not be possible to be adapted to other settings (many with
less challenges). Demobilisation and Reintegration and post prison rehabilitation programs
are two settings where FORNET might be most beneficial and urgently needed for both
individuals and their social environment.
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5

Breaking the cycles of violence with narrative exposure:
development and feasibility of a community-based
intervention for populations living under continuous threat

5.1

Abstract

Background: Experiences of violence result in aggressive defense strategies and pro-violent
attitudes that spread through social networks and accelerate the cycles of violence within
communities. The higher the proportion of affected individuals, the more difficult it is for a
society to improve security and socio-economic welfare. The experiences are often kept
secret due to trauma-related symptoms or social and political suppression; however,
collective awareness of individual suffering may increase societal efforts to reinstall violated
human rights.
Method: A health system is introduced that combines evidence-based trauma therapy
for victims and perpetrators of severe violence, Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET), with a
community intervention that disseminates anonymized facts derived from NET testimonies
(NETfacts) into social networks. Feasibility of NETfacts was tested in a community with 497
adult residents in Eastern DRC. Availability of NET testimonies, support of individuals with
respected local authority and intervention participation are important measures of feasibility.
Results: The implementation of NETfacts is evidently feasible. In total, 248 NET
clients from a partner project gave consent to use their testimonies. Support of respected local
authorities and intervention participation was high. Immediate beneficial effects were shown
for posttraumatic stress and belief in rape myths among participants who participated in
NETfacts and had experienced multiple traumatic events in their past. Attitudes towards excombatants improved and the perceived lack of general social acknowledgement as trauma
survivor increased independent from participation. No change was observed for depression.
Conclusion: NETfacts is a feasible and promising approach to address trauma
resulting from violence at the societal level. Importantly, it is possible to introduce it in post
conflict, low income settings. Long term effectiveness requires further evaluation.
Keywords: Trauma, mental health, stigma, cycles of violence, intervention

5.2

Introduction

The perpetration of violence is a global problem since time immortal. Mental health
consequences such as PTSD, anxiety disorders, depression and substance use disorders are
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evident in otherwise peaceful settings (Brady et al., 2000), war-affected populations
(Attanayake et al., 2009; Charlson et al., 2019) or former members of armed groups involved
in combat (Betancourt et al., 2013; Brady et al., 2000). These trauma-related difficulties often
result in functional impairment in household, economic and social roles (Brancu et al., 2016)
and also accelerate the cycles of violence driven by PTSD symptoms on the one hand and
appetitive aggression on the other (Augsburger & Maercker, 2020; Elbert et al., 2018).
Appetitive aggression shows a ‘lust’ for violence, which can arise after the perpetration of
severe violence (Elbert et al., 2010). Scholars have recently declared the disorders as
‘endemic’ in magnitude, yet without the necessary response from the public health sector
(Slutkin, 2017).
In addition to the mental suffering, exposure to violence can change survivors’ perceptions of
others and fundamentally disrupt beliefs about the world as a just, safe and benevolent place
(Başoglu et al., 2005). Cumulative traumatic exposure and trauma-related disorders
(especially PTSD but also anxiety and depression) likely impact basic social cognitive
processes including theory of mind, empathy, and emotional resonance (Nietlisbach &
Maercker, 2009) and are associated with less openness to reconciliation (Bayer et al., 2007;
Biruski et al., 2014; Eichhorn et al., 2015; Heim & Schaal, 2014; Mukashema & Mullet,
2010; Pham et al., 2004; Schaal et al., 2012; Winkler, 2017), forgiveness (Hamama-Raz et
al., 2008; Kaminer et al., 2001; Nateghian et al., 2015; Weinberg et al., 2014; Witvliet et al.,
2004) and feelings of hatred, anger and revenge (Orth & Wieland, 2006). These changes in
beliefs and emotions may lead, together with the trauma-related hyperarousal and reactivity,
to increased perpetration of violent behaviour. For example, scholars found that hospital
admission during childhood due to interpersonal trauma multiplied the risk of violent
criminal behaviour by the age of 35 years (Webb et al., 2017).
Social network analyses have demonstrated that individual affective states such as
loneliness (Cacioppo et al., 2009) and depression (Rosenquist et al., 2011) but also aggressive
behaviour (Bond & Bushman, 2017) can ‘spread’ and affect the entire social network. In line
with this, cognitive social capital – defined as the perception of interpersonal interactions
such as trust (De Silva et al., 2005) – was found to be associated with exposure to violence
(Dinesen et al., 2013; Kirst et al., 2015), pro-violent attitudes (Kelly et al., 2010) and mental
illness (De Silva et al., 2005).
Prior research considered whether stigmatization experienced in response to one’s
health condition was the potential mechanism through which social capital affects individual
mental health (Gao et al., 2018). Scholars repeatedly found that trauma survivors were
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stigmatized and showed that this stigma increased PTSD symptoms (Schneider et al., 2018),
especially if victims internalize it (Murray et al., 2018), and that these increased symptoms
heighten the risk of further stigma (Ullman & Peter-Hagene, 2016). This vicious cycle where
psychiatric disorders increase the risk of stigmatization which then further aggravates
symptoms was also demonstrated for depression and anxiety disorders (Reinhard et al.,
2019), two other mental health conditions which are highly prevalent after trauma. Therefore,
mental health is not only affected by the traumatic experience itself but also by reactions
from within the survivors’ social environment. This is in line with prior research that
indicates parallels between social pain (the psychic response to social integrity threats such as
stigmatization) and pathological reactions after life threats (Eisenberger, 2012; Hsu et al.,
2013; Kross et al., 2011; Macdonald & Leary, 2005; Murphy et al., 2013; Slavich et al.,
2010; Way et al., 2009). Beyond increasing individual suffering, stigmatization can decrease
treatment seeking rates (Roberts et al., 2019) and trigger violent responses (Leary et al.,
2006), which further accelerate the ongoing cycles of violence.
Prominent theories that aim to explain the underlying mechanisms are the just world
theory (Lerner, 1980), the defensive attribution theory (Walster, 1966) or the self-control
ethos (Joffe & Staerklé, 2007). These theories claim that people who stigmatize often hold on
to myths and prejudices that allocate responsibility to survivors for experiencing the
traumatic event. By believing that victims did something to cause the event (based on the
prediction that it was controllable and is therefore preventable), people emotionally cope with
the perceived life threat and retain a sense of control over their fate. Prior research showed
that victim blaming is particularly high if facts about the (cause of the) traumatic experiences
and their consequences reach public awareness only in selective detail (Krzemieniecki &
Gabriel, 2019; Valor-Segura et al., 2011). Reasons for restricted sharing include survivors’
inability to access the traumatic experience in a coherent narrative due to mnesic
fragmentation and trauma-related avoidance (American Psychological Association, 2013),
feelings of shame (Sznycer et al., 2018), fear of stigma (Roberts et al., 2019) or political
constraints (e.g., after the genocide in Rwanda, Otake, 2019). If relevant details about the
trauma are not shared, myths and prejudices can flourish, prevent informed decisions in the
aggregate and lead to misinterpretations, marginalization and rejection of survivors.
To address trauma and associated consequences both at the individual and community
level, we developed the NETfacts health system which includes a screen-to-treat approach to
identify and refer traumatized individuals with clinically relevant symptoms to evidencebased treatment, NET (Schauer et al., 2011), and a community intervention, NETfacts, that
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disseminates Facts derived from NET testimonies into survivors’ social networks. These facts
contain information about traumatic events which are usually kept secret but are important
for understanding the survivors’ experience. Recognizing the complexity of violence and
trauma is precondition for the elimination of myths about and stigmatization of survivors, the
promotion of social inclusion and the re-instalation and protection of human rights. The
combined approach aims to overcome limitations of prior interventions that have either
focussed on improving trauma related mental health problems exclusively at an individual
level or provided a forum for truth telling, skill training or education about survivors’
experiences at the community level only (Stephan, 2008). However, on their own, these
programs either fail to address the individual mental sequelae or the resulting collective
social problems and are therefore not sufficient to ultimately break the cycles of violence
(Elbert et al., 2018). In the NETfacts health system we introduced a stepped care model with
a high intensity individual intervention for trauma survivors with clinically relevant
symptoms and a low intensity group treatment for all community members promoting
support and inclusion, and challenging the collective avoidance of traumatic material.

5.3

Methods

5.3.1

Study setting

The Eastern DRC is one of the poorest, most fragile and insecure regions worldwide
(Marshall & Elzinga-Marshall, 2018). Multiple armed groups contribute to violence beyond
imagination (Stearns & Vogel, 2015; Verweijen & Iguma, 2015). Amongst the armed groups
that passed through or were or still are active in the area of intervention was the Alliance of
Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo (AFDL) in 1996 during the first Congo war,
the National Congress for the Defense of the People (CNDP) in 2004 in its retreat from the
occupation of Bukavu city, where it had become feared for the war crimes committed, the
Alliance of Patriots for a Free and Sovereign Congo (APCLS) Hunde tribal militia (often
referred to as Mai-Mai), besides the National Army Armed Forces of the DRC (FARDC) and
Congolese National Police (PNC) (Elbert et al., 2013). The narratives of rape survivors
(Bartels et al., 2012; Thureson, 2013) and young boys and girls abducted by armed groups
and turned into fighters (Elbert et al., 2013; Tonheim, 2012) reveal the true horrors of the
conflict. Both rape survivors (Ba & Bhopal, 2017) and ex-combatants (Betancourt et al.,
2013; Humphreys & Weinstein, 2007) face high levels of social stigma within communities.
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5.3.2

Procedure

Figure 11 shows the flow of development and test of feasibility of NETfacts. After receiving
the official permission by the territory administrator and the chef of the grouping which was
required for working in the villages, two communities were approached through individuals
with respected local authority (e.g., head of the village, ‘notable’ members of the community,
representatives of the church, the youths, and the women) who, thereafter, facilitated in
outreach activities. One of these was selected based on village accessibility, security and
availability of health care personnel who would be able to provide NET. In a partner project
implemented since 2016, we had trained Congolese nurses in health centers and members of
community-based and national non-governmental organizations to deliver NET. After a 3week training, they provided therapy in remote areas in North and South Kivu, Eastern DRC,
supervised via telephone and field missions by experienced local counselors from our team
and a British licensed clinical psychologist on site (second author). In June 2018, we chose a
community with 497 adult members in a rural area 1.5 hrs car-drive away from Goma. Since
there was no reliable census data, we conducted a pre-survey to assess number of households
and adult inhabitants including frequencies for different sex and age groups (>15 yrs, female
vs male, 16 to 36 yrs vs 37 to 57 yrs vs over 57 yrs, see appendix C). The representative
sample size was calculated based on estimates obtained in this pre-survey with a 5% margin
of error and a 95% CI yielding at N = 216.
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Figure 11. Flow of development and test of feasibility of NETfacts. 1 for more information
see appendix C, 2 direct involvement is defined as either commencing NET, singular
exposure session, or participation in at least one community meeting including composite
narratives, whereas no direct involvement means individuals who were not directly involved
but lived in the same community (and so may have encountered spill-over effects).
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All questionnaires were translated into the local language Kiswahili and back to
English by two native speakers; differences were discussed with psychotraumatologists with
experience in East African settings (second and seventh author) to ensure accuracy. In July
2018, trained local psychologists applied the assessment set under continuous supervision by
three of the authors on site. Inclusion criteria for the interviews were village residency and a
minimum age of 16 years. In door-to-door visits (coordinated by a member of our team in
cooperation with the village chief or a representative), interviewers randomly selected one
person per household while controlling for sex and age groups. Each interviewer obtained an
envelope containing folded papers labelled with the required combinations (e.g., “Man, 16 to
36 yrs”). Where the selected participant was unavailable (which happened rarely and because
the individual was attending work or school), or the household gave no match, interviewers
drew another paper. If an eligible person lived in the household but was temporarily absent,
an appointment was arranged. In case of more than one eligible person, the interviewer
offered folded papers (all blank except one labelled with a black cross) and interviewed the
person who picked the mark. Towards the end of approaching all households, young men
were underrepresented in our sample. To obtain a study sample which is representative for
the village’s adult population in regard to age and sex, individuals with respected local
authority assisted in recruiting thirty-seven individuals non-randomly (17% of the sample).
Diagnostic interviews lasted between 1.5 and 2.5 hours in the participant’s homes and light
refreshment was provided. After randomization and confirmation of availability, all
participants were informed in extensive detail about the purpose, content and process of the
study. None of these participants declined to participate and all signed a written informed
consent that was read out to the participant as well as given to them in letter form. In case of
illiteracy, interviewers read out the informed consent and obtained a fingerprint in place of
the signature. The fact that participation was voluntary was repeatedly emphasised.
Participants who presented with clinically relevant symptoms (PTSD diagnosis and/or
high appetitive aggression in the case of ex-combatants) were referred to NET counsellors in
the local health system. All participants that had been interviewed were invited to NETfacts
in August 2018. For this purpose, we distributed invitation letters indicating the date of the
first community meeting and a short description of the content of the intervention. We
permitted that a family member or friend could attend if the interviewee was unavailable.
During post follow-up in September 2018, two group discussions with respectively
seven women and eight men were conducted post intervention. Participants were preselected
with regard to age, experience or witness of sexual violence, history of armed group,
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commencing NET and involvement in NETfacts to ensure a variety of different experiences
with its components. Discussions lasted about 30 minutes and were audio-recorded with
informed consent. A financial compensation was limited to 1.000 CFC (about 0.60$).
The study was approved by the ethics commission of the University of Konstanz and
the Fond Social of the DRC.
5.3.3

Participants

The completer sample at post follow-up was 200 individuals (of 221 interviewed at baseline,
Figure 11). Participants were 16 to 93 years old (median 35) and in 54% of the cases female
(n = 107). All were Congolese but differed in native languages (n = 122, 61%, Kihunde, n =
46, 23%, Kiswahili and n = 32, 16%, others). Less than half of participants indicated to be
able to read and write (n = 90, 45%) with a median of three years of formal school education
(range: 0 to 12 years). A total of 41% (n = 83) were single and 59% (n = 127) were in a
relationship. Almost half of participants (n = 86, 43%) were born in the village; among those
who have immigrated, 53% (n = 59) reported security problems in their villages as reason.
Financial wealth was rated as low on a 5-point Likert scale with higher values indicating
more prosperity (Mdn = 2, range: 1 to 5).
5.3.4

Intervention

The NETfacts health system combines a screen-to-treat approach to refer trauma survivors
with clinically relevant symptoms to evidence-based treatment (NET) in the local health
system and a community intervention (NETfacts) which disseminates the often silenced and
unknown facts derived from NET testimonies into survivors’ social networks.
5.3.4.1

Evidence-based treatment for survivors of trauma

Exposure therapies have emerged as gold standard to treat trauma-related mental health
problems (Schnyder et al., 2015). However, the therapies have further shown a positive effect
on functionality in work and social roles (van Minnen et al., 2015) and externalizing
behaviour problems (Karakurt et al., 2019; O'Callaghan et al., 2013; Zandberg et al., 2016).
According to leading trauma experts, they can further help to rebuilt shattered beliefs in the
world and increase hopefulness for their future (Schnyder et al., 2015).
NET (Schauer et al., 2011) has evolved as one of the leading approaches and is
particularly suited for scale up in low and middle income countries or areas of armed conflict
and organized violence where there is a lack qualified personnel. Scholars have shown its
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effectiveness after multiple traumatization where each traumatic event ‘builds’ on the burden
of prior trauma and further increases the risk of PTSD, called the ‘building block effect’
(Neuner, Schauer, Karunakara et al., 2004), and even in insecure and post-conflict settings
(Lely, Smid et al., 2019) with local counsellors without years of academic training (Jacob et
al., 2014; Köbach et al., 2017; Robjant et al., 2019). NET’s adaptation for traumatized
perpetrators, FORNET (Elbert et al., 2012; Hecker et al., 2015), has shown to be effective in
reducing PTSD, depression, appetitive and ongoing aggression (Hinsberger et al., 2020;
Robjant et al., 2019). Hereafter, we will refer to NET including its adaptation for traumatized
perpetrators. In NET, after a comprehensive diagnostic assessment and psychoeducation, the
client lays out the chronological order of his or her major life experiences using a rope to
symbolise the course of time (beginning at birth), flowers to represent major positive events,
stones for major negative and traumatic events and sticks for major perpetrated violent acts
which are frequently associated with appetitive aggression and, therefore, may have an
ambivalent valence. The lifeline is used as fundament to plan and structure the following
exposure sessions in which the client narrates and re-lives the most traumatic events
(including perpetration of severe violence) with considerable therapeutic involvement. The
counsellor ensures coherence of the recalled details (perceptions, cognitions, emotions and
body feelings) and emphasises the spatiotemporal context in which the event happened (time
and space). Sensory, cognitive, emotional and interoceptive information of the present and
past are continuously contrasted. By that, clients allocate their traumatic memories in time
and space and learn to recall the event without fear or otherwise high emotional arousal. The
treatment ends with exploring the wishes of the client which are symbolized as flowers on the
coiled-up part of the lifeline that represents the unknown future. Throughout the treatment,
the counsellor creates a written record of the client’s autobiographical narrative which can be
handed over to the client at the end of the treatment. These testimonies serve as basis for
NETfacts.
5.3.4.2

The NETfacts community intervention

A total of 248 clients treated with NET in North Kivu, DRC, between 2016 and 2018 gave
informed consent to use an anonymized version of their therapy testimony for the creation of
composite narratives (clients were treated in a partner project and asked permission to use
their narratives at 6-month follow-up). Composite narratives describe the prototypical
psychic experience of a traumatic event from the survivors’ perspective. For their creation,
we first selected the most frequent traumatic themes from the testimonies and then merged
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for each theme the facts about survivors’ sensory, cognitive, emotional and interoceptive
reactions as well as coherent spatiotemporal information into one composite narrative. We
developed composite narratives for three major categories: (1) village attack by an armed
group, (2) rape by armed men; stigmatization after rape; forced marriage ritual within the
community including rape, and (3) abduction into an armed group; experiences as combatant
(torture; witness murder of fellow recruits as punishment for escape attempt; non-intended
killing of civilian instead of enemy soldier; killing of civilian forced by commander); escape;
and stigmatization in civilian life. The composite narratives were developed and reviewed by
the authors to ensure coherence and anonymization. Ten group discussions with rape
survivors, ex-combatants, individuals without a history of sexual violence or armed group as
well as local experts on survivors’ trauma (counsellors and members of community-based or
non-governmental organizations) provided initial insights into the local perspective of
potential risks and opportunities of disseminating NET testimonies into communities (S2
Table). Sharing anonymized and composite narratives of the survivors’ experience of
traumatic events was supported in all discussions. To enhance commitment, it was advised to
involve a wide range of respected authorities and discuss the narratives with the community
after the read out. Concerns were raised about the trustworthiness and confidentiality of
community members if we trained and included them as NET counsellors.
In an initial meeting, local authorities were provided information about traumarelated disorders, trauma therapy (NET) and the community intervention (NETfacts).
Afterwards they functioned as outreach facilitators to the population in addition to our team
and regularly provided security updates. A screen-to-treat approach was implemented to
identify and refer traumatized individuals with clinically relevant symptoms to NET
counsellors in the local health system. NETfacts contains four sessions: In the first session,
we took up the established symbols of NET and created a community lifeline. Participants
were invited to identify major collective events relevant for the community’s history and lay
them out along a rope to emphasise chronology. Each time after laying down a symbol for a
collectively relevant event, participants were encouraged to name own experiences or
experiences of family members or friends (without revealing their identity) and very broadly
describe what happened during this event. Symbols for individual experiences were then
placed on the rope next to the collective event. A village attack, for instance, represents a
collective fearful or traumatic event but can contain diverse individual experiences such as
running for life, witness of torture, being raped, being abducted into an armed group or,
especially in case of combatants, being forced to kill or willingly killing another person. At
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the end of session one, all community members were offered the opportunity to process and
narrate one of their ‘stones’ in a singular exposure session during the upcoming two weeks
before the second community meeting. This single session processing was only available for
those who had not been diagnosed with PTSD, since any such cases were referred to a NET
counsellor for a full treatment after the baseline assessment. Prior research has shown that
NET with reduced sessions can decelerate the building block effect of trauma (Alghamdi et
al., 2015; Köbach et al., 2017). We therefore included this element for preventative effects
for the subclinical cohort potentially reducing the chances of developing PTSD by reducing
their overall trauma load. In addition, processing of an own traumatic event likely increases
commitment and ownership of the facts that will be shared through composite narratives in
the following sessions; and if PTSD symptoms reduce, associated rejecting attitudes likely
improve as well (feelings of hatred, anger, revenge, caveats to forgiveness and
reconciliation). Therefore, participants would be more responsive to the community meetings
and the goal of increasing social cohesion. During the two-week break, composite narratives
were selected from the pre-created pool based on traumatic themes relevant for the
community as indicated (a) in NET with clients from the baseline interview, (b) in singular
exposure sessions, and (c) on the community lifeline. Composite narratives were then read
out (community exposure) and discussed in three further meetings of which each began with a
brief repetition of the lifeline. Six NET counsellors were available to provide specialised
support to participants who seemed distressed and ensure referral to professional care if
needed and/or follow-up after the session. After listening to the composite narratives,
participants were encouraged to share own thoughts and emotional reactions. In two
experiments, Harber et al. (2015) showed that expressing emotional reactions to others’
victimization can already reduce victim blaming, independent from sex and amplified with
increasing emotional disclosure. Participants were then asked to anticipate the needs of the
narrative’s protagonist after experiencing this event. Each discussion was finalised by
reconciling the needs of the protagonist with those of the community. The last session was
closed with collecting wishes for the community’s future which were laid down as flowers on
the coiled-up part of the lifeline. Moderators ensured that the expressed wishes remained
realistic as prior research has shown that unrealistic fantasies about one’s future may enhance
positive feelings in the short-term but increase depressive symptoms in the long-run
(Oettingen et al., 2016). The last session was closed with handing over a poster of the lifeline
as commemoration of the community’s past. All sessions were led by a British-licensed
clinical psychologist and a Congolese NET counsellor.
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5.3.5

Assessment

Demographics were assessed at baseline and traumatic exposure, perpetration of violent acts
as well as primary outcomes (clinical measures for PTSD and depression) and secondary
outcomes (social measures for disbelief in social reconstruction with ex-combatants, attitudes
and beliefs about survivors of sexual violence, rape myths acceptance, and perceived general
lack of social acknowledgment as trauma survivor) pre- and post-intervention. Two group
discussions were carried out at post follow-up.
5.3.5.1

Traumatic events and perpetration of violent acts

Exposure to trauma was assessed with a short version of the Threats to Human Life Scale
(THL; scale can be obtained from the authors; Köbach et al., unpublished). The 41-item
checklist assesses threats to physical integrity (18 items), social integrity (8 items) and
perpetration of violent acts (15 items) in the last three months (recent) and historically
(lifetime; answer categories yes/no). Each item refers to a specific event type (e.g.,
suffocation, social exclusion, physical fighting). For recent exposure to threats to physical
integrity we further assessed the cause/s (i.e., ‘by family member/s or person/s of trust’, ‘by
community member/s’, ‘by stranger/s or organised violence’, or ‘none manmade’). We
adapted the subscale threats to social integrity by asking rape survivors if they believe that
they experienced the event because of their history of sexual violence or, in case of excombatants, because they were a member of an armed group. For recent perpetration of
violent acts, participants were asked to indicate the target/s (‘against family member/s or
person/s of trust’, ‘against community member/s’, ‘against stranger/s or organised violence).
We calculated one sum score for number of traumatic events based on the scales for threats to
physical and social integrity and one sum score for perpetration of violent acts, both
including time of exposure/perpetration (past, recent) and its context (by/against family
member/s or person/s of trust, community member/s, stranger/s or organised violence, none
man-made; number of traumatic events, range: 0-105, perpetration of violent acts, range: 060). New traumatic events and violent perpetration after baseline were assessed at post
follow-up in three open questions asking whether the individual experienced an event that
threatened his/her physical or social integrity or s/he threatened the physical or social
integrity of someone else; to this end, we provided act-based examples.
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5.3.5.2

Clinical measures

The PSSI-5 (Foa et al., 2016; Foa & Capaldi, 2013), was used to assess PTSD symptom
severity. The scale consists of 20 items corresponding to symptoms defined in the PTSD
clusters B to E of the DSM-5 (American Psychological Association, 2013) with answers
ranging from 0 (Not at all) to 4 (6 or more times a week/severe). Higher values of the sum
score (range: 0-80) indicate more severe PTSD symptoms. The scale has been successfully
used and validated in Africa (Ertl, Pfeiffer, Saile et al., 2011) and in the region (Robjant et
al., 2019; Schaal et al., 2015). In this study, internal consistency was good ( = .88) as was
interrater reliability (ICC = .92).
Depression was measured with the 9-item PHQ-9 (Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002). Each
item corresponds to the DSM-5 symptom criteria for depression and is rated from 0 (Not at
all) to 3 (Nearly every day) referring to the last two weeks. Symptom severity is indicated by
a sum score (range: 0-27). The instrument has been administered in African settings before
(Hoss et al., 2019) including DRC (Hecker et al., 2016; Köbach et al., 2017) with excellent
psychometric properties. Internal consistency ( = .85) and interrater reliability (ICC = .90)
were highly satisfying.
5.3.5.3

Social measures

The SoRS (Ajduković et al., 2011), evaluates the readiness to reconcile with former enemies
and was developed to assess openness to social reconstruction between Croats and Serbs in
post genocide Bosnia Herzegovina. We adapted the scale to measure readiness to reconcile
with ex-combatants. Two items were removed from the scale as they were non-applicable in
this context. Nineteen items are rated from 0 (Disagree strongly) to 4 (Agree strongly). A
sum score is calculated to indicate the disbelief in social reconstruction with ex-combatants
(range: 0-76). Whilst, internal consistency was low ( = .46), interrater reliability was
satisfying (ICC = .94).
Rape myths acceptance was measured with an adapted version of the short IRMA
(Payne et al., 1999). The original questionnaire comprised the four scales rated from 0
(Disagree strongly) to 4 (Agree strongly): ‘Rape is a deviant event’, ‘He didn’t mean to’, ‘It
wasn’t really rape’, and ‘She asked for it’. After internal discussions with local psychologists
about how rape is misconceived in the local context, we added the scale ‘She owed him’ (4
items) to assess the belief that in some circumstances sex is owed to men (e.g., in exchange
for goods or within marriage). This is in line with Buller et al. (2020) who showed in a
systematic review that sex is often expected in exchange for favors, and Tavrow et al. (2013)
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who specifically argue for including it in the assessment of rape myths. Higher sum scores of
the 15-item scale (range: 0-60) indicate stronger acceptance of rape myths. Internal
consistency was good ( = .73) and interrater reliability excellent (ICC = .97).
Negative attitudes towards rape survivors and willingness to provide support was
assessed with the ABSV developed in Kenya and DRC (Ferdowsian et al., 2018). Participants
indicated consent to four statements from 0 (Disagree strongly) to 4 (Agree strongly). In line
with the original publication (Ferdowsian et al., 2018), no sum score was calculated due to
high heterogeneity of items. Interrater reliability was satisfying (ICC = .94).
We used the subscale ‘general disapproval’ of the SAQ (Maercker & Müller, 2004),
to assess the perceived lack of general social acknowledgement as trauma survivor. The
subscale has shown to be strongly related with PTSD (Jones et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2009;
Wagner et al., 2012) and presented with good psychometric property in our previous studies
in the region (Robjant et al., 2019). First, participants were asked if they ever experienced a
traumatic event after which they felt the need of social support. The five items were then
rated in reference to this event from 0 (I do not agree at all) to 3 (I completely agree). Higher
values of the sum score indicate that participants perceive a more pronounced lack of general
social acknowledgement of the ordeal associated to being a trauma survivor (range: 0-15).
Internal consistency was good ( = .79) and interrater reliability excellent (ICC = .99).
5.3.6

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were carried out in the completer sample (N = 200) using R version 4.0.0
(R Core Team, 2013) and RStudio version 1.2.5042 (https://www.rstudio.com). To avoid
observation loss, subitems for calculation of sum scores were imputed using predictive mean
matching if missing values reached up to 5% of the sample (Tsikriktsis, 2005). To test the
effectiveness of NETfacts, we carried out generalized linear mixed models, GLMMs (Bolker
et al., 2009), for PSSI-5, PHQ-9, SoRS, IRMA, and SAQ using the R packages lme4 (Bates
et al., 2015) and glmmTMB (Brooks et al., 2017). Predictors were NETfacts involvement,
assessment time, and number of traumatic events. Direct involvement in NETfacts is defined
as either commencing NET, participation in a singular exposure session or enrolment in at
least one community meeting including composite narratives. No direct involvement
represents individuals who did not directly participate but lived in the same community and
therefore may have been affected by spill-over effects. Covariates were age, sex, years of
education, perpetration of violent acts and new traumatic events experienced after baseline.
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To test the effect of NETfacts involvement over time and dependent or not on the number of
traumatic events, we also tested the three- and two-term interactions NETfacts vs time vs
trauma and NETfacts vs time. To account for non-independence of measures, participant id
and diagnostic interviewer were included as random effects. Since sum scores are count data,
we fitted Poisson-distributed models for each outcome. For outcomes with excess zeros,
models were fitted accounting for zero-inflation (zero-inflated Poisson and truncated Poisson
Hurdle). Both zero-inflated Poisson and truncated Poisson Hurdle regressions are
advantageous compared to Poisson and Negative Binomial regressions when fitting models
with zero-inflated data. The two approaches model zero and count values separately in a
logistic and a count model part. Whilst zero-inflated Poisson models separate excess zeros
from observations with counts and occasional zeros, truncated Poisson Hurdle models treat
zero and non-zero values as distinct categories (for an introduction and practical example see
Hofstetter et al., 2016). Hurdle models seem preferable especially for modeling mental health
outcomes (PTSD, depression) under the assumption that symptoms emerge only if a certain
threshold of mental strain is transgressed. This is likely true also for SAQ as this outcome
depends on traumatic exposure and PTSD severity. We selected the best model fit for each
model based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and other parameters (dispersion
and residual fit). To assess model effects, we inspected the significance of the three-term
interaction first. Where we did not find significant three-term interactions, we refitted the
model including the two-term interaction. Predictors were assessed for significance only if
none of the two interactions tested were significant. Non-significant interactions were
excluded from the final models. In case of significant interaction effects, post hoc Tukey tests
were carried out with the R package emmeans (Lenth, Singmann, & Love, 2018). We plotted
models if either one of the interaction effects or either the effect of NETfacts involvement or
time were significant. For this purpose, we first extracted model effects using the R package
ggeffects (Lüdecke, 2018) and then created plots with ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016). Paired
sample t-tests were applied to evaluate changes on the four ABSV items for NETfacts
involvement over time.
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5.4

Results

5.4.1

NETfacts feasibility

Most NET clients from a partner project were eager to contribute to inform communities
about traumatic experiences from the survivors’ perspective and agreed to share an
anonymized version of their testimony to create composite narratives (n = 248 of 259, 96%).
During the implementation, individuals with respected local authority continuously
assisted in gathering village statistics, regularly provided security information to our team
and helped with describing the program to the population, coordinating diagnostic interviews
and community meetings. Before the first community meeting, they provided us with a
history of the village from their own perspective, in order that the moderators would be aware
of the main events to expect.
NETfacts community sessions lasted between 60 to 90 minutes and had high
attendance rates: 168 individuals participated in at least one meeting, which constitutes 34%
of the adult population in the village (N = 497). The majority of them (n = 117, 70%)
attended all four meetings (n = 34, 20% attended only three, n = 14, 8%, only two and n =
three, 2%, only one). More members of the community expressed interest to participate but
due to space limitations this was not possible. Throughout all community meetings,
participants dedicated a high level of attention to the composite narratives that were read out
by the moderators. During the dissemination of the narratives, emotional responses could be
observed throughout the audience (e.g., worried, sad or disgusted facial expressions or
coverage of face with hands). Despite being very vigilant for this, and contrary to our
expectations given the high prevalence of PTSD, we did not encounter individuals who
presented with extreme levels of distress, such as flashbacks or dissociation. The read out of
combatant-related composite narratives raised mixed opinions. In some cases, participants
expressed empathy to the ordeal of the protagonist as victim. In other cases, anxieties and
caveats to reintegration were emphasised owing to the fear of violent behaviour. The
community finally agreed on considering the reintegration of ex-combatants, if they showed
the willingness to adopt to non-violent civilian life and proved to be harmless in a gradual
approach first by family members, then by peers and, last, by the broader community.
Likewise, rape-related content elicited ambivalent reactions and some community members
were ready to express myths and prejudices about sexual violence survivors which could then
be discussed in the plenum. It was always possible to outweigh the isolated statements of
marginalizing attitudes with integrative and reconciling opinions that were expressed by the
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majority of the plenum. In particular reactions to the composite narrative on a forced
marriage ritual which includes rape stood out by denial of its occurrence and in some cases,
acknowledgement as violent act. The two feedback groups after the community intervention
revealed that participants had understood the lifeline and its symbols, and remembered the
content of most composite narratives. All participants indicated to have talked with nonattendees about the intervention.
NET was well received by participants diagnosed with PTSD and referred to
counsellors in the local health system after baseline (N = 36) and post follow-up (N = 24). All
clients received and finished the treatment within one year except three who had moved to
another village (n = 57, 95%). In addition, four village inhabitants approached one of our
counsellors to ask for treatment. A total of 118 singular exposure sessions were delivered
between the first and second community meeting. Only half (N = 63, 53%) of the clients were
individuals who participated in the first meeting where the information about the offer to
treatment was shared. The remaining clients attended singular exposure sessions despite
missing this first meeting. By implementing NETfacts in the village, trauma treatment was
provided to a total of 36% of the adult population in the village (n = 179, of 497 inhabitants)
with 12% (n = 61) receiving NET and 24% (n = 118) receiving a singular exposure session.
In total, 278 community members were directly involved in at least one activity
offered in NETfacts (i.e., referral to and commencing NET, singular exposure session, at
least one community meeting including composite narratives), which constitutes 56% of
adult inhabitants in the village (cf. Venn diagram in Figure 11, plus the four community
members who approached one of our counsellors to ask for trauma treatment).
5.4.2

NETfacts effectiveness

Individuals directly involved in NETfacts were younger (t(198) = -2.74, p = .007), more often
female (χ²(1) = 22.26, p < .001) and less educated than community members who were not
directly involved (t(198) = -2.67, p = .008). There was no difference in partnership and
immigration status or wealth (p > .05). Participants reported a median of eleven traumatic
events (range 1-30), whereby those directly involved in NETfacts indicated more events than
those with no direct involvement (t(198) = -1.97, p = .050). Twenty-nine (15%) reported an
incident of sexual violence and eight (4%) past involvement in an armed group. Twenty-one
of rape survivors (72%) indicated that they had experienced at least one social threat because
of their history of sexual violence, whereas four of the ex-combatants (80%, n = 2 missing)
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reported the same in regard to their history of being in an armed group. Means and standard
deviations for clinical and social outcomes are shown in Table 9.
5.4.3

Clinical outcomes
Table 10 shows the GLMMs for PTSD and depression. For PTSD we found a

significant three-term interaction reflected as flattened curve of the building block effect at
post follow- up for those directly involved in NETfacts who presented with ≥ 18 traumatic
events. Participants with no direct involvement revealed an opposite trend (Figure 12,
appendix C for post hoc Tukey test). Additionally, experiencing at least one new traumatic
event since baseline increased the sum scores (ß = .22, SE = .11, z = 2.05, p = .041). No
interaction was significant for depression severity, but the number of traumatic events
showed a positive association with the sum scores (Table 10). Men reported fewer depressive
symptoms than women (ß = -.23, SE = .10, z = -2.39, p = .017), and the experience of new
traumatic events since baseline predicted higher sum scores (ß = .23, SE = .08, z = 2.98, p =
.003).

Table 9. Descriptive statistics for clinical and social outcomes. Values are presented as mean
and standard deviation and sample size at baseline and post follow-up for no direct vs direct
NETfacts involvement (N = 200).
No direct involvement

Direct involvement

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

Baseline

5.33

5.68

40

9.57

10.74

160

Post follow-up

6.38

9.83

40

9.61

10.96

160

Baseline

4.95

4.16

39

7.74

6.02

160

Post follow-up

5.03

5.16

40

7.52

5.71

160

Baseline

27.28

11.24

40

30.96

10.48

160

Post follow-up

22.28

9.19

40

25.42

10.21

160

Baseline

31.87

9.05

40

32.49

11.24

160

Post follow-up

31.37

8.94

40

33.11

8.86

160

PTSD symptom severity (PSSI-5)

Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9)

Disbeliefs in social reconstruction with excombatants (SoRS)

Rape myths acceptance (IRMA)
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Perceived lack of general social acknowledgement
(SAQ)
Baseline

2.75

3.44

36

3.42

3.84

142

Post follow-up

3.17

3.41

40

4.73

4.24

160

Baseline

.35

1.03

40

.39

1.02

160

Post follow-up

.40

1.03

40

.29

.86

160

Baseline

2.10

1.91

40

2.08

1.83

160

Post follow-up

1.57

1.71

40

1.78

1.80

160

Baseline

2.56

1.70

39

2.43

1.72

160

Post follow-up

2.33

1.73

40

2.34

1.74

160

Baseline

3.60

.81

40

3.57

.84

160

Post follow-up

3.80

.69

40

3.83

.52

160

Negative attitudes and beliefs towards survivors of
sexual violence (ABSV)
Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

Note. ABSV item 1: Survivors of sexual violence have gotten what they deserve, item 2: If I found out that one of
my family members were a victim, I would want it to remain a secret, item 3: Survivors of sexual violence
should feel ashamed for what they have done, item 4: I would be willing to care for a family member if s/he was
experiencing trouble as a result of sexual violence

Table 10. GLMMs summary for PSSI-5 and PHQ-9 (clinical outcomes).
PTSD symptom severity (PSSI-5)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .20/.99; dispersion = .77, p = .192]
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

Intercept

2.19

.21

[1.78: 2.59]

10.60

< .001

NETfacts

-.08

.17

[-.41: .25]

-.45

.650

Time

.00

.12

[-.23: .24]

.02

.983

Trauma

.06

.18

[-.29: .40]

.33

.745

NETfacts : time : trauma

-.43

.13

[-.67: -.18]

-3.43

.001

Random terms

variance

SD

n

Participant

.39

.63

200

Interviewer

.14

.37

17

Interaction term

Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .30/.96; dispersion = .97, p = .880]
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Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

Intercept

1.71

.14

[1.44: 1.98]

12.39

<.001

NETfacts

.19

.11

[-.02: .40]

1.74

.081

Time

.03

.04

[-.05: .11]

.73

.468

Trauma

.16

.04

[.07: .24]

3.61

<.001

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

Random terms

variance

SD

n

Participant

.16

.40

199

Interviewer

.07

.26

17

Interaction terms

Note. ns: non-significant interaction effect ; GLMMs were used to test the predictors of NETfacts (no direct vs.
direct involvement), time (baseline vs. post follow-up), trauma (number of traumatic events), and their
interaction on PTSD and depression symptom severity. Marginal and conditional R2 fit, and dispersion test
estimates are shown for each outcome. Standardized model estimates, SE, standardized CI, z and p values are
shown for the predictor terms. Random terms are represented as variance, standard deviation and sample size.
Note that only the count model part of the zero-inflated GLMMs is shown here. Full GLMMs summaries are
shown in the appendix.

Figure 12. Interaction effect of the number of traumatic events, NETfacts involvement and
time (time marked in colour) on PSSI-5. Small dots represent real individual observations,
whereas large dots and error bars show mean estimates with 95% CI produced by the
GLMM. Large dots and error bars for no direct involvement are presented up to 15 traumatic
events due to small sample size.
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5.4.4

Social outcomes

Table 11 shows GLMM summaries for SoRS, IRMA and SAQ. For SoRS, interactions were
not significant, but the effect of time was associated with a decrease in sum scores (Figure
13) as were more years of education (ß = -.07, SE = .03, z = -2.76, p = .006). A significant
three-term interaction effect was found for IRMA which is translated as decreased sum scores
at post follow-up for individuals who were directly involved in NETfacts and who presented
with a high number of traumatic events. An opposite trend was shown for no direct
involvement (Figure 14, see appendix C for post hoc Tukey test). Further, male sex (ß = .08,
SE = .04, z = 2.24, p = .025) and less years of education (ß = -.05, SE = .02, z = -2.72, p =
.007) explained higher sum scores of IRMA. For SAQ, we found no interaction effect but
significant effects of time and number of traumatic events (Figure 13). More years of
education were negatively related to SAQ sum scores (ß = -.16, SE = .06, z = -2.80, p = .005).
Paired sample t-tests for ABSV showed an increased in affirmations of the item
evaluating the willingness to support a family members affected by sexual violence in
individuals directly involved in NETfacts (t(159) = 3.43, p = .001). We found no time
difference in the other ABSV items independent from NETfacts involvement (p > .05).

Table 11. GLMMs summary for SoRS, IRMA and SAQ (social outcomes).
Disbeliefs in social reconstruction with ex-combatants (SoRS)
[Poisson GLMM; R2 = .15/.73; dispersion = 1.0, p = .504]
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

Intercept

3.37

.07

[3.23: 3.51]

47.13

< .001

NETfacts

.06

.06

[-.05: .17]

1.09

.274

Time

-.19

.02

[-.23: -.15]

-9.57

< .001

Trauma

.01

.02

[-.04: .06]

.51

.613

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

Random terms

variance

SD

n

Participant

.06

.25

200

Interviewer

.02

.13

17

z

p

Interaction terms

Rape myths acceptance (IRMA)
[Poisson GLMM; R2 = .07/.6; dispersion = 1.1, p = .112]
Predictor terms

ß

SE
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Intercept

3.41

.06

[3.29: 3.53]

56.59

< .001

NETfacts

.01

.05

[-.08: .10]

.14

.886

Time

.01

.04

[-.09: .09]

.18

.854

Trauma

.03

.05

[-.07: .13]

.61

.543

NETfacts : time : trauma

-.15

.05

[-.25: -.04]

-2.79

.005

Random terms

variance

SD

n

Participant

.02

.15

200

Interviewer

.02

.14

17

Interaction terms

Perceived lack of general social acknowledgement as trauma survivor (SAQ)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .23/.9; dispersion = .96, p = .776]
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

Intercept

1.39

.16

[1.08: 1.70]

8.88

< .001

NETfacts

.07

.12

[-.17: .31]

.58

.561

Time

.13

.06

[.01: .26]

2.11

.035

Trauma

.19

.05

[.09: .29]

3.70

< .001

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

Random terms

variance

SD

n

Participant

.13

.37

189

Interviewer

.07

.27

17

Interaction terms

Note. ns: non-significant interaction effect ; GLMMs were used to test the predictors of NETfacts (no direct vs.
direct involvement), time (baseline vs. post follow-up), trauma (number of traumatic events), and their
interaction on sum scores for SoRS, IRMA and SAQ. Marginal and conditional R2 fit, and dispersion test
estimates are shown for each outcome. Standardized model estimates, SE, standardized CI, z and p values are
shown for the predictor terms. Random terms are represented as variance, standard deviation and sample size.
Note that only the count model part of the zero-inflated GLMMs is shown here. Full GLMMs summaries are
shown in the appendix.
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Figure 13. Effect of time on SoRS and SAQ. Small dots represent real individual
observations, whereas large dots and error bars show mean estimates with 95% CI produced
by the GLMM.

Figure 14.

Interaction effect of number of traumatic events, NETfacts involvement and

time (time marked in color) on IRMA. Small dots represent real individual observations,
whereas large dots and error bars show mean estimates with 95% CI produced by the
GLMM. Large dots and error bars for no direct involvement are presented up to 15 traumatic
events due to small sample size.
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5.5

Discussion

This study demonstrates the feasibility of an integrated approach to halt the cycles of
violence by offering evidence-based trauma therapy, developing collectively relevant
composite narratives from survivor testimonies and disseminating them in the community.
With it, we realised a stepped care model providing high intensity treatment to trauma
survivors with clinically relevant symptoms (NET) and a low intensity community
intervention to mitigate the various effects of violence and their mental sequelae at the social
level (NETfacts). Individuals who experienced multiple traumatic events in their own past
were most willing to engage in one of the activities offered by NETfacts (community
meetings including composite narratives, singular exposure session, referral to NET).
Immediate beneficial effects were found for PTSD and rape myths acceptance among
individuals who were directly involved in NETfacts and presented with a high number of
traumatic events. Caveats to reconstruct social ties with ex-combatants were decreased at post
follow-up independent from NETfacts involvement and participants directly involved in the
intervention were more often willing to take care of a family member affected by sexual
violence. We found no change in depression and an increase in the perceived lack of general
social acknowledgement as trauma survivor independent from NETfacts involvement, which
is discussed below.
5.5.1

NETfacts feasibility

All around the world, every community shares a particular history and bases its identity on
shared narratives of its members. Trauma survivors often do not (though want to) publicly
disclose their experiences and by this their history is not appropriately represented in the
community’s shared knowledge about the group’s past. It is plausible that survivors are keen
to contribute to enhance the knowledge about their traumatic experiences if anonymity is
guaranteed. In our study, many trauma survivors were open to provide an anonymized
version of their therapy testimonies, which is in line with observations from our clinical
experience. Despite the difficulties in narrating and tendency to avoid trauma material caused
by PTSD, many feel at the same time a strong need to share the distressing experience with
others (Pennebaker & Harber, 1993) and inform them about the violation of ultimately
shared values by the violent act. In this study, individuals with respected local authority were
strongly committed to contribute to organisational and outreach activities and continuously
provided security updates via telephone before our visits to ensure the security of the team.
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The various activities (diagnostic interviews, community meetings, singular exposure
sessions) were well-received including a strong compliance of clients referred to NET.
Whereas we encountered no extreme psychological reactions to composite narratives (e.g.,
flashbacks or dissociations), psychologists were present in each community meetings to
provide immediate interventions and follow-up support if needed. These observations,
together with the fact that the shared survivor narratives (which present collectively relevant
traumatic experiences that are often silenced and publicly unknown) were being heard and
discussed in a constructive way is convincing evidence that NETfacts is a feasible
intervention. The intervention is also an effective tool to increase knowledge about available
mental health services, which lays the foundations for elevating the often low treatment
seeking rates of trauma survivors in regions of humanitarian crisis (Roberts et al., 2019).
5.5.2

NETfacts effectiveness

Individuals who were directly involved in NETfacts and presented with high trauma load
showed a reduced PTSD severity at post follow-up. This may be a result of the exposure
treatment (singular exposure session or NET) in line with prior research indicating that a
minimal number of NET sessions (one to five) can reverse the building block effect and
improve mental health problems (Alghamdi et al., 2015; Köbach et al., 2017). It is unique to
NETfacts to actively involve the broader social environment of survivors and discuss
collectively relevant past traumatic events in public.
Moreover, individuals who were involved in NETfacts and presented with a low
trauma load showed an average increase of two to four PTSD symptom severity values from
baseline to post follow-up. In war zones, the report of such symptoms is dynamic, depending
on ongoing stress and potential threats. We have no means to evaluate changes without the
intervention in this village. A large multi-village study that includes control villages would
allow firm conclusions (see appendix for study protocol). Whether the psychological details
in the truth telling component of NETfacts in combination with the evidence-based individual
care might promote adaptive coping and action towards the safeguarding of human rights in
the community which would ultimately turn this effect, remain questions for future research.
We found no significant change in depressive symptoms at post follow-up. NETfacts
was specifically designed for survivors of trauma and does not directly target depression. It is
unlikely that a truth telling community intervention which informs about and stimulates
discussions on traumatic experiences leads to an immediate change in participants’
depression. However, the PTSD and depression symptom networks are strongly
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interconnected (de Haan et al., 2020; Price et al., 2019) and improvements in trauma-related
symptoms come along with decreases in comorbid depression in the long-run such as after a
full treatment of NET with multiple sessions (Lely, Smid et al., 2019). These changes are
likely not reflected in our study due to the short-term assessment only at post follow-up.
Disbelief in social reconstruction with ex-combatants were decreased at post followup independent of NETfacts involvement and trauma load. This is in line with discussions in
community meetings in which participants agreed to consider the reintegration of excombatants, if they proved to be willing to adopt to non-violent civilian life and showed to be
harmless when interacting with family and friends. This is an important finding as
community stigma has shown to be associated with both ex-combatants’ mental health
problems and post-combat aggression (Betancourt et al., 2013). Most rehabilitation and
reintegration programs have neglected civilians’ perspectives and concerns and often drew an
almost unidimensional image of ex-combatants as victims while downplaying the impact of
perpetrated acts on the individual and society especially in the rehabilitation of child soldiers
(Derluyn et al., 2013). Whilst civilians often held ex-combatants less responsible for past
perpetration after participating in these programs, reintegration obstacles often remained
(Anderson, 2018). By reading out trauma narratives of ex-combatants (including the
traumatizing experience of perpetrating severe violence), we enable and empower those
individuals to do justice to the complexity of trauma and allow experiences of all community
members to enter the collective memory.
Rape myths acceptance showed at post follow-up a reversed trend for individuals
directly involved in NETfacts and indicated less affirmations with increasing trauma load.
Accordingly, participants directly involved in the intervention indicated at post follow-up
more often to be willing to care for victimized family members. An important difference
between no direct vs direct NETfacts involvement is that participants of the community
meetings were provided a forum (carefully monitored by trauma psychologists) to express
their emotional response after learning about others’ traumatic experiences. This is in line
with prior research which suggests that holding on to rape myths serves the purpose to cope
with the anxiety of own victimization (Joffe & Staerklé, 2007; Lerner, 1980; Walster, 1966)
and that the expression of emotional responses to other’s trauma helps to cope with this fear
and, therefore, reduces victim blaming (Harber et al., 2015). If alternative coping
mechanisms are installed, this emotion management is no longer needed. The reduction of
rape myths is not only important to lower stigmatization after rape as stigma aggravates
survivors’ trauma-related mental health problems (Murray et al., 2018; Schneider et al.,
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2018), but also to decrease feelings of shame among victims, who often internalize the rape
myths (Carmody & Washington, 2001; Mason et al., 2004) and even hesitate to seek
professional help from doctors, counsellors or the police.
The perceived lack of general social acknowledgement as trauma survivor was
increased post intervention independent of NETfacts involvement. It is plausible that hearing
stories about others’ trauma and stigmatization – information which is often socially tabooed,
kept secret and unknown by others – increases the awareness that victims lack social
recognition in the community. Elliot and Devine (1994) argued that psychological discomfort
roots in cognitive dissonance and is the premise for attitude change. In the long-term, an
increase in the perceived lack of social acknowledgement may therefore result in change of
negative attitudes towards marginalized survivor groups and lead to adopting a more
supportive stance towards them, which would then ultimately increase survivors’ feelings of
social recognition. Stigma, perceived lack of general social acknowledgement and social
support have all shown relations to PTSD (Jones et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2009; Ozer et al.,
2003; Schneider et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2012). Addressing these factors is therefore
important to heal past wounds, especially for survivors with elevated but not yet clinically
relevant symptoms who do not require therapeutic treatment – if no further trauma is
experienced which would increase the likelihood of developing clinically relevant symptoms
(building block effect, Kolassa et al., 2010; Neuner, Schauer, Karunakara et al., 2004;
Schauer et al., 2003). In this case, despite the initial minor aggravations in SAQ, NETfacts
would be preventative for an increase in the number of traumatized individuals requiring
professional care. Further research is required to explore the longitudinal development.
Particularly for social outcomes (SoRS, SAQ), changes over time were observed
independent from NETfacts involvement. This may present a spill-over effect from
individuals directly involved in the intervention. Xie et al. (2011) used computational models
to study the spread of opinions across social networks and found that if a committed minority
that continuously represents its opinion in public reaches a threshold of only 10%, their belief
rapidly spills over and reverses opinions in the entire social network. However, Efferson et al.
(2020) highlighted that a strong heterogeneity in a community’s opinions and a high degree
to which this stance contributes to the collective identity (esp. in the case of culturally
accepted violence) can substantially slow down the spill-over. To achieve the best possible
results, the authors advise including a representative sample of the population in interventions
aiming at attitude change. In our study, we selected a representative sample of the community
and invited all to participate in NETfacts. Ultimately, 56% of the village’s adult population
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directly involved themselves in at least one activity offered by the community intervention
(diagnostic interview, community meetings, singular exposure sessions, NET) and a
substantial portion of the diagnostic sample showed a decrease in stigmatizing attitudes,
which likely initiated a spill-over effect. More research is required to decide upon the
percentage of community members who need to be involved to reliably induce collective
social change in regard to specific types of outcomes (e.g., stigmatizing attitudes, mental
health problems, aggressiveness; in prep).
5.5.3

Limitations

The main objective of this study was to test the feasibility of NETfacts and to explore
effective strategies to moderate community meetings, in preparation of a future longitudinal
study including trained local moderators. Therefore, the choice of moderators was inevitable
in this early stage. This study was conducted in one village only and lacked an independent
control. Assignment to the two groups direct vs no direct involvement were not random but
self-determined. Spill-over effects from individuals directly involved in the intervention on
other community members are likely, and positive ones are ultimately hoped for. Individuals
who did not directly involve themselves in any of the activities offered by the community
intervention therefore may still be affected by the intervention. Last, whilst discriminatory
attitudes were assessed which are related to reduced social support and openness to
reconciliation, and therefore contribute to the maintenance of the cycles of violence, no
behavioural measures were administered. Future research will address these limitations and
test the effectiveness of NETfacts in a longitudinal RCT including change in appetitive
aggression and ongoing perpetration.

5.6

Conclusion

The legacy of trauma and conflict and in particular trauma-related psychopathology provide
fertile soil for aggravating the cycles of violence. We described the development and
feasibility of a new approach combining evidence-based trauma therapy with a truth telling
component relying on narratives acquired during intense psychotherapeutic processes. The
NETfacts health system realises a stepped care approach that allows to re-organise survivors’
traumatic past at the individual level and the level of their social environment to achieve
change not only at the individual but also at the societal level.
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6

Treating PTSD in female victims of trafficking using
Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET): A retrospective audit

6.1

Abstract

Background: Human trafficking is a form of modern slavery that involves the forced
movement of people internally within countries, or externally across borders. Victims who
are trafficked for sexual exploitation are subject to repeated, multiple trauma, and high rates
of mental health problems including PTSD have been found. Narrative Exposure Therapy
(NET) is an evidence-based treatment for PTSD.
Methods: In this retrospective audit, we record the results of NET to treat 10 women
who had been trafficked for sexual exploitation who were diagnosed with PTSD.
Results: All 10 women completed the therapy and experienced a reduction in PTSD
severity scores at post treatment, with improvements that were maintained or further
improved at three month follow-up. General distress was also significantly reduced following
treatment.
Conclusions: Although limited by sample size and retrospective design, this audit
demonstrates that Narrative Exposure Therapy is a feasible treatment for PTSD in this
population and warrants further evaluation in a randomized controlled trial. Further
adjunctive interventions may also be necessary to treat the additional psychological problems
experienced by this population.

6.2

Introduction

Human trafficking is a form of modern slavery that involves the forced movement of people
internally within countries, or externally across borders. The UN Trafficking Protocol
(United Nations, 2000) defines human trafficking as ‘the recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a
person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation’.
Individuals can be trafficked for a wide range of purposes including forced labor,
domestic servitude, petty crime, cannabis farming and sexual exploitation (Witkin, 2013).
People who have been trafficked have frequently encountered extreme violence and
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psychological abuse during their enslavement (International Organization for Migration,
2002).
Although in its infancy, research into the mental health impact of trafficking has
consistently found high rates of mental health problems, most commonly depression, anxiety
and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Abas et al., 2013; Katona et al., 2015; Kiss,
Pocock et al., 2015; Muftic & Finn, 2013; Ostrovschi et al., 2011). A number of factors are
likely to contribute to this, including the interplay between genetic predisposition and
environmental factors such as pre-migration experiences, experiences within the trafficking
situation and the post-release context, including access (or otherwise) to therapeutic
interventions.
In a study of trafficked women returning to Moldova, several risk factors for mental
disorders were identified, including childhood sexual abuse, unmet needs and lack of social
support post-trafficking (Abas et al., 2013). Exposure to violence prior to the trafficking
experience was also linked with PTSD, depression, self-harm and anxiety in trafficked
children and adolescents attending post-trafficking services in Thailand, Cambodia and
Vietnam (Kiss, Yun et al., 2015).
Experiences that occur within the trafficking situation also contribute to subsequent
mental health problems. Longer periods within the trafficking situation in which they were
sexually exploited are associated with greater post-trafficking mental health problems among
trafficked women returning to Moldova (Abas et al., 2013) and among survivors of
trafficking for sexual exploitation in the USA (Muftic & Finn, 2013). Similarly, women who
were trafficked for at least 6 months were twice as likely to experience higher levels of
anxiety or depression (Hossain et al., 2010). This may be explained by increased exposure to
violence or sexual exploitation over time. Some studies have shown a specific relationship
between events that occur during the trafficking experience and mental health problems. For
example, sexually exploited women in Nepal were shown to have higher rates of anxiety,
depression and PTSD than those who were victims of non-sexual exploitation (Tsutsumi et
al., 2008). In a study assessing mental health problems in women accessing post-trafficking
services in a range of countries, sustaining physical injuries and sexual violence were linked
to higher rates of depression, anxiety and PTSD (Hossain et al., 2010). In a study of 1102
trafficked men, women and children, several factors (threats, severe violence, poor living
conditions, long working hours and unfair loss of pay) were linked to increased likelihood of
developing symptoms of depression, anxiety and PTSD (Ostrovschi et al., 2011). In addition
to the type of trauma experienced within the trafficking situation, the individuals’
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psychological experience during the trafficking situation is also likely to be important.
Survivors who had the most marked subjective feelings that their freedom was restricted
while they were being trafficked had increased rates of anxiety (Hossain et al., 2010) and
double the overall risk of poor mental health (Kiss, Pocock et al., 2015) than those who felt
less restricted.
Although mental health problems among victims of trafficking have been shown to be
high, recovery without treatment is rare, particularly in those who have developed PTSD
(Hossain et al., 2010). Where there is co-morbidity, recovery often does not occur even when
rehabilitation has been attempted (Ostrovschi et al., 2011). This is unsurprising given the
multiplicity of trauma that victims of trafficking have experienced (Witkin, 2013) which
often includes trauma prior to the trafficking situation. In keeping with this, there is evidence
from the wider (non-trafficking) literature that PTSD is more common among those who
have experienced multiple trauma (Schauer et al., 2003) and recovery is less likely (Kolassa
et al., 2010).
There is a paucity of research into clinical interventions for the treatment of victims
of trafficking. Much of the literature in this area proposes principles by which interventions
should be delivered rather than describing treatment trials.
Such trials are in any case challenging because of the many other adversities that
survivors of trafficking often also experience. Those who have been trafficked across borders
face immigration insecurity. Many seek asylum in the same country in which they have
escaped their captors. This may increase their fears about the possibility of being re-captured.
Victims of trafficking may also experience significant stressors related to their insecure
immigration status such as further incidents of imprisonment (for example, for having used
false documents while under the control of traffickers), or of immigration detention. Research
has consistently demonstrated that a long asylum determination procedure and other post
migration adversities contribute to mental health problems (Carswell et al., 2011; Laban et
al., 2004; Laban et al., 2005). Immigration detention has also been shown to be associated
with mental health problems (Robjant et al., 2019).
Given the high rate of PTSD among victims of trafficking, an evidence-based
treatment for PTSD should be available and be provided to those victims who meet
diagnostic criteria for this condition. Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET; Schauer et al., 2011)
is a short-term evidence-based treatment for PTSD that was specifically developed for
victims of multiple trauma and may therefore be worthy of evaluation in the context of
trafficking-related PTSD.
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In NET, an individual is taken through their entire autobiography. Both traumatic and
positive events are identified and understood within the wider socio-political context in
which they occurred. The majority of time in therapy is spent carrying out a detailed
exploration of, and exposure to, traumatic events experienced chronologically and in context.
The nature of the exposure to traumatic events in NET is different to re-living in CBT and
also to other forms of therapies for PTSD. The therapist guides the exposure through the
event in a much more directive manner than is usual in other therapies. Very close attention is
paid to the emotional and physiological and behavioral responses that the client experiences
during the exposure, and these are reflected back to guide the client through the re-telling of
the trauma at the same time as maintaining a dual focus on present and past experiences in a
natural manner that resembles an ‘exposure conversation’. Physical experiences occurring
both peri-traumatically and during the exposure are attended to with as much emphasis as
cognitions, meanings, emotions, and sensory experiences. Unlike some other trauma
treatments, dissociation and affect regulation are managed and treated while the exposure is
occurring, rather than in a preliminary ‘stabilization’ phase of treatment. Contextual
information is integrated into the memory for the trauma during the exposure, in order that
the autobiographical memory is completed. The detailed account of the autobiography is
transcribed by the therapist and is given to the client at the end of therapy. It provides a
written acknowledgement or testimony of their experiences, including both traumatic events
and positive events, within the context in which they occurred. The therapist ‘bears witness’
to the client’s story and actively facilitates the client to speak in detail about the traumatic
events in the context of the overall narrative of their life story.
NET was initially developed for use in low income countries in contexts of ongoing
insecurity and high likelihood of exposure to further trauma. Subsequently it has been shown
also to be effective among asylum seekers and refugees in high income countries. Several
trials have now demonstrated its efficacy among diverse populations, including former child
soldiers (Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al., 2011), asylum seekers in Germany who had
experienced war and torture (Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011) and individuals with comorbid
BPD (Pabst et al., 2012).These populations have in common a high prevalence of PTSD
resulting from experience of multiple trauma, which in some cases includes developmental
trauma.
In the light of the above, and particularly because of the multiple traumas to which
victims of human trafficking have usually been subjected, NET was therefore chosen in this
pilot study as an appropriate treatment for women trafficked for sexual exploitation who
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suffered from PTSD. Victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation are likely to experience
high levels of shame. In NET, shame is considered to be one of several emotions that are
likely to occur during sexual violence including rape. Shameful events are treated in the same
way as any other traumatic event. The close attention and empathic response of the therapist
is thought to allow the individual feeling shame to connect with another compassionate
person as they go through the exposure to this event. Rather than experiencing the response
that they expect (being rejected and socially excluded), the client instead experiences
empathy and compassion. The rapid interplay between therapist and client during exposure in
NET allows the client to feel that they are not alone and to experience the therapist’s
acceptance of the client. In NET, the therapist is not neutral, but rather is an advocate for the
Human Rights of survivors (Neuner, 2016). The therapist facilitates the expression of
emotions that the survivor was not able to experience and express at the time. In our
collective clinical experience this often enables the client to take a position of acknowledging
the abuse of their Human Rights. Anger is a powerful antidote to shame.
Many victims of trafficking have had their trust betrayed by traffickers who may have
initially engaged in romantic relationships with their victim, prior to exploiting them. In our
clinical experience victims of trafficking often continue to hold ambivalent feelings towards
their trafficker and may develop new relationships with abusive partners, or experience
further exploitation by others. In order to help the victim to recognize and acknowledge the
exploitation that they have been subjected to by the person who trafficked them, and to
attempt to increase the interpersonal safety of the victim in the present and future, an
emphasis on attending to the possible motivations of the traffickers was included during the
NET sessions. Given the potential risk of further exploitation, a ‘safety review’ was
performed at the beginning of each session, in which individuals were asked about new
individuals that they had met over the course of the week and whether the client or their
families had had any contact with traffickers or their associates.

6.3

Materials and Methods

6.3.1

Participants

The participants were clients of the Helen Bamber Foundation, a charity that provides
specialist psychological therapy as part of a holistic model of care to victims of trafficking
among others. Ten female victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation were treated using
NET. All clients of the Helen Bamber Foundation who are offered therapy are asked to
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complete the measures described below as a means of evaluating outcome. All female
victims of trafficking who meet diagnostic criteria for PTSD and who live in London where
the centre is based are offered psychological therapy.
The case series described represents a retrospective audit of the first ten female
victims of trafficking who received treatment with NET. All of the participants were
provided with information about the therapy and associated risks and benefits. All provided
written consent to receiving treatment. Those who declined treatment with NET were offered
alternative interventions and could still access the other services offered by the Helen Bamber
Foundation. Nine out of the 10 participants had insecure immigration status at the time of
starting treatment Five of the women were from Albania, four were from different African
countries and one woman was from China. The women were aged between 18 and 48. All
had experienced multiple traumatic events during childhood and in the context of the
trafficking situation. All had been subjected to multiple sexual assaults as well as severe
physical abuse in the trafficking situation. Six out of 10 were treated with the help of
professional interpreters
6.3.2

Instruments

The Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS; Foa et al., 1997) was used to assess and diagnose
PTSD. Where necessary, the PDS interviews were conducted with the help of an interpreter.
Since language and literacy issues meant that participants were not able to complete the
questionnaires themselves, the therapist administered the PDS as an interview by reading the
questionnaire to the participant. All 10 participants were identified as having PTSD according
to the PDS. The Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation (CORE), a self-report 34 item
rating scale was used as a measure of overall distress (Evans et al., 2000). Where necessary,
participants completed the CORE with the help of an interpreter.
6.3.3

Procedure

All clients provided consent to participate in both the diagnostic interviews and the treatment.
Following the initial diagnostic interview, all were offered NET. They received between 10
and 19 sessions (M = 14.3, SD = 3.92). They completed the same measures at the end of
treatment and at a three month follow up. Treatment fidelity was maximised through close
case supervision by the first author, who has considerable experience in delivering NET and
training others to apply the approach
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6.4

Results

All clients completed 10-19 sessions of treatment, depending on the number of traumatic
events that they had experienced. Prior to treatment, all clients were in the severe range for
PTSD, according to the PDS (M = 43, SD= 2.91 range = 37-47). At end of treatment, scores
ranged from mild to moderate to severe (M = 14.2, SD = 6.71) At 3 month follow up, scores
ranged from mild to moderate (M = 10.6, SD = 5.2).
6.4.1

PTSD

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to assess the effect of psychotherapy
on PDS (assumed sphericity d: Mauchly-W(2) = .833, p = .482). There was a significant
effect of psychotherapy on PDS (F(2, 18) = 205.075, p < .001, partial η2 = .958, n = 10).
Three, Bonferroni-corrected, paired samples t-tests were conducted for post-hoc comparisons
between conditions. There was a significant difference between PDS scores before therapy
(M = 43.0, SD = 2.91) and those directly after (M = 14.2, SD = 6.71, p < .001) and 3 months
after psychotherapy (M = 10.6, SD = 5.19, p < .001). PDS scores directly and 3 months after
psychotherapy did not significantly differ (p = .088). The effect size of f = 4.78 indicates a
strong effect (Cohen, 1988) of therapy on PDS scores.
6.4.2

General distress

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to assess the effect of psychotherapy
on CORE (assumed sphericity: Mauchly-W(2) = .660, p = .189). There was a significant
effect of psychotherapy on CORE scores (F(2, 18) = 29.874, p < .001, partial η2 = .768, n =
10). Three Bonferroni-corrected, paired samples t-tests were conducted for post hoc
comparisons between conditions. Results indicated that there was a significant difference
between CORE scores before psychotherapy (M = 85.4, SD = 17.92) and those directly after
(M = 45.6, SD = 15.66, p < .001) and 3 months after psychotherapy (M = 41.9, SD = 13.36, p
= .001). CORE scores directly and 3 months after psychotherapy did not significantly differ
(p = 1.000). The effect size of f = .73 indicates a strong effect (Cohen, 1988) of therapy on
CORE scores.

6.5

Discussion

The NET case series demonstrated a substantial and clinically significant reduction in PTSD
symptoms and in emotional distress between the beginning and the end of NET treatment
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which remained statistically significant at three month follow up. Although the intervention
was therefore effective overall, three clients still had PTSD symptoms in the moderate range
at follow-up. However, all participants had scored within the severe range prior to treatment.
None of the consecutive series of clients identified dropped out of treatment. This suggests
that NET is tolerated and acceptable to victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation, even
though all of the participants had experienced events that are likely to increase shame and
that shame (a clinically important aspect of PTSD that is now formally recognised within the
‘negative alterations in cognition and mood’ criterion in in the current edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM 5; American Psychological
Association, 2013) was regularly reported through the exposure sessions.
Although limited by sample size and design, the results are useful given the paucity
of existing evidence about the benefits of treatment in victims of trafficking. Without a
control group the findings cannot be interpreted to show that NET is effective for this
population, and an RCT would be required to explore this. It is also problematic that the
participants completed the PDS via an interview with the therapist, potentially introducing
bias. A further limitation of the study is that we did not control for the impact of postmigration stressors and also of any significant positive events that may have occurred during
the therapy or between the end of therapy and follow up. For example, some of the clients
may have received positive or negative decisions in relation to their immigration status
during this time, which may have impacted their levels of general distress, but would be less
likely to have influenced PTSD scores.
Despite its limitations, this small pilot demonstrates the potential usefulness for NET
as a treatment of PTSD in severely traumatized victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation.
This is advantageous since it was developed for use in low income countries and has been
shown to be effective when disseminated through the training of unskilled counsellors to
provide treatments (Jacob et al., 2014). Given the scale of human trafficking, this may
therefore be an important requirement when choosing treatment approaches. The addition of
the safety review enabled the therapist to monitor risk of further exploitation during
treatment, and the attention to processing of the motivations of others appeared to facilitate
acknowledgement of past exploitation. This, together with the reduction of PTSD symptoms,
may lead to a reduction of future risk of exploitation. The fact that this pilot demonstrated
both a reduction in PTSD symptoms and overall distress and was well tolerated by
participants, suggests that it warrants further exploration in a randomized controlled trial.
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Further research is also required to see whether this treatment has an effect on risk of further
exploitation.
Not all individuals who have been trafficked for sexual exploitation will develop
PTSD. Other difficulties including anxiety and depression have been observed (Abas et al.,
2013; Katona et al., 2015; Kiss, Pocock et al., 2015; Muftic & Finn, 2013; Ostrovschi et al.,
2011). In our clinical experience we have also observed a marked lack of agency, and
significant difficulties in practicing assertiveness and in making decisions. These may be
explained by experiences within the context of the trafficking. Many victims are not able to
make any choices about their lives, even in terms of basic functioning. For example, many
victims describe being unable to choose when they eat or drink, sleep or use the toilet. Many
had been held in conditions in which they are completely controlled, physically (through the
use of locked rooms or restraints) and / or psychologically. Following escape or rescue from
such trafficking situations, many women described being unable to make even simple
decisions for themselves, and lack basic assertiveness skills. Therefore, additional
interventions may be necessary in order to assist them to integrate effectively into life out of
captivity.

6.6

Conclusions

Women who have been trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation are likely to have
experienced multiple traumatic events and are at risk of PTSD. Little is known about
effectiveness of treatments for this group. In this pilot study, NET was found to be a welltolerated treatment that was effective in reducing PTSD scores. Additional psychological
problems faced by this group are likely to influence the risk of future exploitation, and
additional interventions are necessary to target this.
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7

Life stories and stories of life: Systematic review and metaanalyses of the long-term efficacy of narrative exposure
therapy after 15 years of research.

7.1

Abstract

Objective: Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) is a short-term trauma-focused intervention
originally developed for treating survivors of war and torture. The neurobiological theoretical
foundations of NET would suggest that the approach should have long term beneficial
effects. We tested this assumption and also provided an extensive overview of all NET
studies for adults, for children (KIDNET), and for perpetrators (Forensic Offender
Rehabilitation NET; FORNET).
Method: Following a systematic literature review, we conducted meta-analyses with
all studies that had control conditions, and with all Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs).
We assessed between-groups short- (< 6 months) and long-term (≥ 6 months) effect sizes for
symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression.
Results: In a total of 56 studies from 30 countries comparing 1370 participants
treated with NET to 1055 controls, we found large between group effect sizes regarding the
reduction of PTSD symptoms in favor of NET. Analyses of RCTs with active controls
yielded small to medium effect sizes in the short-term, and large effect sizes in the long-term.
Conclusions: NET, KIDNET, and FORNET yield beneficial and sustainable
treatment results for severely traumatized individuals living in adverse circumstances. Studies
in highly developed health care systems comparing NET with other evidence-based traumafocused interventions are needed.

7.2

Introduction

Over the past 10 years, there has been a sizeable reduction in global security , and with it an
increase in violence and trauma. More than half of the world’s population has now been
affected by significant political violence (Raleigh, 2020). Exposure to violence and conflict
leads to increased prevalence of trauma related disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), with a clear dose response relationship or ‘building block’ effect between the two
(Karam et al., 2014; Neuner, Schauer, Karunakara et al., 2004; Wilker et al., 2015). The
greater the number of traumatic events experienced, the lower the likelihood of spontaneous
remission (Kolassa et al., 2010). Populations with a high risk of exposure to traumatic events,
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such as refugee populations (Fazel et al., 2005; Steel et al., 2009), and military populations
the world over (Betancourt et al., 2013; Creamer et al., 2011; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et
al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2008; Nandi et al., 2015; Priebe et al., 2013) need access to
interventions that provide sustained improvement in trauma-related symptoms, including
PTSD and depression.
An exposure based therapy that has shown promising results in treating individuals
affected by multiple trauma in various cultures, and demonstrating long term benefits is
Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET; Schauer et al., 2011). NET was developed as a short term
evidence based treatment for PTSD. Adaptations have included a version for children
(KIDNET; Schauer et al., 2017), as well as treatment of those who have also perpetrated
violence (Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation, FORNET;
Hecker et al., 2015). The latter adaptation was necessary since Stenmark et al. (2014) found
that those who had perpetrated violence did not benefit as much in terms of PTSD reduction,
with NET. Following evidence from neurobiological research into memory processes
(Brewin et al., 2010; Elbert & Schauer, 2002) the authors of NET assumed that exposure to
traumatic events leads to the development of a fear network, i.e. an associative network
consisting of sensory, cognitive, emotional, and interoceptive information, which lacks the
integration of contextual information, i.e. where and when the event took place. This mnesic
disconnection causes the symptoms of PTSD. NET takes a ‚’lifeline’ approach in which the
survivor’s life story is narrated in chronological order including between four to twenty 90minute exposure sessions on traumatic events. During the exposure sessions the
interoceptive, emotional, sensory and cognitive experiences are recalled together with the
contextual (time and place) information, reconnecting the parts of the memory that had
become fragmented and reducing the emotional response to the memory. Meaning is made of
the events and over the course of the therapy the autobiographical memory, previously
disrupted by trauma, is restored. In FORNET, events which involve the perpetration of
violence are also processed in a similar way. NET utilizes a very specific style of exposure,
described as an ‘exposure conversation’ (Robjant et al., 2017) given the rapid exchanges
between client and therapist in the midst of the exposure. The exposure also pendulates
between past and present, between ego and allocentric positions to enable the reconstruction
of the event and implications for personal identity and also to emphasise the close emotional
attunement, necessary for complex cases (Schauer et al., 2020). A number of reviews have
described robust findings for the usefulness of NET in reducing PTSD symptoms (e.g., Nosè
et al., 2017; Robjant & Fazel, 2010), and a recent scientifically rigorous review and meta114
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analysis found strong evidence in favour of NET in refugee populations (Lely, Smid et al.,
2019). Some studies of NET and FORNET (e.g., Robjant et al., 2019; Schaal et al., 2009)
have also included long term follow up, and have demonstrated that the impact of NET is
strongly sustained over time. Assuming that healing processes activated during the therapy
process may continue after the end of the therapy, some authors suggested that the impact of
NET on trauma-related symptom-reduction increases over time (Crombach & Siehl, 2018;
Elbert & Schauer, 2002). Aiming to address this assumption systematically, we tested the
impact of NET in both the short- and long term. Furthermore, we aimed at providing an
overview of all studies evaluating the effectiveness of NET because many of the existing
reviews either included only a subsample of studies or focused on specific populations, or
were purely descriptive in nature (e.g., Bisson et al., 2013; Mundt et al., 2014; Patel et al.,
2016; Robjant & Fazel, 2010). In addition, we also aimed to review and analyze studies
investigating KIDNET (e.g., Ruf et al., 2010), and the newer adaptation FORNET (Hecker et
al., 2015). In this systematic review and meta-analysis we aimed to provide an overview of
all the studies in the ‚NET family’ of therapies available to date. The second aim was to carry
out a meta-analysis of NET and FORNET studies that include long term outcomes.

7.3

Methods

7.3.1

Preregistration

This study was preregistered on the international prospective register of systematic reviews
(PROSPERO) in July 2018 (CRD42018102058).
7.3.2

Literature Search

We conducted a systematic literature search for studies investigating NET or FORNET in
children and adults. The following databases were searched: PubMed, PsycINFO, MEDLINE
and Web of Science. As search terms, we applied keywords related to Narrative Exposure
Therapy (Narrative Exposure Therapy, NET [Title/Abstract only], Narrative therap*, forensic
offender rehabilitation, FORNET), intervention (treatment, randomis*, randomize*) and
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD, trauma*, stress*). As an example, for PubMed the
following search string was used: (Narrative Exposure Therapy OR ab(NET) OR Narrative
therap* OR forensic offender rehabilitation OR FORNET) AND (intervention OR treatment
OR randomis* OR randomize*) AND (Posttraumatic Stress Disorder OR PTSD OR trauma*
OR stress*). In addition, we contacted two lead authors of NET who provided the authors
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with a list of publications including book chapters and as yet un-published work.
Furthermore, we screened existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses (e.g., Lely, Smid et
al., 2019; Nosè et al., 2017) to complete our search.
7.3.3

Eligibility

For the systematic review, the inclusion criteria were (a) any study investigating NET or
FORNET, including (b) participants of any age. We excluded study protocols or reviews. A
subgroup of studies were then included in the meta-analyses.
For the meta-analyses, we applied five inclusion criteria: (a) at least one group of
adult patients in the NET group and one comparison group, (b) at least one pre-/ post
treatment comparison, (c) PTSD symptom severity measured with a validated instrument
(e.g., the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale), (d) randomized-controlled-trials only, (e) a
follow-up period of at least six months. In the next step, we defined two criteria, namely
quality of study and length of follow-up, resulting in four different categories: All studies
(inclusion criteria a-c), all high quality studies (inclusion criteria a-d), all long-term effect
studies (inclusion criteria a-c and e), all high quality long-term effect studies (inclusion
criteria a-e).
7.3.4

Primary and Secondary outcome assessments

The primary outcomes of this study were the mean scores of validated, reliable and highly
common assessments of severity of PTSD and depression. For PTSD, this included the
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS), the Composite International Diagnostic
Interview (CIDI), the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ), the revised version of the
Impact Event Scale (IER-S), the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS), the Posttraumatic
Stress Scale Interview (PSS-I) and the Scale of Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms (SPTSS). For
depression, this included the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS), the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), the Hopkins
Symptom Checklist (HSCL), the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI), the
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) and the Self-Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ-20). The
means and standard deviations of the outcome measures and the number of participants were
extracted for each time point and treatment group within each study.
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7.3.5

Data extraction and coding

We followed the guidelines of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions (Higgins et al., 2019). The studies that met the eligibility crtiera were included
in at least one subgroup of the performed meta-analyses according to the criteria mentioned
under 2.3. The first author and two graduate students in psychology extracted the data
independently. The results of the data extraction was compared and differences were
discussed among all authors. The treatment group was NET in all studies, and the control
groups were either coded as non-active (e.g., waiting list controls [WLC]) or active (e.g.,
treatment as usual [TAU]) control group. Some studies had two control groups, and so we
selected the more active control group (e.g., supportive counselling rather than
psychoeducation). The mean score of symptom severity of PTSD and depression were
extracted from each study together with standard deviations and number of participants. This
was done for each follow-up period within each study. In case of any missing values, the
authors of the study were contacted via email at least three times. All authors responded
except one. In this one case the study information was published in a language that none of
the authors are fluent in and only the information that could be extracted from the abstract
was reported in the overview tables of the systematic review part (Supplementary Tables
14).We further extracted several moderators such as drop-out rate, the country where the
study was performed, the study design, the expertise of the therapists and the length of the
treatment.
7.3.6

Quality assessment: Risk of bias

The “risk of bias” (RoB) assessment was carried out using the tool developed by the
Cochrane Collaboration (Boutron et al., 2019). The RoB contains the following seven
criteria: selection biases (Random sequence generation (A), allocation concealment (B)),
performance bias (blinding of participants and personnel (C)), detection bias (blinding of
outcome assessment (D)), attrition bias (incomplete outcome data (E)), reporting bias
(selective reporting (F)) and other biases (G). RoB can then be rated either low, high or
unclear, if the presented information is insufficient for a judgement. The RoB was rated by
one NET expert (A.C.) and one non-expert (undergraduate student). A second author (S.S.)
compared the results of the RoB ratings and disagreements were resolved through discussions
between two of the authors and are depicted in Table 12.
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Table 12. Results of risk of bias ratings.
Risk of Bias

Study

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

[01] Adenauer et al., 2011

+

?

-

+

-

+

-

[02] Alghamdi et al., 2015

+

?

-

?

+

?

-

[03] Bichescu et al., 2007

+

?

-

-

+

?

-

[04] Crombach & Siehl, 2018

-

-

-

+

-

+

-

[05] Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al., 2011

?

+

-

+

+

+

+

[06] Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011

+

+

-

-

-

?

-

[07] Hijazi et al., 2014

+

+

-

-

?

+

+

[08] Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

[09] Morath, Gola et al., 2014

?

?

-

+

+

+

+

[10] Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2014

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

[11] Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et al.,
2004

+

+

-

+

+

?

+

[12] Neuner et al., 2008

+

+

-

+

+

?

+

[13] Neuner et al., 2010

+

?

-

-

-

-

-

[14] Orang et al., 2018

+

+

-

+

+

-

+

[15] Pabst et al., 2014

?

?

-

-

-

+

+

[16] Schaal et al., 2009

-

-

-

+

+

-

+

[17] Stenmark et al., 2013

+

+

-

-

+

+

-

[18] Zang et al., 2013

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

[19] Zang et al., 2014

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

7.3.7

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed in R-Statistics (R Core Team, 2013) using metafor
(Viechtbauer, 2010). Effect sizes were synthesized using the escalc function in metafor. We
then calculated standardized mean differences (SMD) and estimated a random effects model
following the suggestions made by Borenstein et al. (2010). A random effects model
estimates the mean of the distribution of true effects. We chose a random effects model
because we assume that the true effect size of the treatment effect varies from study to study
due to multiple factor influencing the treatment outcome (e.g., type of sample, treatment
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dose, age of participants). The standard four step procedure includes the decision about the
inferential goal and corresponding meta-analytic model, the estimation of the mean effect
size, significance testing of these estimated mean effect sizes and finally, homogeneity
testing. We used forest plots to visually inspect the data for statistical heterogeneity and
calculated the I² statistics, which reports the percentage of variability due to heterogeneity
rather than chance. We further used funnel plots to inspect publication bias and heterogeneity
by plotting the observed effect sizes against the observed standard errors (Sterne & Egger,
2001), including the so called trim and fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a), a method
examining the sensitivity of the results to biases, suppressing the most extreme results in the
funnel plot. In addition, data was inspected using several measurements of outliers and
influential case diagnostics (e.g., externally standardized residuals, cook’s distances)
suggested by Viechtbauer and Cheung (2010).
7.3.8

Assessment of heterogeneity and sensitivity analysis

The heterogeneity within each meta-analyses was assessed with I2. The I2 value is a kind of
signal to noise ratio, showing what proportion of the observed variance reflects real
differences in effect size (Borenstein et al., 2009; Higgins et al., 2003). It can vary between
0% and 100%, with values equal to zero meaning that all variance is rather spurious and that
the effect does not explain much. On the other hand, an I2 value of 100% meaning that most
of the observed variance seems to be real. Higgins et al. (2003) suggest benchmarks for I2
being lot (25%), moderate (50%) or high (100%). Furthermore, funnel plots were created
displaying the standard error for each study on the x-axes over the standardized mean change
on the y-axes. We further display a second funnel plot with the trim-fill method (Duval &
Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b),which estimates the number of missing studies suppressing the most
extreme results. In addition, we estimated and displayed the heterogeneity of the data in
Galbraith- (Galbraith, 1988a) and Baujat- (Baujat et al., 2002) plots (Suppl. Figures 1-4). The
Galbraith plot (Galbraith, 1988a) displays the standardized estimates (z-statistics) on the yaxes over one divided by the standard error (1/SE). On the right the graph shows an arc with
a range of effects sizes. Similar to the forest plot, the effect sizes should lie within a certain
range (gray area). The Baujat plot (Baujat et al., 2002) on the other hand displays the
influence of each study on the overall results on the y-axes over the contribution of each
study to the overall heterogeneity on the x-axes.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the impact of each study on the pooled
effect with a so called leave one out method as implemented in metaphor (leave1out;
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Viechtbauer, 2010). Here, each study is removed as a possible outlier to test its impact on the
combined effect.

7.4

Results

7.4.1

Study selection

An initial 3212 studies were identified across the databases following our search criteria.
After removing duplicates and careful screening, 56 studies were included in the systematic
review part with a total of 19 studies in the meta-analyses, where they were further
subdivided according to the quality of the study and length of follow-up period (see Figure
15). The search was carried out between June and October 2018 and between May and July
2019. Furthermore, the literature was updated in a three month interval with the last literature
update conducted in March 2020. Studies on NET and FORNET have been carried out in 30
countries around the world including Europe, Africa, The Middle East, Asia and North
America (see Figure 2). The countries with the highest number of published NET studies
were Germany (nNETstudies=12), Norway (nNETstudies=5) and Uganda (nNETstudies=6). FORNET
studies were conducted in Burundi (nFORNETstudies=1), the Democratic Republic of Congo
(nFORNETstudies=3) and South Africa (nFORNETstudies=3; see Figure 2 & Supplementary Table 1417).
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Figure 15. World Map

Figure 15. World map indicating countries in which NET, FORNET and KIDNET studies were conducted. Created with https://mapchart.net/. [color print]
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01 - Burundi
[NET: 1; FORNET: 1];
02 - China
[NET: 2; FORNET: -];
03 - Democratic Republic of Congo
[NET: -; FORNET: 3];
04 - Egypt
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
05 - Finland
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
06 - Germany
[NET: 12; FORNET: -];
07 - Iran
[NET: 3; FORNET: -];
08 - Iraq
[NET: 2; FORNET: -];
09 - Jordan
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];

10 - Lebanon
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
11 - Libya
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
12 - Nepal
[NET: 2; FORNET: -];
13 - Netherlands [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
14 - North Macedonia [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
15 - Norway
[NET: 5; FORNET: -];
16 - Palestine
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
17 - Romania [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
18 - Rwanda
[NET: 2; FORNET: -];
19 - Saudi Arabia
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];

30 - United States of America [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
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20 - South Korea [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
21 - South Africa [NET: -; FORNET: 3];
22 - Sri Lanka [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
23 - Sudan
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
24 - Switzerland [NET: 1; FORNET: -];
25 - Syria
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
26 - Tanzania
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
27 - Tunisia
[NET: 1; FORNET: -];
28 - Uganda
[NET: 6; FORNET: -];
29 - United Kingdom
[NET: 3; FORNET: -];
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7.4.2

Study characteristics and participants

The included studies in the systematic review comprised 1370 individuals in the NET or
FORNET group and 1055 individuals in the control groups (see Table 13). The age of
participants ranged from six to 80 years of age. In total, 28 RCT studies have been conducted
with a range of the amount of sessions of three to twenty sessions, 60 to 150 minutes per
session and one to twelve months of follow-up time (see Table 13).
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Table 13. Summary of study characteristics
Systematic review
Studies
[n]

Adult
population

NET

NET/
FORNET
[n]

29

Control
group

Control group type Age
[range]
[n]

[n]

605

303

CFBT [1], PCT
[1], PED [2], SC
[1], SIT [1], TAU
[4], WLC [7]

[Suppl. Table
1]

FORNET 3

48

94

CBT [1], WLC [2]

NET

136

100

FORNET 3

81

Physiological
change

NET

[Suppl. Table
3]

Dissemination

Underage
population

RCTs
[n]

18-80

12

Length of
session
[range in
min]

3-20

Length of
follow-up
[range]

60-150

1-12

Burundi [1], China [2], Germany
[6], Iran [3], Nepal [2], Netherlands
[1], North Macedonia [1], Norway
[5], Romania [1], Saudi Arabia [1],
Switzerland [1], Uganda [1],
United Kingdom [2], USA [1]

8

90-120

8-17

South Africa [3]

EFT [1], MED [1], 6-24
TAU [2], WLC [2]

4

4-20

60-120

1-12

Finland [1], Germany [1], Iraq [1],
South Korea [1], Sri Lanka [1],
Tansania [1], Uganda [2], United
Kingdom [1]

81

TAU [3]

11-23

3

5-6

60-120

7-9

Burundi [1], DRC Kongo [2]

131

126

TAU [2], WLC [3] 16-50

4

9-12

90-120

4-12

Germany [5], Uganda [1]

FORNET 0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NET

300

274

ACU [1]; IPT [1];
MG [1]; TC [1];
WLC [2]

11-48

4

4-8

120-150

4-12

Egypt [1], Iraq [1], Jordan [1],
Lebanon [1], Libya [1], Palestine
[1], Rwanda [2], Sudan [1], Syria
[1], Tunesia [1], Uganda [2]

69

77

TAU [1]

21-25

1

7

150

12

DRC Kongo [1]

1370

1055

6-80

28

3-20

60-150

1-12

[Suppl. Table
2]

6

5

[Suppl. Table
4]

FORNET 1
Total

Countries

0

9

14-40

Session
s
[range]

56
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Meta-analysis
All studies

NET

19

467

550

ACU [1], IPT [1], 14-80
PCT [1], PED [2],
SC [1], SIT [1],
TAU [3], TBE [1],
WLC [9]

17

3-12

60-150

2-12

Burundi [1], China [2], Germany
[6], Iran [1], Netherlands [1],
Norway[1], Romania [1], Rwanda
[1], Saudi Arabia [1], Uganda [3],
USA [1]

FORNET

6

166

222

CBT [1], TAU [4], 11-40
WLC [2]

4

5-7

90-150

7-17

Burundi [1], DRC Kongo [3],
South Africa [2]
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The included studies in the meta-analysis comprised 467 individuals in the NET
group and 550 individuals in the control groups. The included studies in the meta-analysis
involved varying populations including asylum seekers and refugees (Adenauer et al., 2011;
Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011; Hijazi et al., 2014; Morath, Gola et al., 2014; Morath, MorenoVillanueva et al., 2014; Neuner et al., 2010; E. Schauer et al., 2004; Stenmark et al., 2013),
natural disaster survivors (Crombach & Siehl, 2018; Zang et al., 2013, 2014), former child
soldiers (Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al., 2011), firefighters (Alghamdi et al., 2015), political
detainees (Bichescu et al., 2007), older patients with PTSD (Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019),
partner violence (Orang et al., 2018) and borderline personality disorder (Pabst et al., 2014).
The age ranged from 14 to 80 years of age, with 17 RCT studies, a range of three to twelve
sessions, 60 to 150 minutes per session and two to twelve months of follow-up. The
FORNET studies comprised 166 individuals in the FORNET and 222 individuals in the
control group with an age range of eleven to 40 years of age, 4 RCT studies, five to seven
sessions, 90 to 150 minutes per session and seven to 17 months follow-up period (see Table
13). The populations included ex-combatants and child soldiers (Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal
et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017; Robjant et al., 2019), survivors of gang violence
(Hinsberger et al., 2017; Hinsberger et al., 2020), ex-offenders (Sommer, Hinsberger,
Holtzhausen et al., 2017), and former street children (Crombach & Elbert, 2015). For a
detailed description of the reviewed studies, refer to the Supplementary Tables 14-17.
7.4.3

Risk of Bias assessment

In two thirds of studies the risk of bias was medium to low (Table 5; Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et
al., 2011; Hijazi et al., 2014; Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019; Morath, Gola et al., 2014; Morath,
Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2014; Neuner et al., 2008; Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et al., 2004;
Orang et al., 2018; Stenmark et al., 2013; Stenmark et al., 2014; Zang et al., 2013, 2014),
while in a third of studies risk of bias was found to be unclear or medium to high (Adenauer
et al., 2011; Alghamdi et al., 2015; Bichescu et al., 2007; Crombach & Siehl, 2018; HenselDittmann et al., 2011; Neuner et al., 2010; Pabst et al., 2014; Schaal et al., 2009). The
complete ratings can be found in Table 5 and the supplementary material 1 (Cuijpers, 2016).
7.4.4

Outcomes NET - PTSD

In this section, we describe only the results for two of the four meta-analyses in more detail.
First, the results of the meta-analysis on all studies independent of the follow-up period are
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described. Second, all RCT studies with a follow-up period longer than six months are
depicted. The detailed results for all four meta-analyses can be found in the Figures 3-6 and
Table 2.
All studies. The first meta-analysis, including 16 studies independent of the study
design and the follow-up period (NNET = 408; NControl = 353), showed a large effect for NET
being significantly more effective than control treatment conditions (active and non-active
control treatments) for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.06, 95% CI -1.58 to -0.55, I2 = 84.9, k =
16, df = 15, Q = 76.8, p < .001; Figure 3 and Table 2). In comparison, studies independent of
the study design with a follow-up period of six months or more (NNET = 353; NControl = 287),
showed an even larger effect for NET being significantly more effective than control
treatment conditions (active and non-active control treatments) for adults with PTSD (SMD =
-1.15, 95% CI -1.58 to -0.75, I2 = 65.3, k = 14, df = 13, Q = 36.5, p < .001; Figure 5 and
Table 2). When comparing the confidence intervals of short and longterm effects in “all
studies” with active and non-active control groups, they overlap to a large degree.
When only including active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 223;
Nactive Control = 205), only RCT studies remained with follow-up periods of less than six
months. There was no significant effect size in favor of NET being more effective (SMD = 0.39, 95% CI -0.91 to +0.12, I2 = 71.5, k = 7, df = 6, Q = 21.1, p =.14; Table 2). In
comparison, studies independent of the study design with a follow-up period of six months or
more (NNET = 241; NControl = 227), showed a larger effect for NET being significantly more
effective than active control treatment conditions for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.05, 95%
CI -1.63 to -0.47, I2 = 75.0, k = 9, df = 8, Q = 42.7, p < .001; Figure 5 and Table 2). The
confidence intervals of each of the two effects (short and longterm effects in “all studies”
with active control groups) do not include the point-estimate of the other effect, with larger
effect sizes for studies with follow-ups of six months or above.
When including all non-active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 185;
Nnon-active Control = 148), there was a significant large effect size in favor of NET being more
effective (SMD = -1.63, 95% CI -2.34 to -0.91, I2 = 82.3, k = 9, df = 8, Q = 37.0, p < .001;
Table 2). In comparison, studies independent of the study design with a follow-up period of
six months or more (NNET = 112; NControl = 61), showed a larger effect for NET being
significantly more effective than non-active control treatment conditions for adults with
PTSD (SMD = -1.03, 95% CI -1.78 to -0.28, I2 = 64.8, k = 5, df = 4, Q = 10.8, p = .007;
Figure 5 and Table 2). There is a large overlap of confidence intervals with a slightly higher
effect size for studies with follow-up periods lower than six months.
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RCT studies. The second meta-analysis, including 15 RCT studies with a follow-up
period of at least six months (NNET = 395; NControl = 337), showed a large effect for NET being
significantly more effective than control treatment conditions (active and non-active control
treatments) for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.06, 95% CI -1.61 to -0.51, I2 = 86.5, k = 15, df =
14, Q = 75.6, p < .001; Figure 4 and Table 2). In comparison, RCT studies with a follow-up
period of six months or more (NNET = 329; NControl = 260), showed an even larger effect for
NET being significantly more effective than control treatment conditions (active and nonactive control treatments) for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.26, 95% CI -1.72 to -0.79, I2 =
68.2, k = 12, df = 11, Q = 34.3, p < .001; Figure 6 and Table 2). When comparing the
confidence intervals of short and long-term effects in “RCT studies” with active and nonactive control groups, they overlap to a large degree.
When only including active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 223;
Nactive Control = 205), there was no significant effect size in favor of NET being more effective
for follow-up periods shorter than six months (SMD = -0.39, 95% CI -0.91 to 0.12, I2 = 71.5,
k = 7, df = 6, Q = 21.1, p = .14; Table 2). In comparison, RCT studies with a follow-up period
of six months or more (NNET = 230; NControl = 215), showed a larger effect for NET being
significantly more effective than active control groups for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.18,
95% CI -1.77 to -0.59, I2 = 74.1, k = 8, df = 7, Q = 40.5, p < .001; Table 2). The confidence
intervals of each of the two effects (short and longterm effects in “RCT studies” with active
control groups) do not include the point-estimate of the other effect, with larger effect sizes
for studies with follow-ups of six months or above.
When including all non-active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 172;
Nnon-active Control = 132), there was also a significant large effect size in favor of NET being
more effective (SMD = -1.70, 95% CI -2.51 to -0.89, I2 = 85.1, k = 8, df = 7, Q = 36.9, p <
.001; Table 2). In comparison, RCT studies with a follow-up period of six months or more
(NNET = 99; Nnon-active Control = 45), also showed a large effect for NET being significantly more
effective than non-active control groups for adults with PTSD (SMD = -1.31, 95% CI -2.40
to -0.23, I2 = 84.4, k = 4, df = 3, Q = 16.8, p = .018; Table 2). There is a large overlap of
confidence intervals with a slightly higher effect size for studies with follow-up periods lower
than six months.
7.4.5

Outcomes NET - Depression

All studies. Concerning the reduction of depression, the first meta-analysis, including 13
studies independent of the study design and the follow-up period (NNET = 259; NControl = 208),
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showed a significant medium effect for NET in comparison to active and non-active control
treatments (SMD = -0.55, 95% CI -0.75 to -0.34, I2 = 0.0, k = 13, df = 12, Q = 17.0, p < .001;
Table 2). In comparison, studies independent of the study design with a follow-up period of
six months or more (NNET=222; NControl=176), showed a medium to large effect for NET
being significantly more effective than control treatment conditions (active and non-active
control treatments) for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = -0.67, 95% CI -1.14 to 0.20, I2 = 75.3, k = 12, df = 11, Q = 40.4, p = .005; Table 2).
When only including active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 93;
Nactive Control = 79), we found no significant effect in favor of NET being more effective (SMD
= -0.57, 95% CI -1.26 to +0.12, I2 = 69.9, k = 5, df = 4, Q = 11.5, p = .10; Table 2). In
comparison, studies independent of the study design with a follow-up period of six months or
more (NNET=129; NControl=115), showed a significant effect for NET being more effective
than active control treatment conditions for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = 0.78, 95% CI -1.19 to -0.36, I2 = 39.2, k = 8, df = 7, Q = 12.6, p < .001; Table 2).
When including all non-active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 166;
Nnon-active Control = 129), there was a significant effect for NET being more effective (SMD = 0.59, 95% CI -0.84 to -0.34, I2 = 0.0, k = 8, df = 7, Q = 5.1, p < .001; Table 2). In comparison,
studies independent of the study design with a follow-up period of six months or more
(NNET=93; NControl=61), also showed a significant effect for NET being more effective than
non-active control treatment conditions for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = 0.45, 95% CI -0.86 to -0.03, I2 = 40.5, k = 4, df = 3, Q = 4.9, p = .037; Table 2).
All longterm RCT studies. The second meta-analysis, including 10 RCT studies with a
follow-up period of at least six months (NNET = 246; NControl = 192), showed a significant
effect for NET being more effective than control treatment conditions (active and non-active
control treatments) for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = -0.53, 95% CI -0.74 to 0.31, I2 = 0.0, k = 12, df = 11, Q = 16.3, p < .001; Table 2). In comparison, RCT studies with
a follow-up period of six months or more (NNET = 198; NControl = 149), showed a significant
medium effect for NET being more effective than control treatment conditions (active and
non-active control treatments) for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = -0.72, 95%
CI -1.22 to -0.22, I2 = 74.1, k = 10, df = 9, Q = 32.7, p = .005; Table 2). When comparing the
confidence intervals of short and longterm effects in “RCT studies” with active and nonactive control groups, they overlap to a large degree.
When only including active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 93;
Nactive Control = 79), there was no significant effect size in favor of NET being more effective
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for follow-up periods shorter than six months (SMD = -0.57, 95% CI -1.26 to +0.12, I2 =
11.5, k = 5, df = 4, Q = 69.9, p = .10; Table 2). In comparison, RCT studies with a follow-up
period of six months or more (NNET = 118; NControl = 104), showed a significant effect for NET
performing better than active control groups for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD =
-0.87, 95% CI -1.27 to -0.47, I2 = 26.5, k = 7, df = 6, Q = 10.1, p < .001; Table 2). When
comparing the confidence intervals of short and longterm effects in “RCT studies” with
active control groups, there is a large overlap, showing however only a significant benefit of
NET in comparison to the control group in studies with a follow-up period of more than six
months.
When including all non-active control groups as comparison with NET (NNET = 153;
Nnon-active Control = 113), there was a significant effect in favor of NET being more effective
(SMD = -0.56, 95% CI -0.82 to -0.30, I2 = 0.0, k = 7, df = 6, Q = 4.6, p < .001; Table 2). In
comparison, RCT studies with a follow-up period of six months or more (NNET = 80; Nnon-active
Control =),

also showed no significant effect for NET being more effective than non-active

control groups for adults with symptoms of depression (SMD = -0.36, 95% CI -0.86 to +0.13,
I2 = 50.4, k = 3, df = 2, Q = 4.0, p = .15; Table 2).
7.4.6

Long-term effects of NET

Focusing on active control groups, we found larger effect sizes for the two meta-analyses of
studies with a follow-up period longer than six months (see Table 2 for details). Here, all
included RCT studies of NET in comparison to active control groups with a follow-up period
below 6 months showed no significant effect (SMD = -0.39, 95% CI -0.91 to +0.12, I2 = 71.5,
k = 7, df = 6, Q = 21.1, p = .14; Table 2), while in comparison all RCT studies of NET in
comparison to active control groups with a follow-up period of 6 months or above showed a
large effect size (SMD = -1.18, 95% CI -1.77 to -0.59, I2 = 74.1, k = 8, df = 7, Q = 40.5, p <
.001; Table 2) in reducing symptoms of PTSD. We argue that this is evidence for the longterm treatment efficacy of NET. This effect is not shown, when only including non-active
control groups, all control groups or when comparing symptom severity of depression.
7.4.7

Heterogeneity and sensitivity analysis

The heterogeneity in the analyses of effects on PTSD showed mostly moderate to large I2
values with confidence interval ranging between 29% and 98%, only reaching 0% in in the
non-active control group condition assessing all studies with a follow-up period longer than 6
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months (Table 2). We found particularly low I2 values for the majority of analyses regarding
depression. The confidence intervals showed large variations for some values ,observations
were across the entire scale from zero to almost 100%. We are therefore very cautious with
any interpretation of the effects of NET on depression since we would assume that the low I2
values close or equal to zero reflect that any assessed variance might rather be spurious
(Table 2). The sensitivity analyses revealed that none of the studies included in the metaanalyses showed any disproportionally large effect on the overall standardized mean
difference, neither for NET or FORNET.
7.4.8

Outcomes FORNET

Including six studies in the meta-analysis on FORNET (NFORNET = 166; NControl = 222), we
found a large effect for FORNET being significantly more effective than control treatment
conditions (active and non-active control treatments) for adult- and underage offenders with
PTSD (SMD = -0.83, 95% CI -1.36 to -0.30, I2 = 70.4, k = 7, df = 6, Q = 19.65, p = .002;
Table 7). Two studies (Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Robjant et al., 2019) reported reduced
aggressive behavior within the last 3 months at 4-7 and 9 months follow-up, within group
effect sizes ranging between 0.6 and 1.1 (Cohen’s d and Hedges’g).
7.4.9

Review of adult NET studies not included in the meta-analyses

In addition to the studies included in the above-mentioned meta-analyses, the impact of NET
has been assessed in eight cohort studies, four single case studies, one study reanalysing data
of a RCT to better understand the impact of dissociative symptoms on therapy outcome, and
one study piloting the feasibility of NET with a very short training period in Nepal. The eight
cohort studies included between 4 and 16 participants including women trafficked for the
purposes or sexual exploitation living in the UK, parents of children in intensive care in the
UK, survivors of the 2015 Mina stampede during Hajj in Iran, refugees, asylum seekers and
torture survivors from various countries, and German patients suffering from Borderline
Personality Disorder (BPD). The number of sessions ranged between 6 to 20 sessions. Five of
these cohort studies (Halvorsen & Stenmark, 2010; Manesh et al., 2018; Morina et al., 2012;
Robjant et al., 2017; Steuwe et al., 2016) conducted post assessments directly after the
intervention in order to assess PTSD symptom reduction. These effect sizes ranged between
0.7 and 5.6 (Cohen’s d and Hedges’ g). Four studies (Colville, 2017; Dibaj et al., 2017;
Manesh et al., 2018; Robjant et al., 2017) reported within group intervention effect sizes of
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follow-up assessments less than 6 months ranging between 0.9 and 7.7 (Cohen’s d and
Hedges’ g). Three studies (Halvorsen & Stenmark, 2010; Pabst et al., 2012; Steuwe et al.,
2016) reported a follow up assessment between 6 and 12 months with within group effect
sizes ranging between 0.9 and 1.7 (Cohen’s d and Hedges’ g). In six of the cohort studies
(Colville, 2017; Dibaj et al., 2017; Halvorsen & Stenmark, 2010; Manesh et al., 2018;
Morina et al., 2012; Pabst et al., 2012; Steuwe et al., 2016) depression symptoms were
assessed. The results indicate a successful reduction of depression symptoms with effect sizes
ranging from small to large (Cohen’s d and Hedges’ g between 0.4 – 1.3). The impact of
NET on depression symptoms seemed to get stronger with time. Three of the cohort studies
combined NET successfully with a standard inpatient care program for patients with BPD,
with biofeedback, and physiotherapy for patients with chronic pain. NET successfully
reduced symptoms of BPD and dissociation. Furthermore, NET seemed to improve the longterm outcome of biofeedback on chronic pain. The four single case studies provide further
evidence of feasibility to treat patients with severe PTSD disorder, and/or severe
comorbidities or challenges. E.g., Neuner et al. (2002) reported successfully conducting NET
with a severely dissociative patient and with a patient who was unable to speak. In the latter
case close relatives told the story in the presence of the survivor. Katsounari (2015)
successfully implemented NET with a patient suffering from PTSD and psychotic symptoms
including paranoid features. In line with the observation that dissociative symptoms
significantly reduce with NET treatment, Halvorsen et al. (2014) reanalyzed data from a RCT
(Stenmark et al., 2013) and found that symptoms of dissociation neither moderated treatment
outcome nor predicted the dropout rate in NET. While most studies reported no dropout, Jha
et al. (2017) reported a very low turnout in Nepalese earthquake survivors. However, in this
study the NET was provided by newly graduated psychology students who had received only
a single day of training (Jha et al., 2017).
7.4.10 Review of KIDNET studies
As shown in Supplementary Table 2, nine studies evaluating KIDNET have been conducted
to date. These included five control group designs including four RCTs, two cohort studies,
and three case studies in eight different countries. The samples of all but three studies
consisted of refugees or asylum seekers. Only the studies conducted in Iraq, Sri Lanka and
Tanzania worked with vulnerable populations of the respective country. Peltonen and
Kangaslampi (2019) included Finish children affected by domestic violence in addition to
refugees and asylum seekers. Hermenau et al. (2011) combined KIDNET with a new
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instructional system for caretakers in an orphanage in Tanzania. They treated 14 children
with KIDNET who suffered from PTSD, the youngest being approximately 6 years old. The
effect size (d = 0.5) regarding PTSD symptom reduction refers to the combined intervention,
and so cannot be uniquely attributed to KIDNET. Two studies also included participants who
were older than 18 years, even though they targeted secondary school students and refugee
youths in recruitment. Al-Hadethe et al. (2015) recruited 16 to 19 year old male adolescents,
and Park et al. (2020) included 16 to 24 year old adolescents (70 % female). The remaining
studies included children between 7 to 17 years of age. The number of sessions ranged
between 4 to 10 sessions. Two studies (Al-Hadethe et al., 2015; Peltonen & Kangaslampi,
2019) conducted a post assessment directly after the intervention, three studies (Al-Hadethe
et al., 2015; Onyut et al., 2005; Park et al., 2020) reported a follow-up assessment between
0.5 and 3 months after the intervention, and six studies (Al-Hadethe et al., 2015; Catani et al.,
2009; Hermenau et al., 2011; Onyut et al., 2005; Park et al., 2020; Ruf et al., 2010) conducted
follow-up assessments 6 to 12 months after the intervention. The two within group postintervention effect sizes were Hedges’ g = 0.7. The three within group intervention effect
sizes of follow-up assessments less than 6 months ranged between 0.4 and 4.2 (Cohen’s d and
Hedges’ g). The six within group intervention effect sizes of follow-up assessments between
6 and 12 months ranged between 0.2 and 3.6 (Cohen’s d and Hedges’ g). Compared to active
control groups, involving for example emotional freedom techniques in Iraq, meditation
relaxation in Sri Lanka, and TAUs in Finland and South Korea, the KIDNET results are
mixed. KIDNET was less effective than emotional freedom relaxation techniques in Iraq in
the short term (Hedges’g = -0.8) and the long term (Hedges’g = -0.7). Similarly, Catani et al.
(2009) reported a small effect size advantage in favor of meditation relaxation in Sri Lanka.
However, the remission rate was greater in the KIDNET group (81% vs. 71 %). Peltonen and
Kangaslampi (2019) reported a small effect size advantage in favor of KIDNET compared to
TAU in Finland post intervention. Park et al. (2020) found a large effect (Hedges’g = 2.0)
and a greater remission rate in favour of NET (100 % vs. 55 %) compared to TAU in South
Korea. For depression symptoms, two RCTs and two cohort studies reported small to
moderate within group effect sizes in favour of KIDNET at post assessment, 6- and 12months follow-up (Al-Hadethe et al., 2015; Hermenau et al., 2011; Park et al., 2020; Peltonen
& Kangaslampi, 2019). One additional cohort study reported 100 % remissions (Onyut et al.,
2005).
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7.5

Discussion

7.5.1

General

As illustrated in Figure 2, NET, KIDNET and FORNET have been evaluated in 30 different
countries with a variety of vulnerable populations, including refugees, asylum seekers,
survivors of torture and war, children living on the streets, survivors of natural disasters, and
former combatants. In this meta-analysis and systematic review of the current publications of
NET with adults, we found evidence that NET is more effective compared to control
conditions in the short and in the long term with a large effect size regarding the treatment of
PTSD. Furthermore, the strength of the beneficial impact of NET was maintained in the long
term, i.e. follow-up assessments equal to or longer than 6 months. On the descriptive level,
the difference between these effect sizes of short- and long-term efficacy within RCT studies
could tentatively be considered a small effect in favor of the long-term outcome (SMD RCT
studies<6months = 1.06 < SMD RCT studies≥6months = 1.26; Rice & Harris, 2005). However, the
confidence intervals of short- and long-term effects are overlapping.
The large effect sizes regarding the reduction of PTSD symptoms due to NET
compared to WL control groups and active control conditions, are similar (Bradley et al.,
2005; Watts et al., 2013) or superior (Ehring et al., 2014) to average effect sizes found in
meta-analyses assessing trauma-focused psychotherapies in comparison to control groups.
Interestingly, on the descriptive level, NET seemed to show most improved efficacy in
comparison to active control conditions over time. Post- and follow-up assessments with time
periods of less than six months yielded small between-groups effect sizes in the reduction of
PTSD symptoms, while follow-up assessments of six months and longer showed large
between-groups effect sizes. This result is quite remarkable and unique considering that
several meta-analyses did not find large differences between trauma-focused therapy and
active control conditions (see for instance Tran & Gregor, 2016). This may indicate a distinct
trauma-specific treatment effect of NET. In comparison to WL control groups, effect sizes
tended to remain large over time but to decline when comparing <6 months follow-up to >6
months follow-up (e.g., in the RCT studies from SMD = -1.7 to SMD = -1.3). This
potentially different trajectory over time could be explained by several factors: (1) Clients
who received treatment tend to report initial improvements due to the fact that they are
committed to the process. interventions that do not directly address the core problem of
PTSD could still result in improvements as a placebo effect. (2) In line with the theoretic
assumptions of the fear network, NET alters the fear network and reduces avoidance
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therefore allowing reprocessing of similar events (Adenauer et al., 2011; Brewin et al., 2010;
Elbert & Schauer, 2002) even in the aftermath of the therapy. Over time this effect is
sustained and gains behavioural momentum and this effect is distinct from not traumaspecific treatments. (3) Clients in the WL conditions could have exaggerated their symptoms
during the first follow-up assessments hoping to get faster access to effective treatments.
The focus of our analyses in attempting to provide between-groups long-term effect
sizes is novel. Other meta-analyses on trauma-focused treatments limit their between-group
analyses to post assessments and/or 3 months follow-up periods (Bradley et al., 2005; Ehring
et al., 2014; Lely, Smid et al., 2019). Some meta analyses provide within group effect sizes
for time periods exceeding 6 months and conclude that the positive impact is stable (Bradley
et al., 2005; Lely, Smid et al., 2019). However, positive and negative events affecting the
entire community in the aftermath of treatment or individuals suffering from trauma-related
symptoms in particular, e.g., stigmatization due to PTSD symptoms, could influence the
sustainability of the results (Crombach & Siehl, 2018; Sommer, Hinsberger, Holtzhausen et
al., 2017). Therefore, assessing the impact of trauma focused therapies through between
groups designs for more than 6 months is advantageous, even though there are ethical and
logistical challenges that must be overcome Ideally, such an analysis would also include
studies with follow-up periods of 1 year and longer. An exceptional study emphasizing the
feasibility of such trials provided evidence that cognitive behavioral approaches such as
prolonged exposure and cognitive processing therapy could have long term effects that were
sustained for up to 5 years (Resick et al., 2012). Another study highlighted the long-term
impact of an early trauma focused treatment in patients suffering comorbidly from substance
abuse disorders regarding their substance abuse remission rates after 5 years (Ouimette et al.,
2003).
A recent meta-analysis by Lely, Smid et al. (2019) compared the efficacy of NET to
control conditions post-treatment including either immediate post-assessments or the first
follow-up assessment within 16 randomized controlled trials. Our meta-analyses and review
adds to the findings from Lely, Smid et al. (2019) by (1) analyzing the above mentioned
short- and long-term effects of NET in much more detail, (2) evaluating the effectiveness of
NET separately within adults and children/adolescents, (3) including the newest publications
and providing an overview of all 56 NET related publications, thereby (4) illluminating the
feasibility of combining NET with other treatment approaches and highlighting new
developments. Lely, Smid et al. (2019) reported a non-significant between-group effect size
for all active comparators, a medium effect size for all active non-trauma-focused
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comparators, and significant large effect sizes for non-active comparators. We demonstrated
that the impact of NET compared with active control conditions becomes more pronounced
over time and yields long-term large between-group effects. While our analyses concur
regarding the large effect sizes compared to non-active control conditions, we further
emphasize the above-mentioned difference of effect sizes between studies focusing on
follow-up periods <6 months in comparison to studies focusing on follow-up periods >6
months. Overall, the results between Lely, Smid et al. (2019) and our analyses are
comparable and both conclude that NET effectively diminishes PTSD symptoms and to a
slightly lesser degree depression symptoms in adults. However, our more detailed analyses
provide additional insights about the specific usefulness of NET.
Another explanation for the slight differences between the studies are design
differences. E.g., Lely, Smid et al. (2019) included the KIDNET study in Iraq comparing
NET to Emotional Freedom Techniques (Al-Hadethe et al., 2015) in their overall metaanalyses, while we specifically assessed the evidence for children and adolescents in a
separate section on KIDNET studies. This inclusion probably explains why they found an
age-related effect of NET: the older the participants the more effective is NET. While NET
and KIDNET share many therapeutic commanalities we argue that the target group matters
because of differences in brain maturity, in cognitive development, and treatment guidelines
(Lenroot & Giedd, 2006). Evaluating the evidence of mental health interventions for children
and adolescents is of utmost importance to reduce the burden of mental health problems in
future generations, particularly in low- and middle-income countries and post-conflict
settings (Kieling et al., 2011). The reviewed literature regarding KIDNET yielded promising
results suggesting short- and long-term benefits. The range of effect sizes reported is in line
with the efficacy found in meta-analyses assessing the post-treatment impact of traumafocused therapies (Gutermann et al., 2016; Morina et al., 2016; Rodenburg et al., 2009).
However, amongst the three RCTs and the clinical study comparing KIDNET to active
controls including emotion freedom techniques, meditation-relaxation, TAU in Finland, and
TAU in South Korea, only the two latter studies reported superiority in favor of KIDNET.
Overall, studies comparing KIDNET to active control groups including other trauma-focused
treatment are scarce, and more evidence is required in this area (Wilker et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, KIDNET is one of few trauma-focused approaches, which has been evaluated
in post-conflict settings and demonstrated promising results (Crombach et al., 2017). In line
with research demonstrating the positive long-term impact of trauma-focused cognitive
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behavioral therapy approaches in reducing PTSD symptoms (Deblinger et al., 2006) more
research trials with children and adolescents in all setting would be advantageous
An additional advantage of the present study compared to Lely, Smid et al. (2019) is
the inclusion of all NET, FORNET and KIDNET studies in the systematic review section,
which corroborate the results of the meta-analyses demonstrating similarly positive results in
favor of NET in adults. A number of pilot studies and case studies indicate the potential of
NET to be combined with other treatments including bio-feedback, physiotherapy, and
standard inpatient care program for patients with BPD to further improve outcomes with high
comorbidities to PTSD such as chronic pain disorders, dissociative symptoms, BPD, and
even paranoid psychotic symptoms. Furthermore, many of the studies conducted in crisis
regions involved provision of NET by non expert professionals within trainings of several
weeks, and provided evidence that those trained NET counselors achieve similar treatment
outcomes as psychotherapists using NET (Jacob et al., 2014). Dropout rates in all studies
were either very low or comparable to the usual dropout in trauma focused studies (Imel et
al., 2013). The only exception was a study assessing PTSD prevalence in Nepal earth quake
survivors with a follow-up treatment offer. In this study the survivors did not commit to
attending therapy of any kind, which may be attributable to the very short training time
provided for graduate students who were to provide the therapy.
The meta-analysis assessing the impact of the newly developed version of NET,
FORNET, on PTSD symptoms compared to CBT, WLC or TAU in post-conflict settings,
demonstrated a successful reduction of PTSD symptoms, and of recent aggressive behavior.
In light of research indicating that traumatized veterans and perpetrators tend to profit less
from trauma-focused treatments (Bradley et al., 2005; Stenmark et al., 2014; Watts et al.,
2013), the large effect size of SMD = 0.8 clearly indicates that FORNET is a promising
approach to treat PTSD within traumatized combatants, former child soldiers and other
violent perpetrators. Its’ impact on PTSD symptoms may even be larger than reported as one
of the studies (Crombach & Elbert, 2015) included participants because of their attraction to
violence and not because of their PTSD symptom severity. Furthermore, two studies assessed
recent aggressive behavior and reported medium to large effect sizes regarding the reduction
of aggressive behavior (Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Robjant et al., 2019).
7.5.2

Limitations

Several limitations limit the interpretation of the results. Firstly, there is a general lack of
studies comparing NET to other evidence based trauma-focused therapy approaches. Bradley
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et al. (2005) point out that the use of wait list control conditions and unspecific control
conditions, e.g., supportive psychotherapy, do not rule out common factors such as clinician
commitment and belief in the efficacy of the therapy. NET has commonly been compared to
present-centered therapies as the active comparator group, in order to provide evidence that
the focus on past traumatic experiences is justified, and to identify potential treatment
mechanisms. Secondly, the majority of studies have been conducted in refugee populations or
populations living in post-conflict settings. Therefore, there are limited studies assessing NET
within highly developed health care systems comparing NET to high standard TAU
conditions. Thirdly, we have to acknowledge the limited quality of many d studies, a feature
shared by the majority of intervention studies regarding trauma focused cognitive behavior
therapies (Bisson et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2014). Finally, the long-term follow-up
assessments included 6 months follow-up periods. More research with longer follow-up
periods is needed to further explore our assumption that the impact with NET gets stronger
over time. Co-morbid depression symptoms vary across samples selected with respect to their
PTSD symptoms. Further studies focusing on individuals with elevated co-morbid levels of
depression symptoms would be required to properly assess the effect size of NET in this
regard. Due to the main focus on PTSD symptoms the impact of NET on depression
symptoms might be underestimated.
7.5.3

Conclusions

Evidence suggests that NET is effective in treating trauma-related symptoms in adults,
perpetrators of violence and in children and adolescents. Treatment benefits are maintained
and may even improve over time. The narrative approach seems to facilitate the acceptance
of NET within a variety of cultures and settings. Furthermore, the theoretical foundation of
NET based on neurobiological memory processes provides opportunities to further adapt
NET to address e.g., aggressive behavior (Elbert et al., 2010; Elbert et al., 2018). The fact
that NET was designed to treat survivors of multiple and complex trauma histories, and has
been evaluated in many perilous environments points to a certain robustness of the approach,
since factors inherent in such settings often hamper the impact of trauma-focused therapies
(Gerger et al., 2014; Nosè et al., 2017). The majority of studies have been conducted with
high external validity and a quality that is equivalent to other psychotherapy research
Therefore NET has to be considered a treatment approach of choice for post-conflict settings
and refugee populations Further research is needed within highly developed health care
systems with non-refugee and populations not living in post-conflict settings. we would also
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encourage more research trials comparing NET with other evidence-based trauma focused
treatments, and regarding children and adolescents in all settings.
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Part 3

8

Overall Discussion

Discussion

Slavery is centuries old problem that has never gone away, and thrives in the context of
poverty, mass profiteering, and lack of oversight from authorities. Post conflict settings
therefore provide fertile ground for slavery, although slave owners, traffickers, and those
willing to exploit others for their own means can also profit benefit from opportunities arising
in contexts where individuals seek to migrate across continents. Those living in context of
poverty and conflict are often already suffering psychological distress and those needing to
flee are rendered more vulnerable via transition to new areas and across states. Modern
slavery is a global profit making industry and conflicts in some settings rely heavily on the
use of forcibly recruited soldiers and child soldiers.
Part II of this thesis has produced the following main findings:
●

Survivors of modern slavery including in the context of child soldiers, forcibly recruited
adult fighters and survivors of human trafficking arriving in a high income setting exhibit
trauma related mental health problems including PTSD, appetitive aggression and also
secondary problems including depression, substance misuse, ongoing perpetration of
violence and (in the case of survivors of human trafficking also general psychological
distress including problems with assertiveness agency and identity).

●

Adapted forms of NET can be used to treat trauma the mental health problems of these
populations, including PTSD and aggression in former combatants and PTSD and
general distress in survivors of trafficking (although a full RCT is needed to test this
further in survivors of trafficking).

●

NETfacts is a feasible approach to re-integrate survivors of gender based violence and
former combatants, introduces a trauma health system that treats individuals who have
PTSD and aggression and also communities that have been exposed to traumatic events
and are susceptible to later development in accordance with the ‘building block effect’
(Schauer et al., 2003).

●

The overall evidence base for NET and adapted versions of NET has shown positive long
term effectiveness across a range of contexts.
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8.1.1

Mental health problems in survivors of modern slavery

The mental health problems in survivors of modern slavery were investigated in chapters 2, 4
and 6 of this thesis, firstly in female former child soldiers in DRC, in male former combatants
(including forcibly recruited adults and children) and in female victims of trafficking for
sexual exploitation in a high income context (UK). Previous studies have found a prevalence
of PTSD and appetitive aggression in former combatants, as well as ongoing perpetration of
violence (e.g., Crombach & Elbert, 2014; Köbach et al., 2015; Nandi et al., 2015).
In chapter 2, prevalence of traumatic events including perpetration of violence was
explored in a group of female former child soldiers. The results showed extremely high levels
of both. Many of the women described their role in the group as “wives” of soldiers, and had
in effect been abducted into sexual slavery, almost three quarters had also been involved in
active combat. The mental health sequalae included high levels of appetitive aggression and
PTSD symptom severity. Almost all participants fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for PTSD.
Ongoing violence within the community, perpetrated by the former child soldiers contributed
contributed to ongoing insecurity, and in this study, psychopathology accounted for
approximately 30% of the variance in violence. Both PTSD and appetitive aggression
independently predicted the continuation of violence post conflict, highlighting the need for
treatments of both trauma and aggression to maintain peaceful communities post conflict.
Similarly high rates of psychopathology were found in the larger sample of male former
combatants (including those forcibly recruited and recruited as children), as outlined in
chapter 4. Substance misuse, depression, ongoing problems with violence and low social
acknowledgement were also problematic.
Chapter 6 describes the treatment of young women who had been trafficked for the
purpose of sexual exploitation. In this clinical case series, women with PTSD were treated
using an adapted version of NET that included an emphasis on working with shame and
ensuring ongoing safety in the present as well as consideration of motivations of those who
had exploited the survivors (where survivors held on to views of traffickers as positive
attachment figures) with an aim to reduce risk of further exploitation and re-trafficking. All
the women in the case series had a diagnosis of PTSD (criteria for entry into the service) and
PDS scores were high. CORE scores (measuring general distress) were also high consistent
with research investigating the psychological impact of trafficking (Oram et al., 2012;
Ottisova et al., 2016; Ottisova, Smith, & Oram, 2018; Zimmerman et al., 2006).
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The studies in this thesis have contributed the emerging evidence that survivors of
slavery, across two diverse contexts suffer mental health sequalae including PTSD, and in the
samples of former combatants also including depression, substance misuse and poor social
acknowledgement.
8.1.2

Adaptations of NET for survivors of slavery and trial results.

Chapter 3, 4 and 6 of part II describe the treatment of former survivors of slavery using
adapted versions of Narrative Exposure Therapy. Chapter 6 describes the treatment of
trafficked women using NET with an added emphasis on shame, and strategies to ensure
current safety and prevent further exploitation. The chapter describes a retrospective audit,
and is therefore limited methodologically, but provides important insights into treatment
feasibility for survivors of trafficking for sexual exploitation. Scoring in the severe range for
PTSD before commencing treatment, the women experienced a significant reduction in
symptoms. Overall distress also reduced. Follow up was immediately post treatment and
interviews were carried out by the therapist, both factors would have likely influenced results,
and a full RCT is required.
The two RCTs that are described in part II show positive results for the efficacy of the
adapted version of NET for female former child soldiers and for male former combatants
including those who were forcibly recruited. The adapted version of NET, as outlined in part
I, has an enhanced group component with an aim of reducing violent behaviour at the same
time as increasing social support. The exposure component was also restricted to 5 sessions,
with guidance provided for events to prioritise as described in chapter 3. Given the very low
number of sessions compared to the high number of experienced events, and also the fact that
treatments were delivered by non professional therapists, if effective as a treatment the
approach would have significant advantages over others in terms of potential for scale up in
post conflict areas with high numbers of former child soldiers and forcibly recruited
combatants.
The current trials showed a significantly beneficial effect for a range of mental health
problems including PTSD and appetitive aggression and also reduced current violence
against those in the home (partners and children) and also others in the community. Previous
studies have found that FORNET did not reduce appetitive aggression at follow up
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015; Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et al., 2013; Köbach et al., 2017)
although a behavioural change in violence perpetration was found in street children
(Crombach & Elbert, 2015). Hinsberger et al. (2020) showed that South African former gang
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members who were treated with FORNET presented with lower appetitive aggression than
those treated with CBT or waiting list at long term follow up. The trials presented here
therefore contribute evidence for the usefulness of FORNET as treatment for the mental
health sequalae of trauma in those who have experienced combat, and results extend to those
involved in conflict within the context of slavery. In both trials (chapter 3 and 4), social
acknowledgement significantly increased following treatment. This is important not only as a
result of reduction in distress but also in terms of reducing social isolation, which could
otherwise lead to increased risk of re-recruitment into an armed group or enslavement. The
reduction in actual violence against others, together with the reduction in mental health
symptoms which may appear strange, bizarre or frightening to others, may have contributed
to increased positive social interactions underlying the increase in perceived social
acknowledgement. The study with former female child soldiers took place in an area where
the entire local community were aware that the girls had been abducted and enslaved. There
was an ongoing cycle of reciprocal provocation and retribution between the women and girls
and the rest of the community, alongside the internal cycle of violence within the survivors
caused by the trauma and aggression and so social inclusion and cohesion is particularly
important in this context. Within the larger sample, the finding that substance misuse reduced
is compatible with findings that experience of trauma lay the building blocks for substance
misuse (Schauer & Robjant, 2018) and so trauma treatment may reduce substance misuse.
However, the improvement on this measure is remarkable given the absence of a specific
targeted intervention around reduction or abstention as part of the treatment protocol.
Overall, the findings in the two trials are important, not only because of the reduction of
distress but also for the potential of reducing violence in areas of post conflict and reducing
the risk that survivors are re-enslaved.
8.1.3

The feasibility of NETfacts in re-integrating survivors of gender based violence
and former combatants including former child soldiers, and the advantages of a
NETfacts health system to treat both individuals and traumatised communities.

Chapters 3, 4 and 6 describe the treatment of individuals to alleviate mental health sequalae
of experiences while in slavery, and the potential wider reaching benefits for peacebuilding if
aggression is treated in addition to the trauma treatment. However, while survivors
experience social stigma and are socially excluded, they remain at risk, increasing the
likelihood of ongoing conflict. As a result of avoidance caused by trauma, shame (Bögner et
al., 2007), and stigma (Schneider et al., 2018), the full accounts of experiences of survivors
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are not shared with the rest of the community. In factual accounts, based on stereotypes,
myths and the need to maintain a sense of control over an uncertain future, leads to ‘othering’
and rejection of survivors. Where survivors are experiencing the mental health problems
associated with trauma, their behaviour which can appear frightening, bizarre, and
unpredictably aggressive, reinforces stereotypical accounts. Similarly, survivors of gender
based violence are also heavily stigmatised, and incorrect assumptions about the risk of the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases, and the ‘threat’ of breaking social norms can lead to
increased rejection.
Avoidance maintains PTSD at the individual level, and so the solution to the creation
of a more detailed factual ‘collective memory’ of the community that includes the full ‘facts’
of the trauma experienced can not be brought by the survivors themselves. Similarly,
community members may be invested in maintaining incorrect and stereotypical accounts,
fearful of confronting survivors, or fearful of knowing the full details of traumatic events that
may also befall them (Joffe & Staerklé, 2007; Lerner, 1980; Walster, 1966). Our NETfacts
Health system aimed to identify those survivors of gender based violence and forced
recruitment into armed groups as well as other traumas, and to provide effective evidence
based treatments to those survivors. Since trauma is so prevalent in the community, even
those who did not meet the threshold for PTSD may have had some traumatic materials to
process, and as a result, would have benefited from treatment for those events in isolation to
remove one ‘building block’ (Schauer et al., 2003) that may otherwise lead to the
development of PTSD in future with cumulative event exposure. We also aimed to bring the
community together and to share composite narratives of events experienced in treated
survivors from other towns and villages within the same geographical area. Our intervention,
as outlined in chapter 5 involved the creation of the community lifeline, including those
events that the whole community had experienced, with individual experiences of those
events (potentially from different side of the perpetrator / victim actors) also being identified.
Composite narrative exposure in addition to further discussion centring around the needs of
the protagonists and identification of positive actions meant that a amore complete and
enriched ‘collective memory’ of events could be discussed, and avoidance challenged at
individual and community level. Our results show that such an intervention is both feasible
and promising in terms of immediate (post intervention) findings of improvements in
posttraumatic stress, suggesting that challenging of avoidance at every level is helpful in the
reduction of PTSD. Changes in relation to beliefs in rape myths among participants who
participated in NETfacts and had experienced multiple traumatic events in their past were
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also found, suggesting that exposure to composite narratives of either other survivors, or of
perpetrators or both, is helpful in challenging negative (victim blaming) beliefs about rape.
Attitudes towards ex-combatants also improved. The approach appeared to have a general
community level effect of increasing perceived acknowledgement as trauma survivors, even
in those who did not directly participate (although not for trauma survivors themselves). That
such a health system that focuses on trauma is acceptable and feasible in insecure areas and
has early promising results has significant implications for further research and programme
implementation in slavery context, as explored further below.
8.1.4

What is the current evidence for the efficacy of NET overall?

In the final chapter of part II, a systematic review of 56 studies and a meta analysis of 19
studies was carried out to examine the current extent of the evidence for Narrative Exposure
Therapy to date, in all contexts and populations in which it has been studied. The results
largely concur with previous meta analyses including Lely, Smid et al. (2019) but provide
further evidence relating to the longer term impact of NET. In long term (at least 6 months)
follow up studies, NET was a superior treatment to active controls in reducing PTSD with
large effect sizes (whereas there was no significant effect of NET when compared with active
controls where there was only a short term follow up). Overall, and unsurprisingly, effect
sizes increased in both the short and long term when all study designs were included (non
active controls).
Relying on studies with only short term follow up of less than three months is
methodologically problematic since individuals who have recently finished therapy may feel
hopeful about change and be committed to honouring immediate improvements perceived
during therapy. This is likely to be particularly problematic in survivors of modern slavery
who have had to adopt submissive and not challenging and may find it more difficult
immediately post treatment or a short while after to acknowledge ongoing psychological
problems (in either condition). Some studies have assumed sustainability of treatment effect
by including a longer term within group follow up. However, this is more problematic among
populations that experience ongoing insecurity that may include further trauma or the
negative impact of stigma, social exclusion via other community members. This means that
between group comparisons at longer term follow up points are needed in order to ensure a
treatment’s effect is maintained for longer than the common 3 month follow up period, and
that preferably that they are sustained with the experience of future adversity. Longer term
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follow up is therefore necessary, and has been achieved in two exceptional studies of
psychotherapy over 5 years (Ouimette et al., 2003; Resick et al., 2012).
The results here that show an advantage of NET at 6 month follow up or longer are
very promising since it is unusual for meta-analyses to find large differences between traumafocused therapies and active controls (see for e.g Tran & Gregor, 2016). The finding that
NET has good outcomes at longer term follow up is consistent with the theoretical model
underlying the approach, since NET alters the fear network and reduces avoidance therefore
allowing reprocessing of similar events (Adenauer et al., 2011; Brewin et al., 2010; Elbert &
Schauer, 2002) even in the aftermath of the therapy. Over time this effect is sustained and
gains behavioral momentum, leading to further symptom improvement gains that would not
be expected in treatments that do not have a focus on exposure to trauma. The breadth of
populations with varying trauma experiences that are included in this review reporting
positive benefits from NET provides further evidence for the applicability of the approach
across cultures, age groups and trauma types including complex traumatization and
perpetration.

8.2

Further research and Praxis

Slavery is a lucrative business causing intense suffering and distress and mental health. Many
programmes aimed at ending slavery must be limited to the political sphere or working to
improve practices within supply chains, since many slaves are still being controlled and
political solutions are urgently required. This thesis has particularly examined the mental
health sequalae in survivors of forced recruitment into armed groups in former child soldiers
and secondarily, among survivors trafficked for sexual exploitation arriving in the UK. The
findings have a number of implications for further research and programme implementation
for survivors. Very little research attention has been focused in this area to date, perhaps with
the exception of the rehabilitation of child soldiering which has invited limited attention.
However, in both populations, rehabilitation can also prevent further re-enslavement.
8.2.1

Ending slavery, the important role of mental health

The results described here add further evidence for the importance of incorporating a mental
health component into programming. Previous research showing that former combatants
contribute to de-stabilising peace programmes (Maedl et al., 2010) are supported by previous
research that treatment reduces feelings of solidarity with armed groups (Köbach et al., 2017)
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is now further supported by the finding that high rates of violence perpetration by former
female and male child and adult soldiers can now be reduced with the adapted treatment of
NET described here (chapters 3 and 4). Mental health sequalae become more important in
statistical modelling than the exposure that caused them, in terms of ongoing perpetration of
violence in a peaceful setting (chapter 2). Furthermore, appetitive aggression that had been
difficult to change in previous studies has more recently proved treatable (Hinsberger et al.,
2020; Köbach et al., 2020; Robjant et al., 2019; chapters 3 and 4 this volume)
In addition, in relation to the treatment of survivors of human trafficking in high
income settings, mental health treatment may prevent re-enslavement since those who have
been previously exploited remain vulnerable to further exploitation (Classen et al., 2005) and
awareness about mental health of survivors may improve recognition of indicators of
trafficking in border officials, police, health care staff, and all those who may come into
contact with trafficked people in high income contexts and also prevent losing them to
traffickers once the investigation progress is initiated. There are a few basic clinical guides
available, see for example the slavery and trafficking survivor care standards (Human
Trafficking Foundation, 2018) and the Trauma Informed Code of Conduct (Witkin &
Robjant, 2018).
8.2.2

Mental health impact of slavery

In spite of the very different contexts in which survivors of slavery discussed in this thesis
have come from, the risk of re-entering slavery environments is common to both, and perhaps
not surprisingly a common sequalae is PTSD, given the frequent use of abuse in control
techniques, even in those who are not exposed through combat or through sexual exploitation
(Oram et al, 2012). However less diagnostic and more psychological, issues of self identity
and agency and associated difficulties in key functional skills of assertiveness, peaceful self
advocacy and relationship building are also common to both. Several other forms of modern
slavery exist and the mental health implications of these may be similar (where linked to
trauma) and also have key differences (for example when born into slavery with no hope of
escape through debt bondage where the predominant clinical presentation is depression
(Murray & Mahat, 2017). Further research should investigate the mental health implications
of slavery in other enslaved populations, and not neglect populations likely to be less exposed
to severe daily trauma. Similarly, the impact of being ‘owned’ and dehumanised in slavery on
personal and cultural identity, and transgenerational impacts in modern times would be
worthy of further investigation.
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To date, there are no scientific studies investigating the mental health / psychological
profile of those who enslave others in modern times (perpetrators). Assumptions are that
these are entirely profit driven to various degrees of sophistication and international
networking or are part of a wider agenda of racism, ethnic genocide or other calculated abuse
of a particular group for ideological means (as was the hypothesised motivation behind
enslavement of the Yazidi population for example (Al-Dayel et al., 2020) and is likely to
continue to include a growing list of specific ethnic groups and populations. In post conflict
regions, it is clear that enslaving soldiers, particularly children, has considerable advantages
in terms of maintenance of control and potential for perpetration of violence (Schauer &
Elbert, 2010). However, reports of punishments of child soldiers are exceptionally cruel and
given the likelihood that commanders have also been involved in armed groups for long
periods, the chance that violent actions to maintain control are motivated by appetitive
aggression is highly likely (Elbert et al., 2010). However, across types of slavery, the array of
people involved in maintaining slavery is vast, and the varying motivations, mental health
issues and/ or psychological profiles underlying all such protagonists (including by-standing
enablers and consumers), would be worthy of investigation in the battle to end slavery.
8.2.3

Developing treatment for survivors of slavery

The results in this thesis demonstrate far reaching treatment effects of the current adaptation
of NET for reducing mental health sequalae from child soldiering, forced recruitment and
(quasi) voluntary recruitment in adult combatants in a distinct population in eastern DRC.
Results presented here are interesting in that in addition to the expected reduction PTSD and
depression, appetitive aggression was also reduced, along with the counterpart behavioural
variable of violence perpetration and also substance misuse and social acknowledgement.
Several questions are of interest in terms of refining the therapy. Firstly, the current format
(including selection criteria for processing of events within a 6 session framework for
individual sessions as well as the exisiting group component) could be tested within other
child soldiers / former adult combatants in other settings. However, it is necessary to
understand the extent of the additional impact of the group component, designed to reduce
the behavioural component of ongoing violence specifically (together with integration of
social acknowledgement and support as above) and so dismantling studies, including across
groups of former combatants but also in other survivors of slavery where aggression is
problematic are needed. It could be, that we could enhance the beneficial impact of the
treatment for depression, social acknowledgement and substance misuse, by including
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therapeutic components within the groups setting that deliberately target these issues,
although it would be important not to increase session and treatment length. The mechanisms
underlying the changes observed here are therefore very important to understand in the
further development of the treatments. In line with the findings and analysis of the review
(chapter 7) comparisons that involve similar length or even longer term follow up against an
active control would be beneficial.
The adapted treatment for survivors of conflict through enslavement in this thesis was
provided by local counsellors, in keeping with usual protocol of NET studies and also
specifically investigated in dissemination trials in the region (e.g., Köbach et al., 2017). Much
emphasis has been made in various reviews of the advantages that NET does not rely on
professionals because of the usefulness for scale up. However, under acknowledged is that in
the context of DRC the non professional counsellors were also survivors of similar traumas (
since all community members had typically experienced such events). This area of research is
just beginning to integrate ‘survivor scholars’ but the involvement in different settings of
survivor therapists remains unexplored, with potential benefits to both survivor therapist and
survivor patient. The extent to which the (healed) survivor therapist is able to contribute to
the rehabilitation of another survivor and whether this enhances their own wellbeing, is yet to
be explored. Such approaches of involving recovered peers have long existed in substance
misuse programmes (for example Alcoholic Anonymous, see Tracy and Wallace (2016) for a
review of the benefits of peer support in recovery from addiction) and even in psychosis
rehabilitation with mixed results (for a review see, Lloyd-Evans et al., 2014) and may provide
benefits for survivors of trauma.
8.2.4

NETfacts in slavery survivor rehabilitation

Perhaps the most exciting development in terms of long terms rehabilitation, peacekeeping
and prevention of further slavery is our development of the NETfacts system as outlined here.
The results of larger scale RCTs are required in order to explore the boundaries of the
potential of such an approach in the original context of DRC, and then in related contexts.
The question of whether this method can also be used to support other survivors of slavery in
completely different contexts is highly relevant. One option in the trafficking context could
be to combine such an approach with a public health campaign, especially in the situation of
forced prostitution, that relies on a potentially naïve buyer of a sexual service. As explained
in chapter 6, many women escaped slavery as a result of manging to overcome considerable
safety concerns and to confide in a ‘customer’ to enable escape. A NETfacts health system
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for survivors of trafficking survivors for sexual exploitation could benefit survivors in
increasing social acknowledgement and if intertwined with a public health programme, could
involve those who currently financially support the system in refraining from contributing to
practising slavery and instead ensuring the consent of those working in the sex industry. The
extent to which such approaches can lead to motivating community participants to engage in
self initiated human rights safeguarding that is non violent, and even pro-social is key to the
further research direction of NETfacts.

8.3

Conclusion

Slavery is increasing in modern times, with survivors having been exposed to significant
levels of trauma whatever ‘industry’ they have been exploited into. The mental health impact
of slavery on survivors has been under-researched, and programmes aimed at ending slavery
tend to emphasise political and economic solutions. The area of slavery that has received
most attention is in relation to child soldiering (and even this is scarce, and has failed to
consider the impact on women and girls). In this area at least, the mental health trajectory and
developmental impairment has been considered by scholars. Until recently however, there
has been a lack of understanding that mental health programmes are also key to preventing
further exploitation and maintaining peaceful societies.
This thesis has explored the mental health impact of slavery in two very different
contexts. Primarily among combatants in Eastern DRC living in an insecure setting post
conflict, and also in survivors of human trafficking for sexual exploitation arriving in a high
income setting, the UK. The sequalae of survival in both contexts lie on the trauma spectrum.
These include PTSD, appetitive aggression, depression and substance misuse in those who
have been both fighters and sexual slaves in conflict areas. Social acknowledgement has been
poor and ongoing perpetration of violence in peaceful society common. For female survivors
of human trafficking PTSD and overall distress was high. In both cases, adaptations of NET
treatments were feasible and successful. In the case of former combatants, uniquely including
women and girls, but also men and boys, a reduction in overall violence and an increased
social acknowledgement pave the way to more peaceful communities in post conflict
societies.
With the development of the NETfacts health system, there is the opportunity not
only to identify and treat individuals within the community who have survived violence but
also to heal communities, and potentially to encourage local action to safeguard human rights
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through a deepened understanding of experiences of community members and reduced
avoidance. Currently in its infancy, the treatment has a potential to be used with survivors of
slavery and trauma in general in other contexts.
Finally, the thesis considers the overall evidence to date for NET and its adaptations
and concludes a long term favourable impact as a trauma treatment with high potential for
scale up in resource poor settings.

8.4

Record of achievement

All of the articles in this thesis were produced in collaboration with colleagues. My
independent contributions were as follows by article:
8.4.1

Article 1: Trauma, aggression and post conflict perpetration of community
violence in female former child soldiers – a study in Eastern DR Congo

Katy Robjant, Sabine Schmitt, Amani Chibashimba, Samuel Carleial, Thomas Elbert, Anke
Köbach
My contributions:
●

Contributed significantly to the study design

●

Oversaw the day to day management of the study in the field

●

Conducted the interviewer training

●

Supervised inter-rater interviews

●

Supervised clinical interviews

●

Contributed to the initial statistical analysis

●

Drafted the manuscript

●

Incorporated co-author feedback and finalised manuscript

8.4.2

Article 2: The treatment of posttraumatic stress symptoms and aggression in
female former child soldiers using adapted Narrative Exposure Therapy – a
RCT in Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo

Katy Robjant, Anke Köbach, Sabine Schmitt, Amani Chibashimba,, Samuel Carleial, Thomas
Elbert
My contributions:
●

Contributed significantly to the study design

●

Oversaw the day to day management of the study in the field
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●

Developed the adapted version of NET (group component)

●

Conducted the interviewer training

●

Conducted the counsellor training

●
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Appendix 1

Supplementary materials

A1.1 Supplementary materials for chapter 5
Table 14. Pre-survey statistics on number of households, and total, representative and final
population size (assessed at baseline and post follow-up).
Total
Number of households

Men

Women

205

Total population size
Total

497

240

257

Age 16 to 36

287

138

149

Age 37 to 57

125

49

76

Over age 57

85

53

32

Total

216

106

110

Age 16 to 36

115

56

59

Age 37 to 57

59

24

35

Over age 57

42

26

16

Total

200

93

107

Age 16 to 36

105

50

55

Age 37 to 57

55

18

37

Over age 57

40

25

15

Representative population size

Final population size
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Table 15. Demographic information for participants of focus group discussion during the development of the NETfacts community intervention
(N = 66) 1. Values are presented as medians and ranges for age, years of education and number of children, and as frequencies and percentages
for sex and relationship status.
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

G8

G9

G10

(n = 6)

(n = 3)

(n = 5)

(n = 3)

(n = 8)

(n = 9)

(n = 8)

(n = 8)

(n = 8)

(n = 8)

Females

3 (50)

3 (100)

5 (100)

3 (100)

8 (100)

0 (0)

0 (0)

3 (38)

0 (0)

4 (50)

Age

31 (27-45)

38 (26-48)

47 (27-67)

42 (28-50)

19 (17-27)

37 (26-52)

34 (20-41)

39 (28-59)

17 (16-19)

44 (27-59)

Years of education

16 (12-20)

12 (12-12)

9 (4-12)

7 (0-10)

10 (7-12)

8 (0-12)

9 (6-12)

12 (12-12)

8 (4-11)

10 (4-12)

Single

6 (100)

1 (33)

1 (20)

2 (67)

7 (88)

1 (11)

1 (13)

0 (0)

6 (86)

0 (0)

Married/with partner

0 (0)

2 (67)

2 (40)

1 (33)

1 (12)

8 (89)

7 (87)

7 (88)

1 (14)

6 (75)

Number of children

1 (0-2)

4 (2-6)

7 (3-14)

5 (4-6)

0 (0-1)

5 (0-9)

3 (0-6)

3 (0-8)

0 (0-0)

6 (1-15)

Relationship status

Note. G1: NET counsellors, G2: coordinators of non-governmental organizations (NGO) working with rape survivors, G3: focal points of NGOs working with rape
survivors, G4: female rape survivors, G5: female ex-combatants resettled in rural community, G6: community sensitizers against social rejection of rape survivors, G7: male
ex-combatants living in Goma, not resettled yet in rural community, G8: focal points of NGOs working with ex-combatants and FORNET counsellor, G9: male excombatants resettled in rural community, G10: community members without history of sexual violence or combatant life 1 Procedure. Group discussions were conducted
between February and April 2018 in Goma, EDRC. Maximum variation purposive sampling was used to select participants. The number of ten group discussions seemed
sufficient based on prior propositions that usually 80% of all themes, especially the most prevalent, are revealed in two to three distinct group discussions and 90% in three
to six (Guest et al., 2017). Participants were eligible if they were at least 16 years old. One international and seven national NGOs on-site facilitated the recruitment process.
Discussions took place at the venue of the NGOs or in our local office. Participants received light refreshment and financial compensation (8.000 CFC, equivalent to 5$). No
participant dropped out during the discussions. Discussions were moderated by two facilitators following a semi-structured manual, lasted two to three hours, were audiorecorded, translated from the local dialect Kiswahili into English, anonymised, transcribed and stored together with notes made during and shortly after the discussions. The
first two group discussions were moderated by the first author and the remaining discussions by a native Congolese with the help of a colleague to diminish the likelihood of
impaired conversational dynamics due to perceived (intercultural) discrepancy (Tausch & Menold, 2016).
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Table 16. Post hoc Tukey tests for PSSI-5. Within- and between-group differences in PSSI-5
at baseline and post follow-up are indicated for no direct vs direct involvement (N = 200).
Tests calculated based on model predictions are marked with a number sign.
estimate

SE

t

p

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.22

1.94

1.15

.660

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.90

.74

-3.92

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

4.14

2.66

1.56

.406

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.98

2.00

-.49

.961

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.07

1.82

1.13

.669

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.81

.71

-3.97

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

3.94

2.49

1.58

.389

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.94

1.92

-.49

.962

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.90

1.71

1.11

.683

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.71

.68

-4.01

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

3.71

2.31

1.61

.376

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.89

1.84

-.48

.963

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.72

1.60

1.08

.704

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.59

.65

-4.01

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

3.47

2.14

1.62

.368

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.84

1.76

-.48

.964

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.53

1.49

1.03

.734

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.45

.62

-3.99

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

3.20

1.98

1.62

.369

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.78

1.67

-.47

.966

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.34

1.39

.96

.773

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.30

.59

-3.92

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

2.91

1.83

1.59

.384

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.72

1.59

-.45

.969

# Number of traumatic events = 1
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 2
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 3
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 4
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 5
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 6
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 7

nnodirect

ndirect

0

4

1

1

0

1

2

8

2

5

2

7

6

8
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WG

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.13

1.30

.87

.821

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.12

.56

-3.81

<.001

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

2.60

1.69

1.53

.419

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.65

1.52

-.43

.973

Number of traumatic events = 8
WG

BG

BG

.91

1.22

.75

.878

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.92

.53

-3.63

.002

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

2.25

1.58

1.43

.485

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.58

1.45

-.40

.978

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

.68

1.15

.59

.934

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.70

.51

-3.36

.005

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

1.88

1.50

1.25

.593

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.50

1.41

-.36

.985

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

.44

1.10

.40

.978

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.45

.48

-3.00

.016

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

1.47

1.45

1.01

.741

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.42

1.40

-.30

.991

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

.19

1.07

.18

.998

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.17

.47

-2.51

.060

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

1.03

1.45

.71

.892

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.33

1.43

-.23

.996

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.08

1.08

-.07

1.00

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.86

.46

-1.89

.234

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.55

1.50

.37

.983

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.23

1.51

-.15

.999

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.36

1.11

-.32

.988

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.52

.46

-1.15

.662

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.04

1.59

.02

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.12

1.63

-.08

1.00

-.65

1.18

-.56

.945

Number of traumatic events = 10
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 11
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 12
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 13
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 14
WG

13

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

Number of traumatic events = 9
WG

6

1

4

2

3

2

4

No direct involvement T0 vs T1
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BG

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.14

.47

-.31

.990

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.52

1.73

-.30

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.01

1.81

-.01

1.00

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.96

1.28

-.75

.875

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

.27

.49

.56

.945

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-1.13

1.90

-.59

.934

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.11

2.03

.05

1.00

Number of traumatic events = 15
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 16
WG

BG

BG

BG

1.42

-.91

.800

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

.73

.53

1.37

.518

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-1.78

2.11

-.84

.833

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.24

2.30

.10

1.00

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.63

1.59

-1.03

.734

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.24

.60

2.07

.164

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-2.49

2.35

-1.06

.715

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.37

2.62

.14

.999

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.98

1.79

-1.11

.684

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.79

.68

2.63

.045

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-3.26

2.62

-1.24

.600

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.52

2.97

.18

.998

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.36

2.02

-1.17

.647

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.40

.79

3.03

.014

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-4.08

2.91

-1.40

.499

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.68

3.36

.20

.997

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.75

2.28

-1.21

.624

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

3.06

.92

3.32

.006

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-4.97

3.23

-1.54

.415

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.84

3.80

.22

.996

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.16

2.57

-1.23

.609

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

3.79

1.08

3.50

.003

# Number of traumatic events = 19
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 20
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 21
WG

9
-1.29

# Number of traumatic events = 18
WG

0

8

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

# Number of traumatic events = 17
WG

2

0

5

0

4

0

3

1

6

1

5
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T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-5.93

3.58

-1.66

.347

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

1.02

4.27

.24

.995

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.59

2.90

-1.24

.602

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

4.58

1.27

3.60

.002

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-6.97

3.95

-1.77

.292

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

1.21

4.78

.25

.994

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-4.04

3.25

-1.24

.600

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

5.44

1.49

3.65

.002

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-8.08

4.35

-1.86

.248

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

1.41

5.33

.26

.994

# Number of traumatic events = 22
WG

BG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 23
WG

BG

2

0

1

Table 17. GLMMs summary of the final model for PSSI-5
estimate

SE

t

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-4.51

3.65

.603
1.24

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

6.39

1.75

3.66 .002

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-9.28

4.78

.213
1.94

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

1.62

5.93

.27

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-5.01

4.07

.608
1.23

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

7.41

2.04

3.64 .002

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-10.58

5.25

.185
2.01

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

1.84

6.57

.28

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-5.53

4.54

.616
1.22

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

8.53

2.37

3.60 .002

# Number of traumatic events = 24
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 25
WG

BG

ndirect

1

0

0

# Number of traumatic events = 26
WG

nnodirect

0
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T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-11.97

5.76

.163
2.08

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

2.08

7.25

.29

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-6.07

5.05

.626
1.20

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

9.74

2.75

3.54 .003

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-13.47

6.32

.145
2.13

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

2.34

7.98

.29

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-6.64

5.60

.636
1.19

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

11.05

3.18

3.47 .003

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-15.08

6.92

.131
2.18

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

2.60

8.77

.30

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-7.23

6.19

.648
1.17

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

12.48

3.67

3.40 .004

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-16.82

7.58

.120
2.22

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

2.89

9.60

.30

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-7.85

6.84

.660
1.15

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

14.03

4.22

3.32 .005

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

-18.69

8.30

.112
2.25

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

3.19

10.5
0

.30

# Number of traumatic events = 27
WG

BG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 28
WG

BG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 29
WG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 30
WG

BG

0

3

.991

0

.991

2

.991

1

PTSD symptom severity (PSSI-5)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .20/.99; dispersion = .77, p = .192]
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Count Model
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

intercept

2.19

.21

[1.78: 10.6
2.59] 0

< .001

NETfacts

-.08

.17

[-.41:
.25]

-.45

.650

time

.00

.12

[-.23:
.24]

.02

.983

trauma

.06

.18

[-.29:
.40]

.33

.745

new trauma since baseline

.22

.11

[.01:
.44]

2.05

.041

perpetration of violent acts

.04

.07

[-.09:
.18]

.66

.508

male sex

-.25

.14

[-.52:
.02]

1.82

.069

age

-.03

.06

[-.15:
.09]

-.42

.676

years of education

-.05

.07

[-.18:
.08]

-.77

.444

NETfacts : time : trauma

-.43

.13

[-.67:
-.18]

3.43

.001

NETfacts : time

.10

.13

[-.15:
.36]

.80

.423

intercept

-1.12

.61

[2.31:
.08]

1.83

.067

NETfacts

-.38

.59

[1.54:
.78]

-.64

.522

time

.61

.64

[-.65:
1.87]

.94

.345

trauma

-1.21

.66

[2.51:
.10]

1.81

.070

-.74

.29

[1.31:
-.17]

2.55

.011

Covariates

Interaction terms

Zero-Inflated Model
Predictor terms

Covariates
new trauma since baseline
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perpetration of violent acts

-.26

.19

[-.64:
.12]

1.32

.187

male sex

.01

.33

[-.64:
.65]

.02

.987

age

.09

.09

[-.20:
.37]

.60

.549

years of education

.27

.16

[-.06:
.59]

1.61

.106

NETfacts : time : trauma

.26

.90

[1.51:
2.03]

.29

.775

NETfacts : time

-.19

.72

[1.61:
1.22]

-.27

.788

Random terms

variance

SD

n

participant

.39

.63

200

interviewer

.14

.37

17

Interaction terms

Table 18. GLMMs summary of the final model for PHQ-9
Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .30/.96; dispersion = .97, p = .880]
Count Model
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

intercept

1.71

.14

[1.44: 1.98]

12.39

<.001

NETfacts

.19

.11

[-.02: .40]

1.74

.081

time

.03

.04

[-.05: .11]

.73

.468

trauma

.16

.04

[.07: .24]

3.61

<.001

new trauma since baseline

.23

.08

[.08: .38]

2.98

.003

perpetration of violent acts

.03

.05

[-.06: .12]

.64

.521

male sex

-.23

.10

[-.42: -.04]

-2.39

.017

age

.07

.04

[-.01: .15]

1.71

.088

years of education

-.08

.05

[-.17: .02]

-1.53

.125

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

Covariates

Interaction terms
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Zero-Inflated Model
Predictor terms
intercept

-3.07

.77

[-4.58: -1.55]

-3.97

<.001

NETfacts

.72

.52

[-.29: 1.74]

1.40

.162

time

-.07

.35

[-.75: .61]

-.21

.832

trauma

-.68

.28

[-1.24: -.13]

-2.41

.016

new trauma since baseline

-.63

.42

[-1.46: .20]

-1.49

.136

perpetration of violent acts

-.35

.29

[-.92: .22]

-1.21

.226

male sex

.10

.47

[-.83: 1.03]

.22

.828

age

-.34

.23

[-.79: .11]

-1.48

.138

years of education

.55

.25

[.07: 1.03]

2.24

.025

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

Random terms

variance

SD

n

participant

.16

.40

199

interviewer

.07

.26

17

Covariates

Interaction terms

Table 19. Post hoc Tukey tests for IRMA. Within- and between-group differences in IRMA
at baseline and post follow-up are indicated for no direct vs direct involvement (N = 200).
Tests calculated based on model predictions are marked with a number sign.
estimate

SE

z

p

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

4.79

2.56

1.87

.241

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.45

1.44

-2.39

.078

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.84

2.81

-.30

.991

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-3.45

1.44

-2.39

.078

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

4.39

2.38

1.85

.252

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.16

1.34

-2.36

.084

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.79

2.60

-.30

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-8.33

2.43

-3.43

.003

# Number of traumatic events = 1
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 2
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 3

nnodirect

ndirect

0

4

1

1

0

1
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WG

BG

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

3.97

2.19

1.81

.269

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.87

1.24

-2.32

.093

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.73

2.39

-.31

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-7.57

2.26

-3.34

.005

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

3.54

2.01

1.76

.295

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.58

1.14

-2.27

.106

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.67

2.20

-.31

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-6.79

2.10

-3.24

.007

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

3.09

1.84

1.68

.335

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.30

1.05

-2.19

.126

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.62

2.01

-.31

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-6.01

1.94

-3.10

.011

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.64

1.68

1.57

.397

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.01

.96

-2.09

.156

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.56

1.84

-.30

.990

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-5.21

1.79

-2.91

.019

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.17

1.54

1.41

.493

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.73

.88

-1.96

.205

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.50

1.69

-.30

.991

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-4.40

1.66

-2.65

.040

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.69

1.42

1.19

.634

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.44

.81

-1.78

.285

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.44

1.57

-.28

.992

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-3.57

1.55

-2.31

.095

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.20

1.34

.89

.809

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.16

.75

-1.54

.414

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.38

1.48

-.26

.994

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-2.74

1.47

-1.87

.243

.69

1.31

.53

.952

Number of traumatic events = 4
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 5
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 6
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 7
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 8
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 9
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 10
WG

2

8

2

5

2

7

6

8

6

13

1

9

4

20

No direct involvement T0 vs T1
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BG

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.88

.71

-1.24

.603

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.32

1.44

-.22

.996

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-1.89

1.43

-1.32

.55

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

.17

1.32

.13

.999

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.59

.68

-.87

.818

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.26

1.45

-.18

.998

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-1.02

1.45

-.71

.894

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.36

1.40

-.26

.994

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.31

.67

-.47

.966

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.20

1.51

-.13

.999

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

-.15

1.51

-.10

1.00

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.91

1.52

-.60

.932

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

-.03

.68

-.04

1.00

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.14

1.62

-.09

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

.74

1.64

.45

.969

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-1.48

1.69

-.87

.819

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

.25

.70

.36

.984

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.08

1.77

-.04

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

1.65

1.81

.91

.798

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.06

1.90

-1.08

.701

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

.53

.75

.71

.893

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

-.02

1.94

-.01

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

2.57

2.02

1.27

.580

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-2.65

2.14

-1.24

.601

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

.81

.80

1.01

.744

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.05

2.14

.02

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

3.51

2.26

1.55

.408

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.26

2.40

-1.36

.525

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.09

.87

1.25

.594

Number of traumatic events = 11
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 12
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 13
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 14
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 15
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 16
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 17
WG

2

6

3

12

2

9

4

6

2

8

0

9

0

5
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T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.11

2.37

.05

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

4.46

2.54

1.76

.295

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-3.89

2.68

-1.45

.468

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.37

.95

1.44

.472

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.17

2.60

.07

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

5.43

2.84

1.91

.224

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-4.53

2.98

-1.52

.426

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.64

1.03

1.60

.380

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.24

2.85

.08

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

6.41

3.17

2.02

.179

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-5.19

3.30

-1.57

.394

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

1.92

1.12

1.72

.314

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.30

3.11

.10

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

7.41

3.51

2.11

.150

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-5.86

3.63

-1.62

.370

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.20

1.21

1.82

.266

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.368

3.38

.11

1.00

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

8.43

3.88

2.17

.131

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-6.56

3.98

-1.65

.352

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.47

1.30

1.90

.230

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.43

3.65

.12

.999

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

9.46

4.27

2.22

.118

No direct involvement T0 vs T1

-7.27

4.34

-1.67

.338

Direct involvement T0 vs T1

2.75

1.40

1.96

.204

T0 no direct vs direct involvement

.50

3.94

.13

.999

T1 no direct vs direct involvement

10.51

4.67

2.25

.110

# Number of traumatic events = 18
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 19
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 20
WG

BG

Number of traumatic events = 21
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 22
WG

BG

# Number of traumatic events = 23
WG

BG

0

4

0

3

1

6

1

5

0

2

0

1
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Table 20. GLMMs summary of the final model for SoRS.
nnodirect ndirect estimate SE
# Number of traumatic events = 24
WG

BG

1

BG

BG

4.72 -1.69

.327

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

3.02

1.50 2.01

.184

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.57

4.22

.13

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

11.59

5.10

2.27 .104

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-8.75

5.12 -1.71

.319

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

3.29

1.60 2.05

.169

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.64

4.52

.14

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

12.68

5.54

2.29 .101

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-9.51

5.53 -1.72

.313

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

3.57

1.71 2.09

.156

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.70

4.82

.15

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

13.78

6.00

2.30 .099

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-10.30

5.95 -1.73

.308

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

3.84

1.81 2.12

.147

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.77

5.12

.15

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

14.91

6.48

2.30 .098

-11.11

6.40 -1.74

0

0

# Number of traumatic events = 27
WG

BG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 28
WG

0
-8.00

# Number of traumatic events = 26
WG

p

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

# Number of traumatic events = 25
WG

z

0

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1
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BG

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

4.11

1.92 2.15

.139

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.84

5.43

.16

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

16.06

6.99

2.30 .098

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-11.94

6.85 -1.74

.302

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

4.38

2.02 2.17

.133

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.91

5.74

.16

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

17.23

7.51

2.30 .099

No direct involvement
T0 vs T1

-12.79

7.33 -1.75

.301

Direct involvement T0
vs T1

4.65

2.13 2.18

.128

T0 no direct vs direct
involvement

.98

6.05

.16

.999

T1 no direct vs direct
involvement

18.42

8.05

2.29 .101

# Number of traumatic events = 29
WG

BG

0

# Number of traumatic events = 30
WG

BG

2

0

1

Disbeliefs in social reconstruction with ex-combatants (SoRS)
[Poisson GLMM; R2 = .15/.73; dispersion = 1.0, p = .504]
Count Model
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

intercept

3.37

.07

[3.23: 3.51]

47.13

< .001

NETfacts

.06

.06

[-.05: .17]

1.09

.274

time

-.19

.02

[-.23: -.15]

-9.57

< .001

trauma

.01

.02

[-.04: .06]

.51

.613

new trauma since baseline

-.02

.04

[-.11: .06]

-.53

.598

perpetration of violent acts

.01

.03

[-.04: .06]

.25

.799

male sex

-.08

.05

[-.18: .02]

-1.53

.126

age

-.02

.02

[-.06: .03]

-.73

.467

years of education

-.07

.03

[-.12: -.02]

-2.76

.006

-

-

-

-

ns

Covariates

Interaction terms
NETfacts : time : trauma
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NETfacts : time

-

-

-

Random terms

variance

SD

n

participant

.06

.25

200

interviewer

.02

.13

17

-

ns

male sex

Table 21. GLMMs summary of the final model for IRMA.
Rape Myths Acceptance (IRMA)
[Poisson GLMM; R2 = .07/.6; dispersion = 1.1, p = .112]
Count Model
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

intercept

3.41

.06

[3.29: 3.53]

56.59

< .001

NETfacts

.01

.05

[-.08: .10]

.14

.886

time

.01

.04

[-.09: .09]

.18

.854

trauma

.03

.05

[-.07: .13]

.61

.543

new trauma since baseline

.04

.03

[-.01: .10]

1.54

.124

perpetration of violent acts

.02

.02

[-.02: .05]

1.04

.298

male sex

.08

.04

[.01: .15]

2.24

.025

age

.01

.02

[-.02: .04]

.57

.566

years of education

-.05

.02

[-.08: -.01]

-2.72

.007

NETfacts : time : trauma

-.15

.05

[-.25: -.04]

-2.79

.005

NETfacts : time

.00

.05

[-.09: .09]

.07

.941

Random terms

variance

SD

n

participant

.02

.15

200

interviewer

.02

.14

17

Covariates

Interaction terms

male sex
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Table 22. GLMMs summary of the final model for SAQ.
Perceived general social acknowledgement as trauma survivor (SAQ)
[Zero-inflated truncated Poisson GLMM; R2 = .23/.9; dispersion = .96, p = .776]
Count Model
Predictor terms

ß

SE

CI

z

p

intercept

1.39

.16

[1.08: 1.70]

8.88

< .001

NETfacts

.07

.12

[-.17: .31]

.58

.561

time

.13

.06

[.01: .26]

2.11

.035

trauma

.19

.05

[.09: .29]

3.70

< .001

new trauma since baseline

.02

.09

[-.15: .19]

.26

.796

perpetration of violent acts

-.02

.05

[-.13: .08]

-.47

.638

male sex

-.03

.11

[-.24: .19]

-.26

.795

age

-.00

.05

[-.09: .09]

-.04

.972

years of education

-.15

.06

[-.26: -.05]

-2.80

.005

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

intercept

-.67

.46

[-1.57: .24]

-1.42

.154

NETfacts

-.01

.33

[-.66: .64]

-.03

.977

time

-.81

.26

[-1.32: -.30]

-3.13

.002

trauma

-.63

.17

[-.97: -.29]

-3.67

<.001

new trauma since baseline

-.34

.27

[-.88: .19]

-1.27

.206

perpetration of violent acts

.17

.17

[-.18: .52]

.96

.340

male sex

.03

.31

[-.59: .64]

.08

.933

age

.01

.14

[-.26: .29]

.10

.923

years of education

.22

.17

[-.10: .54]

1.34

.179

NETfacts : time : trauma

-

-

-

-

ns

NETfacts : time

-

-

-

-

ns

Random terms

variance

SD

n

participant

.13

.37

189

interviewer

.07

.27

17

Covariates

Interaction terms

Zero-Inflated Model
Predictor terms

Covariates

Interaction terms
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Appendix 2
A2.1 Adenauer et al., 2011
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Thirty-four participants who fulfilled inclusion
criteria (see flow- chart Figure 6) were randomly
assigned to either a treatment (NET) group (n =
16) or a Waitlist Control (WLC) group (n = 18).
Participants that fulfilled the inclusion criteria
were randomized into the two groups using a
computer-generated list of random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear

Time of randomization remains unclear. Most
likely after the diagnostic interview but not
clearly described

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Treatment consisted of 12 therapy sessions on a
weekly or biweekly basis. On average, treatment
sessions lasted 108 (SD = 17.0) minutes.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

Posttests included the same instruments as used
in the pretest and were carried out by
interviewers who were blind to treatment
condition.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

See flowchart: dropout due to deportation 1 NET,
2 dropout; Post assessments completed by
everyone remaining. However, significant data
exclusion due to poor MEG data or technical
defects in MEG (4 NET; 4 WL) ➔ low risk
However, 4 of the WL excluded because no first
or second MEG because of pregnancy or refusal

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT0056
3888
registered and reported in addition also
depression

Other bias

High risk

Changes in medication status from pre- to
posttest were little: At posttest, only two treated
patients still took antidepressants (compared to
four at pretest) and none still took anxiolytics
(compared to one at pretest). At posttest, four
WLC-patients were medicated with
antidepressants (compared to two at pretest) and
one was medicated with neuroleptics (compared
to none at pretest).
Medication combined with small sample size ➔
High risk
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A2.2 Alghamdi et al., 2015
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Thirty four traumatized
firefighters were randomly allocated to either NET
(n
= 17) or a waiting list condition (WLC; n = 17) by
a
computer generated list of random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear

by a computer generated list of random numbers
but baseline test potentially after allocation (see
flowchart)

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Four sessions of NET (90 min per session) were
provided by researchers over a period of 3 weeks.
Each provided a detailed autobiography, which
was recorded and revised in subsequent sessions.
The participant was encouraged to relive their
trauma-related emotions until habituation was
achieved. The final version of the autobiography
was given to each participant.

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

Unclear

Interviewers and blinding not mentioned

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

There was no attrition

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Unclear

No registration mentioned

Other bias

High risk

Another limitation which could be highlighted in
this

across T1, T2, and T3, though 5 firefighters
withdrew before T4, and 6 firefighters withdrew
before T5

study is the significant difference between the
groups in the years of service which may be those
with more years of service have different coping
strategies.
Then, participants reported an improvement in
social support after the follow up time
assessment.This also may be because all
firefighters in Saudi Arabia received a bonus for
their hard work during the time of floods which
was government organisation support.
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A2.3 Bichescu et al., 2007
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Participants were assigned through a random
selection procedure of participants’ name-cards to
one of two treatment groups: NET and PED.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

“Participants were assigned through a random
selection procedure of participants’ name-cards to
one of two treatment groups: NET and PED.”
“… told in advance that if they agreed, they would
be offered participation in a treatment study that
would address their suffering related to their
traumatic experiences during imprisonment.”
Timepoint of randomization unclear

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

PED was followed by the explanation of the
treatment rationale for the NET group. For the
participants in the PED group, no further treatment
was offered at present.
Five sessions of NET (ca. 120min per session,
weekly/biweekly) were given to the participants in
this treatment group.

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

High risk

However, due to the large differences in
procedures and number of sessions between the
two treatment conditions, it was not possible for us
to achieve complete blindness in all cases.
Occasionally, a patient revealed details about his
treatment that might have affected the blindness of
the interviewer.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

All 18 respondents who were offered participation
in the study accepted, and all participated in the 6month follow-up.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Unclear

No registration mentioned

Other bias

High Risk

Only one PED session in comparison to 5 NET
session; Small sample size?
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A2.4 Crombach & Siehl, 2018
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

High risk

Due to the humanitarian purpose of the project,
ethical considerations and limited resources, we
chose the 15 individuals most affected by PTSD
symptoms to re- ceive NET (NET group). The
remaining participants did not receive an
intervention (No Treatment group) but were
assessed at the same time points as the NET group
in order to monitor the development of their
symptoms in the aftermath of the disaster.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

High risk

We chose the 15 individuals most affected by
PTSD symptoms to receive NET (NET group).

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Six of the students conducted the base- line
assessment and assisted in organizing the follow-up
assessments by maintaining contact with the
participants.

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

We aimed to keep the interviewers of the follow-up
assessments blind to whether the participants
received NET or did not receive any treatment.
Hence six additional students joined the team, three
at the 3-months and three at the 9-months followup assessment.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

We lost 9 individuals of the No Treatment group at
the 3-months follow-up because their place of
residence could not be located.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

registration

Other bias

High risk

Due to political riots in Bujumbura in spring 2015
the 9-months follow-up assessment could not be
completed. However, prior to stopping the project
for security reasons, contact with eight participants
of the NET group and 10 participants of the No
Treatment group had resumed.
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A2.5 Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al., 2011
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Participants were randomized into 3 treatment; not
mentioned how authors randomized sample

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

Participants were randomized into 3 treatment;
diagnostics clearly before randomization

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Participants were randomized to 1 of 3 groups:
narrative exposure therapy (n = 29), an academic
catch-up program with elements of supportive
counseling (n = 28), or a waiting list (n = 28).

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

Pretreatment assessments as well as follow-up
assessments at 3 months, 6 months, and 12 months
after treatment were conducted by 13 clinical
psychologists blinded to treatment conditions.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

See flowchart

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Trial registration; Change in PTSD severity,
assessed over a 1-year period after treatment.
Secondary outcome measures were depression
symptoms, se- verity of suicidal ideation, feelings
of guilt, and perceived stigmatization.

Other bias

Low risk

self-reports?
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A2.6 Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Subjects were randomly assigned to either NET or
SIT. Participants were matched pairwise according
to gender, age, and region of origin and were then
allocated to NET or SIT by flipping a coin.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

Subjects were randomly assigned to either NET or
SIT. Participants were matched pairwise according
to gender, age, and region of origin and were then
allocated to NET or SIT by flipping a coin.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

In order to avoid any therapist effects, each
therapist was involved in NET and SIT treatments.
Treatment was usually carried out by 1 therapist,
with 1 trainee therapist observing and assisting in
the sessions. Subjects received 10 treatment
sessions of either NET or SIT; each session was
usually about 90 min long.

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

High risk

We aimed to keep the assessors blind to the
treatment conditions of the sub- jects; however,
occasionally the treatment condition was revealed
to the rater by responses from the patient.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

Significant dropout throughout the study (30 %)

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Unclear

Not registered

Other bias

High risk

Many participants in continuous state of fear of
being deported (conditions of ‘continuous
trauma’SIT may not be an effective treatment)
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A2.7 Hijazi et al., 2014
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

The computerized scheme was stratified by
recruitment site (agency) and assistant, and
randomized the two conditions in blocks of six in a
2:1 ratio (intervention: control), which ensured a
larger sample in the intervention condition to
support later analyses of predictors. Forty-one
participants were randomized to brief NET, and 22
to the waitlist control condition.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

If so, the assistant (heretofore blind to condition
assignment) opened a sealed envelope and
informed the participant when he or she would be
getting the treatment.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Participants assigned to brief NET met with the
therapist for three weekly sessions in a private
room at the participant’s preferred location (as
noted above). All participants (including controls)
were mailed follow-up assessment measures and
stamped, return envelopes 2 months and 4 months
after base- line.

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

High risk

All participants (including controls) were mailed
follow-up assessment measures and stamped,
return envelopes 2 months and 4 months after
base- line. Participants were prompted by
telephone to complete the measures if not returned
within 2 weeks. Participants received $35 for the
intake interview and baseline assessment, and $20
for each of the two follow-up assessments.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Unclear Risk

No information given

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low Risk

clinicaltrials.gov (NCT01288690)

Other bias

Low risk

The two conditions did not differ on the percentage
of participants missing a follow-up (p = .28), and
participants who completed both follow-ups did
not differ on demographics or baseline values from
participants who missed a follow-up (results not
shown).
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A2.8 Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Participants were randomly assigned to 11
sessions of NET or 11 sessions of PCT, using
computer-generated random numbers. The senior
researcher had access to the computer
programme, kept a log file of all random
assignments and assigned the participants to the
therapists.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

In NET, therapist and patient col- laboratively
develop a chronological narrative of the patient’s
life, emphasising memories of trauma and
perceived support. Developing and revising this
autobiographical narrative allows the patient to
re-experience avoided traumatic experiences in
imaginal exposure.
PCT, developed as a non-trauma-focused control
condition, includes psychoeducation about PTSD
and homework assignments targeting current
maladaptive relational patterns by including
problem-solving techniques, and helps patients to
focus on the ‘here and now’.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

To ensure blinding of treatment allocation,
assessors had limited access to participants’ data;
participants were asked not to reveal treatment
content.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Completer and drop-out rates did not
significantly differ across treatment conditions
(t(1) = 0.45, p = 0.501). The t-tests revealed no
significant differences in age (t(27) = 1.51, p =
0.142) or pre-treatment symptom severity (t(27)
= −0.52, p = 0.604) between completers and
drop-outs.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

This clinical trial was registered with the
Netherlands Trial Register (NTR), under
reference number 3987, and NARCIS (Dutch
National Academic Research and Collaborations
Information System), OND1352440.

Other bias

High risk

In total, 67 patients were approached; 36 patients
were assessed for eligibility. Reported reasons to
decline participation were fear of increased stress
due to assessments, or refusal to be randomised.
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A2.9 Morath, Gola et al., 2014
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Unclear

The 34 individuals with PTSD were randomly
assigned to either the NET group or a WLC
group.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear

see above

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

The NET group received 12 weekly treatment
sessions of 90 min (Schauer et al., 2011a).
Treatment adherence was moni- tored by regular
supervision. The WLC group waited for about
eight months without any standardized
intervention.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

The clinicians who performed the outcome
evaluations were never the same as the clinician
who performed the baseline evaluation or the
psychotherapeutic intervention; moreover, the
two follow-up evaluations were performed by
different clinicians. Diagnosticians were blind
with regard to group membership at baseline and
at both post-tests.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

mixed model procedures; little dropout; see
figure 1

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

The study was registered at
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01206790.

Other bias

Low risk
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A2.10 Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2014
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

An independent person randomly assigned
individuals with PTSD to either a treatment
condition (NET) or the WLC group using
permuted blocks of variable length. The capacity
of the therapists who carried out NET was the
criterion for the lengths of the blocks – that is, if
the next therapist to be sent patients had k free
therapy slots, then k of the next 2k participants
would be randomly assigned to the NET group
and referred to this therapist, while the other k
participants would be assigned to the WLC
group, using a shuffled set of envelopes which
were opened only after a new participant was
included in the study.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above; Diagnosticians were not aware of
which participants were allocated to which group.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

The treatment intervention comprised 12 sessions
of NET lasting approximately 4 months.
The waiting period in the WLC group was 8
months, during which time period no
psychotherapeutic intervention took place.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

Diagnosticians were not aware of which
participants were allocated to which group.
Blind- ed diagnosticians conducted post-test and
follow-up interviews.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

see flowchart; TG: 4 lost to post-test (2 alcohol
problems, 1 prison, 1 moved) CG: 4 lost to posttest (4 moved); TG: 4 lost to follow-up (4
moved); CG no follow-up

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

The trial was registered at clinicaltrials.org, NCT
01206790.

Other bias

Low risk
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A2.11 Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et al., 2004
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Each participant was randomly assigned (using a
dice) to one of three treatment groups: narrative
exposure therapy, supportive counseling, or
psychoeducation only.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above; Each respondent received two initial
interviews in a screening phase, one by a local
interviewer (DFMQ, PDS, SRQ-20, SF-12) and
one by experts from Konstanz University (CIDI).
Those who presented with PTSD in the CIDI
interview were offered participation in the
treatment study.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

The treatment conditions consisted of one
(psychoeducation) or four (narrative exposure
therapy, supportive counseling) sessions of
treatment. The first session started immediately
after the initial expert interview. For the narrative
exposure therapy and supportive counseling
groups, the subsequent three treatment sessions
were scheduled within the following 2 weeks.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

The local and expert interviewers who carried out
the posttests, as well as the follow-up tests, were
blind for the individual participant’s treatment
condition. The respondents were instructed not to
inform the interviewers or the trained researchers
about the type of treatment or the number of
sessions they had received.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Only in the supportive counseling group did any
patients fail to complete the full treatment; 2
patients in this group discontinued treatment. The
reason for not participating or for terminating
treatment was generally due to a lack of time
given the need to cultivate the fields at the
beginning of the rainy season.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Unclear risk

no registration, but PTSD reported

Other bias

Low risk
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A2.12 Neuner et al., 2008
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

The participants were assigned to the groups in
the fol- lowing way: The list of participants was
ordered randomly; the first 4 were consecutively
assigned to the NET, TC, NET, and TC groups;
and the fifth was assigned to the MG
(monitoring) group. This procedure was
repeated until all 277 participants were assigned.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

If participants agreed, they signed an informed
consent that was read and explained in detail to
them. They were not informed about their group
allocation before consenting. All refugees who
were approached agreed to participate.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Both treatment types were conducted for six
sessions (usually two sessions per week) that
were between 1 and 2 hr each in length. At the
end of NET, the patient received a written record
of his autobiography in his native language. After
TC, the client received a written case summary of
his or her current or past problems that were
discussed with the counselors—and possible
solutions or coping strategies explored—also in
his or her mother tongue.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

The participants who received treatment were
reassessed 3 and 6 months later by the same local
research assistants who had carried out the
interviews for the survey. They were blind with
respect to the particular treatment condition.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

In the NET group, 4 participants (3.6%) refused
or dropped out of treatment, whereas in the TC
group 22 participants (19.8%) did not complete
therapy (see flow chart in Figure 1). The
difference was significant, Χ2(1, N = 222)
=14.12, p < .001. Dropouts/ refusers did not
differ significantly from treatment completers in
age, nationality, possessions, number of event
types, or pretest PDS and health scores (all ps >
.20). Figure 1 presents the number of
participants who could not be followed up at the
different time points. The comparison of
baseline characteristics between followed-up
participants with complete data and participants
with missing data using t tests for continuous
and –chi-square tests for categorical variables
did not result in any significant difference in
age, nationality, possessions, number of event
types or pretest PDS and health scores (all ps >
.20).
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Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Unclear risk

Other bias

Low risk

no registration, but Another limitation of the
study was the concentration on PTSD and
physical health. As the translation and validation
of useful instruments takes a huge effort, we
decided to concentrate on the quality of restricted
measurements rather than include many ad hoc
translated scales. Further trials should include
measurements of depression and more elaborate
assessment of functioning.
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A2.13 Neuner et al., 2010
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Participants were randomized into the two groups
using a block permutation procedure with blocks
off our patients.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear

If envelope was concealed is unclear

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

NET treatment was carried out according to
the manual (Schauer et al., 2005) by therapists
from the University of Konstanz with the help
of trained interpreters.
Patients who were randomized to the TAU
condition were encouraged to continue their
current treatment or were referred to institutions
of public mental health care when they were not
in therapy or were dissatisfied with treatment.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

High risk

We aimed at keeping interviewers blind to each
participant’s condition. However, occasion- ally,
the participants revealed their condition to the
interviewer despite instructions not to do so (e.g.,
by asking for treatment within the institution).

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

Two patients from the NET group but no patient
from the TAU group dropped out of the study.
One NET treatment could not be carried out
according to the manual because a severe
hyperventilation syndrome interfered with
narrative exposure. This patient was excluded
from the study. Another patient dropped out of
the NET group before the first exposure session
because he refused to continue. Both patients
were not available for follow-up examination.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

High risk

no registration, but PTSD, depression reported

Other bias

High risk

In the TAU group, the number of patients taking
antidepressant medication rose from seven to 10,
whereas in the NET group the number declined
from 10 to five.
Combination therapy of NET and anti-depressive
medication.
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A2.14 Orang et al., 2018
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Randomization was implemented with the psych
package in R developed by Revelle (2011).
Because of ethical considerations regarding
abused women’s right to have immediate access
to help, we did not have any waiting list group.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

Within a 2‐week period after the diagnostic
session, we randomly assigned participants to one
of the treatment arms and began therapy sessions.
The interviewers were blind with respect to the
treatment.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

The therapy sessions were conducted by another
group of three local counsellors (all women, with
master’s level psychology qualifica- tions). We
assigned therapists to one of the treatment
groups, depending upon availability of therapists
and the proximity to therapy settings. All three
counsellors participated in treatment‐as‐usual
group (TAU), but only two of them conducted
NET.
In contrast to NET, the TAU group was allowed
to focus on currently important complaints and
events but not on traumatic memories or
experiences of violence from the past. The focus
of therapy was to cope with everyday life
difficulties, the current problems with violent
husbands, and IPV prevention.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

All pretreatment and 3‐ and 6‐month follow‐up
diagnostic interviews were conducted by a group
of three local counsellors (all female master’s
level psychology graduates), who had been
trained in clinical assessment using structured
interviews. The first interview sessions of each
were supervised by a doctoral‐level clinical
psychologist (S. A.) with international experience
in traumatic stress studies and psychotherapy.
The interviewers were blind with respect to the
treatment.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Ten participants did not begin or complete the
treatment for various reasons: Three clients (two
NET and one TAU) dropped out during the
course of therapy due to extremely high IPV
occurrences. Three participants (two NET and
one TAU) discontinued therapy, as they could
not tolerate the overwhelming emotions
evoked through talking about IPV
experiences. Two NET participants discontinued
therapy as they had to move to another city to
live, and the other two participants (one NET and
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one TAU) did not continue therapy because they
reported that their lives had become too busy.
We did t tests and chi‐squared tests to examine if
there were any significant differences between
completers and dropouts in terms of
sociodemographic variables and their mental
health status at baseline. We did not find any
significant differences between the two groups,
except for client’s education (Fisher’s exact test:
χ2(1) = 5, p = 0.049). The significant result
showed that only 13% of women who dropped
out had a high‐school diploma or higher
education, whereas 87% of completers
graduated from high school or went to
university. We did not find any significant
difference between NET and TAU in the
number of dropouts (Fisher’s exact test: χ2(1)
= 1.43, p = 0.29).
We also did logistic regression for several
different pairs of vari- ables to investigate if there
were any variable among demographics or study
variables that could significantly predict therapy
completers or dropouts, but none of the models
were significant. The type of therapy was not a
significant predictor of dropouts.
All 17 NET participants who com- pleted the
treatment participated in the 3‐ and 6‐month
follow‐up interviews and were included in the
analysis. Of 18 TAU completers, one participated
only in the 3‐month follow‐up, so we used last
observation carried forward method to include
her in the analysis. The other TAU participant did
not show up in any posttest assess- ments; thus,
we excluded her from the analysis. Therefore, the
data of 17 TAU completers were included in the
final analysis.
Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

High risk

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov ID:
NCT01731418 but they did not report the HSCL
as announced in clinical trials
The Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25 (HSCL-25)
[ Time Frame: At pre-treatment-point, posttreatment-point, and 3- and 6-month follow-ups ]
The Hopkins Symptom Checklist 25 would be
used to screen for symptoms of depression and
anxiety.

Other bias

Low risk

Nothing reported
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A2.15 Pabst et al., 2014
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Unclear

altogether 22 female participants were allocated
to the two different groups (NET or TBE) in an
approximately matched style.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear

see above

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

during the following therapy sessions the patient
is guided through a chronological narration of
his/her life starting from birth and working
through to the present day.
The TBE consists of either psychiatric outpatient
care, which was carried out by an experienced
female psychiatrist and medical psychotherapist,
or of inpatient care in the psychosomatic and
psychiatric clinic.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

High risk

While an independent researcher recorded HAMD and PDS data via interview, the Bsl-23, hscl-25
and FDS data was collected using a self-rating
procedure. At the follow-up survey, participants
were asked about important events that had
occurred since the end of therapy.
The organization of the trial within the clinic
meant that it was not possible for assessors to be
blind with respect to the group assignment.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

In the NET group, 2 participants (one inpatient,
one outpatient) discontinued the therapy after 3 or
5 sessions, whereas 3 patients (all of them
inpatient) terminated the treatment by Experts for
Borderline personality disorder (TBE) early after
4, 7 or 8 sessions. The reason for discontinuing
treatment was experience of psychosocial
problems (problems within their partnerships)
and substantial remission (meaning that there was
no need to run through the whole protocol) within
the NET-group, and due to disciplinary discharge
(because of ongoing drug consumption) or lack of
motivation within the TBE group.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

trial registration: nct01033708

Other bias

Low risk
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A2.16 Schaal et al., 2009
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

High risk

In order to obtain a balanced allocation of the
treatment conditions in the CHH and the
orphanages, we formed 2 IPT groups, in the CHH
and the orphanages, respectively. IPT groups
from the orphanages were matched according to
the avail- ability of single-gender PTSD cases (1
female IPT group in the PARMARSOR and 1
male IPT group in the Gisimba Memorial
Center). The remaining youth of the orphanages
were assigned to NET. Participants from the
CHH were randomly assigned to either NET or
group IPT.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

High risk

see above

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Treatment was based on manuals that specified
precise treatment guidelines. Each of the
therapists treated patients in both conditions.
Each therapy consisted of 4 weekly sessions.
Therapy was conducted with the help of 2 trained
interpreters.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

In fact, all interviewers were un- aware of which
treatment condition participants had received.
This was confirmed by discussions with the raters
after the interviews had been completed.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

All participants finished treatment and were reinterviewed 3 months (post-test) and 6 months
(follow-up) after therapy.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

High risk

no registration

Other bias

Low risk

but PTSD and depression reported
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A2.17 Stenmark et al., 2013
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Participants were randomized to the treatment
conditions by drawing balls from a bag with an a
priori 2/3 chance of receiving NET and 1/3 chance
of receiving TAU. For the identification of
predictors for the treatment outcome of NET, a
larger sample sizewas aimed for in the NET group
than in the TAU group. In accordance with
previous randomized controlled trials on NET

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

NET was carried out according to the manual as
outlined by Schauer et al. (2011). In the TAU
condition, the therapists were instructed to use any
intervention they normally would use, except for the
steps specific to NET.

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

High risk

For logistical reasons, a complete blinding of
some of the post-tests could not be achieved.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

All together, 54 patients completed both post-test
and the follow-up interviews; they will be referred
to as treatment completers. There were no
significant differences between the intent-to-treat
sample and the treatment completers with respect to
age, gender, level of education, time spent in exile,
asylum status, HAM-D scores, CAPS total scores,
or their reported number of traumatic events.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

ClinicalTrials.gov registry number:

Other bias

High risk

NCT00218959
The heterogeneity of the refugees and asylum
seekers originating from many regions and cultures,
have made the findings harder to interpret. In the
same vein, about half the assessments and
treatments required assistance by interpreters and
assessment tools were not validated to the language
and culture of each asylum seeker or refugee. The
differences in the original background training of
the therapists, may also have added to the diversity.
Together such factors are likely to have reduced
some of the effect size in the outcome.
Medication?
Four in the NET group and five in the TAU group
used antidepressants. Moreover, two in the NET
group and one in the TAU group used
benzodiazepines. For the NET group, the
medication remained unchanged during the
treatment and the post-tests, whereas the
participants of the TAU group could have their
medication changed during the project.
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A2.18 Zang et al., 2013
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Twenty two participants were randomly
allocated to either NET (n = 11) or a waiting list
condition (WLC; n = 11) by a computergenerated list of random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above; The assessment of screening process
(T1) was used as the baseline.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Those in the NET condition received therapy
immediately; those in the WL condition received
the same treatment after a waiting period.

Blinding of outcome assessment Low risk (posttest)
(detection bias)
High risk (fup)

The pre and post treatment assessments were
carried out by a researcher not involved in
treatment and blind to the treatment conditions.
The details of the condition were unknown to
the researcher.
The WL controls were assessed 2 weeks after
trial entry (waiting period) (T2), then given NET
and assessed post treatment (T3) and finally
assessed after 2-months (T4).
The two month follow up assessment was conducted by the first author over the telephone
before data analysis. All scales were
administered orally by interview as most
participants were illiterate.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

no dropouts

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Chinese Clinical Trial Registry ChiCTR-TRC12002473

Other bias

Low risk

Clearly, the sample may not be representative of
Chinese earthquake survivors in general – at
least in part because most participants were
women.
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A2.19 Zang et al., 2014
Bias

Authors’ judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Thirty participants were randomly allocated to
either NET (n = 10), NET-R (n = 10) or a
waiting list condition (WL; n = 10) by a
computer-generated list of random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

see above; see Flowchart

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

High risk

Those in the NET and NET-R conditions received treatment immediately; those in the WLC
condition received the NET-R treatment after a
three week waiting period.

Blinding of outcome assessment Low risk (posttest)
(detection bias)
Hig risk (fup)

The pre- and post- treatment assessments were
carried out by a trained assessor not involved in
the treatments and blind to the treatment
conditions. The details of the condition were
unknown to the assessor. The three month
follow-up assessment was conducted by the first
author over the telephone before the data
analysis.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

no dropouts

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Chinese Clinical Trial Registry: ChiCTR-TRC12002931

Other bias

Low risk

2 declined to participate
2 inaccessible for contact
The main limitation of the study is the sample
size and the lack of a longer term follow up. The
size of the sample is relatively small as the study
aimed to test the effectiveness and feasibility of
a newly modified treatment, and practical
considerations meant that a longer term followup was impractical in this disaster area. There
were much more women than men in this study,
because most men were out for work in the day
time after the earthquake.
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Appendix 3
Table 23. Published studies of narrative exposure therapy for adults
NET for adult patients WITHOUT specific comorbidity
Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population
Algham
di et al.
(2015)

Bichesc
u et al.
(2007)

34; 17 NET
vs. 17 WLC
Firefighters

18; 9 NET
vs. 9 PED
Former
political
detainees

Count
ry of
Study

Expertise
Type of
of
Study;
Therapist;
FollowDrop out
up Period rate

22 to 41;
NET
(M=28.7,
SD=4.1);
WLC
(M=32.2,
SD=6.23)

Saudi
Arabia

RCT; 6 months

Range not
specified;
NET
(M=68.9;
SD=4.4);
PED
(M=69.8;
SD=6.0);
94% male

Roman
ia

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)

RCT; 6 months

Not
mentioned;
No Dropout

Trained
female
Ph.D.
student; no
dropout

No. of
Sessions

Diagnost Results PTSD
ic tools
Effect size

4
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 3
weeks

ADS;
FTHS;
SPTSS

Results
Depression
Effect size

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

2.05 (BG, in
favour of NET)

1.15 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.75 (WG, NET)

0.47 (WG, NET)

0.04 (WG, WLC)

0.02 (WG, WLC)

5
BDI;
sessions CIDI;
NET (à
MMSI
120 min)
over 3
weeks

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

1.48 (BG, in
favour of NET)

1.48 (BG, in
favour of NET)

3.15 (WG, NET)

0.97 (WG, NET)

0.31 (WG, PED)

0.21 (WG, PED)

1 session
PED (à
120 min)

Remission:
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55.5% (NET)
11.% (PED)

Further results/
comments

Appendices
Bichescu
-Burian
et al.
(2018)

1; 1 NET

42; male

Severely
traumatized
refugee from
central
Africa
(Nigeria)

Germa
ny

Single
case
study;

Female
psychothera
pist; No
dropout

10
sessions
once a
week
(duration
not
mention
ed)

DES;
PCL-5;

PCL-5-score: 76
pre, 51 post

Symptoms remained
clinically relevant

SCL-90R

at time of discharge
DES score: 57.5 pre,
13.2 post
SCL-90-R-GSI-score:
2.87 pre,
1.11 post

Colville
(2017)

Cromba
ch and
Siehl
(2018)

4; 4 NET
Parents of
children in
intensive
care

29; 13 NET
vs. 16 WLC
Victims of a
flood
disaster

32 to 40; not
specified
75% female
(children
between 5
months to 4
years)
14 to 78;
NET
(M=29.8;
SD=14.9);
WLC
(M=26.3;
SD=5.8);
83% female

United Case
Trained
Kingdo Studies; 6 clinical
m
- months psychologis
t

Burund Feasibilit 2 Trained
i
y Study;
clinical
9 -months psychologis
ts and 5
trained
psychologis
ts

6 to 10
sessions
NET
(not
mention
ed) over
3 to 5
weeks

HADS;
PDS

6
sessions
NET à
120 min)
over 6
weeks

PHQ-9;
PSOSH;
PSS-I;
MINI.;
WTP

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 2m:

Pre/ 2m:

1.36 (WG, NET)

0.40 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

2.37 (WG, NET)

1.01 (WG, NET)

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

1.62 (WG, NET)

0.84 (WG, NET)

0.64 (WG, WLC)
Pre/ 9m:

-0.06 (WG,
WLC)

3.44 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 9m:

2.55 (WG, WLC)

1.88 (WG, NET)
0.72 (WG, WLC)
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NET group significantly
higher symptoms of
PTSD (d=3.00) and
depression (d=1.74) than
WLC pre- treatment.
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Halvorse 16; 16 NET
n and
Torture
Stenmar survivors
k (2010)

HenselDittman
n et al.
(2011)

28; 15 NET
vs. 13 SIT
(12-months:
8 NET; 7
SIT)
Refugees
and Asylum
Seekers
(victims of
war and
torture)

20 to 54;
NET
(M=38.8;
SD=11.0);
81% male

Not
mentioned;
overall
groups
(M=33)

Norwa
y

Germa
ny;

Clinical
Mental
Study; 6 - health
months
professional
s (e.g.,
clinical
psychologis
t,
psychiatric
nurses); no
dropout

10
sessions
(à 90
min)

RCT; 12
months

10
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 13
weeks

Trained
clinical
psychologis
t and one
trainee
therapist
assisting
and
observing;
20% (NET),
15% (SIT)
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CAPS;
HAM-D

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ Post:

0.73 (WG, NET)

0.47 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

1.16 (WG, NET)

0.84 (WG, NET)

Remission:

Remission:

69% (NET)

19% (NET)

CAPS;
Cohen’s d:
HAMPre/6m:
D; MINI
0.46 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Cohen’s d:
Pre/6m:
0.60 (BG, in
favour of NET)

1.42 (WG, NET)

1.32 (WG, NET)

0.12 (WG, SIT)

0.10 (WG, SIT)

Pre/12m:

Pre/12m:

0.55 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.32 (BG (in
favour of NET)

1.59 (WG, NET)

0.98 (WG, NET)

0.19 (WG, SIT)

0.19 (WG, SIT)

Appendices
Hijazi et 63; 41 Bal.
NET vs. 22
(2014)
WLC
Refugees

Not
mentioned;
overall
groups
(M=48.2;
SD=8.9);
56% female

USA

RCT; 4 months

Arabicspeaking
doctoral
students
(weekly
supervision)
; 5% Drop
out;

3
sessions
(à 60–
90 min)
over 2
weeks.

BDI;
HTQ;
PHQ-15;
PTGI;
WHO-5;
rating of
satisfacti
on with
and
benefit
from
treatmen
t

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 2m:

Pre/ 2m:

0.48 (BG, in
favour of B-NET)

0.46 (BG, B-NET
vs. WLC)

0.39 (WG, B-NET) 0.62 (WG, BNET)
0.01 (WG, WLC)
Pre/ 4m:

0.17 (WG, WLC)

0.32 (BG, B-NET
vs. WLC)

Pre/ 4m:

0.27 (BG, B-NET
0.50 (WG, B-NET) vs. WLC)
0.84 (WG, B0.26 (WG, WLC)
NET)
0.53 (WG, WLC)

Jha et al.
(2017):
Feasibili
ty study
in July
2015

159; NET-R
Earthquake
survivor

<18 - >65,
62% female

Nepal

Feasibilit
y study; 3
and 11 –
months
point
prevalenc
es

Trained 43
(72 %
female)
mental
health
workers

4
sessions
NET-R
(à 60 90 min)
over 2
(psychiatrist weeks
s,
nurses,
psychologis
ts)
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-
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Jha et al.
(2017):
Second
study in
March
2016

58; 29 NET18 - >40,
R vs. 29
79% female
group-CFBT
Earthquake
survivor

Nepal

Feasibilit
y study; 3
and 11 –
months
point
prevalenc
es

30
psychology
graduates; 2
days of
training in
trauma
focused
therapy;
100%
dropout in
both groups.

4
sessions
NET-R
(à 90
min)
over 2
weeks; 2
days
groupCFBT
over 2
weeks

Lely,
Knipsch
eer et al.
(2019)

33; 18 NET
vs. 15 PCT

Netherl RCT; 4 –
ands
months

registered
psychothera
pists,
psychiatry
residents or
fully
qualified
psychosocia
l therapists
with
appropriate
training in
NET or
PCT;

11
CAPS;
sessions MINI.;
of NET
MMSI
or PCT
(à 90
min) in 1
or 2
week
intervals

Middle aged
to older
patients

57 to 71;
NET
(M=62.7;
SD=5.9);
PCT
(M=62.5;
SD=6.2);
27% female

PCL-5;
PCPTSD

-

-

Cohen’s d:

-

Pre/ Post:
0.27 (WG, NET)
0.88 (WG, PCT)
0.60 (BG, in favour
of PCT)
Pre/ 4m:
0.64 (WG, NET)
0.37 (WG, PCT)
0.17 (BG, in favour
of NET)

6.7%
(NET),
14.3%
(PCT)
Drop-out
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Manesh
et al.
(2018)

8; 4 NET vs.
4 WLC
Survivors of
the Mina
stampede
during Hajj

Not
mentioned;
50% female

Iran

Singlecase
experime
ntal
design; 3
months

Clinical
psychologis
t; no
dropout
reported

12
sessions
NET (à
90 - 120
min)

BDI-II;
Hedges g:
PHQ-15; Pre/ Post:
PCL-5;
4.05 (WG, NET)
SCID-5;
0.45 (WG, WLC)

Hedges g:
Pre/ Post:
3.66 (WG, NET)
0.42 (WG, WLC)

2.91 (BG, in favour 2.38 (BG, in
of NET)
favour of NET)
Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

4.15 (WG, NET)

5.22 (WG, NET)

0.84 (WG, WLC)

0.74 (WG, WLC)

2.90 (BG, in favour 3.53 (BG, in
of NET)
favour of NET)
Mørkved
and
Thorp
(2018)

1; 1 NET
Norwegian
woman
suffering
from PTSD
as a result of
multiple
childhood
and late life
traumatic
events.

70; female

Norwa
y

case
report; 1month

Not
mentioned

16
sessions
NET (à
90 - 120
min)
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BAI;
BDI-II;
PSS-SR

PSS-SR-score: 27
pre, 15 post, 1- 1month follow-up

BDI-II: 26 pre,
16 post, 14 1month follow-up
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Neuner
et al.
(2002)

2; 2 NET

24; female

Kosovar
refugees
living in
Macedonian
refugee
camp

44; male

Neuner,
Schauer
,
Klaschi
k et al.
(2004)

43; 17 NET
vs. 14 SC vs.
12 PED

Not
mentioned;
NET
(M=31.9;
SD=6.7); SC
(M=33.8;
SD=7.9);
PED
(M=34.2;
SD=6.9);
63% female

Sudanese
Refugees
in Northern
Uganda

North
Maced
onia

case
report

Team of
mental
health
professional
s including
seven local
general
practitioners
,
psychiatrist
and
psychologis
ts

1 to 3
sessions
NET (à
70 min)

PDS

-

-

Ugand
a

RCT; 12 - 3 female
months
and 2 male
clinical
psychologis
ts from the
University
of
Konstanz;
Dropout
rate: 6%
(NET); 14%
(SC); 0%
(PED)

4
sessions
NET or
SC (à 90
– 120
min)
over 2
weeks; 1
session
PED

CIDI;
DFMQ;
PDS;
SF-20;
SRQ-20

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ Post:

0.6 (WG, NET)

0.6 (WG, NET)

0.2 (WG, SC)

0.5 (WG, SC)

-0.5 (WG, PED)

1.2 (WG, PED)

Pre/ 12m:

Pre/ 12m:

1.6 (WG, NET)

1.1 (WG, NET)

-0.1 (WG, SC)

1.0 (WG, SC)

-0.9 (WG, PED)

1.3 (WG, PED)

Remission:
71% (NET); 21%
(SC); 20% (PED)
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Mental Health Cases at
12-months defined by
CIDI-score:
50% (NET); 77% (SC);
91% (PED)
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Neuner et 32; 16 NET
al. (2010) vs. 16 TAU
AsylumSeeker

Orang et
al. (2018)

45; 24 NET
vs. 21 TAU
Iranian
women
exposed to
intimate
partner
violence

NET
(M=31.1;
SD=7.8);
TAU
(M=31.6;
SD=7.7);
69% male

Germany

NET
(M=38.0;
SD=9.7);
TAU
(M=37.3;
SD=7.9);
100%
female

Iran

RCT;
doctoral-level
6psychologists
months and graduate
students with
extensive
training in
NET;
Dropout rate:
13% (NET);
0% (TAU)

5 – 17
sessions
NET (M=9; à
120 min)
over 4-8
weeks; 6
sessions
TAU
(stabilizing
methods) and
12 times
intake of
psychoactive
medication

CIDI;
HSCL-25;
PDS;
VCOV

RCT; 6 Three local
counsellors
months (all female
master’s level
psychology
graduates);
Dropout rate:
29% (NET);
14% (TAU)

8-15 sessions
NET (M=12;
à 120-150
min); 8-15
sessions
TAU (M=11;
à 90-120
min)

BSL-23;
CAS;
MACE;
LEC;
PHQ-9;
PSS-I;
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PSS-4;
WSAS

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

Pain score (CIDI-C):
Cohen’s d:

1.6 (WG, NET)

0.8 (WG, NET)

Pre/ Post:

0.4 (WG, TAU)

0.2 (WG, TAU)

0.3 (WG, NET)

1.0 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.5 (BG, in
favour of NET)

-0.7 (WG, TAU)

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

PSS-4

Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

Hedge’s g:

1.6 (WG, NET)

2.0 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 3m:

1.0 (WG, TAU)

0.8 (WG, TAU)

1.6 (WG, NET)

0.4 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.4 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.4 (WG, TAU)

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

0.4 (BG, in favour
of NET)

1.8 (WG, NET)

2.2 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 6m:

1.2 (WG, TAU)

0.4 (WG, TAU)

1.6 (WG, NET)

0.3 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.4 (BG, in
favour of NET)

0.7 (WG, TAU)

0.3 (BG, in favour
of NET)

0.4 (BG, in favour
of NET)

Appendices
Robjant et 10; all were NET; 100
al. (2017) offered NET % female
Sexually
exploited
women

Stenmar
k et al.
(2013)

81; 51 NET
vs. 30 TAU
Refugees
(N=50) and
Asylum
Seeker
(N=31)

United
Kingdom

Pilot
Not
study; 3 mentioned
No dropout
months

10 - 19
sessions

CORE;
PDS

NET
(M=14),
(depending
on the
number of
traumatic
events)

Not
mentioned;
NET
(M=34.5;
SD=11.1);
TAU
(M=36.6;
SD=11.0);
69% male

Norway;
RCT; 6
mostly from the Middle months
East,
Africa, Iraq
and
Afghanistan

Trained
mental health
professionals
(e.g., clinical
psychologist,
psychiatric
nurses) at 11
different
centres;
Dropout rate
NET (10%);
TAU (13%)

10 sessions
(à 90 min)
over 10
weeks; TAU
– help with
sleep
problems,
depressive
symptoms,
problems
related to
asylum
status, and
other
practical
matters.

Hedge’s g:

CORE score:

Pre/ Post:

Hedge’s g:

5.6 (WG, NET)

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ 3m:

2.4 (WG, NET)

7.7 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 3m:
2.8 (WG, NET)

CAPS;
HAM-D

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Refugees (Pre/
1m):

Refugees (Pre/
1m):

1.4 (WG, NET)

0.9 (WG, NET)

0.4 (WG, TAU)

0.6 (WG, TAU)

Asylum Seeker
(Pre/ 1m):

Asylum Seeker
(Pre/ 1m):

0.9 (WG, NET)

0.7 (WG, NET)

0.8 (WG, TAU)

1.1 (WG, TAU)

Refugees (Pre/
6m):

Refugees (Pre/
6m):

1.5 (WG, NET)

1.1 (WG, NET)

0.6 (WG, TAU)

0.6 (WG, TAU)

Asylum Seeker
(Pre/ 6m):

Asylum Seeker
(Pre/ 6m):

0.9 (WG, NET)

0.3 (WG, NET)

0.3 (WG, TAU)

-0.3 (WG,
TAU)

Remission:
45.5% (NET);
19% (TAU)
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-

Remission:
50% (NET);
26.3% (TAU)

Appendices
Zang et
al. (2013)

22; 11 NET 37 to 75;
China
vs. 11 WLC NET
(M=56.6;
Survivors
of Sichuan SD=12.2);
earthquake WLC
(M=54.8;
SD=11.6);
77% female

RCT
Pilot
Study;
2months

3 trained
female
clinical
psychologists;
No Dropout

4 sessions
NET (à 6090 min) over
2 weeks;

CiQQ-S;
GHQ-28;
HADS;
IES-R;
MSPSS;
PDS;
SCSQ

Hedge’s g:

Avoidance (Pre/ (Pre/ Post):
Post):
1.1 (WG, NET)
1.10 (WG,
0.0 (WG,
NET)
WLC)
0.1 (WG,
WLC)
1.5 (BG, in
favour of NET)
Intrusion (Pre/
Post):

1.1 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Physical Health
Hedge’s g:
Pre/ Post:
1.4 (WG, NET)
0.1 (WG, WLC)
2.2 (BG, in favour
of NET)
Passive Coping
Hedge’s g:
Pre/ Post:

1.4 (WG, NET)

0.2 (WG, NET)

0.4 (WG,
WLC)

0.1 (WG, WLC)

1.6 (BG, in
favour of NET)
Hyperarousal
(Pre/ Post):
1.3 (WG, NET)
0.2 (WG,
WLC)
2.0 (BG, in
favour of NET)
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Hedge’s g:

0.5 (BG, in favour
of NET)

Appendices
Zang et
al.
(2014)

30; 10 NET
vs. 10 rNET vs. 10
WLC
Survivors of
Sichuan
earthquake

28 to 80;
NET
(M=53.5;
SD=1.2); rNET
(M=56.5;
SD=1.5);
WLC
(M=50.9;
SD=1.2);
90% female

China

RCT
Feasibility
Study; 3
months

2 trained
female
cousellors;
No Dropout

4
sessions
NET (à
60-90
min)
over 2
weeks;
3 or
more
sessions
NET-R
(à 60120
min);

NET for adult patients WITH specific comorbidity
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Brief
COPE;
CiQQS;GHQ28;
HADS;
IES-R;
MSPSS;
PDS

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Physical health:

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ Post:

Hedge’s g:

3.7 (WG, NET)

1.2 (WG, NET)

Pre/ Post:

4.6 (WG, r-NET)

1.4 (WG, r-NET) 1.0 (WG, NET)

0.2 (WG, WLC)

0.0 (WG, WLC)

2.6 (WG, r-NET)

4.0 (BG, in favour
of NET

1.0 (BG, in
favour of NET

0.0 (WG, WLC)

vs. WLC)

vs. WLC)

2.3 (BG, in favour of
NET vs. WLC)

4.3 (BG, in favour
of r-NET

1.1 (BG, in
favour of r-NET

2.7 (BG, in favour of
r-NET vs.

vs. WLC)

vs. WLC)

WLC)

Appendices
Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)

Basharp
oor et al.
(2019)

30; 15 NET
vs. 15 WLC

Not
mentioned;

Dibaj et
al.
(2017)

8; 8 NET
and
Physiothera
py

Count
ry of
Study

Type of
Study;
Followup
Period

Expertise of
Therapist;
Drop out
rate

Torture
Survivors
with pain

Diagnos
tic tools

Results PTSD
Effect size

Results
Depression Effect Further results/
size
comments

Iran

Pilot
Study

-

6
sessions
(à 90
min)

-

-

-

-

Norwa
y;
country
of
origin:
37.5%
Middle
East,
25%
Caucas
us,
12.5%
Central
Africa

Series of
Casestudies;
3&6months

“experienced
professionals
”; 25%
dropout;

20
sessions
(à 90
min)
NET and
10
sessions
(à 60
minutes)
of
physioth
erapy

BPI;
CAPS;
HAM-D;
MINI;
NOSFMISS;
NSR-11

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

Pain assessments (n =
4):

0.9 (WG, NET)

0.8 (WG, NET)

Hedge’s g:

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 3m:

1.0 (WG, NET)

1.1 (WG, NET)

0.5 (WG, NET)

Female cancer 100% female
patients with
PTSD
Not
mentioned;
5/6 remaining
participants
male

No. of
Sessions

256

Pre/ 6m:
0.6 (WG, NET)
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Halvorse 81; 54 NET
n et al.
vs. 27 TAU
(2014)
Refugees
[reanalys and Asylum
ed
Seekers with
sample
symptoms of
from
derealisation
Stenmar and
k et al.
depersonalis
(2013)]
ation

Not
mentioned;
overall
groups
(M=35.6,
SD=11.1);
69% male

Norwa RCT; 6
y;
-months
country
of
origin:
27%
Iraqi,
15%
Afghan
, 26%
African

24 mental
health
professionals
(e.g., clinical
psychologists
, psychiatric
nurses);
Dropout not
clear

10
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 3
weeks

CAPS;
HAM-D

Hedge’s g :

Hedge’s g:

Derealisation (Pre/
6m):

Derealisation
(Pre/ 6m):

(low/ moderate/
high)

(low/ moderate/
high)

1.2/ 2.4/ 1.0
(WG,NET)

0.4/ 1.2/ 0.5
(WG,NET)

0.5/ 0.7/ 1.3
(WG,TAU)

0.9/ -0.1/ 0.8
(WG,TAU)

Depersonalisation
(Pre/ 6m):

Depersonalisatio
n (Pre/ 6m):

(low/ moderate/
high)

(low/ moderate/
high)

1.5/ 1.4/ 0.8
(WG,NET)

0.6/ 0.2/ 0.2
(WG.NET)

0.7/ 0.8/ 1.1
(WG,TAU)

0.6/ 0.4/ 0.6
(WG,TAU)

Symptoms of
dissociation do not
moderate treatment
outcome. Neither
group, nor degree of
dissociation predict
dropout rate

Remission:
45-64% (NET)
15-25% (TAU)
Katsoun
ari
(2015)

1; 1 NET
Victim of
torture with
comorbid
psychotic
features

28 years;
female

Sudane Case
se
study;
asylum
seeker

Trained
clinician; No
dropout

16
sessions

Not
mentione
d

-

Phase 1 (sess. 1-4):
Establishing working
relationship
Phase 2 (sess. 5-12):
NET
Phase 3(sess. 13-16):
Ensuring correct
chronology of events
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Morina
et al.
(2012)

15; 15 BFNET
Refugees
with
persistent
pain

Not
mentioned;
BF-NET
(M=43.1;
SD=6.9);
60% male

Switzer Pilot
land
study; 3
months

Trained
clinicians;
20% Dropout (not
associated
with NET)

10
sessions
BF and
10
sessions
NET;

CAPS;
EUROH
ISQOL;
MINI;
PDI;
VRS

Cohen’s d:

-

Pre/Post:

Pain Disability Index
(PDI)
Cohen’s d:

0.1 (WG, BF) (T1T2)

Pre/ Post BF (T1-T2):

1.4 (WG, BF-NET)
(T2-T3)

0.1 (WG, BF)
Pre NET/ Post NET
(T2-T3):

Pre BF (T1) /3m
(T4):

0.2 (WG, BF-NET)

1.4 (WG, BF-NET)

Pre/ 3m (T1-T4):

[T1 = prebiofeedback (BF);

0.8 (WG, BF-NET)

T2 = post-BF/preNET;
T3 = post-NET;
T4 = 3 months
follow-up.]
Pabst et
al.
(2012)

12; 12 NET

19 to 45;
Germa
NET
(M=33);
ny
Patients with
100%
female
Borderline
Personality
Disorder

Pilot
study; 6
months

Trained
clinicians (2
day training);
17% drop out
(practical
reasons)

11 – 19
sessions
(M=14; à
90 min)
over 3-5
months

BSL-23; Hedge’s g :
DES;
Pre/ 6m:
HAM-D;
0.9 (WG, NET)
HSCL25; PDS

Hedge’s g :
Pre/ 6m:

Reduction of BPS
symptomatology

0.9 (WG, NET)

Hedge’s g :

Reduction of selfharming and
suicidal
tendencies

Pre/ 6m:
0.9 (WG, NET)
Reduction of
dissociation
symptomatology
Hedge’s g :
Pre/ 6m:
0.9 (WG, NET)
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Pabst et
al.
(2014)

22; 11 NET
vs. 11 TBE

19 to 54
years; NET
Patients with (M=30.4;
SD=8.6);
Borderline
TBE
Personality
(M=29.5;
Disorder
SD=11.6);
100% female

Germa
ny

Clinical
Study;
12
months
(inpatie
nt and
outpatie
nt)

Trained
clinician;
drop out 36%
in both
groups (NET;
psychosocial
problems,
remission);

10 to 30
sessions

BSL-23;
DES;
HAM-D;
NET
(M=17; à HSCL90 min); 25; PDS
8 to 19
sessions
TBE
(M=14; à
90 min) DBTelements
and
other
behaviou
ral
therapeut
ic
elements
(e.g.,
CBT)
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Hedge’s g :

Hedge’s g :

Borderline

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

Hedge’s g :

1.0 (WG, NET)

0.7 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 6m:

0.9 (WG, TBE)

0.7 (WG, TBE)

0.8 (WG, NET)

0.1 (BG, in favour
of NET)

Pre/ 12m:

0.9 (WG, TBE)

1.4 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 12m:

Pre/ 12m:

0.7 (WG, TBE)

0.8 (WG, NET)

1.6 (WG, NET)

1.0 (WG, TBE)

1.1 (WG, TBE)

Dissociation

0.2 (BG, in favour
of NET)

Hedge’s g :
Pre/ 6m:
0.6 (WG, NET)
0.2 (WG, TBE)
Pre/ 12m:
0.6 (WG, NET)
0.3 (WG, TBE)

Appendices
Steuwe
et al.
(2016)

11; 11 SIC +
NET
Patients with
Borderline
Personality
Disorder

18 to 65; over Germa
all groups
ny
(M=34.9;
SD=9.7);
91% female

Pilot
Study;
12
months

Trained
clinicians
(doctoral or
master level);
drop out 9%
(NET; noncompliance
with SIC
requirements)

SIC
(“standar
d
inpatient
care
program”
including
1to1
sessions,
art or
music,
body or
moveme
nt
therapy;
60 – 180
min) and
12
sessions
NET (90120 min)
over 10
weeks
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BDI-II;
BSL;
DES;
CTQ;
PDS;
WHOQOL

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d :

Cohen’s d :

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ Post:

Borderline:

0.8 (WG, NET)

0.9 (WG, NET)

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ 12m:

Pre/ 12m:

0.6 (WG, NET)

1.7 (WG, NET)

1.3 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 12m:

Remission:

Quality of Life:

0.9 (WG, NET)

37.5%

Pre/ Post:

Dissociation:

0.7 (WG, NET)

Pre/ Post:

Pre/ 12m:

0.6 (WG, NET)

1.1 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 12m:
0.5 (WG, NET)

Appendices
FORNET for adult patients WITHOUT specific comorbidity
Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population
Hinsberg 88; 20
er et al.
FORNET vs.
(2017)
20 CBT
(TFAC) vs.
48 WLC
Victims on
ongoing
community
and gang
violence
Hinsberg 54; 17
er et al.
FORNET vs.
(2020)
11 CBT
[Follow- (TFAC) vs.
26 WLC
up on
Hinsberg Victims on
er et al.
ongoing
(2017)]
community
and gang
violence

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)

Count
ry of
Study

16 to 40;
overall
groups
(M=22.9;
SD=4.9);
100% male

South
Africa

14 to 40;
FORNET
(M=23.5;
SD=5.6);

South
Africa

CBT
(M=23.8;
SD=2.9);
WLC
(M=20.9;
SD=4.5);
100% male

Type of
Study;
Followup
Period
Clinical
Study;
11
months

Clinical
Study;
17
months

Expertise of
Therapist;
Drop out
rate

No. of
Sessions

Diagnos
tic tools

Results PTSD
Effect size

Results
Depression Effect Further results/
size
comments
-

5-9 German
and 3-4
SouthAfrican
health
experts; drop
out: 15%
(FORNET),
30% (CBT),
13% (WLC)

8
AAS;
sessions PSS-I
of NET
(à 90
min) over
3 weeks
or 7
sessions
of CBT
(à 120
min)

Cohen’s d:

5-9 German
and 3-4
SouthAfrican
health
experts;

8
sessions
of NET
(à 90
min)
over 3
weeks or
7
sessions
of CBT
(à 120
min)

Cohen’s d:

AAS:

Pre/ 17m:

Cohen’s d:

0.9 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 17m:

0.2 (WG, CBT)

1.0 (WG, NET)

0.1 (WG, WLC)

0.8 (WG, CBT)

AAS;
PSS-I

Pre/ 11m:
1.0 (WG, NET)

No sign. Change in
violence committed
offenses or appetitive
aggression

1.0 (BG, in favour
of NET vs. WLC)

0.6 (WG, WLC)
Committed offence
type:
Cohen’s d:
Pre/ 17m:
1.1 (WG, NET)
1.0 (WG, CBT)
0.3 (WG, WLC)
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Sommer,
Hinsberg
er,
Holtzhau
sen et al.
(2017)

54; 28
FORNETCBT vs. 26
WLC
Juvenile exoffenders

14 to 40;
FORNETCBT
(M=23.6;
SD=4.7);
WLC
(M=20.9;
SD=4.5);
100% male

South
Africa

Clinical
Study; 8
and 17.7
months

Trained
German and
South African
therapists

8
sessions
FORNE
T and 7
CBT
sessions
(à 120
min)

AAS;
CEVC;
PSS-I;
SAQ

Hedge’s g:

-

Pre/8-17m
0.9 (BG, NET)

AAS – Appetitive Aggression Scale for Children; BAI – Beck Anxiety Inventor; BDI – Deck Depression Inventory; BG – Between-Group; B-NET – Brief Narrative Exposure
Therapy; BF-NET – Biofeedback with Narrative Exposure Therapy; BPI – Brief Pain Inventory; BSL-23 – Borderline Symptom List 23; CAPS – Clinician-Administered
PTSD Scale; CAS – Composite Abuse Scale; CBT – Cognitive-behavioural therapy; CEVC – Child’s Exposure to Violence Checklist; CIDI – Composite International
Diagnostic Interview; CFBT – Control – Focused Behavioral Treatment; CiQQ-S – Short Form of the Changes in Outlook Questionnaire; CORE – Clinical Outcomes in
Routine Evaluation; CTQ – Childhood Trauma Questionnaire; DES – Dissociative Experiences Scale; DFMQ – Demography of Forced Migration Questionnaire;
EUROHISQOL – Quality of life questionnaire of the World Health Organization; FORNET – Forensic Offender Rehabilitation Narrative Exposure Therapy; FTHS –
Firefighters Trauma History Screen; GHQ-28 – General Health Questionnaire; HADS – Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HAM-D – Hamilton Depression Scale;
HSCL-25 – Hopkins Symptom Checklist – 25; HTQ – Harvard Trauma Questionnaire; IES-R – Impact of Event Scale-Revised; LEC – Life event checklist; M – Mean; MACE
– Modified Adverse Childhood Experiences; MINI – Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview; MMSI – Mini Mental State Inventory; MSPSS – Multidimensional Scale
of Perceived Social Support; NET – Narrative Exposure Therapy; NOSF-MISS – Norwegian Pain Association’s Minimum Inventory for Pain Patients; NRS-11 – Numeric
Rating Scale; PCL-5 – PTSD Checklist for DSM-5; PC-PTSD – Primary Care PTSD Screen; PCT – Present-centred therapy; PDI – Pain Disability Index; PDS –
Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale; PED – Psychoeducation; PHQ – Patient Health Questionnaire; PSOSH - Perception of Stigmatization by Others for Seeking Help; PSS-I –
Posttraumatic Stress Scale Interview; PSS-4 – Perceived Stress Scale; PTGI – Posttraumatic Growth Inventory; PSS-SR - Posttraumatic Symptom Scale Self-Report; PTSD –
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder; RCT – Randomized Controlled Trial; SAQ – Social Acknowledgement Scale; SC – Supportive Counselling; SCID-5 – Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-5; SCL-90-R – Symptom Checklist-90-Revised; SCSQ – Simplified Coping Style Questionnaire; SD – Standard Deviation; SF-12 – Medical Outcome
Study Self Report Form; SIC – Standard Inpatient Care; SIT – Stress Inoculation Training; SPTSS – Scale of Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms; SRQ-20 – Self Reporting
Questionnaire; TAU – Treatment As Usual; TBE – Treatment by Experts for Borderline Personality Disorder; TFAC – Thinking For A Change; VCOV – Vivo-Checklist of
Organized Violence; VRS – Verbal Rating Scale; WLC – Waiting List Control; WG – Within-Group; WHO-5 – Well-being Index; WHODAS 2.0 – WHO Disability
Assessment Schedule; WSAS – Work and Social Adjustment Scale; WTP – Willingness To Pay;
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Appendix 4
Table 24. Published studies of narrative exposure therapy for children
NET for under age patients WITHOUT specific comorbidity

AlHadethe
et al.
(2015)

Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)

60; 20 NET
vs. 20 EFT
vs. 20 WLC

16 to 19; not
mentioned;
100% male

Country
of Study
Iraq

Type of
Study;
Followup
Period

Expertise
of
Therapist;
Drop out
rate

RCT;
12
months

Not
mentioned;

Iraqi
students

Dropout
rate: 5%
(NET);

No. of
Sessions

Diagnos
tic tools

Results PTSD Effect
size

Results Depression
Effect size

4
sessions
(à 60-90
min)
over 2
weeks

BTHS;
Brief
Cope;
Brief
Rcope;
HADS;
Social
support
scale;
SPTSS

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Pre/Post:

Pre/Post:

0.7 (WG, NET)

-0.1 (WG, NET)

1.5 (WG, EFT)

1.1 (WG, EFT)

- 0.2 (WG, WLC)

0.1 (WG, WLC)

0.8 (BG, in favour of 1.0 (BG, in favour of
EFT vs. NET)
EFT vs. NET)
Pre/12m:

Pre/12m:

0.2 (WG, NET)

0.5 (WG, NET)

0.9 (WG, EFT)

1.3 (WG, EFT)

- 0.5 (WG, WLC)

0.1 (WG, WLC)

0.7 (BG, in favour of 0.7 (BG, in favour of
EFT vs. NET)
EFT vs. NET)
Catani et
al.
(2009)

31; 16 NET
vs. 15 MED
Victims of
tsunami

8 to 14; NET
(M=11.6,
SD=2.0);
MED
(M=12.3,

Sri Lanka RCT; 6
months

6 female
local
counsellors
(each doing
NET and
MED

6
sessions
(à 60-90
min)
over 2
weeks in
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UPID;
selfconstruct
ed
question
naire

Hedge’s g:
Pre/Post:
1.8 (WG, NET)
1.8 (WG, MED)
0.0 (BG)

-

Further results/
comments

Appendices
SD=2.0);
55% male

sessions);
no dropout

both
treatme
nt
conditio
ns

estimatin Pre/6m:
g
2.0 (WG, NET)
Tsunami
2.2 (WG, MED)
exposure
0.3 (BG, in favour of
MED)
Remission:
81% (NET)
71% (MED)

Hermena 38; 38 NET
u et al.
Children in
(2011)
orphanage

6 to 16; NET
(M=8.64);
53% male

Tanzania

Onyut et
al.
(2005)

12 to 17;
NET
(M=15.3;
SD=1.4);
50% female

Uganda

6; 6 NET
Somali
children in
Ugandan
Refugee
camp

Cohort
study;
6
months

Trained
clinical
psychologis
ts; dropout
not
mentioned

5-6
session
(à 90
min)

CDI;
MINI;
RPQ;
SDQ;
UPID

Cohen’s d:

6m follow-up:

6m follow-up:

0.2 (WG, NET)

Case
Study
and
Pilot
Study;
9
months

Trained
clinical
psychologis
ts; No
Dropout

4-6
sessions
(à 60120
min)

CIDI;
PDS;
HSCL25

Cohen’s d:

Remission:

Pre/ Post:

100% (NET; 4/6
patients fulfilled
criteria at pre-test)

0.5 (WG, NET)

2.6 (WG, NET)
Pre/ 9m:

Significant
reduction of
experienced
violence (d = 0.9);

3.0 (WG, NET)
Remission:
67% (NET; 2 still
fulfilled
subclinically PTSD
criteria at 9m)

Park et
al.
(2020)

20; 9 NET
vs. 11 TAU
North
Korean
refugee
youth

16 to 24;
NET
(M=18.9;
SD=1.1);
TAU
(M=18.7;

South
Korea

Clinical
Study;
10
months

Trained
clinical
psychologis
ts;
No Dropout

NET: 510
sessions
(M=8; à
90 - 120
min)
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UPID;
ISI;
PSQI;
PHQ-9;
SDQ

Hedge’s g :

Hedge’s g :

Insomnia (ISI)

Pre/ 6m

Pre/ 6m

Hedge’s g :

3.6 (WG, NET)

1.5 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 6m

0.7 (WG, TAU)

1.3 (WG, TAU)

2.1 (WG, NET)
0.7 (WG, TAU)

Appendices
SD=2.7); Not
mentioned

(Peltone
n&
Kangasla
mpi,
2019)

50; 29 NET
vs. 21 TAU
Refugee/
asylum
seeker
children
(74%);
Finnish
children
with
experience of
domestic
violence
(26%)

Ruf et al. 26; 13 NET
(2010)
vs. 13 WLC
Refugee
Children

over 12
weeks;
TAU 1015
sessions
(à 40 –
60 min)

9 to 17; NET
(M=13.4;
SD=2.7) vs.
TAU
(M=13.0;
SD=3.3);
58% male

Finland

7 to 16; NET
(M=11.5;
SD=3.2);
WLC
(M=11.4;
SD=3.2);
54% male

Germany

RCT; 3
months

RCT;
12
months

Sleep Quality
(PSQI)
Hedge’s g :
Pre/ 6m
2.2 (WG, NET)
0.7 (WG, TAU)

51 trained
therapists
(psychiatric
nurses,
social
workers,
psychologis
ts,
psychiatrists
) of which
39
completed
intervention
s; Dropout
rate: 21%
(NET); 19%
(TAU)

NET: 7 10
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 10
weeks;
TAU:
weekly
to
monthly
sessions
(à 45-90
min)

CRIES;
CYRM;
DSRS;
SDQ

8 trained
clinical
psychologis
ts; Dropout
rate: 8%
(NET)

7–9
sessions
(à 90120
min)
over 8
weeks

MINI;
RPM;
UPID

Hedge’s g:

Hedge’s g:

Pre/Post:

Pre/Post:

0.7 (WG, NET)

0.2 (WG, NET)

0.3 (WG, TAU)

0.1 (WG, TAU)

0.3 (BG, in favour of
NET)

Cohen’s d:
Pre/ 6m:

Functional
Impairment:

1.9 (WG, NET)

Cohen’s d:

0.3 (WG, WLC)

Pre/ 6m:

1.0 (BG, in favour of
NET)

1.7 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 12m:
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1.1. (BG, in
favour of
NET)

-

0.7 (WG, WLC)

Appendices
1.8 (WG, NET)

0.8 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Remission at 6m:

Pre/ 12m:

83% (NET); 30%
(WLC)

1.0 (WG, NET)

Said and
King
(2020)

4; 4 NET
cases

16 to 17;
(M=16.5)
Unaccompan 75% female
ied asylumseeking
minors

United
Kingdom

Pilot
feasibili
ty
study;
not
reporte
d

Final year
clinical
psychology
doctoral
trainees;
Dropout
rate: 25%
(NET)

9 to 20
CPSS-5; sessions CRIES-8
NET
(M=14.7
5); 3 to
25
sessions
of other
psycholo
gy
sessions

-

-

E.
Schauer
et al.
(2004)

1; 1 NET

Uganda

Case
Study;
6months

Experienced
female NET
therapist; a
female NET
trainee and
a male
refugee
Somali
NET trainee
as
interpreter

4
sessions
(à 60-90
min)
over 3
weeks

-

First NET study
with children.

Refugee
Child

13; male
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PDS

PTSD symptoms
dropped
significantly from a
sumscore
of 36 to 12.

Appendices
FORNET for under-age patients WITHOUT specific comorbidity
Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population
Crombac
h and
Elbert
(2015)

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)

32; 16
11 to 23;
FORNET vs. overall
16 TAU
groups
(M=17.0;
Former
SD=2.8);
Street
100% male
Children

Type of
Study;
FollowCountry up
of Study Period

Expertise
of
Therapist;
Drop out
rate

Burundi

Trained
clinical
psychologis
t; No
Dropout

RCT; 47
months

No. of
Sessions

Diagnos
tic tools

Results PTSD Effect
size

5
sessions
(à 60 120 min)

AAS-C; Hedges’ g
Physical- Pre/ 4-7m:
health,
-0.5 (WG, NET)
UPID
-0.6 (WG, TAU)
Recent
offenses

Results Depression
Effect size

Further results/
comments

-

Physical Health
Hedge’s g:
0.6 (WG, NET)
-1.2 (WG, TAU)
Recent Offenses:
Hedge’s g:
0.6 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET)
Aggression:
Hedge’s g:
0.0 (WG, NET)
0.4 (WG, TAU)

Hermena
u,
Hecker,
Schaal et
al.
(2013)

30; 15
16 to 25;
FORNET vs. overall
15 WLC
groups
(M=19.0;
ExCombatants SD=2.0);
100% male

Democra RCT; 4tic
7Republic months
of
Kongo

Trained
clinical
psychologis
t; Dropout
rate: 21%

5
sessions
(à 60 120
min); 1
group
session

267

AAS;
Physicalhealth;
PSS-I;
question
naire
concerni
ng
integrati
on

Cohen’s d:
Pre/ 6m:
0.6 (WG, NET)
-0.5 (WG, WLC)
0.7 (BG, in favour of
FORNET)

-

Aggression:
Sig. reduction of
appetitive
aggression in
NET & WLC

Appendices
Robjant
et al.
(2019)

92; 46
11 to 22;
FORNET vs. overall
46 TAU
groups
(Median=18.
Female
former child 0); 100%
female
soldiers

Democra RCT; 9
tic
-months
Republic
of
Kongo

Trained
local
therapists
recruited
from an
organization
offering
counselling
to former
child
soldiers;
Dropout
rate: 7%
(FORNET);
11% (TAU)

6
individu
als
sessions
(à 60 120 min)
and 2
group
sessions;

AAGS;
AAS;
Recent
offenses;
PHQ-9;
PSSI-5;
SAQ

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

1.9 (WG, NET)

1.2 (WG, NET)

Appetitive
Aggression

0.5 (WG, TAU)

0.4 (WG, TAU)

Pre/ 9m:

1.0 (BG, in favour of 0.9 (BG, in favour of 0.9 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET)
FORNET)
FORNET)
Pre/ 9m:
Pre/ 9m:
2.8 (WG, NET)

1.8 (WG, NET)

0.7 (WG, TAU)

0.9 (WG, TAU)

Current
Aggression
Behaviour:

1.3 (BG, in favour of 0.8 (BG, in favour of
Pre/ 9m:
FORNET)
FORNET)
0.9 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET)
Feelings of Guilt:
Pre/ 9m:
0.4 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET)
Social
Acknowledgemen
t:
Pre/ 9m:
0.9 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET)

AAGS – Attitudes About Guilt Survey; AAS – Appetitive Aggression Scale; BG – Between-Group; Brief Cope – Coping Strategy; Brief Rcope – Religious Coping; BTHS –
Baghdad Trauma History Screen; CDI – Children’s Depression Inventory; CIDI – Composite International Diagnostic Interview; CPSS-5 - Child PTSD Symptom Scale;
CRIES – Children’s Revised Impact of Event Scale; CRIES-8 - Child Revised Impact of Events Scale 8-item; EFT – Emotional Freedom Techniques; CVB – Current Violent
Behaviour; CYRM – Child and Youth Resilience Measure; DSRS – Depression Self-Rating Scale for Children; HSCL-25 – Hopkins Symptom Checklist – 25; HADS –
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; ISI – Insomnia Severity Index; M – Mean; MED – Meditation-Relaxation Protocol; MINI – Mini International Neuropsychiatric
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Interview; NET – Narrative Exposure Therapy; PDS – Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale; PHQ-9 – Patient Health Questionnaire; PSS-I – PTSD Symptom ScaleInterview; PSQI – Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; PTSD – Posttraumatic Stress Disorder; Rcope – Religious Coping; RCT – Randomized Controlled Trial; RPM– Raven’s
progressive matrices; RPQ – Reactive-Proactive Questionnaire; SAQ – Social Acknowledgement Questionnaire; SD – Standard Deviation; SDQ – Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire; SPTSS – Scale of Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms; UPID – UCLA PTSD Index for DSM-IV; WG – Within-Group; WLC – Waiting List Control;
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Appendix 5
Table 25. Published studies on physiological changes.
3 Studies concerning physiological changes in adults and children of the NET and FORNET
Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population
Adenau
er et al.
(2011)

34; 16 NET
vs. 18 WLC
Refugees

Age in years
(range; M;
SD), Gender
(%)
16 to 56;
NET
(M=28.6,
SD=8.6);

Expertise
Type of
of
Study;
Therapist
Country Follow-up ; Drop
of Study Period
out rate
Germany RCT;4months

WLC
(M=33.6,
SD=9.8)
63% male

Morath,
Gola et
al.
(2014)

34; 17 NET
vs. 17 WLC
vs. 24 TC vs.
19 HC
Refugees
and
immigrants

16 to 50;
NET (M=
28); WLC
(M=31); TC
(M=32); HC
(M=25); 56%
female

Germany RCT; 12
months
(high
income);
mostly
from the
middle
east

No. of
Sessions / Diagnos
Training tic tools

Not
mentioned
; Dropout
rate: 6%
(NET),
11%
(WLC) –
due to
deportatio
n in both
groups

12
CAPS;
sessions HAM-D
(à 108
min) on
a weekly
or
biweekly

Trained
clinical
psycholog
ists; No
Drop out

12
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 12
weeks;

Results PTSD
Effect size

Results
Depression Effect Further results/
size
comments

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

2.2 (WG, NET)

1.6 (WG, NET)

-1.0 (WG, WLC)

-0.1 (WG, WLC)

1.9 (BG, in favour
of NET)

2.1 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Increase of parietal
cortical activity
associated with
processing of aversive
pictures in NET
group.

basis
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CAPS;
Hedges’ g:
HAM-D; Pre/ 4m:
MINI;
1.6 (WG, NET)
SOMS-7
0.1 (WG, WLC)

Hedges’ g:
Pre/ 4m:
0.5 (WG, NET)
0.2 (WG, WLC)

0.7 (BG, in favour
of NET)

0.8 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Pre/ 12m:

Pre/ 12m:

2.0 (WG, NET)

0.5 (WG, NET)

Sign. Increase of
CD4+ T cells in NET
group from Pre to
12m.
Sign. Increase
percentage of
memory CD8+ T cells
in individuals with
PTSD compared to
TCs and HCs

Appendices

Morath,
MorenoVillanue
va et al.
(2014)

38; 19 NET
vs. 19 WLC
Refugees
and
immigrants

Not
mentioned;
NET
(M=28.7;
SD=9.5);
WLC
(M=30.1;
SD=8.2);
68% male

Germany RCT; 12
; mostly months
from
Africa

Trained
clinical
psycholog
ists; No
Drop out

12
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 12
weeks;

CAPS;
Cohen’s d:
HAM-D; Pre/ 4m:
MINI
1.7 (WG, NET)

-

Cohen’s d:
basal DNA breakage
Pre/ 4m:

0.6 (WG, WLC)

1.0 (WG, NET)

1.0 (BG, in favour
of NET)

0.3 (WG, WLC)

Pre/ 12m:

1.1 (BG, in favour of
NET)

2.2 (WG, NET)

Pre/ 12m:
1.7 (WG, NET)

Schauer
et al.
(2006)
[same as
Neuner
et al.,
2010]

32; 16 NET
vs. 16 TAU

Weinhol
d et al.
(2017)

21; 13 NET
vs. 8 TAU

AsylumSeeker

NET
(M=31.1;
SD=7.8);
TAU
(M=31.6;
SD=7.7);
69% male

Not
mentioned;
Patients with NET
(M=31.9;
Borderline
SD=8.3);
Personality
TAU
Disorder
(M=29.5;
SD=11.6);
not
mentioned

Germany RCT; 6
months

Germany Pilot
Study; 6
months

Trained
clinical
psycholog
ists;
Dropout
rate: 13%
(NET);
0% (TAU)

5 – 17
sessions
(M=9;
SD=4; à
120
min);

CIDI-K;
PDS

Trained
clinicians;
Dropout
rate: 13%
(NET),
27%
(TAU)

NET (à
90 min);
TAU
(DBT
and
behaviou
ral
therapeut
ic
elements
,
improve
ment of
coping

Polysom
no-
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Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

1.6 (WG, NET)

0.8 (WG, NET)

0.4 (WG, TAU)

0.2 (WG, TAU)

1.0 (BG, in favour
of NET)

0.5 (BG, in
favour of NET)

Hedges’ g:

Not mentioned

For Low total
graph;
sleep time:
HAM-D; Pre/ Post:
PDS;
0.5 (WG, NET)
PSQI
Pre/ 6m:
0.5 (WG, NET)
For High total
sleep time:
Pre/ Post:
1.7 (WG, NET)
Pre/ 6m:

MEG resting state
activity changed in
NET group. Decrease
of slow-wave activity
in the PFC and OPFC

Quality of Sleep
increased at 6 months
follow-up as well as
decreased latency of
falling asleep.

Appendices
skills
and
crisis
intervent
ion
Wilker et 43; 13 NET
al.
(C/C) vs. 15
(2014)
NET (C/T)
vs. 15 NET
(T/T)
Survivors of
the civil war

Not
mentioned;
NET (C/C;
M=35.4;
SD=10.4);
NET (C/T;
M=30.6;
SD=13.1);
NET (T/T;
M=30.2;
SD=10.5);
67% female

Uganda

Clinical
Study; 10
months

Trained
clinical
psycholog
ists;
Dropout
rate: 2%
(NET)

12
sessions
(à 90
min)
over 12
weeks;

2.0 (WG, NET)

MINI;
PDS

Cohen’s d:

Suicidality score

Pre/ 10m:

Cohen’s d:

3.72 (WG, NET
(C/C))

Pre/ 10m:

1.23 (WG, NET (T
carriers))
Remission:

1.55 (WG, NET
(C/C))

Relapse of PTSD
symptoms for carriers
of the T allele (FKBP5Genotype;
Polymorphism
rs1360780)

0.45 (WG, NET
(T carriers))

100% NET (C/C)
67% NET (T
carriers)

BG – Between-Group; CAPS – Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale; CIDI-K – Composite International Diagnostic Interview; HAM-D – Hamilton Depression Rating Scale;
HC – Healthy Controls; M – Mean; MEG – Magnetoencaphalography; MINI – Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview; NET – Narrative Exposure Therapy; OFC –
Orbitofrontal Cortex; PDS – Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale; PFC – Prefrontal Cortex; PSQI – Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; PTSD – Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder; RCT – Randomized Controlled Trial; SD – Standard Deviation; SOMS-7 – Screening for somatoform symptoms; TAU – Treatment as usual; TC – Trauma
Controls; WLC – Waiting List Control; WG – Within-Group
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Appendix 6
Table 26. Published studies concerning dissemination in adults and children of NET and FORNET
Studies on dissemination

Sample (N;
groups
contrasted),
Type of
Population
Ertl,
Pfeiffer,
Schauer
et al.
(2011)

Viller
Hansen

Age in
years
(range; M;
SD),
Gender
(%)

85; 29 NET vs. 11 to 23;
28 WLC
NET
(M=18.7;
vs. 28 ACU
SD=3.8);
Former child
WLC
soldiers
(M=18.1;
SD=3.6);
ACU
(M=18.3;
SD=4.3);
55% female

110; 110 NET

15 to +56;
not

Expert
ise of
Thera
Type of
Study;
pist;
Country FollowDropo No. of Sessions /
of Study up Period ut rate Training
Uganda

RCT; 12
months

9
Feasibilit
MENA
y Study;
(Middle-

14
trained
local
counse
llors
(50%
female
);
Dropo
ut rate:
7%
(NET);
7%
ACU;
0%
WLC

8 sessions (à 90 -120
min) over 3 weeks;

44
Mental
health

Number of sessions and
length of treatment not
mentioned

Duration:
30 days of training
Training:
Counselling techniques,
diagnostics of PTSD,
depression and suicidal
tendencies, NET
Supervision:
Weekly supervision
(individual/ group),
video assessment
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Diagnosti
c tools
CAPS;
MINI;
PSQ
VWAES

Results
PTSD Effect
size

Results
Depression
Effect size

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

WLC)

WLC)

0.7 (BG, in
favour of
NET vs.
ACU)

0.1 (BG, in
favour of
NET vs.
ACU)

0.7 (BG, in
favour of
NET vs.
WLC)

0.4 (BG, in
favour of
NET vs.
WLC)

Further results/
comments

Functional
All (pre/12m) All (pre/12m) Impairments
(CAPS)
1.8 (WG,
0.4 (WG,
Cohen’s d:
NET)
NET)
0.8 (BG, in favour
0.8 (WG,
0.2 (WG,
of NET vs.
ACU)
ACU)
ACU)
0.8 (WG,
0.0 (WG,

HSCL-25; HTQ;

-

0.2 (BG, in favour
of ACU vs.
WLC)
1.0 (BG, in favour
of NET vs.
WLC)

Appendices
et al.
(2017)

Torture
survivors

mentioned;
57% male

East and 4 North
months
Africa)
countries
(low- to
middle
income)
Jordan,
Palestine
, Egypt,
Lebanon
, Iraq,
Tunesia,
Libya,
Sudan,
Syria

Jacob et
al.
(2014)

76; 38 NET-1
vs. 38 WLC/
NET-2
Widows
(n=43) and
orphans
(n=33) of the
civil war/
genocide

Not
mentioned;
NET
widows
(M=48.3;
SD=13.4);
NET
orphans
(M=25.1;
SD=4.3);
WLC
widows
(M=46.9;
SD=11.7);
WLC
orphans

Rwanda

RCT; 12
months

profess
ionals (
clinical
psycho
logist
and
psychi
atrists)
of
which
16
becam
e
trainers
; 23%
dropou
t

Duration:

12
trained
local
therapi
sts;
Dropo
ut rate:
3%
(each
in NET
and
WLC)

8 sessions (à 90-150
CAPS;
Cohen’s d:
min) over 5 – 8 weeks, 1 HSCL-25; Pre/ 3m:
session IPT
MINI,
0.7 (WG,
PSS-I
Duration:
NET-1)
18 days of training
1.2 (WG,

5 days of training
(practioners)

WHODA
S 2.0

5 days of training
(supervisors)
5 days Training of
Trainers (ToT)
Training:
First step: after
theoretical part, trainees
were then asked to treat
three clinical cases
under online supervision
Supervision:
Discrimination Model of
Supervision

Training:

NET-2)

theoretical and practical
counselling skills, NET
and IPT skills

Pre/ 6m:

Supervision:

Pre/ 12m:

Weekly supervision
(individual/ group)

1.5 (WG,
NET-1)

0.4 (WG,
WLC)

1.4 (WG,
NET-2)
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(M=24.0;
SD=4.4);
widows
(100%
female),
orphans
(18%
female)
Köbach
et al.
(2017)

146; 36
FORNET
(DS-1) vs. 41
TAU (DS-1)
vs. 33
FORNET
(DS-2) vs. 36
TAU (DS-2)
Excombatants

DS-1:
FORNET
(M=21.9;
SD=4.7);
TAU
(M=23.3;
SD=5.4);
DS-2:
FORNET
(23.1 ±
5.5); TAU
(25.5 ±
7.2);
100% male

Remission:
76% NET-1
68% NET-2

Democra Semitic
RCT; 12
Republic months
of
Congo

17
trained
local
counse
llors
(in
total);
2 staff
membe
rs and
two
medica
l
doctors
; 35%
drop
out

5 individual and 2 group
sessions of FORNET
(90-150 min); TAU:
completion of usual
programme in the local
reintegration centre (12
m training in manual
trades) or medical and
psycho-social support in
demobilization camp.
Duration:
3 weeks of training, 7h/
day, 5 days/ week
Training DS-1:
FORNET training by 2
postdoctoral clinicians
Training DS-2:
FORNET training by 4
trained counsellors from
DS-1
Supervision:
Weekly supervision
(individual/ group),
supervision protocaol
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Eventchecklist;
AAS;
AFAS;
PHQ-9;
PSS-I;
TCUDS-II

Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

1.4 (WG,
FORNET

1.1 (WG,
FORNET

DS-1)

DS-1)

0.8 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-1)

0.8 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-1)

1.4 (WG,
FORNET

1.4 (WG,
FORNET

DS-2)

DS-2)

0.7 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-2)

0.7 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-2)

Pre/ 12m:

Pre/ 12m:

1.1 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-1)

1.0 (BG, in
favour of
FORNET
DS-1)

Remission
(6m):
66% NET

DS-1: local
individuals without
previous experience
in psychotherapy
were trained by
clinical experts.
DS-2: the then
experienced
counsellors from
stage 1 train a second
group of local
individuals
themselves.
Reduction of PTSD
and depression
symptom severity
similar in DS-1 and
DS-2.
Appetitive
Aggression Cohen’s
d:
Pre/ 6m:
0.2 (BG, in favour
of FORNET DS-1)

Appendices
43% TAU

0.3 (BG, in favour
of FORNET DS-2)
Pre/ 12m:
0.2 (BG, in favour
of FORNET DS-1)

Neuner
et al.
(2008)

277; 111 NET
vs. 111 TC vs.
55 MG
Rwandan and
Somali
Refugees

Not
mentioned;
NET
(M=34.4;
SD=12.2);
TC
(M=35.2;
SD=12.8);
MG
(M=35.6;
SD=14.0);
51% female

Uganda

RCT; 6
months

5
female
and 4
male
trained
local
lay
counse
llors;
Dropo
ut rate:
4%
(NET);
20%
(TC);

6 sessions of NET or TC CIDI;
over 3-4 weeks;
PDS;
checklist
Duration:
of
6 weeks of training (5
physical
expert clinicians)
health
Training:
problems
theoretical and practical
counselling skills, NET
and TC skills

Cohen’s d:

Supervision:

1.5 (WG,
TC)

Weekly supervision
(individual/ group)

-

Physical symptoms

Pre/ Post:

Cohen’s d:

1.4 (WG,
NET)

Pre/ Post:

1.5 (WG,
TC)

0.2 (WG, TC)

0.1 (WG, NET)
Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

0.9 (WG, NET)

1.4 (WG,
NET)

0.5 (WG, TC)
-0.2 (WG, MG)

0.8 (WG,
MG)
Remission:
70% (NET);
65% (TC);
37% (MG)

Schaal
et al.
(2009)

26; 12 NET vs. 14 to 28;
14 IPT
over all
groups
Rwandan
(M=19.4;
Genocide
SD=3.6);
Orphans
62% female

Rwanda

RCT; 6
months

2
female
counse
llors
from
Univer
sity of
Konsta

3 sessions NET + 1
CAPS;
individual session IPT (à HAM-D;
120-150 min); 4 group
MINI
sessions IPT (à 120-150
min);
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Cohen’s d:

Cohen’s d:

Guilt score:

Pre/ 3m:

Pre/ 3m:

Cohen’s d:

0.9 (WG,
NET)

0.9 (WG,
NET)

Pre/ 3m:

0.8 (WG,
IPT)

1.0 (WG,
IPT)

0.1 (WG, IPT)

Pre/ 6m:

Pre/ 6m:

1.0 (WG, NET)
Pre/ 6m:

Appendices
nz; No
Dropo
ut

1.3 (WG,
NET)

1.8 (WG,
NET)

0.0 (WG,
IPT)

1.2 (WG,
IPT)

1.0 (BG, in
favour of

Remission:

NET)
Remission:
75% (NET);
29% (IPT);

1.0 (WG, NET)
-0.2 (WG, IPT)

from 66.7%
pre-test to
16.7% at 6m
(NET); from
92.9% at
pre-test to
50% at 6m
(IPT);

AAS – Appetitive Aggression Scale; ACU – Academic Catch-Up; AFAS – Appetitive and Facilitative Aggression Scale; BG – Between-Group; CAPS – ClinicianAdministered PTSD Scale; CIDI – Composite International Diagnostic Interview; DS-1 – Dissemination Phase 1; DS-2 – Dissemination Phase 2; FORNET – Forensic
Offender Rehabilitation Narrative Exposure Therapy; HAM-D – Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; HSCL-25 – Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25; HTQ – Harvard Trauma
Questionnaire; IPT – Interpersonal psychotherapy; M – Mean; MG – Monitored Group; MINI – Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview; NET – Narrative Exposure
Therapy; PDS – Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale; PHQ-9 – Patient Health Questionnaire; PTSD – Posttraumatic Stress Disorder; PSS-I PTSD Symptom Scale Interview;
PSQ – Perceived Stigmatization Questionnaire; RCT – Randomized Controlled Trial; SD – Standard Deviation; TAU - Treatment as usual; ToT – Training of Trainers; TC –
Trauma counselling; TCUDS-II – Texas Christian University Drug Screen II; VWAES – Violence, War and Abduction Exposure Scale; WHODAS 2.0 – WHO Disability
Assessment Schedule; WLC – Waiting List Control; WG – Within-Group
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Appendix 7
A7.1 Supplementary Figures 1 a-d. Quality control for meta-analysis 1

Figure 16. Results of quality control of meta-analysis on all NET studies independent of
quality of design and length of follow-up. a Funnel plot without trim-fill method (Sterne &
Egger, 2001). b Funnel plot with trim-fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b). c
Galbraith-plot depicting heterogeneity (Galbraith, 1988b, 1988a). d Baujat-plot depicting
sources of heterogeneity (Baujat et al., 2002).
Analyses were performed and plotted using the R package metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010;
http://metafor-project.org/doku.php/plots)
[black and white print]
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A7.2 Supplementary Figures 2 a-d. Quality control for meta-analysis 2

Figure 17. Results of quality control on meta-analysis on all RCT NET studies independent
of length of follow-up. a Funnel plot without trim-fill method (Sterne & Egger, 2001). b
Funnel plot with trim-fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b). c Galbraith-plot
depicting heterogeneity (Galbraith, 1988b, 1988a). d Baujat-plot depicting sources of
heterogeneity (Baujat et al., 2002).
Analyses were performed and plotted using the R package metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010;
http://metafor-project.org/doku.php/plots)
[black and white print]
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A7.3 Supplementary Figures 3 a-d. Quality control for meta-analysis 3

Figure 18. Results of quality control on meta-analysis on all longterm NET studies with a
follow-up period longer than 6-months and independent of the quality of the study. a Funnel
plot without trim-fill method (Sterne & Egger, 2001). b Funnel plot with trim-fill method
(Duval & Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b). c Galbraith-plot depicting heterogeneity (Galbraith,
1988b, 1988a). d Baujat-plot depicting sources of heterogeneity (Baujat et al., 2002).
Analyses were performed and plotted using the R package metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010;
http://metafor-project.org/doku.php/plots)
[black and white print]
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A7.4 Supplementary Figures 4 a-d. Quality control for meta-analysis 4

Figure 19. Results of quality control on meta-analysis on all longterm RCT NET studies
with a follow-up period longer than 6-months. a Funnel plot without trim-fill method (Sterne
& Egger, 2001). b Funnel plot with trim-fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b). c
Galbraith-plot depicting heterogeneity (Galbraith, 1988b, 1988a). d Baujat-plot depicting
sources of heterogeneity (Baujat et al., 2002).
Analyses were performed and plotted using the R package metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010;
http://metafor-project.org/doku.php/plots)
[black and white print]
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A7.5 Supplementary Table 1. Sensitivity analysis for meta-analysis 1
Table 27. Results of sensitivity analysis on all NET studies independent of quality of design and length of follow-up using the “leave-one-out”
method. [CI – confidence intervals for the coefficients; H2 – statistics to assess heterogeneity; I2 – ratio of true heterogeneity to total variation in
observed effects; pval – p-values for the test statistics; Q – test statistics for the tests of heterogeneity; Qp – p-values for the test of heterogeneity;
SE – standard error; tau2 – estimated amounts of (residual) heterogeneity; zval – test statistics of the coefficients]
[black and white print]

Study

Point
estimate

SE

zval

pval

CI -95%

CI +95%

Q

Qp

tau2

I2

H2

Adenauer et al., 2011

-0.90

0.23

-3.90

0.0001

-1.36

-0.45

61.16

0.0000

0.60

80.26

5.07

Alghamdi et al., 2015

-1.10

0.29

-3.88

0.0001

-1.66

-0.55

76.77

0.0000

0.97

85.64

6.97

Crombach & Siehl, 2018

-1.06

0.28

-3.77

0.0002

-1.61

-0.51

75.59

0.0000

0.96

86.46

7.38

Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al.,
2011

-1.10

0.29

-3.86

0.0001

-1.66

-0.54

76.70

0.0000

0.98

85.85

7.06

Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011

-1.08

0.28

-3.79

0.0002

-1.63

-0.52

76.01

0.0000

0.98

86.37

7.34

Hijazi et al., 2014

-1.12

0.28

-3.99

0.0001

-1.67

-0.57

75.91

0.0000

0.94

84.83

6.59

Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019

-1.16

0.25

-4.61

0.0000

-1.66

-0.67

66.17

0.0000

0.72

82.19

5.61

Morath, Gola et al., 2014

-1.00

0.27

-3.69

0.0002

-1.53

-0.47

68.79

0.0000

0.87

85.14

6.73

Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et
al., 2014

-1.01

0.27

-3.70

0.0002

-1.54

-0.47

70.50

0.0000

0.89

85.46

6.88

Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et al.,
2004

-1.11

0.28

-3.93

0.0001

-1.66

-0.56

76.73

0.0000

0.96

85.99

7.14

Neuner et al., 2008

-1.15

0.27

-4.34

0.0000

-1.68

-0.63

58.44

0.0000

0.82

81.66

5.45

Orang et al., 2018

-1.06

0.28

-3.78

0.0002

-1.62

-0.51

75.71

0.0000

0.96

86.47

7.39
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Schaal et al., 2009

-1.13

0.27

-4.13

0.0000

-1.67

-0.60

75.08

0.0000

0.90

85.38

6.84

Stenmark et al., 2013

-1.07

0.29

-3.75

0.0002

-1.63

-0.51

74.64

0.0000

0.98

86.09

7.19

Zang et al., 2013

-0.96

0.25

-3.78

0.0002

-1.45

-0.46

67.90

0.0000

0.75

83.61

6.10

Zang et al., 2014

-0.97

0.26

-3.77

0.0002

-1.48

-0.47

69.49

0.0000

0.79

84.22

6.34
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A7.6 Supplementary Table 2. Sensitivity analysis for meta-analysis 2
Table 28. Results of sensitivity analysis on meta-analysis on all RCT NET studies independent of length of follow-up using the “leave-one-out”
method. [CI – confidence intervals for the coefficients; H2 – statistics to assess heterogeneity; I2 – ratio of true heterogeneity to total variation in
observed effects; pval – p-values for the test statistics; Q – test statistics for the tests of heterogeneity; Qp – p-values for the test of heterogeneity;
SE – standard error; tau2 – estimated amounts of (residual) heterogeneity; zval – test statistics of the coefficients]
[black and white print]

Study

Point
estimate

SE

zval

pval

CI -95%

CI +95%

Q

Qp

tau2

I2

H2

Adenauer et al., 2011

-0.89

0.25

-3.61

0.0003

-1.38

-0.41

59.77

0.0000

0.66

82.12

5.59

Alghamdi et al., 2015

-1.11

0.31

-3.61

0.0003

-1.71

-0.51

75.56

0.0000

1.07

87.17

7.79

Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al.,
2011

-1.10

0.31

-3.59

0.0003

-1.70

-0.50

75.47

0.0000

1.08

87.36

7.91

Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011

-1.08

0.31

-3.53

0.0004

-1.68

-0.48

74.73

0.0000

1.08

87.85

8.23

Hijazi et al., 2014

-1.13

0.30

-3.72

0.0002

-1.72

-0.53

74.85

0.0000

1.04

86.43

7.37

Lely, Knipscheer et al., 2019

-1.17

0.27

-4.31

0.0000

-1.70

-0.64

65.28

0.0000

0.80

84.17

6.32

Morath, Gola et al., 2014

-0.99

0.29

-3.42

0.0006

-1.57

-0.42

67.37

0.0000

0.96

86.77

7.56

Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et
al., 2014

-1.00

0.29

-3.43

0.0006

-1.58

-0.43

69.12

0.0000

0.98

87.05

7.72

Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et al., -1.11
2004

0.30

-3.66

0.0003

-1.71

-0.52

75.56

0.0000

1.06

87.50

8.00

Neuner et al., 2008

-1.16

0.29

-4.04

0.0001

-1.72

-0.60

57.97

0.0000

0.91

83.61

6.10

Orang et al., 2018

-1.06

0.30

-3.51

0.0004

-1.66

-0.47

74.45

0.0000

1.06

87.96

8.30

Schaal et al., 2009

-1.14

0.30

-3.86

0.0001

-1.72

-0.56

73.99

0.0000

0.99

86.98

7.68
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Stenmark et al., 2013

-1.07

0.31

-3.48

0.0005

-1.67

-0.47

73.28

0.0000

1.08

87.59

8.06

Zang et al., 2013

-0.95

0.27

-3.50

0.0005

-1.48

-0.42

66.56

0.0000

0.83

85.31

6.81

Zang et al., 2014

-0.96

0.28

-3.49

0.0005

-1.51

-0.42

68.16

0.0000

0.87

85.88

7.08
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A7.7 Supplementary Table 3. Sensitivity analysis for meta-analysis 3
Table 29. Results of sensitivity analysis on meta-analysis on all longterm NET studies with a follow-up period longer than 6-months and
independent of the quality of the study using the “leave-one-out” method. [CI – confidence intervals for the coefficients; H2 – statistics to assess
heterogeneity; I2 – ratio of true heterogeneity to total variation in observed effects; pval – p-values for the test statistics; Q – test statistics for the
tests of heterogeneity; Qp – p-values for the test of heterogeneity; SE – standard error; tau2 – estimated amounts of (residual) heterogeneity; zval
– test statistics of the coefficients]
[black and white print]

Study

Point
estimate

SE

zval

pval

CI -95%

CI +95%

Q

Qp

tau2

I2

H2

Alghamdi et al., 2015

-1.24

0.22

-5.58

0.0000

-1.68

-0.81

29.84

0.0030

0.37

60.27

2.52

Bichescu et al., 2007

-1.07

0.21

-5.05

0.0000

-1.49

-0.66

31.36

0.0017

0.35

62.73

2.68

Crombach & Siehl, 2018

-1.15

0.23

-4.99

0.0000

-1.60

-0.70

36.28

0.0003

0.45

68.21

3.15

Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al.,
2011

-1.20

0.24

-5.03

0.0000

-1.67

-0.74

35.87

0.0003

0.47

66.75

3.01

Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011

-1.15

0.24

-4.82

0.0000

-1.62

-0.68

36.04

0.0003

0.47

68.27

3.15

Morath, Gola et al., 2014

-1.01

0.20

-5.16

0.0000

-1.40

-0.63

26.65

0.0087

0.25

54.11

2.18

Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et
al., 2014

-1.12

0.23

-4.85

0.0000

-1.58

-0.67

35.22

0.0004

0.44

67.44

3.07

Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et
al., 2004

-1.19

0.24

-4.94

0.0000

-1.66

-0.72

36.41

0.0003

0.48

67.90

3.12

Neuner et al., 2008

-1.24

0.22

-5.54

0.0000

-1.68

-0.80

31.40

0.0017

0.38

61.76

2.62

Neuner et al., 2010

-1.20

0.23

-5.16

0.0000

-1.66

-0.75

35.84

0.0003

0.45

67.67

3.09
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Orang et al., 2018

-1.05

0.21

-4.95

0.0000

-1.47

-0.63

29.84

0.0029

0.33

60.39

2.53

Pabst et al., 2014

-1.20

0.24

-5.09

0.0000

-1.67

-0.74

35.89

0.0003

0.46

67.46

3.07

Schaal et al., 2009

-1.18

0.24

-4.92

0.0000

-1.65

-0.71

36.49

0.0003

0.48

68.42

3.17

Stenmark et al., 2013

-1.12

0.23

-4.78

0.0000

-1.57

-0.66

34.23

0.0006

0.44

66.70

3.00
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A7.8 Supplementary Table 4. Sensitivity analysis for meta-analysis 4
Table 30. Results of sensitivity analysis on meta-analysis on all longterm RCT NET studies with a follow-up period longer than 6-months using
the “leave-one-out” method. [CI – confidence intervals for the coefficients; H2 – statistics to assess heterogeneity; I2 – ratio of true heterogeneity
to total variation in observed effects; pval – p-values for the test statistics; Q – test statistics for the tests of heterogeneity; Qp – p-values for the
test of heterogeneity; SE – standard error; tau2 – estimated amounts of (residual) heterogeneity; zval – test statistics of the coefficients]
[black and white print]

Study

Point
estimate

SE

zval

pval

CI -95%

CI +95%

Q

Qp

tau2

I2

H2

Alghamdi et al., 2015

-1.36

0.23

-5.82

0.0000

-1.82

-0.90

26.22

0.0035

0.36

61.43

2.59

Bichescu et al., 2007

-1.17

0.23

-5.11

0.0000

-1.62

-0.72

29.52

0.0010

0.37

66.29

2.97

Ertl, Pfeiffer, Schauer et al.,
2011

-1.33

0.26

-5.14

0.0000

-1.83

-0.82

33.33

0.0002

0.48

69.30

3.26

Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011

-1.27

0.26

-4.86

0.0000

-1.78

-0.76

34.06

0.0002

0.51

71.55

3.52

Morath, Gola et al., 2014

-1.11

0.22

-5.17

0.0000

-1.53

-0.69

25.24

0.0049

0.29

59.29

2.46

Morath, Moreno-Villanueva et
al., 2014

-1.24

0.25

-4.89

0.0000

-1.73

-0.74

33.31

0.0002

0.48

70.99

3.45

Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik et
al., 2004

-1.31

0.26

-5.03

0.0000

-1.82

-0.80

34.11

0.0002

0.50

70.73

3.42

Neuner et al., 2008

-1.36

0.24

-5.75

0.0000

-1.82

-0.90

28.16

0.0017

0.37

63.33

2.73

Neuner et al., 2010

-1.19

0.25

-4.85

0.0000

-1.68

-0.71

30.72

0.0007

0.43

68.48

3.17

Orang et al., 2018

-1.23

0.25

-4.83

0.0000

-1.73

-0.73

32.70

0.0003

0.48

70.55

3.40

Schaal et al., 2009

-1.30

0.26

-4.99

0.0000

-1.81

-0.79

34.30

0.0002

0.50

71.42

3.50

Stenmark et al., 2013

-1.23

0.26

-4.81

0.0000

-1.73

-0.73

32.50

0.0003

0.48

70.43

3.38
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A7.9 Supplementary Table 5 Sensitivity analysis for meta-analysis on FORNET
Table 31. Results of sensitivity analysis on all FORNET studies using the “leave-one-out” method. [CI – confidence intervals for the
coefficients; H2 – statistics to assess heterogeneity; I2 – ratio of true heterogeneity to total variation in observed effects; pval – p-values for the
test statistics; Q – test statistics for the tests of heterogeneity; Qp – p-values for the test of heterogeneity; Se – standard error; tau2 – estimated
amounts of (residual) heterogeneity; zval – test statistics of the coefficients]
[black and white print]
Study

Point
estimate

SE

zval

pval

CI -95%

CI +95%

Q

Qp

tau2

I2

H2

Crombach & Elbert, 2015

-0.94

0.29

-3.23

0.0012

-1.51

-0.37

16.28

0.0061

0.36

70.33

3.37

Hermenau, Hecker, Schaal et
al., 2013

-0.80

0.32

-2.51

0.0121

-1.42

-0.17

19.33

0.0017

0.45

75.12

4.02

Robjant et al., 2019

-0.60

0.16

-3.82

0.0001

-0.91

-0.29

3.61

0.6076

0.00

00.00

1.00

Köbach et al. (a), 2017

-0.87

0.32

-2.77

0.0056

-1.49

-0.26

19.10

0.0018

0.45

74.75

3.96

Hinsberger et al. (b), 2020

-0.82

0.32

-2.54

0.0111

-1.45

-0.19

19.62

0.0015

0.47

74.83

3.97
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